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ABSTRACT

John B. McClelland and David J. Vieira

This report contains the proceedings of a 21/2 day Workshop on the Science
of Intense Radioactive Ion Beams which was held at the Los Alamos National

Laboratory on April 10-12,1990. The workshop was attended by105 people,
representing 30 institutions from 10 countries. The thrust of the workshop was to
develop the scientific opportunities which become possible with a new generation
intense Radioactive Ion Beam (RIB) facilit3, , currently being discussed within North
America. The workshop was organized around five primary topics: (1) reaction
physics; (2) nuclei far from stabili .ty/nuclear structure; (3) nuclear astrophysics;
(4) atomic physics, material science, and applied research; and (5) facilities.
Overview talks were presented on each of these topics, followed by 1 1/2 days of
intense parallel working group sessions. The final half day of the workshop was
devoted to the presentation and discussion of the working group summary reports,
closing remarks and a discussion of future plans for this effort.



,Preface

This report contains the proceedings of a 2 1/2 day workshop on the Science
of Intense Radioactive Ion Beamswhich was held at the Los Alamos National

Laboratory on April 10-12, 1990. The workshop was attended by 105 people,
representing 30 institutions from 10 countries. The thrust of the workshop was to
develop the scientific opportunities which become possible with a new generation
intense Radioactive .Ion Beam (RIB) facility, currently being discussed within North
America. The workshop was organized around five primary topics: (1) reaction
physics; (2) nuclei far from stability/nuclear structure; (3) nuclear astrophysics;
(4) atomic physics, material science, and applied research; and (5) facilities.
Overview talks were presented on each of these:topics, followed by 1 1/2 days of
intense parallel working group sessions. The final half day of the workshop was
devoted to the presentation and discussion of the working group summary reports,
closing remarks and a discussion of future plans for this effort.

This workshop came about as a result of the recent Nuclear Science Advisory
Committee (NSAC) Long Range Planning (LRP) activity during 1989. 'Town
Meetings sponsored by the Division of Nuclear Physics of the American Physical
Society were held in preparation for the LRP. 'The communities of nuclear
scientists studying nuclei far from stability and those using low-energy beams as
nuclear probes both strongly endorsed establishing a RIB facility within the next ten
years. The case for such a facility was presented to the full NSAC Long Range Plan
Working Group during its meeting in Boulder, Colorado on August 6-11, 1989, in
which priorities for the field were discussed and recommendations formulated for
the DOE and NSF. The scientific case for a RIB facility was well received by that
group and several references to these scientific opportunities discussed can now be
found in various sections of the Long Range Plan.

At this workshop we have concentrated our attention on outlining the
scientific program that would be made possible by the development of such beams.
We did not restrict our discussions to a particular production scheme or facility. As
such, this workshop represents only our initial steps in preparing the case for such a
facility -' further work wi!l be needed to develop the scientific issues and to better
define the type of radioactive beam facility which would best meet these new
challenges.

The success of this workshop represents the hard work of many individuals.
Of special note are the working group chairmen: Wolfgang Bauer, Rick Casten,
John D'Auria, Jerry Garrett, Stan Hanna, Michael Howard, and Bob Stokstad, who
took on the bulk of this undertaking by organizing the working groups and in
preparing the summary.reports; the invited overview speakers: Grant Mathews,



Mike Nitschke, Ingemar Ragnarsson, Jerzy Sawicki, and John Schiffer, who set the
stage for our discussions and prepared manuscripts for these proceedings; the
International Advisory Committee (listed below)for their help in preparing the
workshop program and by encouraging more international participation at the
workshop; and our fellow members of the Local Organizing Committee (also listed
be!o'w) whose combined efforts were essential in the preparation and organization
of the. workshop. Moreover, we extend our thanks for a job well done to the
conference secretary, Kathy Garduno; the LANL Protocol Office coordinators, Jan
Hull and Mildred Saxman, for organizing the Study Center meetings; and XiaoqAn
Tu, Xiao-Gang Zhou, and Hardy Seifert for audio-visual and general assisLance
during the conference.
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1. Introduction

The limits of nuclear matter will be reached through nuclear reactions, just as
much of what we know about nuclear structure has come from reaction studies. For

studying the limits of nuclear matter, radioactive ion beams will both open up new
vistas in several important dimensions and offer a fresh look at more familiar terrain.
These will include extremes in the neutron-to-proton ratio (isospin), energy transfer,
excitation energy, angular momentum, polarization, and nuclear shape.

We have divided the many reactions with radioactive ion beams that were sug-
gested in our working group into four main categories. The first category involves
nuclear matter in motion, or multidimensional reaction dynamics, and is discussed in
sect. 2 of this position paper. The second category is concerned with the paths to
neutron matter, which include neutron halos, or the physics of loosely bound nuclei,
as well as the determination of the neutron drip line. Because of the intrinsic impor-
tance of this subject and its relation to both reaction physics and nuclear structure,
it is included as a separate position paper. Section 3 continues with our third cate.
gory, reactions that serve as probes of nuclear structure. Section 4 treats our fourth
category, isomeric radioactive ion beams, where the projectile nuclei are irl excited
states.

It will be apparent in the following discussion that there is a wide range of' diffi-
culty in ti_e suggested experiments. Some reactions will be extremely difficult, hay-
ing small cross sections and even involving radioactive targets as well as radioactive
beams, whereas others could be studied with existing instrumentation today, were the
radioactive beams available. Furthermore, the experiments discussed below are only
examples representing classes or categories of experiments. The requirements placed
by the experiments on the radioactive beams--mass, energy, energy resolution, and
other characteristics_are not dealt with systematically ,:_rin detail. But it will be
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Figure 1: Calculated potential-energy surface for 264Fm.

apparent that, just as with stable 'beams, more than one productionmethod (e.g.,
ISOL or Fragmentation) is required if one is going to be able to perform the wide
range of experiments illustrated below.

2. Nuclear matter in motion: multidimensional reaction dynamics
.,

The opportunity afforded by radioactive ion beams to reach new regions of nuclei
will help resolve many issues concerning collective nuclear motion. These include such
diverse items a._ the effect of single-particle shell structure on the multidimensional
nuclear potential energy of deformation, the flow and transfer of neutrons in subbar-

tier fusion, and isospln mixing at high excitation energies. New data provided by
radioactive ion beams will assist in our quest for a fully microscopic understanding
of nuclear collectivity.

2.1. PATHWAYS TO VERY HEAVY NUCLEI

Recent fission experiments 1,2) have shown astonishingly abrupt transitions at
2SSFm in three separate properties: fission-fragment mass distributions, fission-
fragment kinetic-energy distributions, and spontaneous-fission half-lives. All three

of these phenomena are explained by the discovery of a new fission valley 3,4) in
2_SFm and nuclei beyond. The calculated valley for 2S4Fm is illustrated in fig. 1,
which shows the potential energy as a function of the distance between mass centers

r and fragment elongation cr of the two nascent fragments 3). The lower left,hand
corner of the diagram corresponds to the ground state of 264Fm, and t]_e lower right-
hand corner corresponds to the configuration of two nearly spherical doubly magic
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132Snnuclei. The long, narrow valley connecting these two configurations is separated
from the traditional fission valley in the upper right-hand corner by a complicated
topology involving saddle points, mountain tops (indicated by plus signs), and a high
ridge. The solid circles in the diagram correspond to local minima.

Radioactive ion beams will provide important pathways to this region, through
both very asymmetric transfer reactions and nearly symmetric fusion reactions. Ex-

amples of the former are 254Es(llLi,3He)2S2Fm and 25_Es(gLi,3He)26°Fm, involving
11Li and 9Li projectiles, with half-lives of 8.7 ms and 177 ms, respectiveJy, incident
on a 254Es target, with half-life 276 d. An example of the latter is 132Sn + 1_63n ---,
2_SFm, involving a 13_Snprojectile, with half-life 40 s, incident on a 12_Sntarget, with
half-life 10s y. The reaction 132Sn + 13_Sn ---+264Fm might ultimately be possible

through the use of rapid-deposition target-production techniques.
These are only four examples of many reactions with radioactive ion beams that

lead to especially large single-particle effects on the multidimensional nuclear poten-
tial energy of deformation. The resulting multiple minima and valleys separated by
saddle points and ridges will significantly affect the reaction dynamics, especially at
subbarrier energies. By increasing the bombarding energy, one will also be able to
study the disappearance of single-particle effects with increasing excitation energy.

Just as the peculiar structure of 132Snis thought to influence the fission of the heav-
iest Fm isotopes, other aspects of nuclear structure maybe at work in determining
the mass distribution associated with fission. Robertson and Walters 5) have sug-
gested that a softness against octupole deformation for nuclei in the Cs-Bn mass-145
region might be responsible for the interesting phenomenon that the heavy partner
in an asymmetric mass split is always a nucleus of about this mass, with the mass of
the lighter fission fragrrmnt increasing or decreasing as the mass of the parent fission-
ing nuclide changes. Their argument is that an octupole deformation resembles the
shapes fission fragments must acquire as they approach scission. Nuclei that can be
easily deformed to an octupole shape will then be favored in fission. If this argument
is correct, and if the Cs-Bn mass-145 nuclei have ground states that either have or are
easily induced to acquire an octupole component, then the barrier for fusion might be
lowered 8) for heavy radioactive isotopes of Cs and Ba bombarding neutron-rich but
stable targets around mass 100 to 120. Performing such a reaction would be similar to
bombarding 126Sn with 132Sn---one would be working back up a fission valley in this
multidemensional space toward a very heavy compound nucleus, taking advantage of
the same nuclear-structure effects that cause the valley and the trajectory along it in
the fission process.

2.2. FISSION IN THE PRE-ACTINIDE REGION

A real possibility exists to take advantage of reverse kinematics with radioactive
beams in the Z = 84-94 region. There has been a lot of effort in the Fm region
to exploit the rapid changes in fission properties. These changes are also present in
the pre-actinide area as weil. If we could have beams of neutron-deficient isotopes of
these pre-actinides then we could do simple direct reactions with reverse kinematics



and measure the fission de-excitation channels. The reverse kinematics focuses tile
reaction products in the lab and therefore gives high geometric coverage and, since
the decay products will have near beam velocities, they are much easier identified
with counter techniques,

Another of these reverse reactions would be to study fission shape isomerism.
In the light Th and Ra regions, the inner fission barrier should be around 3 MeV
above the isomeric level, while the outer barrier is substantially above this value.
This should be a condition which allows sufficient population of an isomeric state

and also permits it to have a reasonable half-life (> ns). These isomers should decay
by gamma branching back to the ground state. Cross sections will be small (on the
order of microbarns) but one could take advantage of the reverse kinematics to move
the products out .of the reaction zone (i.e., recoil shadowing) and possibly s_ some
of these decays.

2.3. NEUTRON TRANSFER IN SUBBARRIER FUSION

The transfer of nucleons among colliding nuclei on the path to fusion is oneof
several dimensions (deformation, vibration, and neck formation) that can influence
the probability' of fusion, At energies above the barrier a single dimension, the radial

degree of freedom defining the separation of the two nuclei, is sufficient to describe the
fusion of light to medium-mass nuclei. Particularly at subbarrier energies, though,
the extra dimensions mentioned above can be very important in determining the cross
section. Radioactive beams will give us a unique tool to study the importance of the
ground-state Q-value for neutron transfer on the cross section for subbarrier fusion.

Just togive an example, systems like 1sO + 14aNd and 140 + 144Nd possess very
large ground-state Q-values (see table 1) for 1-neutron pickup (+9.5 MeV) and for
2-neutron pickup (+14.5 MEV), respectively. For comparison, the existing transfer
data r-l°) are for Q-values less than +2 MeV and +6.6 MeV for the ln- and 2n-pickup
reactions, respectively. The effect of the positive ground-state Q-value on the fusion at
subbarrier energies can be illustrated by a simplified coupled-channel calculation 11)
for the fusion cross sections in the systems 150 + 14aNd and 140 + 144Nd. These
calculations, presented in fig. 2, show a large enhancement at low energies that has
a different energy dependence than, for example, the coupling to a series of low-lying
rotational states.

TABLE 1

Ground-state Q-values for one- and two-nucleon transfer reactions
(+ means pickup,- means stripping)

System " Neutrons Protons ....
-1 -2 +1 +2 -1 -2 +l +2

1'_O+ 143Nd -22.8 -5.4 +9.5 -+.3.9 -3.6 -2.6 -8.1 -12.'2
140 +144Nd -26.9 -17.4 +5.4 +14.5 +5.3 +0.2 -10.3 -15.3
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Figure 2: Cross sections for subbarrier fusion of 1sO + 143Nd calculated with the
coupled-channels code of Dasso and Landowne 11), The dotted line is the result for
no coupling in the entrance channel. The effect of the coupling of a neutron-transfer
channel is shown by the full Line. The large enhancement predicted below the barrier
arises from the large positive Q-value for neutron transfer from 143Nd to 1sO. While
a useful guide for developing experiments, this estimate has been made with the sim-
plified code CCFUS, which may overestimate the size of the effect compared to that
predicted _by a more refined calculation.

To study the correlation of positive Q-values with the enhancement of the subbar-
rier fusion as well as the relative effect of the different transfer channels, it would be
interesting to make an experimental investigation of the fusion and transfer reactions
in 150 + 143Nd and 140 + l_Nd. The measurements of the fusion cross sections as
functions of bombarding energy can be achieved by detecting the evaporation residues
with two low-pressure multiwire proportional counters. The identification of the evap-
oration residues will be made by their time of flight and the energy loss in any of the
counters. This technique has already been used to measure the fusion cross sections
for 12C + iraTe at different bombarding energies. It is worth noting 12) that beam
intensities required for these experiments are very modest (less than 107 particles/s).
The transfer-reaction measurements can be made by detecting and identifying the re-
action products at backward angles in a silicon surface-barri, _ AE-E telescope with a
thin AE detector and good timing resolution, which provides mass resolution through
time of flight and nuclear-charge resolution via energy losss. This technique has been
succesfuUy used in le'180 + Sn transfer studies performed by Henning et al. 7). An-
other technique will be to tag the various transfer channels through the observation
of discrete-line gamma rays by an array of Compton-suppressed Ge detectors.



2,4. NEUTRON FLOW IN SUBBARI:%IER FUSION

A large body of data points to the beginning phase of heavy-ion fusion as proceed-
ing through doorway processes such as those mentioned in the preceding section, The
doorway provides extra degrees of freedom that enhance fusion cross sections at sub-
barrier energies, A process related to the effect of neutron transfer channels discussed
above and that gives a good account of some of the observed fusion enhancements is
the recentlysuggested free-flow of neutrons la), In this proposed process the transfer
of a valence neutron, which proceeds via tunnelling at large internuclear separations,
becomes a free-flow process once the colliding nuclei approach each other sumciently
close for the neutron barrier to disappear (due to overlapping tails of nuclear po-
tentials). The internuclear distance where the neutron flow commences is intimately
related to the binding energy of the least:bound neutron of the system and systemat-
ically lies outside (by about 2 fm eor 40 < ,4 < 1,00) the corresponding distance where
strong absorption occurs 1:t,14). This neutron flow in turn precipitates the formation
of a neck connecting the nuclei, e,g,, via liquid-drop effects 15,1_), Coalescence of the
neck leads to fusion, and re-separation leads to energy-damped m_ ltinucleon trans-
fers, For the case of the 5°Ti + 9aNb system 1_), the scission of the neck preferentially
populates channels that involve transfers of up to four nucleons from the heavy to
the light collision partner, i,e,, the system tends toward symmetric partition, very
reminiscent of familiar spontaneous fission,

Neutron flow is the key to this subbarrier process, and as the binding of the valence
neutron weakens, the internuclear distance where the free flow commences becomes
larger. Accordingly, radioactive beams of nuclides near the neutron drip line, where
the neutron is weakly bound by less than about 1 lVIeV, would open an exciting new
vista to explore this interesting subbarrier process.

2.5. ISOSPIN MIXING IN GIANT-DIPOLE DECAY OF COMPOUND NUCLEI

Compound nuclear isospin mixing at high excitation energies (50 MeV and higher)
can be studied is) in light N = Z nuclei by looking at GDR gamma-emission
in heavy-ion fusion-evaporation in reactions with T = 0 entrance channels, e.g.,
160 + 12C _ 2sSi*. In such reactions, (isovector) GDR gamma..decay is strongly
hindered for states of pure isospin, due to the low level density of T = 1 final states,
There is a surprising result, viz., that very large mixing widths of 1 IvIeV or greater
for the mixing of T = 1 states with T = 0 states are necessary to explain the data is).
However, it is necessary to "calibrate" the statistical n_odel by studying neighboring
N = Z compound nuclei. A much better calibration would be to look at the same
N = Z compound nuclei formed in a T ¢ 0 entrance channel, for which GDR gamma-
decay would not be hindered. This is not possible with stable heavy ions, for which
one always has N >_ Z. With radioactive beams, proton-rich projectiles are possi-
ble that permit such reactions. 1;or example, 'sSi* could be formed in the reactions
150 + 1"_Cand 1'I0 + 14C. Other N = Z nuclei could be studied in a similar fashion.
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Figure 3: Differential cross sections measured for a beam of SLi scattered by a I_C
target 23).

3. Reactions as probes of nuclear structure

3.1. TOTAL REACTION CROSS SECTION

The total reaction cross section or, closely related to it, the interaction cross sec-
tion ai, is related to the most basic structural feature of the nucleus, its size. Some of
the first measurements to be made with secondary beams of radioactive nuclei were
the interaction cross sections 19). These measurements at high energies (typically 800
MeV/A) revealed a remaxkable change in interaction radius with changing isopspin.
Measurements at lower energies and for a wide variety of radioactive nuclei also reveal
interesting changes in'the mean-square radius with isospin 20-_2). These results are
considered in the section on neutron halos in a separate position paper.

3.2. ELASTIC SCATTERING

Like the total reaction cross section, the differential cross sections for elastic scat-
tering are one of the most basic and important reaction quantities in nuclear physics.
And because the cross sections can be large, they will also be among the first quan-
tities to be measured when a new radioactive beam facility is developed. Figure 3
shows the cross sections 2_) for the elastic scattering of SLi by 12C at an energy of 14
MeV. The full curves give the results of DWBA calculations using a deformed optical
model form factor. The inelastic excitation for the projectile is significant and can be
attributed to the peculiar properties of SLi (weaklybound, T, and jr).

Another reason for the special role of elastic scattering is the degree to which
this process is understood theoretically, particularly for elementary projectiles, where



extensive studies using optical-potential models have provided a data base from which
microscopic information has been obtained,

Radioactive ion beams would allow us to test _nd extend the optical-_otential
models for elastic scattering into new extremes of spin and isospin, Th( types of
projectiles that could be used for these new studies would _include neutron-rich and
proton-rich ground states, as well msexcited (isomeric) states of these nuclei, I'Iere we
mention some of the new possibilities that would be provided by the elastic scatteri_g
of proton-rich ground states, Tile new opportunities that would be provided by the
elastic scattering of neutr0n-rich ground states and of isomeric states _tre givei1 in
other sections,

With a RIB facility, one may have available light, jr =0 projectiles such as
1°C, 1'tO, tSNe, and _2Mg, Elastic-scattering experiments using these projectiles from
a proton target would provide us with the opportunity to study the single-particle
matter distributions for relatively simple cases where N < Z, In the case of t°C and

1'10, the nuclei tin and 15F'that would be produced in compound-nucleus reactions
lie beyonct the proton drip linet We also may be able to test our understanding of
the optical-potential models by comparing these results to the corresponding scatter-
ing from neutron-rich isotopes such as 1aC, 1sO, _°Ne, and _Mg, in which case the
Coulomb interaction would be fixed while the isospin part Of the strong interaction
would change from T, = -1 to T, = 1, Of course, the use of a polarized proton
target would extend these studies to include the spin-lsospin part of the interaction.
Along the same lines as those mentioned above for p- and sd-shell nuclei, one may
also consider the very interesting possibilities of studying the d-shell isotopes 36-aoCa,

3,3, INELASTIC SCATTERING

The inelastic scattering of radioactive beams affords the possibility of measuring
trartsition matrix elements in nuclei that have heretofore been inaccessible. One

example i_ shown in fig. 3 for the first excited state of SLi, Substituting a gold target
for a carbon target should substitute electromaguetic excitation for nuclear excitation
and determine the B(E2) value connecting the ground and first excited state _,L),
Inelastic scattering of heavier beams from light targets, including hydrogen, could
extend significantly our quantitative knowledge of collective transition s_rengths,

The assumption of time-reversal invariance imposes a reciprocity relationship for
the unpolaxized inverse reaction cross sections obtained at the same center-of-mass
energy and scattering angle. Previously, this reciprocity relation has been studied by
use of inverse transfer reactions such as 24Mg(c_,p)'rtA1, and found to be accurate to
within a fraction of a percent. The simultaneous availability of nuclear ground arid
excited states from a t_IB facility would allow the reciprocity relation to be studied
within the same nuclear environment, and possibly lead to a more stringent test. I?or
example, inverse transitions such as lSF(p,p')lSF* could be used to study time-reversal
invariance.
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Figure 4: The doubly magic nucleus la2Sn and its neighbors. The measurement of
single- and few-nucleon transfer reactions in this region willmap out the interaction
energies among the single-particle orbitals 55).

3.4. TRANSFER REACTIONS

The same measurements yielding elastic and inelastic scattering information from
light targets (p, d, aHe, and 4He) would also provide a rich source of new information
on single-particle motion. By observing the scattered target nucleus or target-like
reaction product, the same kind of spectroscopic information can be obtained as
has been gleaned from reactions such as (d,aHe), (d,t), (d,p), (p,d), and (nile,d)
using beams of hydrogen and helium isotopes. Indeed, measurements of this type
are approved 2s) for'the experimental storage ring, ESR, at GSI's new synchrotron,
SIS-18. Here it will be of particular interest to map out the ,effective interaction among
single-particle orbitals in the region of the double shell closure at la2Sn. Figure 4
charts the region of the nuclides around la2Sn. A bealn of ta2Sn projectiles and
targets of p, d, aHe, and 4He would enable the full arsenal of one- and two-nucleon
transfer reactions to be applied to the mapping of particle and hole states in this
region. This type of nuclear structure information in the vicinity of the doubly closed
shell at SSNishows a beautiful systematic behavior that is not well understood. Being
able to obtain comparable information in the region of a different double shell closure
may bring the clue for the solution of the problem in the Ni region, or it may raise
new and unexpected questions.

The properties of single-particle orbitals in nuclei far from closed shells and in the
regions of strong deformation are also of interest for study with radioactive beams in
conjunction with multiple-high-resolution-gamma-detector arrays. Indeed, the latter
have made possible a promising new class of nuclear reactions. Spherical actinide
nuclei have produced neutron-transfer products at high spin. On the incoming path,
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Coulomb excitation pumps the deformed partner to spins as high as 14, and one or
more neutrons are transferred, giving rise to deformed transfer products, which are

" efurther excited to higher spins by Coulomb excitation on the outward path, Fh _se
high-spin states reveal themselves through the de-exciting g_n_m_-r,_y cascades, l'_or
example, the knowledge of the ground-state rotational bands in 16°Dy, _3'_U,and '_s Pu
has been extended to considerably higher spins,

At present a fundamental limitation on this powerful new spectroscop!c tool in the
actinides is that no stable, high-Z projectiles are available with neutron separation
energies below those oi' the actinides, so that one can only extract neutrons but not
add them to the actinides,

The addition of a neutron to a heavy target like _'4SCm at high spin could give
unique information on Nilsson orbitals lying in the region of the possible superheavy
island of stability. Learning the location of the hL12 or k_7/2 neutron levels would
refine the half-llfe estimates of the superheavy elements, The experimental search
would be similar to the experiments performed by Garrett _nd co-workers in locating
the i13/_ proton levels in the rare earths _0).

The best candidates seem to be 170 and _l°Bi, although 137Xe and 13SCsmay pro.

vide interesting possibilities, A beam of *_0, because it does not excite _SCm to very
high spins, would map the lower-spin orbitals while the heavier radioactive beams
would reach the more interesting high-spin orbitals, And in addition to the spec-
troscopic goal of locating the nucleon orbitals, _ study of the reaction mechanism_
Coulomb excitation combined with neutron transfer--and (urther development of the
calculational tools present important challenges,

3,5, CHARGE EXCHANGE

3,5.1. General considerations. Radioactive beams also provide unique opportuni-
ties for studing the charge-exchange reactions, again using reverse kinematics. Tran-
sitions induced by both the isospin and spin-isospin operators will yield information
pertaining to L = 0 isospin transitions (Fermi) and spin-isospin transitions (GT) as
well as higher-L transfer transitions. In a notation indicating reverse kinematics, the
reaction on a hydrogen target is written p(zAN,z+,AN-_)n, with the proton target
being in the form of a plastic for a single pass beam or a gas if a circulation beam
in a storage ring is used. A spectrometer (perhaps in conjunction with the magnetic
elements of a storage ring) with particle identification will be requi_ed to measure the
heavy-ion reaction product. In some cases, detection of the coincident neutron will
be required,

Some advantages of using reverse kinematics for these particular experiments are:
(1) The detector efficiency for the heavy fragment is close to unity, (2) The energy
resolution of the heavy fragment could be much better than could be obtained from
neutron time of flight. (3) One can measure the complete angular distribution with
either one or a few angular settings of the spectrograph Crude calculations of count-
ing rates indicate that such experiments will be feasible with particle fluxes expected
from a RIB facility.
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Measurements of isobaric transitions are expected to extend the data on Coulomb
displacement energies and provide Sensitive tests for isobaric mass formulas; Measure-
ments of GT-strength distributions can be of value to both astrophysics and nuclear
physics. Some other questions to _be addressed are the distributions of L - 1, S = 0,
and S = 1 strengths as functions of incident energy, as well as tneasurements of
isospin splitting.

3.5.2. Anomalies in Fermi and Gamow.Teller strengths. It has been shown ex-
perimentally that cross sections for (p,n) reactions are proportional to beta-decay
transition rates for initial and final states that are connected by allowed Fermi or
Gamow-Teller transitions. In fact, when these transitions can be observed in (p,n) re-
actions at low momentum transfer, as, for example, at zero degrees and proton energy
above 100 MeV, essentially the entire structure dependence of the cross section is con-
tained in the beta-decay matIix element 2T). This fact is expected theoretically also.
This simple structure dependence has been exploited not only in nuclear-structure
studies, but also has been applied to determining neutrino detection cross sections
for solar-neutrino detectors.

The (p,n) cross section also depends on kinematic factors that are easily calculated
and on the nuclear mass A in a way that has so far defied calculation. Let us define
the specific cross section as the (p,n) cross section per unit Fermi or Gamow-Teller
trzmsition probability, whichever is applicable to the transition in question. We also
assume that correction has been made for kinematics and momentum transfer. Then

we expect the specific cross section to have a _rnooth mass dependence. However,
measured specific cross sections show large variations between adjacent A value_. For
example, the specific cross sections for A = 13 and A = 15 are nearly 1.5 times
larger 2s)than those for A = 12 and A = 14, What is more puzzling is that the
anomaly has not been observed in (n,p) reactions for the transition from 1aC to
laB. The cross.section normalization for (p,n) reactions is done with isospin-related
transitions but not exactly isospin-mirror transitions.

If one could bombard a proton target (it could be a plastic target) with .._1aN
beam, for example, one could measure in reverse kinematics the (p,n) cross section
for the transition between the ground state of 1aN and the ground state of 1aO, which
is the isospin mirror of the measured beta-decay transition from lab to 1aC that
was used to determine the GT matrix element to calibrate the specific cross section.
This one measurement alone should be interesting because it addresses a case where a
large anomaly is seen in the (p,n) cross section. Figure 5 illustrates the measurements
needed for the A = 13 system.

In general, the availability of radioactive beams removes the severe restriction
that G'r and Fermi transitions can be studied with (p,n) reactions only for cases
originating on nuclei that happen to be stable. The cross sections are typically large,
a few millibarns per steradian. The energy should be about 100 MeV/A to get good
selectability for F and GT transitions.
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Figure 5: The mass-13 isobaric system. The 13c(p,n)t3N reaction is anomalous with
respect to the Gamow-Teller transitions in the A = 12 and A = 14 systems. The
dashed arrows show the transitions that could*be studied with radioactive beamsl

3.513. Double.beta decay. Considerable theoretical and experimental effort has
been invested in attempts to determine lifetimes of nuclei that double-beta decay.
From this work one hopes to learn about extensions to the Standard Model. Thus

far, there is only one laboratory measurement, .that of S_Se decaying to' S2Kr. For this
case the theoretical predictions differ from the experimental data by factors of four
to ten.

Double-beta decay can proceed with either zero or two neutrinos appearing in
the final state; appearance of the former would signal lepton-number violation. The
observed decay of 82Se presumably is a two-neutrino decay. The dominant mecha-
nism for the two-neutrino decay is the Gamow-Teller mechanism, with the transition
proceeding through 1+ states of the intermediate odd-odd nucleus. However, states
of other spins may contribute, particularly in the case of zero-neutrino decay.

2b understand the discrepancy between theory and experiment, and to provide
additional tests of the nuclear wave functions, (p,n) and (n,p) reactions are being
used to map out the Gamow-Teller strength. Additional constraints will result by
using a radioactive beam composed of the intermediate nucleus. Such information is

particularly important if one is able to measure double-beta decay to the 2+ levels
of the granddaughter nucleus. There are theoretical suggestions that such transitions
are sensitive to extensions of the Standard Model such as right-handed currents.

Three of the most actively studied double-beta decaying nuclei are r6Ce, S2Se, and
1°°Mo. The ground-state spins of the intermediate odd-odd nuclei are 2- (r6As), .5-"
(S2Br), and 1+ (1°°Tc), although there is a 6-minute isomer in S2Br at 4(3 kev having
angular momentum 2-. Beams of either "r6Asor s2,nBr would allow the measurements
of transitions to states in neighboring nuclei, which would provide useful const, raints
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Figure 6: The T, = :t:1/2 mirror nuclei. Radi0active beams would enable the study
of charge-exchange reactions among several mirror pairs and the contribution of this
process to elastic scattering.

not otherwise attainable.

Particularly useful would be beams of 1°°Tc since transitions induced by the (p,n)
reaction from the _°°Tc 1+ ground state to excited states of l°°Ru would provide
informatlion useful for calculating double-beta branching ratios that is not available
from the beta decay of 1°°Tc itself. This would in turn provide constraints on right-
handed currents and massive neutrinos.

3.5.4. Charge-exchange reactions between mirror nuclei. Charge-exchange reac-
ti0ns between a stable projectile and a stable target are well established spectroscopic
tools for studies of nuclear structure. If one could instead employ in a general way
Tc = +1/2 mirror nuclei for the projectile and target with the resulting interference
between direct and exchange terms, a new type of charge-exchange reaction would
become possible that ,:ould, in principle, probe unique parts of both ground-state and
excited-state wave functions 29). Utilizing mirror nuclei also has the property that the
reaction Q-value _ 0, which enhances the possibility of observing non-perturbative
effects (resonances). The basic idea behind such resonances is that two nucleon-
equivalent cores elastically scatter off of each other and that the unpaired proton
and neutron might resonantly interact via pion exchange terms between only these
valence nucleons. The cross section for this process can be approximated by utilizing
that for the elastic scattering of the two cores.

The only stable nucleus that has more protons than neutrons is 3He. All other
nuclei with Tz = -1/2 are unstable. Figure 6 illustrates this and points out the
large number of such nuclei that become available with a radioactive beam facil-
ity. The only case of charge exctlange among mirror nuclei studied to date is the

aHe-3H(12 y) system ao,al); an experiment to search for the effects predicted by
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Vary and Nagarajan 20) in the rBe(53 d)-rLi system is underway 32). The reactions
11C(20 m) 4- _IB and _aN(10 rn) -_-1aC require radioactive beams because of the short
half-lives of the T, = -1/2 members. _

In addition to the charge-exchange effects mentioned above, which a!'e studied by
the el_.stic scattering of a radioactive beam by its mirror nuclear target, there exists
a specific comparison between mirror nuclear wave functions that could be uniquely
investigated by utilizing an inelastic scattering process in reactions of mirror nuclei.
Many years ago the Thomas-Ehrman effect was postulated a3,a4)to explain the energy
difference between the 1/2 + first-excited states in 13C and 13N. q)he s-wave proton
inthe excited state of 1aN is unbound by about 0.4 MeV. The loosely bound proton
experiences a lower Coulomb energy. This effect is most dramatic when an s-state is
involved, and it has been invoked to explain the sudden extra stability of nuclei at
the proton drip line as). By performing a mutual-excitation scattering measurement
of 1aN on 1aC, it should be possible to identify changes in the mirror wave function.,,

Furthermore, the technique can be calibrated by studying a case where the Thomas-
Ehrman effect is not present, but which is otherwisesimilar, The 11C-I1B system
is such a case. Study of the elastic scattering of the A = 11 mirror nuclear system
will also permit us to explore Unresolved theoretical issues that are expected to arise
from the presently incomplete theory 29). The extension of these considerations to
T_ = -1 nuclei, also available as radioactive beams, is clear.

The large cross Sections expected for these reactions make this general type of
experiment feasible with the beam intensities that would be initially available at a
radioactive beam facility. The 590-keV energy difference between the 1/2 + and 3/2-
states in 1aC demands a beam with a well, defined energy.

4. Isomeric radioactive ion beams
|

4.1. PROJECTILES EXISTING IN HIGH-SPIN ISOMERIC STATES

Consider first a beam of 178Hfions existing in the J'_,K, E* = 16+,16, 2.447-MEV
state. Performing Coulomb-excitation experiments could lead to population of the
excited members of a rotational band built upon this state. This would be the first
observation of a rotational band built upon such a high-spin isomer. Questions of
shape (moment of inertia), band termination, and influence of the large value of I(
would be addressed.

Consider next a beam of 1SF" existing in the 5+, 1.119-MEV state. The production
of this isomer in a primary nuclear reaction can lead directly to nn aligned and
even polarized 5+ isomeric-state beam. Such a beam would allow exploration of
polarization phenomena with very high projectile spin _6).

Excited-state _cattering studies lead to the pc,ssibility of energy-gaining transi-
tions in competition with elastic scattering, implying changes in the reactive content
of the optical-model potential 3r). Relatively simple total reaction cross-section mea-
suremer_ts would shed light on this question. The high-spin isomeric state also leads
to a re-examination of the question of the presence of a spin-spin term of the form
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Jt'Jm in the optical-model potential, where the subscripts t and m refer to target
and isomeric state, respectively. Agood example for studying changes in the reactive

content of the optical-model potential may be the 16+, 2.905-MEV state in 212Po,
which is a member of the ground-state rotational band that has a half-life of 45 s.

For the excitation of the giant-dipole resonance one mayspeculate on the exotic
spectroscopy that becomes possible: Brink showed many years ago that a giant reso-
nance can be built upon any state, not just the ground state. It would be extremely
interesting to observe through, e.g., in-beam spectroscopy, the giant resonance built
upon a high-spin isomeric state, and the splitting of the resonance for large values of
K.
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1 Introduction

Our current knowledge of nuclear structure is confined to nuclei produced
with projectiles and targets that have equilibrated for a significant fraction

of the lifetime of the universe. Such a long equilibration (a few billion years)
must evade many of the most exotic nuclear configurations, which due to
their special prop_:_ies, decrease the stability of the nucleus. The present
basis of nuclear structure is phenomenlogical, that is, it is not derivable from
a simple set of master equations. Not only is the structure of the nucleus sen-

sitive to bulk properties, such as its mass and charge, but it also is strongly
dependent on the details of the independent-particle quantal states that
the protons and neutrons occupy and how these states interact with each

other and modify the bulk nuclear properties. Far from stability the vari-
ous poesible combinations of exotic single-particle state_ make the problem
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even more complicated.Therefore,itisnot possiblesimplyto extendthe

presentknowledgetheoreticallyto suchexoticsituationsnot accesmibleto
experimentalstudy.Thus theuseofRadioactiveIon Beams (R.[Bs)should

provideuniqueopportunities,not onlyto answercriticalissuesconcerning
some ofth_Jmost fundamentalcurrentnuclearstructurethemes,but italso

willallowthe study of entirelynew phenomena unavailablewith current
techniquesand not derivablefromOurpresentknowledgeofnucleartheory.

Itisusefultohighlighta few suchpossibilitiesintheseintroductoryre-
marks in anticipationofthemore detaiJeddiscussionsgivenbelow'.(i)The

long-predictedisland_fsuperheavystabilitymay be established.Not only
isthisof interestas a long-standing,elusive,Idstoricgoal,but italsois

perhapsthev!tirnatetestofthepredictivepower ofcurrentnuclearmodell
and,therefore,ofour understandingoftheinterplayofindependent-particle
and macroscopicstructureinnuclei.(ii)The nuclearequationofstatewill
be refinedand the enticinghintsof the possiblebindingof pure neutron

mattercan be prober_by mass measurementsand theassociateddefinition

ofthedriplines,(iii)New informationin neutron-richnucleimay finally
provides1_ficientdetailedinformationto pin down the site,environment,
and mechanism ofr-processnucleosynthesis.(iv)Detailedmeasurementsof

thepropertiesofpredictedclosed-shellnuclei,suchasZSNi,1°°Sn,and la_Sn,
willoffera stringenttestofthemicroscopicindependent-particlequantum

structureformingthefoundationofthenuclearshellmodel itself.(v)New

dataand analysesofthe spectrumofsingle-partic.]estateswillprovidede-
tailednew informationon thefundamentalsingle-particlestructureofnuclei

and on theresidualinteractionsthatmodify thatstructure.(vi)New man-
ifestationsofcollectivity,suchasthelong-soughtstabletriaxialnuclei,may

be foundand a betterunderstandingofothers(forexamplereflectionasym-

metricshapes,,_hichonlynow srebeginningto be probed)shouldbe inthe

offing.(vii)The studyofneutronhalos,orskins,representingnearly-pure,
low-densityneutronmatterisa most intriguingand excitingventure.(viii)

Completespectroscopynearstabilitywillallowthefirstcomprehensivecon-
nectionsbetweenlow'and high-spinphysicsto be forgedmaking possible

uniquely-sensitivetestsofmodern nuclearstructuremodels.The exciting
conceptofquantalchaosinnucleicanbe more readilystudiedinsuchnuclei
and inothersthatcan be formedwithextremely-highbeta-decayenergies.

(ix)In therealmofhighspin_theincreasedfissionbarriersinnewlyacces-
sibleneutron-richnucleimay allowthediscoveryofhyperdeformednuclear

shapeswitha3:1ratioofmajortomSnornuclearaxes.(x)Accesstoexotic

big-h-j,low-f/configurationsand theassociatedmagnifiedCorioliseffects



should open unique new vistas in wldch the single-particle effects are domi-

nated by rotation.
In the following pages we briefly outline some of these and other topics,

It should be recognized that it is impossible to do justice to such a broad
field in these few pages, Since this work represents the collective viewpoints

of a diverse Working Group, and since it is not clear which of the topics

discussed will in fact turn out to be the most interesting in an operating
facility a number of years hence, we have resisted the temptation to discuss

only a couple of topics in detail and rather try to present as broad a coverage
as possible, At the other extreme we try to avoid making this report a mere
listingofan evenlargernumber oftopicsby attemptingtopresentsufficient
materialtoindicatean interestineach case,That is,in each subareawe

tryto identifythe main themes,undercurrents,and motivations,and to
identifya fewexperimentaily-accesibleexamples.FinaLly,sincethisisthe

collectivereportofa Working Group discussingscientificapplications,and
isneithera completenora reviewpaper,we havedispensedwitha complete

setofreferences.The fieldcoveredby thisreportisso vastand activethat,
tohave done otherwise,would havehighlighteda minisculesegmentofthe

• literatureattheexpenseofnumerousequallydeservingaccomplishments.A
few "typical"references,however,areincludedto assisttheaonexpert,For
additionalinformationthereaderisreferredtoone ofseveralrecentreviews

and/orconferenceson thissubject[3,4,5,6].
A,thoughthescientificjustificationforfurtherstudiesofnucleifaxfrom

stabilitywithRIBs shouldbe amply demonstratedbe!ow,and elsewherein
thisreport,itisinterestingtoreflectfora moment on the historyof_uch

studies.A few examplesthatcome to mind includethatof146Gdand the
discoverythat,forcertainneutronnumbers,Z = 64 actsas a closedshell

[7].Thiswas one oftheearliestadditionsto thetraditionalcomplementof
magicnumbers.Similarly,recentstudiesofdeformationnear_INaand S°Zr

show thatN = 20 and Z = 40 doesnot ensurea sphericalnuclearshape

[8,9].The discovery,in theearly1970's,of an abruptspherical-deformed
phaseorshapetransitionregionatN=60 nearA=100 [I0]and withina few

mass units of a significant neutron subshell closure at N = 56,58 [11] hinted
at the need for a more detailed understanding of the onset of collectivity in

nuclei and led, several years later, to the Federman-Pittel mechanism [12]
in which the valence p-n interaction modifies the underlying single-particle
structure of one type of particle as a function of the number of nucleons

of the other type. The discovery of beta-delayed nucleon, or few-nucleon,

radioactivity (/3-pfl-2p,/9-n,/_-2n,...), often near the drip lines [4], revealed
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the spectroscopicrichnessof regionsvrithhlgh-decayenergiesand offered

new insightsintothestructureand stabilityof nucleiat the extremesof
isospin.Nearerstability,thediscovery,inrecentyears,ofexamplesofmul.

tiparticleradioactivityirtwhich intact14C or even 24Na or 34Sinucleiare

emitted[13lpointedto theamazing complexitiesofthenuclearpotential-
energysurfaceand to the possibilityof exotic-clusterformationnear the
nuclearsurface.The discoveryof synunetrlcfissionintheheaviestknown

actinides[14]demonstratedthe key roleplayedby structure(extrabind-

ing)inthe fissionfragments.Finally,thediscoveryofsuperdeformatlonin
rapldly-rotatingneutron-deficlentheavy nuclei[15]Itas opened up wholly
new high-splnphenomena thatcontinueto revealremarkablediscoveries,
suchasessentiallyidenticalrotationalsequencesinneighboringisotopesand

isotones[I{3},Together,theseand otherstudieshave ledto new ideason
shelleffects(e.g,,Strutinskyshellcorrections)and residualinteractions,to
thediscoveryofdynamicalsymmetriesinnuclei,tothedevelopmentofnew

generationsofmore sophisticatedmacroscopic-microscopicmodels,and to
a more profoundunderstandingofpairingand collectivityin nuclei.

2 Masses, Stability, Beta Decay and the Heaviest
Elements

Under thisrubricgros_nuclearpropertiesarestressed,These propertiesre-
flect,ina sense,themost obviousand globalcharacteristicsofeachnucleus

and axe,therefore,the net resultofthe slngle-particlemotion_collective
correlations,and interactionsthatare active.The motivationforstudy-

ing suchpropertiesis,of course,to elucidatethesefacetsbut also,more
specifically,tou.dderstandsuchimportantconceptsasthenuclearequation

of state,inparticularitscompressibilityand chargedistribution.Studies
in thisareaaxealsoof paramount importanceto eradicatingthe nuclear

uncertaintiesinther-processof stellar'nucleosynthesis.Finally,work here
isalsodirectedtowarddiscoveringand studyingtheheaviestelementsand,

possibly,a superheavyislandofstability.Even work on nucleifm"removed
from thisislandisimportant,sinceitleadstoimprovedmodellingofnuclear
massesand lifetimesand thereforeto more sophisticatedextrapolationsto
unknown nuclei.
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2,1 Ftsston/Heavlest Elements

As imted, a prime interest is the creation and study oi'nuclei in the predicted ,

superheavy island of stability [17], This is a long sought goal of nuclear

physics, which has often been thought to be unattainable, However, recent
improvements in macroscopic-microscopic models offer greater confidence
ta predicting the existence and properties of superheavy nuclei [18] Such
models are quite sophisticated and are capable of haadltng complex poten-
tial energy surfaces with multiple minima and saddle points, Moreovert they
take into account the structure not only of the fissioning system, but also

that of the daughter products, since this is the barrier to that fission which

determines the stability of a given nuclear species, It is only with RIBs that
any realistic chance exists to roach the superheavy island, thereby discov-

ering the heaviest nuclei, and testing the ultimate single-particle bases for
ali nuclear structure, Aside from the general issue of producing superheavy
nuclei there are other associated goals, The fission of excited nuclei in the
Leadregion is symmetric, that is, the fission product masses are nearly equal,

The spontaneous fission of most of the actix_de nuclei_ on the other hand,
is highly asymmetric, Therefore, the identtficaton of the onset of asymmet-
ric fission near A = 220--230 is critical to the understanding of the fission

process and an understanding _,f the competition among fission modes as a
function of Z, N, excitation energy and angular momentum of the fission-

ing system in terms of both macroscopic, droplet behavior and modulations
due to the underlying shell structure, Studies might center on the light Ra
isotopes, A second area concerns heavy actinides with N > 160, Figure 1.
showsa calculationofthefissionbarriersnearA = 264 {19].Thereisa fas-

cinatingcompetitionbetweenasyrmnetricand symmetricfissionwith very
high kineticenergyassociatedwith the fissionofnucleisuch a_ _64Nols_,

_S4Md183,and _°4Es10s,In thesenucleithebarrierto symmetricfissioncart
be offsetby theextrabindingofthesymmetric,doubly.magic,daughternu-

cleila_Sns2,(Incidentally,sincefissionprobabilitiesdepend notonlyon the
structureoftheparentbut alsoon thatofthedaughter,thisisyetanother

motivationforthestudyofnucleiinthevicinityof 13_Sn,)About :[2MeV
ofenergyisgainedforeach Sn fragment,therebyopeldnga symmetricfis-

sionpath characterizedby an a_mmalously-hlghkineticenergyofthefission
fragments.Converselyitisnotedthattheinverseprocess,thefusionoftwo
_ucleiinthevicinityofthe_a_Snclosedshell,shouldhavean enhancedcross

sectIunand might,indeed,be a method ofsynthesisingsome oftheheaviest

elements,Lesscomplicatedtransferreactions,usingRIBs,toproducenuclei
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withA _ 264 include2a4Estas% °eRb_g---*_S4Fmle4,:_a4MdIBa,264NoI02,

and _e4Lr161,

2,2 Drip Lines

The studyof both protonand neutrondriplinesisimportantin indicat-

ingtheUnfitsofparticlestabllityofnucleiingeneral,In furthertestingof
macroscopic,mlcroscopicmodelsand (seebelow)ingainingaccessto nuclei

withextremelyhighdecayenergieswhichofferthepossibilityofexoticdecay
modes, The neutrondriplineisa partlcularly-lmportantregimewhichisof
criticalinteresttothestudyofneutronhalosand skins,The discoveryofnu

clelwithhalopropertiessuch as ttLi [20,21.]hintsthatpureor nearly,pure
neutronmattermay even be bound under certaincircumstances,Recent

nuclearmattercalculationsdirectedtowardthisissue[22],therefore,take
on renewedinterest,They areparameterizedintermsofa constantthatcan

be fixedempiricallyby thepreciselocationoftheneutrondripline,(,Addi-
tionalinformationon neutronhalosiscontainedin subsecton3,2,1and ina

separatechapterinthisreport,)Finally,thelocusoftheprotonand neutron
driplinesisofinterestin limitingpossiblenucleosynthesisscenarios,

2,3 Masses

The mass is a fundar, lental nuclear property, Since masses give binding
energies and, therefore, neutron _md proton _eparation energies, they axe
essential to the understanding a_d the modelling of the r-process for nu-
cleosynthesis (discussedbelow),They alsogivei.ndlrectinformationon the
nuclearequationofstate,providecrucialtestsofmacroscoplc-mlcroscoplc

models,and yieldinformationon thestructureofthenuclear[groundstate.
Massesarepartfcularlyusefulindelineatingthenuclearequationofstate,

The conceptofnuclearcompressibilityplaysa key rolehere,determining,for
example,theenergyofgiantmonopoleresonancesand the"skin"properties

of nuclei,Sincethe compressibilityessentiallyreflectsthe restoringforce

againstoscillationsof the outermostnucleons,itsdeterminationrelieson
theempiricalknowledgeofnuclearmas_es,RIB studieswillenablemany
new and criticalmass determinations,

An interestingconceptwhichhasarisenincozmectionwithnuclearhalos
as wellas inothercontextsisthatofCoulomb redistribution,or thesup-

pressionoftheprotondensityinthentJclearinteriordue to a combination
ofCoulomb repulsionand an associatedro.fillingofneutrons,This effect
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has been empirically detected in electron-._cattertng experiments [24} and
also appears la some Hartree-Fock calculations [25]. Liquid-drop modeln do
not incl_rporate such proton-deficient cores, but droplet models, which agree
better with the masses of the heaviest elements, do, Therefore, additional
masses of heavy nuclei will aid the delineation of such models and refine the
tmderstandlng of proton core suppression,

Certain double differences of nuclear masses can be used to extract em-

pirical proton-neutron two-body residual matrix elements [26], It has be-
come increasingly evident recently that these matrix elements, representing

a T=0 residual interaction, are of critical importance in understanding the
evolution of nuclear shell structure as a function of particle ntmlber, isospin,

and angular momentum and, therefore, of the onset and development of col.
lectivity and phase transitions in nuclei. Such interactions will be considered
in greater detail in the following section_ but sut_ce it to say here that new

mass determinations in certain critical regions would go far toward reducing
the uncertainty in two-body residual interaction matrix elements,

Aside from specific theoretical reasons for measuring the masses of se-
lected nuclei, there are several mass regions where no empirical data exists
in which the various theories exhibit large deviations, Clearly, the measure-

ment of even a few masses in these regions would help distinguish between
the models and, inevitably, refine them, In particular, neutron rich nuclei

with Z = 10-20, the Z = 28-36 nuclei with N > 50, and the Z = 44-50
nuclei with N .'_ Z are such examples.

A particularly enigmatic region occl,.rs near a4Na, Here, not only do
significant deviations exist between theoretical and experimental masses, but

the measured Na mas_es themselves have a different isotopic _.rend relative
to the neighboring isotones. Some of these masses have sizable experimental

uncertainties, l:l,_cently an "island oi' inversion" has been proposed for these
nuclei [27] in which 0?u_ and 2tu,_ excitations cross, leading to the _udden

onset of deformation at N = 20, a neutron number previously considered as

a classic magic number. Improved masses for the neutron-rich Na Isotopes
and new results for neighboring isotones would test these ideas and help to
solidify our understanding of how and where nuclear deformation arises in

terms of the detailed spectrum of single-particle states.

2.4 Beta Decay and Lifetimes

Beta decay is valuable for a variety of reasons: a measure of Gamov.Teller

(G-T) matrix elements as a test of weak interaction theory, a source of
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nuclear lifetimes, or as a means of access to interesting nuclear structure
questions,In thepresentsectionwe focuson thefirsttwo pointsleaving
thediscussionofthelasttopicwithregardto thestudyofnucleifarfrom

stabilityforthefollowingsection,
One oftheIntere:!,ingbeta-decaypuzzlesistheapparentempiricalquench-

ingof G-T strength,G-T matrixelementsareoftensubstantiallysmaller
than predicted,even innucleine_ closedshellswhere both parentand

daughterconfigurationsaresimpleand,presumably,wellknown {28],Be-
forethequestioncan be fullyaddressed_though,itisnecessarytodetermine r

thatthefullempiricalstrengthhas been fotmd,Strengthcan be missedel- ,,

therifitisfragmented(by themixing ofstatesin the daughternucleus)
intotoo finea structureto be observedor (againdue to mixing)ifsome
ofitispushed to excitationenergiesabove theeffectivethresholdforsig-

nificantbetafeeding,Both sourcesoferrorareminimizedfornucleiwith
highbeta-decayenergies,More levelsinthedaughternucleusareavailable

forpopulation;therefore,a more completeand reliablelevelschemecan be
constructedand therangeofexcitationenergiesinwhich tosearchforthe

beta-decaystrengthisalsoincreased,The use of PdBs to populatebeta-
decayingnucleiextremelyfarfrom stabilitywith theirassociatedhigher

beta-decayenergiesthusoffersan opportunitytomore thoroughlyaddress
thelong-standingG-T quenchingproblem,Likewiseaccesstoneutron-rich

nucleijustbelow the Pb closedshellusingRIBs willallowthe firstmea-
surementofbeta-decaymatrixe1_mentsconnectingstatesdifferingby two
major shells.

Beta decay far from stability with high Q_ values also can lead to
particle-unstable daughter nuclei. A numbei of cases of such beta-delayed

particle (_.-p, jg-2p, ,..) emission have been discussed [4], Whey are inter-
esting because they provide structure information for the daughter nucleus,

information on the p osition_ strength, and distribution of the G-T giant
resonance, and a study of super-allowed beta-decay matrix elements. More-

over, _9+ decay populates isobaric analogue states and, especially in light
nuclei, or medivm nuclei with N _ Z, allows a determination of the isotopic-

spin purity. An example of the advantage of RIBs for populating exotic
nuclei where such questions can be addressed is given by a comparison of

fusion-evaporation calculations for various reactions leading to 5XCo. The
4°Ca(X60,xp,yn) reaction at 170 MeV has a cross section of 0.004 mb. In

contrast, the corresponding 140 reaction, 4°Ca(140,xp,yn), at the more con-
venient lower energy of only 70 MeV has a cross section, 0.17 mb, over 40
times larger. The lower required beam energy helps 'to compensate for the
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difficulty ofproviding _40 beams,

The use of RIBs to make beta.unstable nuclei, either by reactions ori

as fission products of heavy actinides, allows the study of many new nuclei

along the r-process path (29I, A critical issue in supernova r-process nu-

cleosynthesis is the time scale ("cycle" time) needed for the production by
neutron capture and beta decay, of the actinides frc'n "seed region" nuclei
near _6Fe. This time scale is dominated by the half lives of the so-called

waiting-point nuclei where the r-process abundance peaks cross a neutron
magic number. At such points the r-process halts until these nuclei can beta

decay. It is, therefore, crucial to determine the lifetimes and binding energies
of nuclei irl these waiting-point regions so as to determine, or set limits on,

the required duration of the intense supernova explosion. Recently, some of
these nuclei have been studied for the first time, but more information ie
needed on Ml three waiting point regions near e°Zn, _3°Cd, and especially

_95Tm, where no experimental ' information exist.q. It may be possible to
study such species either through reactions with RIBs or through the beta

decay following the fission of heavy, very neutron rich actinides produced
with KIBs,

La modern "network" r-process calculations [29], the waiting-polnt ap-

proximation (of ignoring all b: _ the lifetimes of the waiting point nuclei) is

bypassed by incorporating the properties (TL/_, binding energies, etc.) of Ml
nuclei along the r-process path into these complex calculations. Therefore,
these data are needed so that a larger fraction of the information inserted

into these calculations is empirical. This is especially important because,

even though recent models are greatly improved over their predecessors, the
discrepancies between measured and predicted lifetimes even near stability

average at least a factor of 2"3 (in both directions ) and can exceed an order
of rnagrdtude in selected cases. This constitutes a significant impediment to

determining the site and environment (neutron flux, duration, and ternper-
ature) of the r-process.

2.5 Cluster Decay

A fascinating phenomenon, now known in several cases, is heavy-ion radioac-

tivity, in which an unstable nucleus decays by emitting a massive chunk, such

as 14C, or even 25Ne or a4Si [13]. This process is clearly a major challenge
to nuclear theory, since it requires an understanding of both the formation

amplitudes of such fragments near the nuclear surface, as well as the prob-
ability of _.heir ern]ssion through a complicated barrier. Though this decay
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mode was actuallypredictedbeforeitso_servation,itisstillfarfrom well
understoodand new empiricalexamples,and theirsystematics,wo_d be

valuable.There isthe intriguingpossibilitythatthisdecaymode may be

evenmore prominent fartherfromstabilityinnucleiaccessiblewithRIBs.

2.6 Laser Spectroscopy

The accesstonucleiwithextremesofisospinalsointroducesexcitingpossi-

bilitiesforusinglaser-spectroscopicmethods.Many ofthemost fundamen-
talpropertiesof a nuclearstate,e.g.themean-squareradius< r2 >, the
magneticmoment /_,the magnitudeand sign of thequadrupolemonlent

Q, and insome casesthespin,can be measuredusingtechniquesbasedon
: lasers[30].

Lasertechniquesgenerallyinvolveexcitingionsresonantlyand mapping

out theisotopeshiftsand hyperfinestructureby scanningthelaserwave-

lengths.The use of radioactivebeams circumventsthe usualproblemof
producingand transportingshort-livednucleito ti_elaserbeam. The ex-
oticnucleicouldbe obtainedeitherasa directbeam or as theresidueofa

reactionbased on RIBs. Lasermethods wellmatched to both production

methods areavailable:e.g.,thecollinearmethod [31]fordirectbeams and

recoilintogas [32]forlessintenseproductionby reactions.
Nuclearphenomena thatcan be studiedincludeunusualdistributions

of nuclearmatter,shapechanges,and high-spineffectsincludingsuperde-
formation.Severalofthesepossibilitiesarediscussedinmore detailin the

following paragraphs:
Local deviations of the neutron to proton density ratio. Nuclei

with a large deficit or excess of neutrons may minimize their energy by
local variations in the properties of nuclear matter, e.g. the neutron "skins"
or "halo" and Coulomb redistribution discussed elsewhere in this article.

Indeed at the extremes of isospin, accessible with RIBs, even more extreme
variations in the N/Z density ratio, e.g. a local "precipitation" may occur.
Such effects could be studied by comparing results of laser spectroscopy,
which measures properties of the proton distribution, and hadronic probes,
that determine the matter distribution. Deviations of < r 2 > from an Ax/a

dependence alone, can yield an indication of a separation of the neutrons

from the protons.
Specific properties of exotic states. Measurements of < r _ >,/_, and

in some cases Q can be made using laser techniques for special nuclear states,

such as the superdeformed and other exotically-deformed states described
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elsewhere in this report.
Transitional nuclei, The most definitive signature of a nuclear shape

transition is a sudden change in < r _ > and an associated change in the sign

of Q, An example is that observed Using laser techniques in the Pt, Au, Hg,
and T1 isotopes [30,33], The use of RIBs will allow an extension of measure-
ments in this mass region to lighter nuclei and for similar measurement in
the region of the more exotic shape transitions discussed elsewhere in this
report.

Radii of closed-shell nuclei far from stabm"'ty. Measurements of

< r 2 > would ben test of the proposed double-shell closure in, e.g. 1°°Sn and

132Sn. The charge radii for the tin chain studied thus far l°s'l_SSn [3_4]show

a smooth parabolic variation. Measurements and extrapolations indicate
smaller values than calculated from microscopic theorie_ _'or _18-132Sn;

3 Nuclear Shell Structure Shapes, Collectivity

and Shape/Phase Transitions

Neglecting effects, such as quark degrees of freedom, coupling to baryon
excitations (e.g., delta resonances), which appear to be superfluous for low-

energy (say < 100 MeV/A) phenomena, the Fermion SheU Model is the
most fundamental model of nuclear structure. This model is based on a

mean field (mostly due to a central potential) leading to quantal single-
particle states, and residual interactions that contribute in a many-body

environment. Where calculations are practical, it is the paradigm. In gen-
eral, it is the rationalization and microscopic justification for other models,

models which are themselves generally simplifications or truncations of the

Shell Model designed to avoid its calculational complexities and to focus
_n simple, often collective, excitation modes, symmetries and the like. In
view of this theoretical hierarchy, tests of the fundamental properties of shell

structure are vital to a profound understanding of nuclear physics and, ul-
timately, to providing the input for the development of a realistic nuclear
theory which remains elusive. Nuclei in the new frontiers far from stability

offer wholly new vistas leading toward this goal, In addition, access to new
combinations of N and Z, the exploitation of high decay energies, and of

opportunities fo_: "complete spectroscopy" will reveal new manifestations of
collective many-body behavior, sy_unetries, and afford a qualitative leap in

our appreciation of the interplay of the single-particle and collective facets
of nuclear structure.
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3.1 Single-PartiCle Structure

The underlying microscopic basis for all nuclear structure is the Shell Model

whose most important characteristic is a set of single-particle eigenstates and
eigenvalues, This is fundamental to all other manifestations of single-particle
and collective behavior. As alluded to earlier, however, the single-particle

energies of nuclei do not constitute an immutable substructure. Rather, due

to gross changes (e:g., radius) in the mean field and to the effects of residual
interactions, the single-particle structurel and its attendant patterns of ma-
jor and minor gaps, is an evolving, dynamic concept, which is dependent,

separately and in concert, on the numbers of protons and neutrons and, in
particular, on the numbers of valence particles of each type. Even the magic
numbers are not sacrosanct in that some nuclei with N = 20 or Z = 40

(elg., alNa and 8°Zr) are well deformed and nucleon numbers such as Z = 64

can provide strong inducements to spherical shapes. Thus one of the most
important roles of RIBs in nuclear structure will be the study of such as yet
unreachable doubly-magic nuclei as 7SNi, 1°0Sn, and la2Sn and the mapping

of single-particle structure in the neighboring odd-proton and odd-neutron
nuclei. This can be done only by exploiting reverse kinematic stripping and

pickup reactions using RIBs. Nickel-78, 1°°Sn, and la2Sn all are expected
to be doubly closed-shell nuclei with properties similar to _°SPb. If these

expectations should turn outto be false, it would be a devastating assault on

our most basic concepts of nuclear structure and, just as clearly, a challenge
and mandate for a deeper understanding of the shell structure of nuclei,

which results from the interplay of fundamental quantum degeneracies in
central potentials and the critical residual interactions which modulate that
shell structure.

The two most obvious and predominant components of these residual in-
teractions are nucleon pairing and the valence p'n interaction. Though the
former has been rather thoroughly studied, recent work suggests new fea-

tures such as a possible dependence of pairing on neutron excess, (N-Z)/A.
Whether such effects are due to a fundamental neutron-excess dependence

of the pairing interaction or whether they arise from macroscopic effects or
p-n interactions is an open, and basic, question. RIBs will make possible the
production and study of new nuclei spanning extended isotopic or isotonic
chains. One case where such chains have recently provided intriguing data

is the set of neutron rich V-Fe isotopes where no isospin effects are observed

[3,_].
The valence p-n interaction affects nuclear structure in several ways
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[36]. It appears in two forms, as a T=I interaction identical to the nuclear
p-p and n-_n forces, and, more importantly, as a T=0 force that leads to
single:nucleon configuration mi'xing and hence, perforce, to collectivity and

deformed nuclear shapes. The T=0 interaction appears, predominantly, in
two guises, a monopole and a quadrupole component. The latter, which is
dependent on the angular orientation of the respective proton and neutron

orbits plays a key role in the evolution of collective behavior in deformed re-
gions and contributes to the saturation of collectivity near midshell (where

individual quadrupole p-n matrix elements vanish). The monopole com-
ponent is, perhaps, even more crucial, _nd certainly less well known: de-

pending on radial Overlaps, it varies with the (nlj) single-particle quantum
numbers of the interacting orbits and contributes effective shifts to their

single-particle energies. These shifts can eradicate Shell and subshell g_ps,
both for spherical and deformed shapes, and therefore, vitally affect the
evolution of nuclear structure. An example is tile A = I00 and 150 phase-
transitional nuclei where the dynamics of the Z = 38 or 40 and Z = 64 g_ps
contributes to the sudden onset of deformation at N = 60 and to that at

N = 90. This effect is particularly dramatic for the Sr isotopes where the
onset of deformation is gradual below N = 50 but virtually instantaneous
on the neutron-rich side at N = 60 [37]. Another example is the structure
of the heavy N = Z nucleus S°Zr which, despite having nucleon numbers of

40, is ldeformed rather than spherical in its ground state.

Unfortunately, the monopole p-n interaction matrix elements are not
well known and it is not yet possible to account quantitatively for the known

shifts of single-particle energies (e.g., the inversion of the neutron 2ds/2 and

lgT/2 orbits between Zr and Sn). Excellent empirical sets of two:body matrix
elements are available for the 2s-ld shell in light nuclei but the reliability of

such empirical sets falls off rapidly beyond the lfT/2 shell. Partly, this is due
to the lack 'of accessible nuclei where the appropriate combinations of proton

and neutron single-particle states are available. As a specific example, the
proton Z = 50-82 and neutron N = 82-126 shells have five and six orbits,

respectively, and hence 30 two-body p-n T=0 matrix elements. However,
since these shells tend to fill together near stability, empirical information

is only available on the matrix elements between orbits occupying similar

positions in each shell. Thus, for example, one can estimate the _r(2ds/2),
u(2fT/2) interaction, but not the _'(2ds/2)-v(3pl/2)or the _r(2d3/2)-u(2f-t/2)
interactions. Determination of the latter two interactions requh'es binding

energies of the 0+ ground states of even-even nuclei and single-particle ener-
gies in odd-mass nuclei that have, for example, two valence nucleons of one
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type and many of'the other (elg., the neutron:rich Te, Z = 52, isotopes or the

proton-rich N = 84 isotones). Such studies can revolutionize our knowledge
of residual interactions. Combined with the capabilities of modern comput-
ers, this offers the hope that realistic ab initw microscopic nuclear-structure

calculations in heavy nuclei may become possible fbr the first time.
Empirical p-n interactions of the last proton and last neutron may be

estimated from double differences of binding energies of neighboring nuclei
[26]. Figure 2 shows such empirical interactions for the ground states of
even-even nuclei, The microstructure (see inset)reflects primarily the com-
plementary contributions of the monopole and quadrupole components. In

deformed nuclei, the behavior of the latter is usually understandable (at least
qualitatively) in terms of the angular Orientations of the respective Nilsson
orbits. This gives the hope of another approach to extracting the monopole

part. This is easiest in regions (near midshell) where the quadrupole com-
ponent is small. However, to do this requires new data (binding energies)
on such nuclei as 24°Cf, _44Fm, 25°No, and 2s4104, beyond point "A" in Fig.

2. A similar region may exist in the rare-earth region near N = 100, but it

is less obvious empirically (region "B" in Fig. 2). Precise binding energies
Ibr such nuclei as 158'15SEr, 18°-lB4Yb, le4'188Hf, and 18sW, which should be

accessible using RIBs, would be enormously useful. Indeed, measurement

of these eight masses would immediately give p-n interactions in fourteen
additional nuclei. Dysprosia-168,170 would fill in critical lacunae as weil.

Lastly, it is known that T=0 p-n interactions in light N = Z nuclei are

anomalously large (indeed, they appear as singularities in region "C" of
Fig. 2), and also that they decrease in magnitude with increasing N or A.

Shell-model calculations with realistic interactions reproduce this effect, as
a consequence of the enhanced T = 0 matrix element in orbit combinations

having high spatial symmetry that occur for N = Z. It will be especially

interesting to extend such data (requiring sets of four adjacent masses) to
still heavier N = Z regions where one might expect the spatial Symmetry to
be reduced due to the effects of the Coulomb force in altering the proton

single-particle energies. Studies between Z = 40 and 50 would be particularly
intriguing since S°Zr has recently, and surprisingly (N,Z = 40 are often

considered magic numbers), been discovered to be deformed [9] and 1°°Sn
is expected to be a good doubly-magic nucleus such as _°SPb. With RIBs
one can expect to form the entire N = Z sequence from S°Zr to 1°°Sn and

perhaps beyond.
The overriding goal, which is now barely on the verge of achievement even

in the phenomenological sense, is to achieve a truly unified macroscopic and
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microscopic understanding of nuclear structure, coUectivity , phase transi-
tions, and deformation.

3.2 Access to New N_Z Combinations

Much of the discussion in the preceeding subsection, of course, relies on ac-

cess to new regions of N and Z in the sense that the T = 1 and 0 residual
interactions are dependent on the proton and neutron orbits; hence new

effects and new information, often crucial not just incremental, can be ob-
tained by extending the ranges of N and Z. Here we focus on different aspects
of this, in particular on the interplay of single-particle and collective effects
that may give rise, in uncharted nuclei, to new types of collective motion
or shapes or to new examples of known types that will aid in an improved

understanding of their structure and microscopic origins.

3.2.1 Neutron Halos and Skins

One of the most interesting and exotic new nuclear phenomena involves the
concept of neutron skins or halos in extremely neutron-rich nuclei, such as

11Li or 14Be. Greatly-enhanced nuclear radii are observed for these cases
[20,21] see Figure 3, where the last pair of neutrons is only barely bound. The
opportunities for future studies here are many, ranging from the structure of
the halos themselves to the exploitation of the loose binding and beta-decay
lifetime of these nuclei in reactions, where such phenomena as neutron flow,

large isospin transfer, and the like can be studied. The halo regions may be

conceived of as an extremely low-density form of (neutron) nuclear matter.
As such they are intermediate between free nucleons and normal-nuclear

matter and one might think that they could provide a third regime in which
to study nuclear interactions and medium modifications (e.g., EMC type

effects). Clearly such experiments on halo nuclei will be extremely difficult

at best, but measurements of, for example, the neutron magnetic moment
in odd-neutron halo nuclei by laser spectroscopy, could be fascinating. The

entire subject of neutron halos and skins is treated in greater detail in a

separate chapter of this report [22].

3.2.2 New Collective Modes

Collective shapes are favored microscopically when single-particle orbits with

that specific shape are occupied. Collective modes appear when orbits are
occupied that have large matrix elements of the particular mode creation
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operator with another nearby orbit. Therefore, access to new more exotic
N,Z combinations affords the possibility to observe even more exotic shapes
and collective excitations. Some of these, such as super and hyperdeformed

shapes, which depend on large angular momentum for stability will be dis-
cussed in the next section.

Despite years of use of models of triaxial nuclei, there is essentially no
firm evidence that nuclei exist with stable rigidly-asymmetric shapes [38],

indeed, it is difficult to distinguish between stable triaxJal shapes and fluc-

tuations with respect to the triaxial (gamma) degree of freedom, Similarly,
nuclei with oblate ground-state shapes are very few (e.g., some Pt and Au

nuclei) and in those it also is likely that one is observing a gamma-soft
configuration with a slightly oblate rrns shape rather than a static oblate
deformation.

Triaxial nuclei axe likely to occur when the protons are filling prolate or-
bits and the neutrons oblat'e orbits or vice versa. In a Nilsson context these

are, respectively, the downsloping and upsloping orbitsthat occur at the bot-
tom or the top of a shell. In heavy nuclei examples of such "schizophrenic"
nuclei are, therefore, tobe sought in extremely neutron-poor or -rich species

such as, isotopes of Hf- Pt nuclei with N -_ 90 which could be produced
with neutron deficient PtJBs.

Oblate shapes occur when both protons and neutrons have nearly full
shells. The Fermi surface then lies near highly oblate-driving orbits that can-

cel the normal prolate-driving preference that has been a,ccumulated by the
filled orbits. The oblate-prolate competition can often lead to two minima

in the potential energy surface, one of each shape, and the nuclear ground
state is then deternfined by rather subtle details. Coexistence is possible, as

evidenced, for example, by nuclei with A _ 130 [39], as is gamma-softness

(e.g., Pr, Au), if there is a path between the minima t|trough the gamma
plane. Interesting searches for oblate nuclei in the neutron deficient Se, Kr
region, the light (N < 82) Ba nuclei, and the light Au nuclei will again be

facilitated by the use of fusion-evaporation reactions with neutron-deficient
RIBs.

Of course, nuclear shape coexistence, just alluded to, is now known to
be a widespread phenomena. Indeed the classic example is l_2Dy in which

slightly-deformed oblate, "normally-deformed" prolate and superdeformed
prolate states coexist at the same angular momentum [15,40]. Other beau-
tiful examples of shape coexistence have been mapped out in the Pb, T1, Hg

region, down to neutron midshell (e.g., lS2Hgi02 [41})[see Figure 4]. The
energy systematics of the intruding configuration shows a parabolic drop to-
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wards midshell against N. This is consistent with the most popular interpre-

tation of such states which predicts an energy minimum near midshell where
the enhanced proton-neutron interaction in the intruder (particle-hole) ex-
citation is a maximum. The Cd nuclei, known on both sides of neutron

midshell, indeed suggest that the intruder energies rise roughly symmet-
rically about midsheU, However, the absolute intruder excitation energies

depend on the strength of the residual interaction relative to the energy gap
that must be overcome and, in Cd, these energies happen to lie very close to

the vibrational tWo-phonon states. While this gives a possibility to study the
mixing of normal and intruder configurations, it also obscures the behavior

of the latter, Therefore, a better testing ground would be even more neutron
deficient-nuclei in the Hg region than can currently be populated. RIBs are
crucial to further study of this issue. Another fascinating region centers on
the N -- 60 isotones near 1°°Zr where the lowest known excited 0+ states of

any deformed nucleus have been discovered. The physics of intruder states i_

intimately linked with mechanisms for the onset of deformation and provides
a unique view of those mechanisms.

In the last few years many examples of reflectiomasymmetric nuclei [42]
have been identified, usually by their signatures of parity-doublet rotational

bands (0 +, 1-, 2+, 3-, , sequences, usually slightly displaced from each

other), relatively enhanced E1 transitions and, in odd-mass nuclei, anoma-
lous decoupling parameters, (,An example [43] is shown in Figure 5.) Never-
theless, it remains an open question to what extent such fimdarnental shapes,
which break an important spatial symmetry, are static or dynamic. Octupole

shapes are expected in regions where both valence neutrons and protons fill-

ing the orbits of a "Ai = 5" pair (e.g,, r(2ds/_-lh11/_)and v(2fT/2-1i13/_ )
in the rare earths). These orbits are strongly connected by the Y3 operator.
Octupole collective nuclei are known in the light l_-Th region and in the

rare earths near _4eBa. With RIBs, other examples, in lighter nuclei, such
as 9°Se and 94Kr or their odd-mass neighbors, could be sought. Also, in

many neutron-deficient nuclei formed in heavy-ion fusion-evaporation reac-

tions, the low-j (especially the 3-) states are not observed and therefore the
octupole collectivity remains poorly established. Access to these nuclei by
"softer" reactions using R.IBs is an intriguing possibility. The light, (A

120) Xe, Te region would be especially interesting for such studies.
Higher moments in the nuclear shape, su.ch as hexadecapole deforma-

tions, are also well established, especially in the stable W nuclei where di-
agonal Y4 matrix elements among high-j, unique-parity, orbits are large.

Hexadecapole vibrations are also a likely component of low-lying (_ 1 MeV)
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K = 4 bands in Os, A positive e4 (barrel shape) is naturally, expected when
the configurations with the largest radii are filling mtd-K Nilsson orbits,
These orbits are oriented _. 45°. relative to the nuclear equator and thus fa-

vor an irdilling of nuclear matter in the "corners", Such shapes also should
appear in lighter nuclei, for example, heavy Pd nuclei (11e-t_°Pd) which
could be produced with very neutron rich P,.IBs or by fission of the heaviest
actinides,

Finally, there are sporadic [tints of even higher moments (e,g,, 85 and

' _e deformations [44]), Five-minus levels are often considered as rotational
excitations built on lower-lying 3- states, However, near the top of each shell

in heavy nuclei, there is the possibility of a direct Al = 5, two-quasiparticle,

excitation, such as an h11/2 ® sl/2, in the 50-82. shell, Indeed, the Te-
Ba nuclei with N _ 70 have anomalously low 5- states (relative to the 3-

states), In some cases even E:_(5-) < E_(3-), It is interesting to speculate
whether the analogous Al = 5 excitations in heavier nuclei, namely ila/2

® pa/2 and Jls/2 @ d5/2 in the 82-126 and 126.-184 shells have sufficient
degeneracy to allow the development of collective 5- correlations, However,
the present knowledge of 5- states in the rare earth and actinide nuclei is

limited, e,g, to Dy isotopes w'_th A < 158, Ra with A <_ 158, and Th with

A <:_.232, where the i13/2 or j15/2 are barely occupied. If substantially more
neutron-rich Dy, Er, Ra, or Th nuclei could be studied using RIBs, this new

collective mode might be disclosed.
The possibility of observing new collective modes or symmetries implies

as well the likelihood of discovering new shape/phase transitional regions, or
of extending existing ones, This is an attractive opportunity since, histori-

cally, more has probably been learned about (collective) nuclear structure,
its manifestations and dynamics, from such regions than in any others. Re-
cent work in the very neutron-deficient rare earth nuclei, especially the light

Ce and Nd isotopes with A = 120-130, has provided evidence [45] for a new,

gradual, spnericaJ to soft shape transition that has the earmarks of becoming
stably-deformed for slightly-smaller neutron number, This region has only

begun to be mapped out; the largest Ex(4+)/E_(2 +) ratios in the region
are still only _ 3,0, and the vibrational modes are as yet virtually u.ustud-

led), This region is interesting because its smooth evolution is in contrast
with the sharp onset of deformation in the A = 100 and 150 mass region_,

A thorough study, using proton-rich R.IBs, will be helpful in understand-
ing the mechanism for deformation and the interplay oi" the dynamics of

the underlying single-particle structure and the collective correlations that
develop,
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Of course, one of tile most exciting new regions centers on the heaviest

known N -- Z nuclei (discussed earlier in a different but related context),
Zirconium.80 has recently been found {9] to be deformed despite having
40 protons and 40 neutrons (see Figure ft), Neighboring nuclei as well as

the heavier N -- Z species approaching t°°,Sn will provide perhaps the most

exciting opportunity yet to observe tile evolution and coexistence of shapes
and the persistence of magic numbers, since it is widely expected that the

so far elusive 1°°,sn will be doubly .magic, Where, along the N = Z path,
does the spherical conflguratl0n become the ground state? How ._table are
the 40 and 50 magic numbers? These are key questions at the heart of our

understanding of shell and collective structure, Experimentally, these nuclei
might be reachable with reactions on unstable, long-lived targets, such as
4°Ca + SeNt --_ _eCd" or 4°Ca + '14Tl --, S4Mo', or with neutron-deficient
FtIBs,

3.2,3 Other Issues

The Fermion Dynamical Symmetry Model [46] suggests sudden "breaks" in
nuclear systemattcs (e,g,, in the actinides when the normal-parity neutron

shell is 1/3 filled) due to special Pauli effects. In simple terms, the filling
of certain classes of states ultimately blocks some collective mode_, causing
others (in this scheme) to suddenly become the grotmd state, Concomitant

effects in transition rates should accompany this phenomenon, The use of

Pt_IBsto establish either the existence, or the nonexistence, of such effects,
for example in the neutron-rich actinides, could be a litmus test for these
models,

Finally, other models, currently nearing the ._tage of practical calcula-

tions, attempt, for the first time, to encompass multt-?u_ spaces and to in-
corporate the collectivity of'giant resonances and low-lying structures into a

single unified framework, without effective charges [47], The study of higher-

spin states of _table nuclei (e.g,, 1°SEr), which is accessible with RIBs (see
below), would provide the critical tests of these models,

3,3 Complete Spectroscopy and Chaos

The access to high decay energies far from stability allows numerous oppor.
tunities for extending spectroscopic studies as a function of N, Z, and E_,
`several of these possibilities have already been mentioned, e.g. the study of

beta-delayed particle instability, cluster emission, and G-T quenching, How-
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ever, one aspect of high decay energies remains to be considered: namely

the possibility for "complete" spectroscopic studies {48}. This term refers
to the experimental establishment of sets of levels, tn certain ranges of ex-

citation energy and spin, that are knowtl to be essentially complete, and
the further delineation of as many of their properties, e,g, decay routes,
moments, lifetimes, etc,, as possible, Such complete data not ottly provide
the most strtgent tests of nuclear models, they also provide a very detailed

information base for a specific quantum system that can be utilized for un-

derstanding even more general physical ideas and for techt_cal applications.
A currently-fashionable example is analyses to determine whether nuclear
levels are"ordered" or "chaotic."

3.3,1 Complete Spectroscopic Measurements

The classic tool for ensuring that the set of states populated is complete, only
usable along the stability line, is the (n,7) reaction, especially in the Average
Resonance Capture (ARC) mode, However, other reactions, which feed
the nucleus at sttittently.high excitations energies (temperatures) and which
deexcitate statistically, also offer a virtual guarantee of completeness in the
appropriate cases. One can cite, for example, the (n,n'7) reaction for low-

spin states, the (c_,znT) or (light heavy-ion,xnT) reactions for intermediate
spin states and (heavier heavy-ion,xnT) reactions for still higher spins, as
well as, to a lesser degree, beta..decay with extremely large Qa values.

There are two conceptually-distinct areas of work here. One is the study
of low.spin states very far from stability (primarily by beta decay), providing
the first tests of nuclear models of, for example, collective modes, In such

new N,Z regions. Perhaps even more intriguing is the opportmxity to use
neutron-rich ILIBs to study high-spin states of stable or near-stable nuclei, in
order to complement already existing, complete, low-spin data, and thereby,
for_tng the first comprehensive links between high- and low-spin nuclear
structure. Perhaps the best heavy case for this is leSEr which is known, for

I = 0-6, in an essentially complete form up to about 2 MeV. Here, the use
of reactions, such as Xa°Te(42S,4n)l°SEr, and/or x_4Sm(lSC,4n)lSSEr, would

provide a comparable completeness for high-spin levels and offer perhaps
the only nucleus where the full panoply of nuclear structure models could

be simultaneously tested. In general, low-spin data is abundant in rare earth
nuclei near stability. Figure 7 shows the loci of nuclei that could be produced

at high spin using RIBs with 6 neutrons beyond stability. Today's models
aim at being more and more comprehensive btit require correspondingly-
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thorough data for thetr testing, This is not a program to be carried out on

every possible nucleus, but as history has shown, such studies in is_lated,
well chosen, cases can be extremely valuable, Aac, ther example, this time

an (_dd-mass nucleus, might be t°gPd in which a nearly fuU set of unique-

parity favored and unfavored anti-alignect states based on the v(hl_/_ ) orbit
is known and where disclosure of the complementary aligned states would

permit the best test to date of particle.rotor models,

3.3,2 Average Nuclear Properties

Complete spectroscopic data will provide a means of establishing average
nuclear properties and thereby distinguishing these average properties from
the |'truely-novel" exceptions, For example, neither the low.lying collective

states (the subject of much of the past two decades of low-spin experimen-

taI studies) nor the highly-aligned near.yrast high-spin states (likewise the
main subject of the past two.decades of high-spin studies - see the following

section) are representative of the average nuclear states, BcJth are strongly-
populated in statistical reactions, hence available for study, because their

special properties (correlations and the Coriolis force respectively) cause
them to occur at low excitation energies, More complete data_ however,

will establish average quantities (e,g, level densities, transition rates, decay
widths, ,,,) as a function of the experimentally accesible quantities N, Z,
I, _', and E_, Such information would be of considerable importance for a

variety of applications,

3,3,3 Is the Nuclear Spectrum of Sta_es Ordered or Chaotic?

Finally, complete spectroscopy will provide a greatly-expanded opportunity

to investigate seriously the issue of quantum chaos in nuclei [49}, Sufficient
data exists to indicate that the spacing of nuclear states at the neutron and

proton thresholds is describable by random-matrix theory [50], i,e, nuclei
under these conditione are "chaotic," Yet special states (such as isobaric

analogue states, molecular resonances, superdeformed states, very high-K
states, .,,) at the same excitation energy seem to remain "pure," They
apparently do no_ mix with the background of strongly-mixed, "chaotic"
state_, Attempts at extending such analyses to lower excitation energies to

f

study the temperature and angular-momentum dependence of the transition

from ordered to chaotic systems have not been conclusive [5l] because of the
lack of co,replete nuclear data,
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The description of the nuclear quantum system in term_ of the currently-

fashionable concept of "order" and/or "chaos" Is by no means complete,
Fundamental questions, such as', how the nuclear quantum system evolves
from ordered to chaotic behavior, the coexistence of ordered and chaotic

states, transition rates in chaotic systems, the role of symmetries In pre-
serving order, more etticient (i,e, simpler) descriptions of chaotic quantal

systems, and the relation between a chaotic nucleus and other chaotic quan-
tal systems, remain to be answered, Detailed studies of nuclei like 2BAl [52]
have already set the stage; however, complete data for selected nuclei sam-

piing the variety of phenomena described In the previous sections are needed
to answer the questions posed by this ,new approach to nuclear physics,

4 High-Spin Studies with Radioactive Ion Beams

The use of radioactive ion beams, not only will allow high-spin studies similar

to those in vogue today (see e,g, [53,54]) to be extended to a wider range
of nuclei testing our current understanding of rapidly-rotating nuclei, tt also
will allow new physical concepts to be studied, Some of these ideas are
suxmvtartzed in this section,

4,1 Exotic Nuclear Shapes at High Spin

The exotic equilibrium shapes, such as superdeformed (2',1 ratio of major to

minor axis), octupole (pear-shaped), and tr;axial that nuclei can assume in
the extreme condition of rapid rotation are an excellent illustration of the
intimate connection between independent-particle and collective degrees of
freedom, Since these shapes depend on the details of the spectrum of single-

particle quantum states, the greater variety of such states that nuclei at

the limits of i,ospin will provide is desirable, The condition of minimum
energy and the strong , attractive, short-ranged nuclear interactions tend to

select "conventional" equilibrium shapes, By enlarging the variety of single-
particle states by forming nuclei at the extremes of both isospin and angular

momentum rnore exotic shapes become feasible, For example',
Superdeformed states occur [15} when large gaps (providing negative

single-particle energy contributions) develop in the spectra of single-proton
and single-neutron states for a 2:1 ratio of the major to minor axis, Cal-

culations [55] indicate that such gaps occur in prelate nuclei for Z ,,_14-17,
34, 39-42, 65-69, and 82-94 and N _ 30-47, 63-67, 78-92, 104-112, and

138-158, Superdeformed shapes already have been observed for (Z,N) =
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(t35-09,78-92), (82.-94,10,I-I12), and (82-94,138-I58) corre,_pc,nding to the

1_Dy region, the 19_Hg region, and the fis._ion isomers, respectively [54],
The use of radioactive beams should provide other mns, regions where both
proton and neutron single-particle spectra favor superdeformed shapes, for

example, (Z,N) = (65-69,63-67), (39--,12,63-67), and (39-42,30-47), and

extend the possible superdeformed studies in other regions only partly ac-
cessible to stable targets and beams,

Shell corrections also should occur for oblate superdeformed shapes (2:1
ratio of major to minor axis, but with two majgr axes versus one major axis
for prolate superdeformed systems), As yet no oblate superdeformed nuclei

have been identified, The nucleus 148Sm, which is not accessible at high spin
with (heavy-ion, xn) reactions using stable be_ms and targets, ts predicted

to be one of the most favorable cases for superdeformed oblate collective
shapes,

Hyperdeformed equilibrium shape's (3:1 ratio of major to minor axes) almo
have been predicted, but not yet observed, The most favorable predicted

[56] cases for experimental studies, rapidly-rotating nuclei near 188Er, can

only be populated at maximum angular rnornentum with radioactive ion
beams, The increased neutron excess of this isotope relative to those ac-

cessible with the fusion-evaporation reaction using stable heavy-ion beams
also increases the angular momentum that the compound system can acco-
modate and survive fission, Such an angular momentum increase is crucial

for observing hyperdeformed states, The nucleus require_ a great deal of
angular momentum to stablize such ertlongated nuclear shapes, Indeed the
added angular momentum associated with the radioactive beams may be

the difference between observing and not observing hyperdeformation,

4.2 Exotic Configurations Dominated by the Coriolis Force

Many of the current topics of high-spin physics (e,g, band crossing8 ("back-

bends"), loss of collectivity at high spin, and signature dependent energies
and transition rate..) are associated with hlgh-j, low-ll configurations that
have a large projection of the intrinsic angular momentum, j®, on the rota-
tional axis. These phenomena are the result of modifications of the spectrum

of single-particle states by the Coriolis plus centrifugal interaction leading
to a term in the independent-particle hamiltonian equal to -wj_, Config-

urations always exist in the next higher shell with even larger values of j=,

For prolate deformations these "exotic" configurations lie low in the higher

shell, (For superdeformed and hyperdeformed systems they intrude into the
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lower shell and are important components in producing the deformed shell
gaps that lead to stability.) In a rapidly rotating system such orbits also
can intrude into the lower sheli for normal deformations. Anomalous mo-

ments of inertia [57] and band crossings [58] are associa'ed with the few
cases where such high-j_ intruders presently are observed in near transi-
tional nuclei. Using neutron-rich radioactive beams, it should be possible to

populate such configurations in stably.deformed nuclei testing whether the
observed anomalies are associated with these orbits or the stability of the

nuclear sl,ape.

In the actinides such high-j_ intruders correspond to shell-model states

from above the superheavy shell gaps, e.g. the J15/2 proton state and the
k17/2 neutron state. The low-w components of these configurations, which
are predicted [59] to lie just above theFermi level for the heaviest possible
actinide targets (e.g. 248Cm and 2s2Cf), should become yrast at moderate
spins, I .=20-30. Because of Q-value considerations (see below) radioactive
beams probably are necessary for the population of Such states in Coulomb

excitation plus transfer reactions.

4.3 Residual Proton-Neutron Interactions at High Spin

The major modifications of the single-particle quantal states at large angular
momentum described in the preceechng paragraphs also will c}lange the over-

laps of the nucleonic orbitals thereby modifying the residual nucleon-nucleon
interactions. Not orly are the high-j, low-12 orbitals most-strongly affected

by the Coriolis and centrifugal forces, but they also are the most localized

[60}, and therefore, the most sensitive to residual interactions. Interesting
attempts at extracting empirical estimates of such interactions are described

in [60,61,62]. The possibility of studying even higher-j, low-f'/intruder or-
bitals using RIBs, as described in the preceeding subsection, should allow
even more exotic nucleon-nucleon interactions to be studied as a function of

rotation.

In the limit of very large angular momentum, where the single-particle
structtu'e of the nucleus is dominated by Coriolis and centrifugal forces, the

occupation of configurations associated with nucleons moving in equatorial
orbitals in the direction of the nuclear rotation is increased [60]. Such or-

bitals have large spatial overlap. This is a necessary, though not sufficient,
condition for a new type of correlation that might be termed "Coriolis cor-
relations." The increased localization associated with the various substates

of the even higher-j "intruder" orbitals that should be available in selected
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nuclei that carl be populated with RIBs (see the preceeding paragraph) will
enhance this possible new type of collectivity.

Residual p-n interactions also can affect the alignment of angular mo-

menta with the rotational axis, and hence band crossings [63]. As with
allresidual p-ta interactions such phenomena are largest where the protons
and neutrons are filling, not only the same shell, but also similar orbits of

the same shell. Therefore, these effects, which to date have been largely
negelected will be largest in those neutron-defficient, deformed nuclei with
N _ Z that can be studied using neutron-deficient RIBs.

4.4 Transfer Reactions

Many of the possibilities of using heavy-ion tra_lsfer reactions, for exam-

ple, to populate neutron-rich nuclei or the high-spin states based on in-
truder orbits originating from above the superheavy shell, as described in

the preceeding subsections, are limited by the reaction mechanism. Heavy-
ion induced transfer reaction cross sections are strongly Q-value dependent.
Positive Q values enhance such cross sections. This is especially true for

proton transfer reactions. Unfortunately the decrease in the binding energy
curve for A > 56 leads to negative relative binding in the target for stripping
reactions and hence requires projectiles with very weakly-bound protons or
neutrons to compensate. For example, heavy-ion beams with a single proton

or neutron outside a doubly-closed shell are desirable for single-proton and
single-neutron transfer reactions. However, except for light heavy ions, such

as 1rO (and 2°gBi in which the proton remains quite strongly-bouald) these
nuclides are not stable. 3rS and 4_Ca seem ideal for single-neutron transfer,

and ass and S°Ca are interesting beams for two-neutron stripping. Likewise,
41Sc and _TCu beams are optimal for single-proton stripping as is 42Ti for

two-proton stripping. It is emphasized that transfer reactions and Coulomb
excitation are the most efficient methods of populating the actinides at high
spin, since the dominant decay of the highly-excited actinide residues of the

heavy-ion fusion reaction is fission.

4.5 Coulomb Excitation of Exotic Radioactive Beams

It would be possible to determine the magnitude of the quadrupole moment
of any RIB nuclei by Coulomb exciting the beam nuclei using, for example, a
2°SPb target. This technique would be important in exploring the new shell

closures, transitional nuclei, and regions of deformation described elsewhere
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in this report. It also would allow the first comparison of transition rates
obtained from Coulomb excitation and Doppler-shift lifetime measurement

based on (heavy-ion,xn) reactions.

5 Summary

This report outlines some of the nuclear structure topics discussed at the
Los Alamos Workshop on the Science of Intense Radioactive Ion Beams, In
it we also have tried to convey some of the excitment of the participants
for utilizing P_IBs in their future research. The introduction of radioactive
beams promises to be a major milestone for nuclear structure perhaps even

more important than the last such advance in beams based On the advent of
heavy-ion accelerators in the 1960's. RIBs not only will allow a vast number
of newnuclei to be studied at the extremes Of isospin, but the variety of _
combinations of:exotic pro_on and neutron configurations should lead to
entirely new phenomena. A number of these intriguing new studies and the

profound consequences that they promise for understanding the structure of
the atomic nucleus, nature's only many-body, strongly:inteacting quantum
system, are discussed in the preceeding sections. However, as with any
scientific frontier, the most interesting phenomena probably will be those
that are not anticipated--they will be truly new.
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Figure Captions:

Figure l. Potential energy contours as a function of r, the distance be-

tween the mass centers, and a, the fragment elongation, for 252Cfls4, middle
portion, and 2SSFmls8, lower portion. The family of shapes considered are
shown as a filnction of r and a in the upper portion of the figure, The two

fission paths are illustrated by the arrows superimposed in the lower-portion
of the figure. For further details see [19].

Fig_u'e 2. The empirical residual interactions, 6V_,n, extracted from double
differences of the ground-state binding energies in neighboring even-even
isotopes and isotones, see [26), are shown as a function of the number of

neutrons. The inset gives an expanded view for N = 40-160. The portions
of the curve labelled "A" "B" and "C" are discussed explicitly in the text} )

Figure 3. Measured interaction radii, Rr, of neutron-rich isotopes of He, Li,
Be, B, and C as a function of A. Note the striking deviation of rl from 1.18

A I/a for 11Li, 11,1_,14Be, and perhaps ITB. See ref. [21], the source of this
figure, for reference to the original data.

Figure 4. Plot of the excitation energy of the intrudingcoexisting deformed
states in the isotopes of T1, Pb, and Bi. See ref. [41], the source of this
figure, for referen_:e to the original data.

Figure 5. Partial level scheme for the nucleus 223Th13a [43] showing two
"parity-doublet" rotational sequences, connected by enhanced E1 transi-
tions, characteristic of stable octupole deformations.

Figure 6. Low:lying level schemes [9] of self-conjugate nuclei T6Sr38 and

aOZr4o, indicating the rotational behavior of these nuclei, E_(4 +)/E_(2 +)
2.85 for both nuclei.
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Figure7, Comparison of stable nuclei (circles) and allthe nuclei (square,)

that can be populated as compoundnuclei using heavy-ion fusion reaction_

on stable targets and with beams of Z > 13 and six neutrons beyond the
heavieststableisotope,Note thateven allowingforthe emissionof 4-5

neutronsin the(H,I,,xn)reaction,itispossibletooverlaplow-apinstudle_
near stabitty and hlgh-spinstudiespopulatedusing(H,I,,xn)inthe same
nuclei,
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Position Paper on Neutron Halos and Drip Line Exotica

_'At the Edge of Neutron Matter"

(Note: At the time of this workshop, it was felt that this paper
should be written to combine material discussed in both Working
Groups 1 and 2 to highlight this important aspect of a radioactive
beam facility.)

W, Bauer I, Chairman
D.J. Vieira 2, Coordinator

Contributions by: W: Bauer, G.F. Bertsch, F. Becchetti, B.A. Brown, A.C.

Hayes, W.D. Myers, J.R. Nix, P.L. Reeder, D.D, Strottman, R.G. Stokstad,
A. Sustich, D.J. Vieira, C.C. Villari

1. Introduction

Neutron matter exists in the cosmos in the form of neutron stars. It is

kept stable by the interplay between the attractive gravitational interaction
and the repulsive electromagnetic interaction which allows only ver:_,:small
proton admixtures. The minimum mass required for the gravitational in-
teraction to become comparable to the nuclear interaction is approximately
1/10 of the mass of the sun. Therefore we cannot reproduce this state of
matter in any laboratory on earth.

However, we can approach the edge of neutron matter by studying thei

properties of nuclear matter at the limits of neutron-stable nuclei ', These
nuclei are the last particle- stable nuclides and are located at the neutron
"drip-llne" - beyond which additional neutrons instantly break away. The
large neutron excesses available in these nuclei will enable us to extrapolate
to the neutron matter limit by studying their properties.

Radioactive ion beam facilities allow studies of these nuclei with _the

highest ratios oi' neutrons to protons achievable in the laboratory and thus

1NSCL, MichiganState University,East Lansing, MI 48824-1321
_LAMPF, Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM87545
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Figure 1 A portion of the nuclide chart showing as grey squares nuclei that

are known to be stable against particle emission. The solid lines correspond

to the predicted limits of stability for different values of a parameter r which

determines by how much nuclear matter is unbound (taken from [1]).

provide the best data for extrapolations to the properties of neutron matter.

In addition, neutron-rich nuclides near the drip line have unique structure

and decay modes which extend our understanding of more normal nuclear
matter.

2. Binding Energy of Neutron Matter

If neutron matter were, bound, nuclear physics would I)e e_ricl_e,I I,_

amazing structures. These structures, with life times limited only by I)et;_

decay, would include neutron balls of arbitrary size. Since the neutrons

have no electrostatic repulsion from each other, the fission and alpl_a decay
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channels would be closed to these neutron balls. Thus, their Lifetime would

not be Limited by these strong processes, which proceed on a relatively fast
time scale, and Which constitute the main limitations on the life times of
heavy chunks of normal nuclear matter.

These neutron balls might contain clusters of protons, with topologies
not necessarily those of a single sphere, e.g. two or more fragments held
apart by their Coulomb repulsion, or a hollow proton bubble filled with
neutrons.

Since all searches for Small bound clusters of neutrons have turned Out

negative thus far, we presently have to conclude that neutron matter is
unbound in the absence of sizeable contributions of the gravitational inter-
action to the binding. Howeveri it has to be stressed that we do not know
exactly by how much neutron matter is unbound. This is, because wehave
no strict limits on the minimum size of neutron matter clusters from direct

experimental observations. Ali of our knowledge is based on theoretical
extrapolations from bound finite nuclei.

if neutron matter is only sLightly unbound, we might expect to see

precursors of such exotic neutron matter effects in phenomena that are
observable at the neutron drip fines. The best way to proceed is to study
nuclei with the largest possible neutron excess, both light atxd heavy nuclei,
since even if bulk neutron matter were bound, small neutron balls would
tend to be destabilized by their surface energy. Neutron matter is unbound
and the maximum neutron excess for a given Z is limited by neutron drip.
The actual location of the limit of stability is determined by the stiffness

of the neutron matter equation of state [1] (compare Fig. 1).
One also expects the energy of the Giant Dipole Resonance to drop off

at the limit of stability because the restoring force which comes mainly
from the surface, will be affected by the neutron excess. It should also be
mentioned that both the location of the Limit of stability and the Giant

Resonance energies are expected to depend on the overall excitation of
the nucleus. Consequently, it may be p,,_sible to determine some of tile
temperature dependence of the nuclear equation of state.
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Ftgure 2: Reaction cross sections for Li and Be isotopes on a 12C target,

Filled symbols are the data (taken from [2]), attd the solid lines and open

squares (circles) are the results of calculations with finite (zero) range in-
teractions (taken from [6]).

3. Microscopic Nuclear Properties: Neutron Halos

Beyond these macroscopic considerations there are significant opportu-

n,ities for advancing our understanding of microscopic nuclear properties

that also occur at the drip lines. The very last member of each isotopic

sequence as we reach the limit of stability will be weakly bound. Due to

this small binding energy and the Heisenberg uncertainty principle, the tail

of the wave function is expected to extend far out beyond the nortnal flu-

clear matter radius obtai'aed from an ,,11/3 paratl_etrization, Tltis ef|'e,.t Jt:,_.

already been seen in llLi and X4Be [2.3.41 (see Fig. '2),

While there is nothing surprising in tile increased reaction cross sectiotas

these nuclei have associated with their larger _patial extend, what is sur-

prising is the fact that ali Shell Model attd Hartree-Fock calculations have
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so far not quite succeeded to describe the properties of these nuclei. As a

testing ground for established calculattonM approaches this has to be one
of tile best,

The effect of large neutron excess can most easily be seen among low Z

elements. For example, modifications of the neutron density distributions

can be observed by looking at elastic and iaelastic scattering of ali tile Li

isotopes from SLi to tlLi. Our present understanding of tlLi is that of a 9Li
core with2 neutrons located predominantly in an extended surface region,

These two neutrons are in essence responsible for the very large reaction

cross section experimentally observed for lt Li.

Similar neutron density trends can be studied by scattering experiments
on boron isotopes from mass 8 to 19.

4. Nuclear Structure Physics with Neutron Halos

Because of this configuration of two neutrons interacting with each other

and with the core, there exists the possibility of studying 3-body correla-

tions in nuclear matter in an unusually clean manner.

: Elastic and inelastic reactions at }figh beam energies can be used to
establish the diffuseness of the neutron skin.

With radioactive ion beams, one can study neutron halos via sub-barrier

transfer reactions such as (tlLi, 9Li), (11Li, 1°Li), etc. Important informa-
tion will come from measurements of double differential cross sections as

a function of beam energy and scattering angle. Such measurements also

investigate the quantum mechanical nature of the neutrons in the halo, e.g.

the important single particle cot,figurations in the tail. One also can study

a few excited states in these drip-line nuclides.

By using beams of these exotic nuclides, ot_e cnn induce reacti,,ll', I,,

produce other unbound exotic nuclei such as (ttLi, t°He), (ttLi, l°Li), e't,'.

These exotic nuclides with neutron halos may lead to very cold fusi_,tl

reactions via sub-barrier fusion. The neutron tails will give an assist to

such reactions, because the neutrons in the halo are not subject to the
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O _Coulomb interaction which is the major limiting factor ill braining cold
fusion reactions with normal nuclei.

The structure of 1ILl is of particular interest because of its unusually

large ratio of neutrons to protons (8/3=2,67) and because of its unusually

small binding energy, ExJstlng measurements of the total reaction cross

section for ttLi attd other neutrou-riclx light-mass nuclei have given the evi-

dence for large matter radii [2], No [tartree-Fock type calculation c_tt,retltly

can explain the large radii [5}, One could expect Shell Model calculations

to work better, but these Calculations also fail. The only way in which

theories are at present able to reproduce the reaction cross sections of liglit

nuclei close to the drip llne is by using densities which are artificially con-

strained to fit the empirical binding energies [6], But it has to be stressed

flint self-consistent calculations have failed so far in this task, This may

turn out to be not a failure in principle but only evidence for the finite

accuracy of calculations for this type, because binding energies can rarely

be predicted to an accuracy of less than one MeV, However, future studies

from a theoretica,1 as well as from an experimental standpoint are needed,

This raises a number of additional questions concerning the nature of
such a halo,

1. Are nuclides such as _tLi, _gB, aud/or otller nuclei near mass 40 de-

formed or even superdeformed? It is possible that the huge neutron

excess forces the neutrons to occupy high angular momentum states

causing the nucleus to be deformed. This effect might be expected by

examining the Nilsson model and observing the existence of intruder

states from outer shells whose energy is lowered with increasing defof

marion. We estimate that adeformatioa of/3=0.6 in ltLi could have

an effect of approximately 30% on the root mean square radius, A

Shell Model calculation of the magnetic moment of 11Li yields 2.997

#N for the superdeformed case and 3.793 #N for the closed lm_ttron

shell case [7]. From a comparison to the experimental data, which

,yield 3.6673(25)/zN for the magnetic t_mmetlt (9t' ttLi [81, a I;at'fz¢",l,,.
formation for this nucleus seems _ulikely, l-[,_we','er, a lal.easllre111rl_l ,,I

the quadrupole moment of this tlucletts vi_ itl-beatll la:ser spectrosc,,I,.v
should yield a ,nore definitive a,tswer,

2. (.!ata beta decay' life times be calculated from theory? 1,1 the case
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Figure 3: Reaction cross section ['or l tLi as a function of target mass. [,ines:
Predicted nuclear contributions to the reaction cross section, using different

models (taken from [10]).

of *1Li, there is almost a factor of three discrepancy between tile
best Shell Model calculation and experiment [9]. It is important to
perform measurements of decays to specific states with high Gamow-
Teller transition probabilities, B(GT). This is because ali low lyillg
states in ttBe with large branching ratios have only small B(GT)
values for which small adjustments in the theory parameters have

large consequences. By performing exclusive decay experiments to
states with large B(GT) values, which cannot be freely adjusted by
choice of the theoretical interaction parameters, a much more strin-

gent test of existing theories can be performed' Because of the small
branching ratios associated with these states, however, high radioac-
tiw beam currents are needed. Complementary information could be
obtainedby performing the tlLi(p,u )tr Be ,'ea ction in reverse kill,_'tl,r,t-
its at sufficiently high beam enert_y ( • lr}0 NIeV/'tlttcleot_). It _,','l,,_

' also worthwhile to extend measurenlet_ts and calc_tlations tc, ,,tire1'
exotic nuclides.

3. Can theory predict the electromagnetic dissociation cross sectiotxs?
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Figure 4: Predicted pion (n"+) energy' distributions from one core (dashed

histograms) ar, d one halo neutron (solid, histograms) of a ttLi colliding with
a proton from a t2C target [13],

These can be measured by difference methods. However, these dif-
ference methods are model dependent, because one hm to subtract

the nuclear contribution from the total dissociation cross section in

order to obtain the electromagnetic part. It turns out that a simple
Glauber type approximation to the nuclear dissociation cross section

is not sufficient. A better approach is the use of an eikonal approxi-

mation [10]. The inferred, Coulomb cross section by using this method

is 600 :k 100 mb for the reaction 790 MeV/nucleon 1ILl on "_°SPb (see
Pig. 3).

This result has to be compared to a theoretical calculation using tile
Random Phase Approximation [111. This theory predicts a softeti-

ing of the dipole mode ("soft E1 resonances") as expected, and the

response is sufficiently enhanced to e.:_plain the experimental data,
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However, other theoretica2 investigations indicate a high sensitiv.
ity of tile predicted E1 strength to the specific wave functions used

{12], Therefore the question if theory and experiment agree for the
Coulomb dissociation cross section may still be open,

4, What is the momentum distribution of the hMo neutrons? There are

several methods which could be used to measure this distribution,
One is to measure the °Li transverse momentum distribution from

the reaction 11Li _Li Jr, 2n, This yields two Gaussian components
with different widths, 95:t:12 and 23+5 mb, respectively [4], Tile
smaller of the two is being attributed to the halo neutrons,

Another way of obtaining similar information would be to measure
pion momentum distributions from the reaction of a high energy beam
of 11Li on a 12C target or on a lH target, The different neutron mo-
mentum distributions of core and halo neutrons in tlLi would then

show up as contributions to the pion energy distributions with dif-
ferent slope,_ (see Fig, 4), We estimate that a beana of 105 11Li per
second at a beam energy of 300 MeV/nucleon would produce about
104 pions per second, With this production rate, a high quality exper-
iment using a pion spectrometer could be performed, Alternatively,
one can measure 2-neutron angular correlations at small angles by
means of 11Li stripping reactions,

Two other questions are related to the occurrence of soft E1 resonances
for the neutron rich nuclei:

1, Are there soft E1 resonances for proton-rich nuclei? In proton-rich
nuclei, there can be no proton "halo" due to the Coulomb barrier,

2. Is there a neutron halo in the presence of a low 1-neutron binding
ener_ but a high 2-neutron binding energy? A first candidate for
thim effect appears to be the isotope ttBe, but further stttdies are i11
order.

Both of these questions can be answered by studies near the particle
drip-lines made accessible by radioactive ion beam facilities,
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Another topic of great interest is how the nuclear surface (skin) changes

as one approaches the drip-line eitller on the proton-rich or neutron.rich

side of tile valley of stability, This can be studied with the techniques of

on-line l_ser spectroscopy discussed elsewhere in these proceedings,

As one approaches the neutron drip-Line, the radioactive decay mode of

beta-delayed two.neutron emission becomes more probable, The study of

the two-neutron energy and a.ngular correlation from such decays will pro-

vide information on the mechanism of two-neutron emission, The question

is whether the neutrons come out sequentially or do they leave the nttcleus

ns a di-neutron and break apart outside the nucleus?

Finally, studies at the neutron drip-line offer the possibility of discover.

ing a postulated decay mode known as ground state two-neutron emission,

This occurs whena given nuclide is stable with respect to one-neutron emis-

sion but is unstable with respect to two-neutron emission. This is analogous

to the ground state two-proton emission being sought on the opposite side

of the valley of stability, The protons feel a Colllomb barrier which retards

the emiss_.on of the two protons and leads to predicted hMf-llves in the

micro-second to milli-second range. However, neutrons do not have this

barrier; so measurable life times will occur only if there is very low neutron

energy available, there is an angular monmntum barrier, and/or there are

unfavorable transition matrix elements. By definition, ground state two

neu'r_n emission occurs only at the neutron drip Line and thus requires the

capabilities of a radioactive ion beam facility to producesuch nuclides.

5. Conclusions

The topicB Listed above can only be viewed as a very preliminary glance

at the amazing range of new possibilities for ,,uclear structure studies wi_Ii

radioactive beams. The phenomenon of the occurrence of neutron llal,,s

seems firmly estabLished. Present and future suitable radioactive beam fa-

cilities will open new avenues for this kind of research and permit a detailed

investigation of the edge of neutron matter.

0(3
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The study of nuclear astrophysics involves the interaction of nuclei throughout the
periodic table, both on the proton-rich and neutron-rich side of the valley of beta stability,
over a range of energies from far below the Coulomb barrier to near the Coulomb barrier, In

addition to nuclear reaction rates, nuclear astrophysicists need to know nuclear binding
energies, fission properties and weak interactlons rates of some very exotic nuclei.
Calculation of these quantifies imply detailed knowledge of nuclear levels and the nuclear
level density, detailed nuclear structure information related to fission properties, and the
statistical behavior of reaction rates for both neutron and charged-particle capture. To follow
nature's evolution of the abundance of chemical elements requires knowledge of these
nuclear properties for literally thousands ofnuclei. Many important processes involve stable
nuclei for which nuclear reaction rates can be measured. However, many more imponant
processes involve radioactive nuclei which either are not easily produced in the laboratory, or
up until now were impossible to pxoduce. In this report we will make the case for a few
selected examples for which an intense radioactive beam facility can be used to measure
specific reactions and other nuclear properties of prime importance in astrophysics.



However, we will also make the case for the need to study the global properties of
nuclei, both ota the proton and _eutron-rich sides of the valley of beta stability. Several

, rp-process 3)processes in nuclear astrophysics, i.e. the p-processl), the r-process 2) and the
depend on nuclear reaction rates, bern-decay rates, and nuclear masses for thousands of
nuclei far from the valley of beta-stability. We need experiments to validate the statistical
models Of nuclear reactions and nuclear structure that are used for these calculations of
nucleosynthesis. Of particular importance are Gamow,Teller strengths for neutron-rich

isotopes in themass range of A 56 to 704) region and nuclear masses and beta decayrates
for neutron-rich isotopes beyond the N = 50 neutron closed shell.2)

This report draws contributions from various astrophysics groups. Included in the
discussion are some of the nuclear physics needs for the astrophysical r-process, hydrogen

rp-process3),burning 5) and the ' ot CNO cycle3,6"8), the and inhomogeneous big bang
nucleosynthesisg"_5). Also included is some discussion of intermediate mass
nucleosynthesis, including the production of the radioactive nuclei 22Na and 26A17,16),as
well as problems in supernovae calculations related to uncertainties in electron-capture
rates4). The discussion is broad, but not comprehensive, and sometimes general rather than
specific. The point of including the various discussions is to give a flavor forthe wide range
of problems that can be addressed for applications of radioactive ion beams to nuclear
astrophysics. Although there are sometimes specific nuclear reactions that neect to be

_ measured, it would be a mistake to concentrate on a few light mass reactions, for example,
when considering the design of a intense radioactive ion beam facility. Specifically, the rp-
pr_'._e:_sand the r-process, as well as the p-process, are nucleosynthetic processes that require
glc_,u nuclear structure and nuclear reaction rates for nuclei on both the proton and neutron-
rich sides of the valley of beta stability. One break through with a radioactive ion beam
facility for nuclear astrophysics would be the study of heavy neutron-rich nuclei that would
be impossible to produce by other means. Although the study of indiv tdual nuclear reactions
is always very. important for nuclear astrophysics, we feel that more emphasis should be
placed on _he production of both proton-rich and neutron-rich heavy elements. This
conclusion affirms the conclusion of Working Group 2 on Nuclei Far From Stability.

We will conclude the report with an analysis of the facilities required to meet the
various experimental needs for nuclear astrophysics. This report also includes in an
Appendix a description of radioactive ion beam exi_riments relevant for astrophysic:
presently underway in Japan and Belgium.

With the launch of the Hubble Space Telescope (HST), and the launch of the Gamma
Ray Observatory (GRO) later this yea_'_tl_e science of nuclear astrophysics will become more
exciting and more demanding in this decade. Nuclear physics learned from experiments with

, an intense radioactive ion beam facility could play an important part in pursuing our increased
understanding of the nuclear reactions j" the cosmos.
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I, HYDROGEN BURNING AND THE HOT CNO CYCLE

An example of a particular reaction of importance involving a radioactive nucleus for
the proton cycle in the Sun is 7Be(p,T)SB. This reaction governs the rate of 8B neutrinos

from the Sun, the ones measured by Dr. Ray Davis and his colleagues using a 100 000
gallon tank of C2C14located at the bottom of the Hornestake gold mine in South Dakota. The

observed flux of neutrinos is about only one-third of the predicted flUX. There ap_,r,,._ to be
a discrepancy outside the formal errors, with no agreed solution to the problem. :Eitl'_er the
nuclear physics could be,in error or the astrophysics associated with the determination of the
physical conditions in the core of the Sun could be wrong. Although other neutrino
experiments are planned that willdetect neutrinos from the main p-p chain reactions, a new
measurement of this reaction rate would be very important. Discordant measurements of this
rate by different groups needs to be resolved.

As discussed irt many places,3,8) a major change in the classical CNO cycle occurs

when the rate for 13N(p,T)140 becomes more rapid than the 13N beta-decay. Other proton

capture rates on unstable species are involved in the hot CNO cycle are: 140(ct,p)17F,

17F(p,y)ISNelT), 18F(p,T)19Ne, 18F(p,ct)150 and 19Ne(p,y)20Na.18) The hot CNO cycle

transforms into the rp-process when the rates for 150(ct,y)19Ne and 140(ct,p)17F become

more rapid than the corresponding beta-decays. In such a case the reaction 19Ne(p,T)20Na
may provide a breakout from the hot CNO cycle towards heavier elements. For the case of
the study of hych'ogcn burning it is of prime importance to know detailed reaction rates for
light-mass radioactive nuclei. These reaction rates are best studied in the energy range 0.2 to
1.0 Mev/nucleon. See the references for additional light reactions of importance. The
reaction rates for many of these light reactions can also be determined by looking at inverse
reactions, measuring spectroscopic factors or studying analog structures of mirror nuclei.
However, these methods have various drawbacks, in determining the stellar rates, so that
direct measurement with a radioactive ion beam may still be highly preferable.

H. INHOMOGENEOUS BIG BANG NUCLEOSYNTHESIS

Recently there has been considerable interest in baryon inhomogeneous cosmologies.
Several processes such as a ftr,storder QCD phase transition, evaporating quark nuggets, or
superconducting cosmic strings could have given rise to macroscopic baryon number
fluctuations in the early universe. At later times, after weak decoupling, neutrons diffuse
more readily out of high baryon density regions than do protons. In this way relatively
neutron-rich and proton,rich regions could have formed priol" to nucleosynthesis. The
resulting light element yields from nucleosynthesis would then be different from those in a
homogeneous universe.

One possible difference between h__mogeneous and inhomogeneous nucleosynthesis is
that some elements with A > 9 could have been made in fairly substantial ,amounts in an
inhomogeneous universe. This is tobe contrasted with the homogeneous universe in which
little production of elements with A > 9 occurs due to the lack of stable nuclei at mass five
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and eight. Therefore, should relatively large quandties of A > 9 nuclei b¢ observed in

extreme PopulationII stars, wc would have good cvidencc for baryon inhomogcncity in the
universe at thc time of nucleosynthesis.

Thc formation of A > 9 nuclci predominatcly occurs in ncutron-rich regions in

inhomogeneous universes. The important reaction sequence is IH(n,7) 2H(n,y) 3H(d,n)

4He(t,7) 7Li(n,y)8Li. The nucleus 9Be may be made by 8Li (n,7) 9Li(I]-)9Be and
8Li(d,n)gBe (as well as by 7Li (t,n) 9Be). Observations of the abundance of 9Be in extreme
Population II stars could provide constraints on inhomogeneous cosmologies. The chain

leading to the intermediate mass elements is 8Li ((x,n) liB(n,?) 12B(I],-.-)12C(n,7) 13C.
Clearly, reactions on 8Li arc extremely important for formation of elements with A .>9, and
accurate 8Li cross sections are necessary for reliable predictions of the nucleosynthesis of
these nuclei. Subsequent evolution to higher mass is shown in Figure 1. As may be seen,
one requires nuclear cross sections and nuclear masses for many neutron-rich light isotopes.

Fig. 1. A typical nuclear reaction network used in calculations of inhomogeneous big bang
nucleosynthesis. From Re',. 15).
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Aside from the possibility of formation of intermediate and heavy mass nuclei in the big
bang, baryon inhomogeneous cosmologies may relax constraints on the present ratio of the
baryon density to the closure density, Homogeneous nucleosynthesis provides the constraint
[2b 5 0,15. Since inflation suggests f_ = 1, the implication is that some 90% of the mass
energy in the universe is in a form other than baryons (e.g. massive neutrinos, axions, etc.).
In baryon inhomogeneous universes, Ob may be as large as 0.8, but only if the 7Li constraint

is relaxed. The nUcleus 7Li is overprx)duced in baryon inhomogeneous universes since it is
made as 7Li in the neutr0n-rich regions and as 7Be in the proton-rich regions

(!H(n,T)2H(2H,_ ,) 4He(3He, _,) 7Be(13+) 7Li). lt turns out, however, that late-time
hydrodynamic dissipation of the density fluctuations during nucleosynthesis may have an
important effect on 7Li yields, In such a dissipation event, the high density, proton-rich
region may be rapidly r_fixed with the lower-density, neutron-rich material. Destruction of
7Be occurs via 7Be (n,p) 7Li (p, ct) 4He. When the mixing is instantaneous, the tin'al 7Li
yield may be r_tced by as much as two orders of magnitude. Also contributing to the

destruction of 7Li are the reactions 7Li (t, ct) 6He and 7Li(t,n) 9Be* --->n + 2 4He. lt would
therefore be of great interest to have accurate cross sections for tritium capture reactions on
7Li for energies in the range 10- 100 keV, as well as accurate reaction rates for the
destruction of 8Li.

III. GAMOW-TELLER STRENGTHS FOR INTERMEDIATE MASS NUCLEI

The extent of electron capture during the pre-supernova core collapse determines the
resulting iron core and neutron star massl9,20). The more electron capture or neutronization,
the smaller the value of Ye, the number of electrons per nucleon, and the smaller the resulting
core mass of the pre-supernova star. The dense core of the pre-supernova star tends to have
a mass corresponding to a Chandrasakar mass. Most of the nuclei in the core are iron group
nuclei in a range of mass 56 _<A ,<.70. High energy (n,p) reactions for neutron-rich nuclei in
this mass region to deduce Gamow-Teller strength distributions would make a significant
conuibution towards understanding pre-supernova stellar evolution and also understanding
the supernova explosion mechanism itself. A recent study 21) has determined that for pre-
supernovae core evolution the most important electron captures are on 56Ni,55,59,60Co and
55Fe, 52V and 67,68Cu, and the most important beta decays are for 56Co, 55,57Mn, 57,58Cr
and 67,69Ni,

IV. ASTROPHYSICAL r.PROCESS

Although the mechanism of the astrophysical r-process has been studied tbr more than
thirty years, we are still not sure of its site in nature. 1,22) Part of the reason for this is the
complexity of the nuclear physics required to calculate the r-process, and the lack of _
experimental information. Recent years has seen great progress in the sophistication of the
nuclear models used in the calculations. Except for a very few cases, we must rely on
theoretical modelling for all of the necessary nuclear quantities that are used in the
calculations. These quantities include, nuclear masses, nuclear partition functions, neutron
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capture rates (including the effects of excited states), and beta decay rates (also including the
effects of excited states). Of prime importmace is the location of the neutron-drip line in the
N-Z plane. Figure 2 shows a typical r-process path in the N-Z plane. Stable nuclei are
included in black, while unstable nuclei which experimental mass determinations are shaded
in grey. As one can observe from studying this figure, a radioactive ion beam facility that
was capable of producing critical heavy neutron-rich nuclei could go a long way in providing
information for the astrophysical r-process.

Current r-process calculations use macroscopic-microscopic models, such as the
diffuse surface folded-Yukawa model of M611erand Nix23,24)to consistently predict nuclear
binding energies, fission and neutron emission probabilities, 25) and along with Gamow-
Teller interactions, 26,27) and beta decay rates for neutron'rich heavy elements. 28)
Experiments with radioactive ion beams to confirm or improve such models would be an
important benefit to nuclear astrophysics.
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Fig. 2. Plot of the r-process path in the N-Z plane. Stable nuclei are shown in black, and
unstable nuclei with experimental mass determinations are shown in grey. Also included is
the abundance distribution of r-process nuclei as a function of A. (Figure due to P. M611er).
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Of p,,a-ticular interest are the properties of nuclei near the r-process waiting points, or
the neutron closed shells. Some r-process nuclei ne,'u"the N = 82 closed shell are already
studied. However, present heavy ion reactions are a long ways from producing r-process
nuclei near the N = 126 closed shell. It is radioactive ion beams that could make an important
impact in this region ,,

The role of neutron-induced c.,'rbeta-induced fission is important in terminating the r-
process near the N 184 c1¢,;,;,':_ / '= ,_e/utro.nshell. The fragments from fission at the termination
of the r.process may be re_;¢',c,/_Stt_.l.efor the peak in the r-process distribution of isotopes in
the rare-earth region. Beta-d_,,laygdfistiiion;rodbeta-delayed neutron emission rates for nttclei
as they decay from the r-process path to the valley of beta stability in the mass region 232 <_
A < 260 are important for studies of nuclear cosmochronolgy25,29"31). Such rate_ may
influence the U/Th production ratios, which, in turn, coupled with models of G,:lactic
evolution, help determine the age of the Galaxy.

lt is not possible to measure neutron capture cross sections directly in radioactive ion
beam facilities. Another method can, however, be appliexi which is presently widely used to
predict proton capture reactions on unstable proton-rich nuclei. Reactions like (d,p) would

produce the same compound nucleus as an (n,g) reaction ,and allow one to investigate
resonance energies and other properties (parity, partial widths)which then can be employed
for an indirect calculation of the neutron capture cross sections. Independent of the
individual cross section, such an investigation would also result in a systematic analysis of
level densities in neutron-rich nuclei and their dependence on the distance from stability. A
high nuclear level density is a prerequisite for the validity of statistical model
calculations. 32,33) The (d,p) experiments should be performed at energies of about 20
MeV/nucleon.

V, INTERMEDIATE MASS NUCLEI-. AN EXAMPLE: 22Na, 26AI and 44Ti

Classical novae explosions are known to provide art environment in which hydrogen-
burning reactions proceed on carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen (CNO) nuclei, and heavier
nuclei, at high temperatures and densities on a dynamical timescale. Weiss and Truran16)
recently suggested that ibr such conditions, the production of potentially interesting and

detectable abundance levels of the r',Mioactive isotopes 22Na and 26A1 may occur. They
conclude that novae may represent an important murce of 26A1in the Galaxy and thatsome
nearby novae may be expected to produce detectable flux levels of 22Na decay gamma rays,
The detection of 22Na in novae would provide critical constraints, both or(__heir tetnperature
and envelope convection histories and on their initial envelope composit,_or_. If one knows
from early observations both that a nova is at a distance of less than one kiloparsec ,and that
its envelope is significantly enriched in neon and magnesium, the Gamma Ray Observatory
(GRO) to be launched late this year may have a chance to detect the gamma ray lines from the
decay of 22Na. 16)
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The destruction rates of 22Na and 26AI, particularly the rate of the reactions

22Na(p,_,)23Mg, 26Al(p,_,)27Si and 26mAl(p,_,)27Si axe very important in determining how
much 26A1is produced in such novae explosions. Observations of 22Na and 26A1gamma ray
lines from novae explosions could set constraints on the hydrodynamics, convection and
initial compositions of such explosions. This is but orie example, in light to intermediate
mass nucleosynthesis, where the determination of a key reaction rates on radioactive nuclei

can have important consequences. For nucleosynthesis of 44Ca and ')'-ray astronomy, the

production and destruction rates for 44Ti are important, as well as a measurement of its rather
uncertain halflife.

VI. THE rp,,PROCESS

The rp-process is the transmutation of CNO nuclei into iron group nuclei and beyond in
hot (0.3 < T9 < 5.0) proton-rich environments. 3) The reactions proceed through proton
capture on light nuclei and alpha-particle capture on intermediate mass radioactive nuclei. At

., high temperature and density conditions, the reaction path will be close to the proton drip
line. The result is that both nuclear binding energies and charged particle reaction rates on
very prot0n-rich nuclei in the mass region 20 < A < 66 will be necessary to accurately
calculate this process. Such a process may have important consequences for
nucleosynthesis, as well as being an important energy generation mechanism in novae

explosions. As mentioned previously, the reaction 19Ne(p,_,)20Na is thought to govern the
transition from CNO nuclei to intemae_ate nuclei.

Other important breakout reactions for the rp-process may include 27Si(p,y)28p,

31Si(p,_,)32C1, and 39Ca(p,'f)40Sc. 34) These key reactions are mainly proton capture
reactions on proton-rich radioactive nucle_ with low Q values. In that case the cross sections
and reaction rates are determined by single resonances and the direct capture process only and
cannot be calculated by statistical methods (Hauser-Feshbach). The influence of the single
resonances and the direct reaction contribution must be measured directly. In contrast,
proton capture reactions on radioactive nuclei with A > 26 near the line of stability have
typically rather high Q values and can therefore be estimated by Hauser Feshbach
calculations.

The termination point of the rp-process depends crucially on whether the proton
separation energy of 65As is more than about 250 keV. If it is less than this value, the
process halts at 64Ge, if it is greater, the process continues up to approximately A = 80. The
nucleus 65As is so proton-rich that in order to produce it and have a charged-particle in the
exit channel to detect, it is necessary to use a radioactive beam or target.

VII. REQUIRED FACILITIES

Experiments in nuclear astrophysics using radioactive ion beams will be among the
most challenging in nuclear physics, because of the demand for either very proton-rich or
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neutron-rich nuclei and the very small cross sections involved in the reactions. In the
previous sections we have identified various astrophysical process and specific reactions of
prime importance where the nuclear needs can be addressed with a radioactive ion beam
facility. Regarding the required facility to meet these nuclear needs we define four major
areas:

a) Nuclear capture reactions involving stellar processes.

b) Production of exotic nuclei for r-process or rp-process modelling.

c) Nuclear transfer reactions for simulating specific neutron, proton or alpha capture
reactions.

d) Determination of Gamow-Teller strengths via (d,p) or (n,p)reactions on isotopes
within the iron group.

The facility demands for these reactions are summarized in Table I. The processes a)
and b) are quite distinct in intensity and energy from processes c) and d). The first two
processes will require the highest intensifies possible, as the cross sections involved are in
general (for case a) ) of order of microbarns. For target thicknesses of 1018 cm -2 and beams
of order 1010 sec1, the resulting event rate for low-energy capture will be of order 10 hr-1.
Producing exotic nuclei will allow somewhat thicker targets, but the production cross section
for the exotic nuclei will certainly be very small.

TABLE I. Facility Requirements

a) Nucleon b)Exotic c) Nucleon d) G. T.
Capture Nuclei Transfer

Energy 0.2- 2 4-8 10-20 100-300
Range: MeV/u MeV/u MeVha MeV/u

Intensity >109 >i010 -.>106 _ 106
see-! sec-I sec-I sec-I

Masses 7-200 40-100 7-200 40-70 !

(_jectile): (80)

Energy < 1% < 10% ,: 10% < 1%
Spread:

The second class of experiments c) and d) will require more moderate beam intensifies,
but considerably high energies. Given the range and scope of proposed and existing
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facilities, the first two reactions classes will require the highest intensi.ties available at
moderate energies, which requires an Isotope Separator On-l,ine (ISOL) facility. The second
class of reactions seems to be well suited for heavy-ion fragmentation, especially when
coupled to a storage ring, Ali experiments will require extensive detector development with
high efficiency and high discriminatory capabilities. More attention should be given to the
development of the required detectors for these proposed facilities.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

We have outlined some of the neea_ of nuclear astrophysics that could be met with a
radioactive ion beam facility, The nuclear needs cover the entire range of proposed facilities,
We would like to emphasize the global natures of the nuclear needs for astrophysics. While
individual reactions are always of prime importance in nuclear astrophysics, it is the
reliability of the statistical and mac_'oscopic-microscopic models that are used that provi '
understanding of the origin of the elements in nature. We would also like to point out t'
nuclear physics plays an important role not only in understanding the origin of the elements
in nature, but also in processes like how supernovae or novae explode, or in putting
constraints on cosmological modelS, With the launch of the Hubble Space Telescope (HST),
and the launch of the Gamma Ray Observatory (GRO) late this year, many astronomical
surprises await us in the next decade, Nuclear physics will undoubtly play an important role
in understanding these phenomen_ The understanding of the nuclear structure of a broad
range of nuclei across the periodic table helps us understand the universe now and back to the
big bang. A radioactive ion beam facility that will delineate this nuclear structure will play a
key role in future astrophysical developments.
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WG3/AppendixA

NUCLEAR ASTROPHYSICS EXPERIMENTS AT INS, TOKYO

S. Kubono

Institute For Nuclear Study, University of Tokyo

This is a brief description of the prograrns under way or in near future.

1. There are some experimental works under way at INS using two-body charged particle

spectroscopy. These include the study of 21Mg for the 20Na(p,7) 21Mg stellar reaction
rate.

2. There are three nuclear astrophysical experiments going on with using the projectile
fragment separator RIPS at RIKEN.

a. Measurement of the gamma width of the 2.637 MeV 1+ state (the first excited
state above the proton threshold in 20Na), which is the critical physical
par-,maeterfor the breakout problem from the hot-CNO cycle. So far, the 20Mg
yield was measured.

b. Study of the reaction rate of 26mAe(p,y).

c. Measurement of the gamma width of the 1"state in 140 is scheduled next month

(May, 1990) by using Coulomb dissociation of 140which are collected by the
RIPS.
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WG3/AppendixB

STATUS RF_.FNDRTON THE RADIOACqTVE ION BEAM PROJECT
AT LOUVAIN-LA-NEUVE

P; Leleux, M. Loiselet

Catholic University at Louvain
Chemin du Cyclotron, 2, B-1348 Louvain-la-Neuve, Belgium

The general layout of the Radioactive Ion Bed"anPxoject at Louvain-la-Neuve has been
described elsewhere.t, 2 Recent advances have led to the aceeleration of a 13NI+beam at 8 MeV

with an intensity of 1.5 x 108 particles per second, i.e. 25 particles pA. This hasbeen
achieved through the following improvements: use of a 13Ctarget, bombarded with 100 l.tA,
30-MEV protons, with an efficiency for the release of the 13Nactivity thereby produced of
10%; optimization of the efficiency of the ECR source for ionizing 13Ninto the 1+ Ionic state,
raised to5%; in_._easeof the efficiency of the CYCLONE cyclotron for accelerating 13NI+ions,
through an improvement of the vacuum and of other parameters, up to 4%. The next steps will
be the lowering of the 13C contamination in the 13N beam, and a further increase, of the
accelerated intensity. The first reaction of astrophysical interest which will be studied is

13N(p,7)140. The necessary apparatus has been built, and an overall test of its performances

has been carried ttu'ough a remeasurement of the cross section for the 13C(p,]0 14Nreaction at
the 0.552-MEV resonance.

The coworkers are: Th. Delbar, W. Galster, I. Licot, E. Lienard, P. Lipnik, G.
Ryckewaert, J. Veryk"',"(University of Louvain-la-Neuve), P. Decrock, M. Huyse, P. Van
Duppen (University o_,' Leuven) J. Vanhorenbeeck (University of Brussels).

1. 'lh. Delbar, M. Huyse and J. Vanhorenbeeck, editors, The Radioactive Ion Beam
Project at Louvain-la-Neuve, RIB- 1988-01, Internal Report (1988).

2. Proc. First InternationalConference on Radioactive Nuclear Beams, Berkeley, USA,
October 16-18,1989.
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1. Introduction

One of the great strengths of nuclear physics lies in the important contributions it

has made to other fields such as medicine, biology, chemistry, atomic physics, and con-,

densed matter physics. These contributions have come through (1) nuclear radiations and
(2) interactions with the nuclear environment.

(1) Nuclear radiations such as the classical o_, [3,and y radiations, fast and slow

neutrons, madmore recently tile newer p'.,micles such as pions and muons have provided an

incredibly rich and variable array of probes which have been adapted to diverse phenomena

ranging frorn medical diagnosis and therapy to uncovering art forgeries, "l"herichness of

these probes has been due in large measure to the great number of available isotopes, each

providing its own characteristic sgectrum of particles and energies at isotopic lifetimes

ranging between effectively zero and infinity. It is clear that the advent of a dedicated

radioactive ion beam (RIB) facility would greatly enlarge the number of available isotopes

and expand the richness and diversity of their isotopic properties,

(2) From a scientific standpoint the interaction of the nuclear moments with the elec-

tromagnetic fields of the nuclear environment - the hyperfine interaction - has provided a

powerful tool, often inviting skill and ingenuity, for measuring these moments and fields.

From a "knowledge of the moments one can sometimes deduce the nuclear spins. The use

of an RIB facility will greatly expand the scope of these measurements and could lead to
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ABSTRACT

John B. McClelland and David J. Vieira

This report contains the proceedings of a 21/2 day Workshop on the Science
of Intense Radioactive Ion Beams which was held at the Los Alamos National

Laboratory on April 10-12,1990. The workshop was attended by105 people,
representing 30 institutions from 10 countries. The thrust of the workshop was to
develop the scientific opportunities which become possible with a new generation
intense Radioactive Ion Beam (RIB) facilit3, , currently being discussed within North
America. The workshop was organized around five primary topics: (1) reaction
physics; (2) nuclei far from stabili .ty/nuclear structure; (3) nuclear astrophysics;
(4) atomic physics, material science, and applied research; and (5) facilities.
Overview talks were presented on each of these topics, followed by 1 1/2 days of
intense parallel working group sessions. The final half day of the workshop was
devoted to the presentation and discussion of the working group summary reports,
closing remarks and a discussion of future plans for this effort.



,Preface

This report contains the proceedings of a 2 1/2 day workshop on the Science
of Intense Radioactive Ion Beamswhich was held at the Los Alamos National

Laboratory on April 10-12, 1990. The workshop was attended by 105 people,
representing 30 institutions from 10 countries. The thrust of the workshop was to
develop the scientific opportunities which become possible with a new generation
intense Radioactive .Ion Beam (RIB) facility, currently being discussed within North
America. The workshop was organized around five primary topics: (1) reaction
physics; (2) nuclei far from stability/nuclear structure; (3) nuclear astrophysics;
(4) atomic physics, material science, and applied research; and (5) facilities.
Overview talks were presented on each of these:topics, followed by 1 1/2 days of
intense parallel working group sessions. The final half day of the workshop was
devoted to the presentation and discussion of the working group summary reports,
closing remarks and a discussion of future plans for this effort.

This workshop came about as a result of the recent Nuclear Science Advisory
Committee (NSAC) Long Range Planning (LRP) activity during 1989. 'Town
Meetings sponsored by the Division of Nuclear Physics of the American Physical
Society were held in preparation for the LRP. 'The communities of nuclear
scientists studying nuclei far from stability and those using low-energy beams as
nuclear probes both strongly endorsed establishing a RIB facility within the next ten
years. The case for such a facility was presented to the full NSAC Long Range Plan
Working Group during its meeting in Boulder, Colorado on August 6-11, 1989, in
which priorities for the field were discussed and recommendations formulated for
the DOE and NSF. The scientific case for a RIB facility was well received by that
group and several references to these scientific opportunities discussed can now be
found in various sections of the Long Range Plan.

At this workshop we have concentrated our attention on outlining the
scientific program that would be made possible by the development of such beams.
We did not restrict our discussions to a particular production scheme or facility. As
such, this workshop represents only our initial steps in preparing the case for such a
facility -' further work wi!l be needed to develop the scientific issues and to better
define the type of radioactive beam facility which would best meet these new
challenges.

The success of this workshop represents the hard work of many individuals.
Of special note are the working group chairmen: Wolfgang Bauer, Rick Casten,
John D'Auria, Jerry Garrett, Stan Hanna, Michael Howard, and Bob Stokstad, who
took on the bulk of this undertaking by organizing the working groups and in
preparing the summary.reports; the invited overview speakers: Grant Mathews,



Mike Nitschke, Ingemar Ragnarsson, Jerzy Sawicki, and John Schiffer, who set the
stage for our discussions and prepared manuscripts for these proceedings; the
International Advisory Committee (listed below)for their help in preparing the
workshop program and by encouraging more international participation at the
workshop; and our fellow members of the Local Organizing Committee (also listed
be!o'w) whose combined efforts were essential in the preparation and organization
of the. workshop. Moreover, we extend our thanks for a job well done to the
conference secretary, Kathy Garduno; the LANL Protocol Office coordinators, Jan
Hull and Mildred Saxman, for organizing the Study Center meetings; and XiaoqAn
Tu, Xiao-Gang Zhou, and Hardy Seifert for audio-visual and general assisLance
during the conference.
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1. Introduction

The limits of nuclear matter will be reached through nuclear reactions, just as
much of what we know about nuclear structure has come from reaction studies. For

studying the limits of nuclear matter, radioactive ion beams will both open up new
vistas in several important dimensions and offer a fresh look at more familiar terrain.
These will include extremes in the neutron-to-proton ratio (isospin), energy transfer,
excitation energy, angular momentum, polarization, and nuclear shape.

We have divided the many reactions with radioactive ion beams that were sug-
gested in our working group into four main categories. The first category involves
nuclear matter in motion, or multidimensional reaction dynamics, and is discussed in
sect. 2 of this position paper. The second category is concerned with the paths to
neutron matter, which include neutron halos, or the physics of loosely bound nuclei,
as well as the determination of the neutron drip line. Because of the intrinsic impor-
tance of this subject and its relation to both reaction physics and nuclear structure,
it is included as a separate position paper. Section 3 continues with our third cate.
gory, reactions that serve as probes of nuclear structure. Section 4 treats our fourth
category, isomeric radioactive ion beams, where the projectile nuclei are irl excited
states.

It will be apparent in the following discussion that there is a wide range of' diffi-
culty in ti_e suggested experiments. Some reactions will be extremely difficult, hay-
ing small cross sections and even involving radioactive targets as well as radioactive
beams, whereas others could be studied with existing instrumentation today, were the
radioactive beams available. Furthermore, the experiments discussed below are only
examples representing classes or categories of experiments. The requirements placed
by the experiments on the radioactive beams--mass, energy, energy resolution, and
other characteristics_are not dealt with systematically ,:_rin detail. But it will be
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Figure 1: Calculated potential-energy surface for 264Fm.

apparent that, just as with stable 'beams, more than one productionmethod (e.g.,
ISOL or Fragmentation) is required if one is going to be able to perform the wide
range of experiments illustrated below.

2. Nuclear matter in motion: multidimensional reaction dynamics
.,

The opportunity afforded by radioactive ion beams to reach new regions of nuclei
will help resolve many issues concerning collective nuclear motion. These include such
diverse items a._ the effect of single-particle shell structure on the multidimensional
nuclear potential energy of deformation, the flow and transfer of neutrons in subbar-

tier fusion, and isospln mixing at high excitation energies. New data provided by
radioactive ion beams will assist in our quest for a fully microscopic understanding
of nuclear collectivity.

2.1. PATHWAYS TO VERY HEAVY NUCLEI

Recent fission experiments 1,2) have shown astonishingly abrupt transitions at
2SSFm in three separate properties: fission-fragment mass distributions, fission-
fragment kinetic-energy distributions, and spontaneous-fission half-lives. All three

of these phenomena are explained by the discovery of a new fission valley 3,4) in
2_SFm and nuclei beyond. The calculated valley for 2S4Fm is illustrated in fig. 1,
which shows the potential energy as a function of the distance between mass centers

r and fragment elongation cr of the two nascent fragments 3). The lower left,hand
corner of the diagram corresponds to the ground state of 264Fm, and t]_e lower right-
hand corner corresponds to the configuration of two nearly spherical doubly magic

2



132Snnuclei. The long, narrow valley connecting these two configurations is separated
from the traditional fission valley in the upper right-hand corner by a complicated
topology involving saddle points, mountain tops (indicated by plus signs), and a high
ridge. The solid circles in the diagram correspond to local minima.

Radioactive ion beams will provide important pathways to this region, through
both very asymmetric transfer reactions and nearly symmetric fusion reactions. Ex-

amples of the former are 254Es(llLi,3He)2S2Fm and 25_Es(gLi,3He)26°Fm, involving
11Li and 9Li projectiles, with half-lives of 8.7 ms and 177 ms, respectiveJy, incident
on a 254Es target, with half-life 276 d. An example of the latter is 132Sn + 1_63n ---,
2_SFm, involving a 13_Snprojectile, with half-life 40 s, incident on a 12_Sntarget, with
half-life 10s y. The reaction 132Sn + 13_Sn ---+264Fm might ultimately be possible

through the use of rapid-deposition target-production techniques.
These are only four examples of many reactions with radioactive ion beams that

lead to especially large single-particle effects on the multidimensional nuclear poten-
tial energy of deformation. The resulting multiple minima and valleys separated by
saddle points and ridges will significantly affect the reaction dynamics, especially at
subbarrier energies. By increasing the bombarding energy, one will also be able to
study the disappearance of single-particle effects with increasing excitation energy.

Just as the peculiar structure of 132Snis thought to influence the fission of the heav-
iest Fm isotopes, other aspects of nuclear structure maybe at work in determining
the mass distribution associated with fission. Robertson and Walters 5) have sug-
gested that a softness against octupole deformation for nuclei in the Cs-Bn mass-145
region might be responsible for the interesting phenomenon that the heavy partner
in an asymmetric mass split is always a nucleus of about this mass, with the mass of
the lighter fission fragrrmnt increasing or decreasing as the mass of the parent fission-
ing nuclide changes. Their argument is that an octupole deformation resembles the
shapes fission fragments must acquire as they approach scission. Nuclei that can be
easily deformed to an octupole shape will then be favored in fission. If this argument
is correct, and if the Cs-Bn mass-145 nuclei have ground states that either have or are
easily induced to acquire an octupole component, then the barrier for fusion might be
lowered 8) for heavy radioactive isotopes of Cs and Ba bombarding neutron-rich but
stable targets around mass 100 to 120. Performing such a reaction would be similar to
bombarding 126Sn with 132Sn---one would be working back up a fission valley in this
multidemensional space toward a very heavy compound nucleus, taking advantage of
the same nuclear-structure effects that cause the valley and the trajectory along it in
the fission process.

2.2. FISSION IN THE PRE-ACTINIDE REGION

A real possibility exists to take advantage of reverse kinematics with radioactive
beams in the Z = 84-94 region. There has been a lot of effort in the Fm region
to exploit the rapid changes in fission properties. These changes are also present in
the pre-actinide area as weil. If we could have beams of neutron-deficient isotopes of
these pre-actinides then we could do simple direct reactions with reverse kinematics



and measure the fission de-excitation channels. The reverse kinematics focuses tile
reaction products in the lab and therefore gives high geometric coverage and, since
the decay products will have near beam velocities, they are much easier identified
with counter techniques,

Another of these reverse reactions would be to study fission shape isomerism.
In the light Th and Ra regions, the inner fission barrier should be around 3 MeV
above the isomeric level, while the outer barrier is substantially above this value.
This should be a condition which allows sufficient population of an isomeric state

and also permits it to have a reasonable half-life (> ns). These isomers should decay
by gamma branching back to the ground state. Cross sections will be small (on the
order of microbarns) but one could take advantage of the reverse kinematics to move
the products out .of the reaction zone (i.e., recoil shadowing) and possibly s_ some
of these decays.

2.3. NEUTRON TRANSFER IN SUBBARRIER FUSION

The transfer of nucleons among colliding nuclei on the path to fusion is oneof
several dimensions (deformation, vibration, and neck formation) that can influence
the probability' of fusion, At energies above the barrier a single dimension, the radial

degree of freedom defining the separation of the two nuclei, is sufficient to describe the
fusion of light to medium-mass nuclei. Particularly at subbarrier energies, though,
the extra dimensions mentioned above can be very important in determining the cross
section. Radioactive beams will give us a unique tool to study the importance of the
ground-state Q-value for neutron transfer on the cross section for subbarrier fusion.

Just togive an example, systems like 1sO + 14aNd and 140 + 144Nd possess very
large ground-state Q-values (see table 1) for 1-neutron pickup (+9.5 MeV) and for
2-neutron pickup (+14.5 MEV), respectively. For comparison, the existing transfer
data r-l°) are for Q-values less than +2 MeV and +6.6 MeV for the ln- and 2n-pickup
reactions, respectively. The effect of the positive ground-state Q-value on the fusion at
subbarrier energies can be illustrated by a simplified coupled-channel calculation 11)
for the fusion cross sections in the systems 150 + 14aNd and 140 + 144Nd. These
calculations, presented in fig. 2, show a large enhancement at low energies that has
a different energy dependence than, for example, the coupling to a series of low-lying
rotational states.

TABLE 1

Ground-state Q-values for one- and two-nucleon transfer reactions
(+ means pickup,- means stripping)

System " Neutrons Protons ....
-1 -2 +1 +2 -1 -2 +l +2

1'_O+ 143Nd -22.8 -5.4 +9.5 -+.3.9 -3.6 -2.6 -8.1 -12.'2
140 +144Nd -26.9 -17.4 +5.4 +14.5 +5.3 +0.2 -10.3 -15.3
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Figure 2: Cross sections for subbarrier fusion of 1sO + 143Nd calculated with the
coupled-channels code of Dasso and Landowne 11), The dotted line is the result for
no coupling in the entrance channel. The effect of the coupling of a neutron-transfer
channel is shown by the full Line. The large enhancement predicted below the barrier
arises from the large positive Q-value for neutron transfer from 143Nd to 1sO. While
a useful guide for developing experiments, this estimate has been made with the sim-
plified code CCFUS, which may overestimate the size of the effect compared to that
predicted _by a more refined calculation.

To study the correlation of positive Q-values with the enhancement of the subbar-
rier fusion as well as the relative effect of the different transfer channels, it would be
interesting to make an experimental investigation of the fusion and transfer reactions
in 150 + 143Nd and 140 + l_Nd. The measurements of the fusion cross sections as
functions of bombarding energy can be achieved by detecting the evaporation residues
with two low-pressure multiwire proportional counters. The identification of the evap-
oration residues will be made by their time of flight and the energy loss in any of the
counters. This technique has already been used to measure the fusion cross sections
for 12C + iraTe at different bombarding energies. It is worth noting 12) that beam
intensities required for these experiments are very modest (less than 107 particles/s).
The transfer-reaction measurements can be made by detecting and identifying the re-
action products at backward angles in a silicon surface-barri, _ AE-E telescope with a
thin AE detector and good timing resolution, which provides mass resolution through
time of flight and nuclear-charge resolution via energy losss. This technique has been
succesfuUy used in le'180 + Sn transfer studies performed by Henning et al. 7). An-
other technique will be to tag the various transfer channels through the observation
of discrete-line gamma rays by an array of Compton-suppressed Ge detectors.



2,4. NEUTRON FLOW IN SUBBARI:%IER FUSION

A large body of data points to the beginning phase of heavy-ion fusion as proceed-
ing through doorway processes such as those mentioned in the preceding section, The
doorway provides extra degrees of freedom that enhance fusion cross sections at sub-
barrier energies, A process related to the effect of neutron transfer channels discussed
above and that gives a good account of some of the observed fusion enhancements is
the recentlysuggested free-flow of neutrons la), In this proposed process the transfer
of a valence neutron, which proceeds via tunnelling at large internuclear separations,
becomes a free-flow process once the colliding nuclei approach each other sumciently
close for the neutron barrier to disappear (due to overlapping tails of nuclear po-
tentials). The internuclear distance where the neutron flow commences is intimately
related to the binding energy of the least:bound neutron of the system and systemat-
ically lies outside (by about 2 fm eor 40 < ,4 < 1,00) the corresponding distance where
strong absorption occurs 1:t,14). This neutron flow in turn precipitates the formation
of a neck connecting the nuclei, e,g,, via liquid-drop effects 15,1_), Coalescence of the
neck leads to fusion, and re-separation leads to energy-damped m_ ltinucleon trans-
fers, For the case of the 5°Ti + 9aNb system 1_), the scission of the neck preferentially
populates channels that involve transfers of up to four nucleons from the heavy to
the light collision partner, i,e,, the system tends toward symmetric partition, very
reminiscent of familiar spontaneous fission,

Neutron flow is the key to this subbarrier process, and as the binding of the valence
neutron weakens, the internuclear distance where the free flow commences becomes
larger. Accordingly, radioactive beams of nuclides near the neutron drip line, where
the neutron is weakly bound by less than about 1 lVIeV, would open an exciting new
vista to explore this interesting subbarrier process.

2.5. ISOSPIN MIXING IN GIANT-DIPOLE DECAY OF COMPOUND NUCLEI

Compound nuclear isospin mixing at high excitation energies (50 MeV and higher)
can be studied is) in light N = Z nuclei by looking at GDR gamma-emission
in heavy-ion fusion-evaporation in reactions with T = 0 entrance channels, e.g.,
160 + 12C _ 2sSi*. In such reactions, (isovector) GDR gamma..decay is strongly
hindered for states of pure isospin, due to the low level density of T = 1 final states,
There is a surprising result, viz., that very large mixing widths of 1 IvIeV or greater
for the mixing of T = 1 states with T = 0 states are necessary to explain the data is).
However, it is necessary to "calibrate" the statistical n_odel by studying neighboring
N = Z compound nuclei. A much better calibration would be to look at the same
N = Z compound nuclei formed in a T ¢ 0 entrance channel, for which GDR gamma-
decay would not be hindered. This is not possible with stable heavy ions, for which
one always has N >_ Z. With radioactive beams, proton-rich projectiles are possi-
ble that permit such reactions. 1;or example, 'sSi* could be formed in the reactions
150 + 1"_Cand 1'I0 + 14C. Other N = Z nuclei could be studied in a similar fashion.
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Figure 3: Differential cross sections measured for a beam of SLi scattered by a I_C
target 23).

3. Reactions as probes of nuclear structure

3.1. TOTAL REACTION CROSS SECTION

The total reaction cross section or, closely related to it, the interaction cross sec-
tion ai, is related to the most basic structural feature of the nucleus, its size. Some of
the first measurements to be made with secondary beams of radioactive nuclei were
the interaction cross sections 19). These measurements at high energies (typically 800
MeV/A) revealed a remaxkable change in interaction radius with changing isopspin.
Measurements at lower energies and for a wide variety of radioactive nuclei also reveal
interesting changes in'the mean-square radius with isospin 20-_2). These results are
considered in the section on neutron halos in a separate position paper.

3.2. ELASTIC SCATTERING

Like the total reaction cross section, the differential cross sections for elastic scat-
tering are one of the most basic and important reaction quantities in nuclear physics.
And because the cross sections can be large, they will also be among the first quan-
tities to be measured when a new radioactive beam facility is developed. Figure 3
shows the cross sections 2_) for the elastic scattering of SLi by 12C at an energy of 14
MeV. The full curves give the results of DWBA calculations using a deformed optical
model form factor. The inelastic excitation for the projectile is significant and can be
attributed to the peculiar properties of SLi (weaklybound, T, and jr).

Another reason for the special role of elastic scattering is the degree to which
this process is understood theoretically, particularly for elementary projectiles, where



extensive studies using optical-potential models have provided a data base from which
microscopic information has been obtained,

Radioactive ion beams would allow us to test _nd extend the optical-_otential
models for elastic scattering into new extremes of spin and isospin, Th( types of
projectiles that could be used for these new studies would _include neutron-rich and
proton-rich ground states, as well msexcited (isomeric) states of these nuclei, I'Iere we
mention some of the new possibilities that would be provided by the elastic scatteri_g
of proton-rich ground states, Tile new opportunities that would be provided by the
elastic scattering of neutr0n-rich ground states and of isomeric states _tre givei1 in
other sections,

With a RIB facility, one may have available light, jr =0 projectiles such as
1°C, 1'tO, tSNe, and _2Mg, Elastic-scattering experiments using these projectiles from
a proton target would provide us with the opportunity to study the single-particle
matter distributions for relatively simple cases where N < Z, In the case of t°C and

1'10, the nuclei tin and 15F'that would be produced in compound-nucleus reactions
lie beyonct the proton drip linet We also may be able to test our understanding of
the optical-potential models by comparing these results to the corresponding scatter-
ing from neutron-rich isotopes such as 1aC, 1sO, _°Ne, and _Mg, in which case the
Coulomb interaction would be fixed while the isospin part Of the strong interaction
would change from T, = -1 to T, = 1, Of course, the use of a polarized proton
target would extend these studies to include the spin-lsospin part of the interaction.
Along the same lines as those mentioned above for p- and sd-shell nuclei, one may
also consider the very interesting possibilities of studying the d-shell isotopes 36-aoCa,

3,3, INELASTIC SCATTERING

The inelastic scattering of radioactive beams affords the possibility of measuring
trartsition matrix elements in nuclei that have heretofore been inaccessible. One

example i_ shown in fig. 3 for the first excited state of SLi, Substituting a gold target
for a carbon target should substitute electromaguetic excitation for nuclear excitation
and determine the B(E2) value connecting the ground and first excited state _,L),
Inelastic scattering of heavier beams from light targets, including hydrogen, could
extend significantly our quantitative knowledge of collective transition s_rengths,

The assumption of time-reversal invariance imposes a reciprocity relationship for
the unpolaxized inverse reaction cross sections obtained at the same center-of-mass
energy and scattering angle. Previously, this reciprocity relation has been studied by
use of inverse transfer reactions such as 24Mg(c_,p)'rtA1, and found to be accurate to
within a fraction of a percent. The simultaneous availability of nuclear ground arid
excited states from a t_IB facility would allow the reciprocity relation to be studied
within the same nuclear environment, and possibly lead to a more stringent test. I?or
example, inverse transitions such as lSF(p,p')lSF* could be used to study time-reversal
invariance.
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Figure 4: The doubly magic nucleus la2Sn and its neighbors. The measurement of
single- and few-nucleon transfer reactions in this region willmap out the interaction
energies among the single-particle orbitals 55).

3.4. TRANSFER REACTIONS

The same measurements yielding elastic and inelastic scattering information from
light targets (p, d, aHe, and 4He) would also provide a rich source of new information
on single-particle motion. By observing the scattered target nucleus or target-like
reaction product, the same kind of spectroscopic information can be obtained as
has been gleaned from reactions such as (d,aHe), (d,t), (d,p), (p,d), and (nile,d)
using beams of hydrogen and helium isotopes. Indeed, measurements of this type
are approved 2s) for'the experimental storage ring, ESR, at GSI's new synchrotron,
SIS-18. Here it will be of particular interest to map out the ,effective interaction among
single-particle orbitals in the region of the double shell closure at la2Sn. Figure 4
charts the region of the nuclides around la2Sn. A bealn of ta2Sn projectiles and
targets of p, d, aHe, and 4He would enable the full arsenal of one- and two-nucleon
transfer reactions to be applied to the mapping of particle and hole states in this
region. This type of nuclear structure information in the vicinity of the doubly closed
shell at SSNishows a beautiful systematic behavior that is not well understood. Being
able to obtain comparable information in the region of a different double shell closure
may bring the clue for the solution of the problem in the Ni region, or it may raise
new and unexpected questions.

The properties of single-particle orbitals in nuclei far from closed shells and in the
regions of strong deformation are also of interest for study with radioactive beams in
conjunction with multiple-high-resolution-gamma-detector arrays. Indeed, the latter
have made possible a promising new class of nuclear reactions. Spherical actinide
nuclei have produced neutron-transfer products at high spin. On the incoming path,
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Coulomb excitation pumps the deformed partner to spins as high as 14, and one or
more neutrons are transferred, giving rise to deformed transfer products, which are

" efurther excited to higher spins by Coulomb excitation on the outward path, Fh _se
high-spin states reveal themselves through the de-exciting g_n_m_-r,_y cascades, l'_or
example, the knowledge of the ground-state rotational bands in 16°Dy, _3'_U,and '_s Pu
has been extended to considerably higher spins,

At present a fundamental limitation on this powerful new spectroscop!c tool in the
actinides is that no stable, high-Z projectiles are available with neutron separation
energies below those oi' the actinides, so that one can only extract neutrons but not
add them to the actinides,

The addition of a neutron to a heavy target like _'4SCm at high spin could give
unique information on Nilsson orbitals lying in the region of the possible superheavy
island of stability. Learning the location of the hL12 or k_7/2 neutron levels would
refine the half-llfe estimates of the superheavy elements, The experimental search
would be similar to the experiments performed by Garrett _nd co-workers in locating
the i13/_ proton levels in the rare earths _0).

The best candidates seem to be 170 and _l°Bi, although 137Xe and 13SCsmay pro.

vide interesting possibilities, A beam of *_0, because it does not excite _SCm to very
high spins, would map the lower-spin orbitals while the heavier radioactive beams
would reach the more interesting high-spin orbitals, And in addition to the spec-
troscopic goal of locating the nucleon orbitals, _ study of the reaction mechanism_
Coulomb excitation combined with neutron transfer--and (urther development of the
calculational tools present important challenges,

3,5, CHARGE EXCHANGE

3,5.1. General considerations. Radioactive beams also provide unique opportuni-
ties for studing the charge-exchange reactions, again using reverse kinematics. Tran-
sitions induced by both the isospin and spin-isospin operators will yield information
pertaining to L = 0 isospin transitions (Fermi) and spin-isospin transitions (GT) as
well as higher-L transfer transitions. In a notation indicating reverse kinematics, the
reaction on a hydrogen target is written p(zAN,z+,AN-_)n, with the proton target
being in the form of a plastic for a single pass beam or a gas if a circulation beam
in a storage ring is used. A spectrometer (perhaps in conjunction with the magnetic
elements of a storage ring) with particle identification will be requi_ed to measure the
heavy-ion reaction product. In some cases, detection of the coincident neutron will
be required,

Some advantages of using reverse kinematics for these particular experiments are:
(1) The detector efficiency for the heavy fragment is close to unity, (2) The energy
resolution of the heavy fragment could be much better than could be obtained from
neutron time of flight. (3) One can measure the complete angular distribution with
either one or a few angular settings of the spectrograph Crude calculations of count-
ing rates indicate that such experiments will be feasible with particle fluxes expected
from a RIB facility.
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Measurements of isobaric transitions are expected to extend the data on Coulomb
displacement energies and provide Sensitive tests for isobaric mass formulas; Measure-
ments of GT-strength distributions can be of value to both astrophysics and nuclear
physics. Some other questions to _be addressed are the distributions of L - 1, S = 0,
and S = 1 strengths as functions of incident energy, as well as tneasurements of
isospin splitting.

3.5.2. Anomalies in Fermi and Gamow.Teller strengths. It has been shown ex-
perimentally that cross sections for (p,n) reactions are proportional to beta-decay
transition rates for initial and final states that are connected by allowed Fermi or
Gamow-Teller transitions. In fact, when these transitions can be observed in (p,n) re-
actions at low momentum transfer, as, for example, at zero degrees and proton energy
above 100 MeV, essentially the entire structure dependence of the cross section is con-
tained in the beta-decay matIix element 2T). This fact is expected theoretically also.
This simple structure dependence has been exploited not only in nuclear-structure
studies, but also has been applied to determining neutrino detection cross sections
for solar-neutrino detectors.

The (p,n) cross section also depends on kinematic factors that are easily calculated
and on the nuclear mass A in a way that has so far defied calculation. Let us define
the specific cross section as the (p,n) cross section per unit Fermi or Gamow-Teller
trzmsition probability, whichever is applicable to the transition in question. We also
assume that correction has been made for kinematics and momentum transfer. Then

we expect the specific cross section to have a _rnooth mass dependence. However,
measured specific cross sections show large variations between adjacent A value_. For
example, the specific cross sections for A = 13 and A = 15 are nearly 1.5 times
larger 2s)than those for A = 12 and A = 14, What is more puzzling is that the
anomaly has not been observed in (n,p) reactions for the transition from 1aC to
laB. The cross.section normalization for (p,n) reactions is done with isospin-related
transitions but not exactly isospin-mirror transitions.

If one could bombard a proton target (it could be a plastic target) with .._1aN
beam, for example, one could measure in reverse kinematics the (p,n) cross section
for the transition between the ground state of 1aN and the ground state of 1aO, which
is the isospin mirror of the measured beta-decay transition from lab to 1aC that
was used to determine the GT matrix element to calibrate the specific cross section.
This one measurement alone should be interesting because it addresses a case where a
large anomaly is seen in the (p,n) cross section. Figure 5 illustrates the measurements
needed for the A = 13 system.

In general, the availability of radioactive beams removes the severe restriction
that G'r and Fermi transitions can be studied with (p,n) reactions only for cases
originating on nuclei that happen to be stable. The cross sections are typically large,
a few millibarns per steradian. The energy should be about 100 MeV/A to get good
selectability for F and GT transitions.
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Figure 5: The mass-13 isobaric system. The 13c(p,n)t3N reaction is anomalous with
respect to the Gamow-Teller transitions in the A = 12 and A = 14 systems. The
dashed arrows show the transitions that could*be studied with radioactive beamsl

3.513. Double.beta decay. Considerable theoretical and experimental effort has
been invested in attempts to determine lifetimes of nuclei that double-beta decay.
From this work one hopes to learn about extensions to the Standard Model. Thus

far, there is only one laboratory measurement, .that of S_Se decaying to' S2Kr. For this
case the theoretical predictions differ from the experimental data by factors of four
to ten.

Double-beta decay can proceed with either zero or two neutrinos appearing in
the final state; appearance of the former would signal lepton-number violation. The
observed decay of 82Se presumably is a two-neutrino decay. The dominant mecha-
nism for the two-neutrino decay is the Gamow-Teller mechanism, with the transition
proceeding through 1+ states of the intermediate odd-odd nucleus. However, states
of other spins may contribute, particularly in the case of zero-neutrino decay.

2b understand the discrepancy between theory and experiment, and to provide
additional tests of the nuclear wave functions, (p,n) and (n,p) reactions are being
used to map out the Gamow-Teller strength. Additional constraints will result by
using a radioactive beam composed of the intermediate nucleus. Such information is

particularly important if one is able to measure double-beta decay to the 2+ levels
of the granddaughter nucleus. There are theoretical suggestions that such transitions
are sensitive to extensions of the Standard Model such as right-handed currents.

Three of the most actively studied double-beta decaying nuclei are r6Ce, S2Se, and
1°°Mo. The ground-state spins of the intermediate odd-odd nuclei are 2- (r6As), .5-"
(S2Br), and 1+ (1°°Tc), although there is a 6-minute isomer in S2Br at 4(3 kev having
angular momentum 2-. Beams of either "r6Asor s2,nBr would allow the measurements
of transitions to states in neighboring nuclei, which would provide useful const, raints
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Figure 6: The T, = :t:1/2 mirror nuclei. Radi0active beams would enable the study
of charge-exchange reactions among several mirror pairs and the contribution of this
process to elastic scattering.

not otherwise attainable.

Particularly useful would be beams of 1°°Tc since transitions induced by the (p,n)
reaction from the _°°Tc 1+ ground state to excited states of l°°Ru would provide
informatlion useful for calculating double-beta branching ratios that is not available
from the beta decay of 1°°Tc itself. This would in turn provide constraints on right-
handed currents and massive neutrinos.

3.5.4. Charge-exchange reactions between mirror nuclei. Charge-exchange reac-
ti0ns between a stable projectile and a stable target are well established spectroscopic
tools for studies of nuclear structure. If one could instead employ in a general way
Tc = +1/2 mirror nuclei for the projectile and target with the resulting interference
between direct and exchange terms, a new type of charge-exchange reaction would
become possible that ,:ould, in principle, probe unique parts of both ground-state and
excited-state wave functions 29). Utilizing mirror nuclei also has the property that the
reaction Q-value _ 0, which enhances the possibility of observing non-perturbative
effects (resonances). The basic idea behind such resonances is that two nucleon-
equivalent cores elastically scatter off of each other and that the unpaired proton
and neutron might resonantly interact via pion exchange terms between only these
valence nucleons. The cross section for this process can be approximated by utilizing
that for the elastic scattering of the two cores.

The only stable nucleus that has more protons than neutrons is 3He. All other
nuclei with Tz = -1/2 are unstable. Figure 6 illustrates this and points out the
large number of such nuclei that become available with a radioactive beam facil-
ity. The only case of charge exctlange among mirror nuclei studied to date is the

aHe-3H(12 y) system ao,al); an experiment to search for the effects predicted by
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Vary and Nagarajan 20) in the rBe(53 d)-rLi system is underway 32). The reactions
11C(20 m) 4- _IB and _aN(10 rn) -_-1aC require radioactive beams because of the short
half-lives of the T, = -1/2 members. _

In addition to the charge-exchange effects mentioned above, which a!'e studied by
the el_.stic scattering of a radioactive beam by its mirror nuclear target, there exists
a specific comparison between mirror nuclear wave functions that could be uniquely
investigated by utilizing an inelastic scattering process in reactions of mirror nuclei.
Many years ago the Thomas-Ehrman effect was postulated a3,a4)to explain the energy
difference between the 1/2 + first-excited states in 13C and 13N. q)he s-wave proton
inthe excited state of 1aN is unbound by about 0.4 MeV. The loosely bound proton
experiences a lower Coulomb energy. This effect is most dramatic when an s-state is
involved, and it has been invoked to explain the sudden extra stability of nuclei at
the proton drip line as). By performing a mutual-excitation scattering measurement
of 1aN on 1aC, it should be possible to identify changes in the mirror wave function.,,

Furthermore, the technique can be calibrated by studying a case where the Thomas-
Ehrman effect is not present, but which is otherwisesimilar, The 11C-I1B system
is such a case. Study of the elastic scattering of the A = 11 mirror nuclear system
will also permit us to explore Unresolved theoretical issues that are expected to arise
from the presently incomplete theory 29). The extension of these considerations to
T_ = -1 nuclei, also available as radioactive beams, is clear.

The large cross Sections expected for these reactions make this general type of
experiment feasible with the beam intensities that would be initially available at a
radioactive beam facility. The 590-keV energy difference between the 1/2 + and 3/2-
states in 1aC demands a beam with a well, defined energy.

4. Isomeric radioactive ion beams
|

4.1. PROJECTILES EXISTING IN HIGH-SPIN ISOMERIC STATES

Consider first a beam of 178Hfions existing in the J'_,K, E* = 16+,16, 2.447-MEV
state. Performing Coulomb-excitation experiments could lead to population of the
excited members of a rotational band built upon this state. This would be the first
observation of a rotational band built upon such a high-spin isomer. Questions of
shape (moment of inertia), band termination, and influence of the large value of I(
would be addressed.

Consider next a beam of 1SF" existing in the 5+, 1.119-MEV state. The production
of this isomer in a primary nuclear reaction can lead directly to nn aligned and
even polarized 5+ isomeric-state beam. Such a beam would allow exploration of
polarization phenomena with very high projectile spin _6).

Excited-state _cattering studies lead to the pc,ssibility of energy-gaining transi-
tions in competition with elastic scattering, implying changes in the reactive content
of the optical-model potential 3r). Relatively simple total reaction cross-section mea-
suremer_ts would shed light on this question. The high-spin isomeric state also leads
to a re-examination of the question of the presence of a spin-spin term of the form

14



Jt'Jm in the optical-model potential, where the subscripts t and m refer to target
and isomeric state, respectively. Agood example for studying changes in the reactive

content of the optical-model potential may be the 16+, 2.905-MEV state in 212Po,
which is a member of the ground-state rotational band that has a half-life of 45 s.

For the excitation of the giant-dipole resonance one mayspeculate on the exotic
spectroscopy that becomes possible: Brink showed many years ago that a giant reso-
nance can be built upon any state, not just the ground state. It would be extremely
interesting to observe through, e.g., in-beam spectroscopy, the giant resonance built
upon a high-spin isomeric state, and the splitting of the resonance for large values of
K.
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1 Introduction

Our current knowledge of nuclear structure is confined to nuclei produced
with projectiles and targets that have equilibrated for a significant fraction

of the lifetime of the universe. Such a long equilibration (a few billion years)
must evade many of the most exotic nuclear configurations, which due to
their special prop_:_ies, decrease the stability of the nucleus. The present
basis of nuclear structure is phenomenlogical, that is, it is not derivable from
a simple set of master equations. Not only is the structure of the nucleus sen-

sitive to bulk properties, such as its mass and charge, but it also is strongly
dependent on the details of the independent-particle quantal states that
the protons and neutrons occupy and how these states interact with each

other and modify the bulk nuclear properties. Far from stability the vari-
ous poesible combinations of exotic single-particle state_ make the problem
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even more complicated.Therefore,itisnot possiblesimplyto extendthe

presentknowledgetheoreticallyto suchexoticsituationsnot accesmibleto
experimentalstudy.Thus theuseofRadioactiveIon Beams (R.[Bs)should

provideuniqueopportunities,not onlyto answercriticalissuesconcerning
some ofth_Jmost fundamentalcurrentnuclearstructurethemes,but italso

willallowthe study of entirelynew phenomena unavailablewith current
techniquesand not derivablefromOurpresentknowledgeofnucleartheory.

Itisusefultohighlighta few suchpossibilitiesintheseintroductoryre-
marks in anticipationofthemore detaiJeddiscussionsgivenbelow'.(i)The

long-predictedisland_fsuperheavystabilitymay be established.Not only
isthisof interestas a long-standing,elusive,Idstoricgoal,but italsois

perhapsthev!tirnatetestofthepredictivepower ofcurrentnuclearmodell
and,therefore,ofour understandingoftheinterplayofindependent-particle
and macroscopicstructureinnuclei.(ii)The nuclearequationofstatewill
be refinedand the enticinghintsof the possiblebindingof pure neutron

mattercan be prober_by mass measurementsand theassociateddefinition

ofthedriplines,(iii)New informationin neutron-richnucleimay finally
provides1_ficientdetailedinformationto pin down the site,environment,
and mechanism ofr-processnucleosynthesis.(iv)Detailedmeasurementsof

thepropertiesofpredictedclosed-shellnuclei,suchasZSNi,1°°Sn,and la_Sn,
willoffera stringenttestofthemicroscopicindependent-particlequantum

structureformingthefoundationofthenuclearshellmodel itself.(v)New

dataand analysesofthe spectrumofsingle-partic.]estateswillprovidede-
tailednew informationon thefundamentalsingle-particlestructureofnuclei

and on theresidualinteractionsthatmodify thatstructure.(vi)New man-
ifestationsofcollectivity,suchasthelong-soughtstabletriaxialnuclei,may

be foundand a betterunderstandingofothers(forexamplereflectionasym-

metricshapes,,_hichonlynow srebeginningto be probed)shouldbe inthe

offing.(vii)The studyofneutronhalos,orskins,representingnearly-pure,
low-densityneutronmatterisa most intriguingand excitingventure.(viii)

Completespectroscopynearstabilitywillallowthefirstcomprehensivecon-
nectionsbetweenlow'and high-spinphysicsto be forgedmaking possible

uniquely-sensitivetestsofmodern nuclearstructuremodels.The exciting
conceptofquantalchaosinnucleicanbe more readilystudiedinsuchnuclei
and inothersthatcan be formedwithextremely-highbeta-decayenergies.

(ix)In therealmofhighspin_theincreasedfissionbarriersinnewlyacces-
sibleneutron-richnucleimay allowthediscoveryofhyperdeformednuclear

shapeswitha3:1ratioofmajortomSnornuclearaxes.(x)Accesstoexotic

big-h-j,low-f/configurationsand theassociatedmagnifiedCorioliseffects



should open unique new vistas in wldch the single-particle effects are domi-

nated by rotation.
In the following pages we briefly outline some of these and other topics,

It should be recognized that it is impossible to do justice to such a broad
field in these few pages, Since this work represents the collective viewpoints

of a diverse Working Group, and since it is not clear which of the topics

discussed will in fact turn out to be the most interesting in an operating
facility a number of years hence, we have resisted the temptation to discuss

only a couple of topics in detail and rather try to present as broad a coverage
as possible, At the other extreme we try to avoid making this report a mere
listingofan evenlargernumber oftopicsby attemptingtopresentsufficient
materialtoindicatean interestineach case,That is,in each subareawe

tryto identifythe main themes,undercurrents,and motivations,and to
identifya fewexperimentaily-accesibleexamples.FinaLly,sincethisisthe

collectivereportofa Working Group discussingscientificapplications,and
isneithera completenora reviewpaper,we havedispensedwitha complete

setofreferences.The fieldcoveredby thisreportisso vastand activethat,
tohave done otherwise,would havehighlighteda minisculesegmentofthe

• literatureattheexpenseofnumerousequallydeservingaccomplishments.A
few "typical"references,however,areincludedto assisttheaonexpert,For
additionalinformationthereaderisreferredtoone ofseveralrecentreviews

and/orconferenceson thissubject[3,4,5,6].
A,thoughthescientificjustificationforfurtherstudiesofnucleifaxfrom

stabilitywithRIBs shouldbe amply demonstratedbe!ow,and elsewherein
thisreport,itisinterestingtoreflectfora moment on the historyof_uch

studies.A few examplesthatcome to mind includethatof146Gdand the
discoverythat,forcertainneutronnumbers,Z = 64 actsas a closedshell

[7].Thiswas one oftheearliestadditionsto thetraditionalcomplementof
magicnumbers.Similarly,recentstudiesofdeformationnear_INaand S°Zr

show thatN = 20 and Z = 40 doesnot ensurea sphericalnuclearshape

[8,9].The discovery,in theearly1970's,of an abruptspherical-deformed
phaseorshapetransitionregionatN=60 nearA=100 [I0]and withina few

mass units of a significant neutron subshell closure at N = 56,58 [11] hinted
at the need for a more detailed understanding of the onset of collectivity in

nuclei and led, several years later, to the Federman-Pittel mechanism [12]
in which the valence p-n interaction modifies the underlying single-particle
structure of one type of particle as a function of the number of nucleons

of the other type. The discovery of beta-delayed nucleon, or few-nucleon,

radioactivity (/3-pfl-2p,/9-n,/_-2n,...), often near the drip lines [4], revealed
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the spectroscopicrichnessof regionsvrithhlgh-decayenergiesand offered

new insightsintothestructureand stabilityof nucleiat the extremesof
isospin.Nearerstability,thediscovery,inrecentyears,ofexamplesofmul.

tiparticleradioactivityirtwhich intact14C or even 24Na or 34Sinucleiare

emitted[13lpointedto theamazing complexitiesofthenuclearpotential-
energysurfaceand to the possibilityof exotic-clusterformationnear the
nuclearsurface.The discoveryof synunetrlcfissionintheheaviestknown

actinides[14]demonstratedthe key roleplayedby structure(extrabind-

ing)inthe fissionfragments.Finally,thediscoveryofsuperdeformatlonin
rapldly-rotatingneutron-deficlentheavy nuclei[15]Itas opened up wholly
new high-splnphenomena thatcontinueto revealremarkablediscoveries,
suchasessentiallyidenticalrotationalsequencesinneighboringisotopesand

isotones[I{3},Together,theseand otherstudieshave ledto new ideason
shelleffects(e.g,,Strutinskyshellcorrections)and residualinteractions,to
thediscoveryofdynamicalsymmetriesinnuclei,tothedevelopmentofnew

generationsofmore sophisticatedmacroscopic-microscopicmodels,and to
a more profoundunderstandingofpairingand collectivityin nuclei.

2 Masses, Stability, Beta Decay and the Heaviest
Elements

Under thisrubricgros_nuclearpropertiesarestressed,These propertiesre-
flect,ina sense,themost obviousand globalcharacteristicsofeachnucleus

and axe,therefore,the net resultofthe slngle-particlemotion_collective
correlations,and interactionsthatare active.The motivationforstudy-

ing suchpropertiesis,of course,to elucidatethesefacetsbut also,more
specifically,tou.dderstandsuchimportantconceptsasthenuclearequation

of state,inparticularitscompressibilityand chargedistribution.Studies
in thisareaaxealsoof paramount importanceto eradicatingthe nuclear

uncertaintiesinther-processof stellar'nucleosynthesis.Finally,work here
isalsodirectedtowarddiscoveringand studyingtheheaviestelementsand,

possibly,a superheavyislandofstability.Even work on nucleifm"removed
from thisislandisimportant,sinceitleadstoimprovedmodellingofnuclear
massesand lifetimesand thereforeto more sophisticatedextrapolationsto
unknown nuclei.
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2,1 Ftsston/Heavlest Elements

As imted, a prime interest is the creation and study oi'nuclei in the predicted ,

superheavy island of stability [17], This is a long sought goal of nuclear

physics, which has often been thought to be unattainable, However, recent
improvements in macroscopic-microscopic models offer greater confidence
ta predicting the existence and properties of superheavy nuclei [18] Such
models are quite sophisticated and are capable of haadltng complex poten-
tial energy surfaces with multiple minima and saddle points, Moreovert they
take into account the structure not only of the fissioning system, but also

that of the daughter products, since this is the barrier to that fission which

determines the stability of a given nuclear species, It is only with RIBs that
any realistic chance exists to roach the superheavy island, thereby discov-

ering the heaviest nuclei, and testing the ultimate single-particle bases for
ali nuclear structure, Aside from the general issue of producing superheavy
nuclei there are other associated goals, The fission of excited nuclei in the
Leadregion is symmetric, that is, the fission product masses are nearly equal,

The spontaneous fission of most of the actix_de nuclei_ on the other hand,
is highly asymmetric, Therefore, the identtficaton of the onset of asymmet-
ric fission near A = 220--230 is critical to the understanding of the fission

process and an understanding _,f the competition among fission modes as a
function of Z, N, excitation energy and angular momentum of the fission-

ing system in terms of both macroscopic, droplet behavior and modulations
due to the underlying shell structure, Studies might center on the light Ra
isotopes, A second area concerns heavy actinides with N > 160, Figure 1.
showsa calculationofthefissionbarriersnearA = 264 {19].Thereisa fas-

cinatingcompetitionbetweenasyrmnetricand symmetricfissionwith very
high kineticenergyassociatedwith the fissionofnucleisuch a_ _64Nols_,

_S4Md183,and _°4Es10s,In thesenucleithebarrierto symmetricfissioncart
be offsetby theextrabindingofthesymmetric,doubly.magic,daughternu-

cleila_Sns2,(Incidentally,sincefissionprobabilitiesdepend notonlyon the
structureoftheparentbut alsoon thatofthedaughter,thisisyetanother

motivationforthestudyofnucleiinthevicinityof 13_Sn,)About :[2MeV
ofenergyisgainedforeach Sn fragment,therebyopeldnga symmetricfis-

sionpath characterizedby an a_mmalously-hlghkineticenergyofthefission
fragments.Converselyitisnotedthattheinverseprocess,thefusionoftwo
_ucleiinthevicinityofthe_a_Snclosedshell,shouldhavean enhancedcross

sectIunand might,indeed,be a method ofsynthesisingsome oftheheaviest

elements,Lesscomplicatedtransferreactions,usingRIBs,toproducenuclei
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withA _ 264 include2a4Estas% °eRb_g---*_S4Fmle4,:_a4MdIBa,264NoI02,

and _e4Lr161,

2,2 Drip Lines

The studyof both protonand neutrondriplinesisimportantin indicat-

ingtheUnfitsofparticlestabllityofnucleiingeneral,In furthertestingof
macroscopic,mlcroscopicmodelsand (seebelow)ingainingaccessto nuclei

withextremelyhighdecayenergieswhichofferthepossibilityofexoticdecay
modes, The neutrondriplineisa partlcularly-lmportantregimewhichisof
criticalinteresttothestudyofneutronhalosand skins,The discoveryofnu

clelwithhalopropertiessuch as ttLi [20,21.]hintsthatpureor nearly,pure
neutronmattermay even be bound under certaincircumstances,Recent

nuclearmattercalculationsdirectedtowardthisissue[22],therefore,take
on renewedinterest,They areparameterizedintermsofa constantthatcan

be fixedempiricallyby thepreciselocationoftheneutrondripline,(,Addi-
tionalinformationon neutronhalosiscontainedin subsecton3,2,1and ina

separatechapterinthisreport,)Finally,thelocusoftheprotonand neutron
driplinesisofinterestin limitingpossiblenucleosynthesisscenarios,

2,3 Masses

The mass is a fundar, lental nuclear property, Since masses give binding
energies and, therefore, neutron _md proton _eparation energies, they axe
essential to the understanding a_d the modelling of the r-process for nu-
cleosynthesis (discussedbelow),They alsogivei.ndlrectinformationon the
nuclearequationofstate,providecrucialtestsofmacroscoplc-mlcroscoplc

models,and yieldinformationon thestructureofthenuclear[groundstate.
Massesarepartfcularlyusefulindelineatingthenuclearequationofstate,

The conceptofnuclearcompressibilityplaysa key rolehere,determining,for
example,theenergyofgiantmonopoleresonancesand the"skin"properties

of nuclei,Sincethe compressibilityessentiallyreflectsthe restoringforce

againstoscillationsof the outermostnucleons,itsdeterminationrelieson
theempiricalknowledgeofnuclearmas_es,RIB studieswillenablemany
new and criticalmass determinations,

An interestingconceptwhichhasarisenincozmectionwithnuclearhalos
as wellas inothercontextsisthatofCoulomb redistribution,or thesup-

pressionoftheprotondensityinthentJclearinteriordue to a combination
ofCoulomb repulsionand an associatedro.fillingofneutrons,This effect
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has been empirically detected in electron-._cattertng experiments [24} and
also appears la some Hartree-Fock calculations [25]. Liquid-drop modeln do
not incl_rporate such proton-deficient cores, but droplet models, which agree
better with the masses of the heaviest elements, do, Therefore, additional
masses of heavy nuclei will aid the delineation of such models and refine the
tmderstandlng of proton core suppression,

Certain double differences of nuclear masses can be used to extract em-

pirical proton-neutron two-body residual matrix elements [26], It has be-
come increasingly evident recently that these matrix elements, representing

a T=0 residual interaction, are of critical importance in understanding the
evolution of nuclear shell structure as a function of particle ntmlber, isospin,

and angular momentum and, therefore, of the onset and development of col.
lectivity and phase transitions in nuclei. Such interactions will be considered
in greater detail in the following section_ but sut_ce it to say here that new

mass determinations in certain critical regions would go far toward reducing
the uncertainty in two-body residual interaction matrix elements,

Aside from specific theoretical reasons for measuring the masses of se-
lected nuclei, there are several mass regions where no empirical data exists
in which the various theories exhibit large deviations, Clearly, the measure-

ment of even a few masses in these regions would help distinguish between
the models and, inevitably, refine them, In particular, neutron rich nuclei

with Z = 10-20, the Z = 28-36 nuclei with N > 50, and the Z = 44-50
nuclei with N .'_ Z are such examples.

A particularly enigmatic region occl,.rs near a4Na, Here, not only do
significant deviations exist between theoretical and experimental masses, but

the measured Na mas_es themselves have a different isotopic _.rend relative
to the neighboring isotones. Some of these masses have sizable experimental

uncertainties, l:l,_cently an "island oi' inversion" has been proposed for these
nuclei [27] in which 0?u_ and 2tu,_ excitations cross, leading to the _udden

onset of deformation at N = 20, a neutron number previously considered as

a classic magic number. Improved masses for the neutron-rich Na Isotopes
and new results for neighboring isotones would test these ideas and help to
solidify our understanding of how and where nuclear deformation arises in

terms of the detailed spectrum of single-particle states.

2.4 Beta Decay and Lifetimes

Beta decay is valuable for a variety of reasons: a measure of Gamov.Teller

(G-T) matrix elements as a test of weak interaction theory, a source of
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nuclear lifetimes, or as a means of access to interesting nuclear structure
questions,In thepresentsectionwe focuson thefirsttwo pointsleaving
thediscussionofthelasttopicwithregardto thestudyofnucleifarfrom

stabilityforthefollowingsection,
One oftheIntere:!,ingbeta-decaypuzzlesistheapparentempiricalquench-

ingof G-T strength,G-T matrixelementsareoftensubstantiallysmaller
than predicted,even innucleine_ closedshellswhere both parentand

daughterconfigurationsaresimpleand,presumably,wellknown {28],Be-
forethequestioncan be fullyaddressed_though,itisnecessarytodetermine r

thatthefullempiricalstrengthhas been fotmd,Strengthcan be missedel- ,,

therifitisfragmented(by themixing ofstatesin the daughternucleus)
intotoo finea structureto be observedor (againdue to mixing)ifsome
ofitispushed to excitationenergiesabove theeffectivethresholdforsig-

nificantbetafeeding,Both sourcesoferrorareminimizedfornucleiwith
highbeta-decayenergies,More levelsinthedaughternucleusareavailable

forpopulation;therefore,a more completeand reliablelevelschemecan be
constructedand therangeofexcitationenergiesinwhich tosearchforthe

beta-decaystrengthisalsoincreased,The use of PdBs to populatebeta-
decayingnucleiextremelyfarfrom stabilitywith theirassociatedhigher

beta-decayenergiesthusoffersan opportunitytomore thoroughlyaddress
thelong-standingG-T quenchingproblem,Likewiseaccesstoneutron-rich

nucleijustbelow the Pb closedshellusingRIBs willallowthe firstmea-
surementofbeta-decaymatrixe1_mentsconnectingstatesdifferingby two
major shells.

Beta decay far from stability with high Q_ values also can lead to
particle-unstable daughter nuclei. A numbei of cases of such beta-delayed

particle (_.-p, jg-2p, ,..) emission have been discussed [4], Whey are inter-
esting because they provide structure information for the daughter nucleus,

information on the p osition_ strength, and distribution of the G-T giant
resonance, and a study of super-allowed beta-decay matrix elements. More-

over, _9+ decay populates isobaric analogue states and, especially in light
nuclei, or medivm nuclei with N _ Z, allows a determination of the isotopic-

spin purity. An example of the advantage of RIBs for populating exotic
nuclei where such questions can be addressed is given by a comparison of

fusion-evaporation calculations for various reactions leading to 5XCo. The
4°Ca(X60,xp,yn) reaction at 170 MeV has a cross section of 0.004 mb. In

contrast, the corresponding 140 reaction, 4°Ca(140,xp,yn), at the more con-
venient lower energy of only 70 MeV has a cross section, 0.17 mb, over 40
times larger. The lower required beam energy helps 'to compensate for the
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difficulty ofproviding _40 beams,

The use of RIBs to make beta.unstable nuclei, either by reactions ori

as fission products of heavy actinides, allows the study of many new nuclei

along the r-process path (29I, A critical issue in supernova r-process nu-

cleosynthesis is the time scale ("cycle" time) needed for the production by
neutron capture and beta decay, of the actinides frc'n "seed region" nuclei
near _6Fe. This time scale is dominated by the half lives of the so-called

waiting-point nuclei where the r-process abundance peaks cross a neutron
magic number. At such points the r-process halts until these nuclei can beta

decay. It is, therefore, crucial to determine the lifetimes and binding energies
of nuclei irl these waiting-point regions so as to determine, or set limits on,

the required duration of the intense supernova explosion. Recently, some of
these nuclei have been studied for the first time, but more information ie
needed on Ml three waiting point regions near e°Zn, _3°Cd, and especially

_95Tm, where no experimental ' information exist.q. It may be possible to
study such species either through reactions with RIBs or through the beta

decay following the fission of heavy, very neutron rich actinides produced
with KIBs,

La modern "network" r-process calculations [29], the waiting-polnt ap-

proximation (of ignoring all b: _ the lifetimes of the waiting point nuclei) is

bypassed by incorporating the properties (TL/_, binding energies, etc.) of Ml
nuclei along the r-process path into these complex calculations. Therefore,
these data are needed so that a larger fraction of the information inserted

into these calculations is empirical. This is especially important because,

even though recent models are greatly improved over their predecessors, the
discrepancies between measured and predicted lifetimes even near stability

average at least a factor of 2"3 (in both directions ) and can exceed an order
of rnagrdtude in selected cases. This constitutes a significant impediment to

determining the site and environment (neutron flux, duration, and ternper-
ature) of the r-process.

2.5 Cluster Decay

A fascinating phenomenon, now known in several cases, is heavy-ion radioac-

tivity, in which an unstable nucleus decays by emitting a massive chunk, such

as 14C, or even 25Ne or a4Si [13]. This process is clearly a major challenge
to nuclear theory, since it requires an understanding of both the formation

amplitudes of such fragments near the nuclear surface, as well as the prob-
ability of _.heir ern]ssion through a complicated barrier. Though this decay
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mode was actuallypredictedbeforeitso_servation,itisstillfarfrom well
understoodand new empiricalexamples,and theirsystematics,wo_d be

valuable.There isthe intriguingpossibilitythatthisdecaymode may be

evenmore prominent fartherfromstabilityinnucleiaccessiblewithRIBs.

2.6 Laser Spectroscopy

The accesstonucleiwithextremesofisospinalsointroducesexcitingpossi-

bilitiesforusinglaser-spectroscopicmethods.Many ofthemost fundamen-
talpropertiesof a nuclearstate,e.g.themean-squareradius< r2 >, the
magneticmoment /_,the magnitudeand sign of thequadrupolemonlent

Q, and insome casesthespin,can be measuredusingtechniquesbasedon
: lasers[30].

Lasertechniquesgenerallyinvolveexcitingionsresonantlyand mapping

out theisotopeshiftsand hyperfinestructureby scanningthelaserwave-

lengths.The use of radioactivebeams circumventsthe usualproblemof
producingand transportingshort-livednucleito ti_elaserbeam. The ex-
oticnucleicouldbe obtainedeitherasa directbeam or as theresidueofa

reactionbased on RIBs. Lasermethods wellmatched to both production

methods areavailable:e.g.,thecollinearmethod [31]fordirectbeams and

recoilintogas [32]forlessintenseproductionby reactions.
Nuclearphenomena thatcan be studiedincludeunusualdistributions

of nuclearmatter,shapechanges,and high-spineffectsincludingsuperde-
formation.Severalofthesepossibilitiesarediscussedinmore detailin the

following paragraphs:
Local deviations of the neutron to proton density ratio. Nuclei

with a large deficit or excess of neutrons may minimize their energy by
local variations in the properties of nuclear matter, e.g. the neutron "skins"
or "halo" and Coulomb redistribution discussed elsewhere in this article.

Indeed at the extremes of isospin, accessible with RIBs, even more extreme
variations in the N/Z density ratio, e.g. a local "precipitation" may occur.
Such effects could be studied by comparing results of laser spectroscopy,
which measures properties of the proton distribution, and hadronic probes,
that determine the matter distribution. Deviations of < r 2 > from an Ax/a

dependence alone, can yield an indication of a separation of the neutrons

from the protons.
Specific properties of exotic states. Measurements of < r _ >,/_, and

in some cases Q can be made using laser techniques for special nuclear states,

such as the superdeformed and other exotically-deformed states described
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elsewhere in this report.
Transitional nuclei, The most definitive signature of a nuclear shape

transition is a sudden change in < r _ > and an associated change in the sign

of Q, An example is that observed Using laser techniques in the Pt, Au, Hg,
and T1 isotopes [30,33], The use of RIBs will allow an extension of measure-
ments in this mass region to lighter nuclei and for similar measurement in
the region of the more exotic shape transitions discussed elsewhere in this
report.

Radii of closed-shell nuclei far from stabm"'ty. Measurements of

< r 2 > would ben test of the proposed double-shell closure in, e.g. 1°°Sn and

132Sn. The charge radii for the tin chain studied thus far l°s'l_SSn [3_4]show

a smooth parabolic variation. Measurements and extrapolations indicate
smaller values than calculated from microscopic theorie_ _'or _18-132Sn;

3 Nuclear Shell Structure Shapes, Collectivity

and Shape/Phase Transitions

Neglecting effects, such as quark degrees of freedom, coupling to baryon
excitations (e.g., delta resonances), which appear to be superfluous for low-

energy (say < 100 MeV/A) phenomena, the Fermion SheU Model is the
most fundamental model of nuclear structure. This model is based on a

mean field (mostly due to a central potential) leading to quantal single-
particle states, and residual interactions that contribute in a many-body

environment. Where calculations are practical, it is the paradigm. In gen-
eral, it is the rationalization and microscopic justification for other models,

models which are themselves generally simplifications or truncations of the

Shell Model designed to avoid its calculational complexities and to focus
_n simple, often collective, excitation modes, symmetries and the like. In
view of this theoretical hierarchy, tests of the fundamental properties of shell

structure are vital to a profound understanding of nuclear physics and, ul-
timately, to providing the input for the development of a realistic nuclear
theory which remains elusive. Nuclei in the new frontiers far from stability

offer wholly new vistas leading toward this goal, In addition, access to new
combinations of N and Z, the exploitation of high decay energies, and of

opportunities fo_: "complete spectroscopy" will reveal new manifestations of
collective many-body behavior, sy_unetries, and afford a qualitative leap in

our appreciation of the interplay of the single-particle and collective facets
of nuclear structure.
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3.1 Single-PartiCle Structure

The underlying microscopic basis for all nuclear structure is the Shell Model

whose most important characteristic is a set of single-particle eigenstates and
eigenvalues, This is fundamental to all other manifestations of single-particle
and collective behavior. As alluded to earlier, however, the single-particle

energies of nuclei do not constitute an immutable substructure. Rather, due

to gross changes (e:g., radius) in the mean field and to the effects of residual
interactions, the single-particle structurel and its attendant patterns of ma-
jor and minor gaps, is an evolving, dynamic concept, which is dependent,

separately and in concert, on the numbers of protons and neutrons and, in
particular, on the numbers of valence particles of each type. Even the magic
numbers are not sacrosanct in that some nuclei with N = 20 or Z = 40

(elg., alNa and 8°Zr) are well deformed and nucleon numbers such as Z = 64

can provide strong inducements to spherical shapes. Thus one of the most
important roles of RIBs in nuclear structure will be the study of such as yet
unreachable doubly-magic nuclei as 7SNi, 1°0Sn, and la2Sn and the mapping

of single-particle structure in the neighboring odd-proton and odd-neutron
nuclei. This can be done only by exploiting reverse kinematic stripping and

pickup reactions using RIBs. Nickel-78, 1°°Sn, and la2Sn all are expected
to be doubly closed-shell nuclei with properties similar to _°SPb. If these

expectations should turn outto be false, it would be a devastating assault on

our most basic concepts of nuclear structure and, just as clearly, a challenge
and mandate for a deeper understanding of the shell structure of nuclei,

which results from the interplay of fundamental quantum degeneracies in
central potentials and the critical residual interactions which modulate that
shell structure.

The two most obvious and predominant components of these residual in-
teractions are nucleon pairing and the valence p'n interaction. Though the
former has been rather thoroughly studied, recent work suggests new fea-

tures such as a possible dependence of pairing on neutron excess, (N-Z)/A.
Whether such effects are due to a fundamental neutron-excess dependence

of the pairing interaction or whether they arise from macroscopic effects or
p-n interactions is an open, and basic, question. RIBs will make possible the
production and study of new nuclei spanning extended isotopic or isotonic
chains. One case where such chains have recently provided intriguing data

is the set of neutron rich V-Fe isotopes where no isospin effects are observed

[3,_].
The valence p-n interaction affects nuclear structure in several ways
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[36]. It appears in two forms, as a T=I interaction identical to the nuclear
p-p and n-_n forces, and, more importantly, as a T=0 force that leads to
single:nucleon configuration mi'xing and hence, perforce, to collectivity and

deformed nuclear shapes. The T=0 interaction appears, predominantly, in
two guises, a monopole and a quadrupole component. The latter, which is
dependent on the angular orientation of the respective proton and neutron

orbits plays a key role in the evolution of collective behavior in deformed re-
gions and contributes to the saturation of collectivity near midshell (where

individual quadrupole p-n matrix elements vanish). The monopole com-
ponent is, perhaps, even more crucial, _nd certainly less well known: de-

pending on radial Overlaps, it varies with the (nlj) single-particle quantum
numbers of the interacting orbits and contributes effective shifts to their

single-particle energies. These shifts can eradicate Shell and subshell g_ps,
both for spherical and deformed shapes, and therefore, vitally affect the
evolution of nuclear structure. An example is tile A = I00 and 150 phase-
transitional nuclei where the dynamics of the Z = 38 or 40 and Z = 64 g_ps
contributes to the sudden onset of deformation at N = 60 and to that at

N = 90. This effect is particularly dramatic for the Sr isotopes where the
onset of deformation is gradual below N = 50 but virtually instantaneous
on the neutron-rich side at N = 60 [37]. Another example is the structure
of the heavy N = Z nucleus S°Zr which, despite having nucleon numbers of

40, is ldeformed rather than spherical in its ground state.

Unfortunately, the monopole p-n interaction matrix elements are not
well known and it is not yet possible to account quantitatively for the known

shifts of single-particle energies (e.g., the inversion of the neutron 2ds/2 and

lgT/2 orbits between Zr and Sn). Excellent empirical sets of two:body matrix
elements are available for the 2s-ld shell in light nuclei but the reliability of

such empirical sets falls off rapidly beyond the lfT/2 shell. Partly, this is due
to the lack 'of accessible nuclei where the appropriate combinations of proton

and neutron single-particle states are available. As a specific example, the
proton Z = 50-82 and neutron N = 82-126 shells have five and six orbits,

respectively, and hence 30 two-body p-n T=0 matrix elements. However,
since these shells tend to fill together near stability, empirical information

is only available on the matrix elements between orbits occupying similar

positions in each shell. Thus, for example, one can estimate the _r(2ds/2),
u(2fT/2) interaction, but not the _'(2ds/2)-v(3pl/2)or the _r(2d3/2)-u(2f-t/2)
interactions. Determination of the latter two interactions requh'es binding

energies of the 0+ ground states of even-even nuclei and single-particle ener-
gies in odd-mass nuclei that have, for example, two valence nucleons of one
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type and many of'the other (elg., the neutron:rich Te, Z = 52, isotopes or the

proton-rich N = 84 isotones). Such studies can revolutionize our knowledge
of residual interactions. Combined with the capabilities of modern comput-
ers, this offers the hope that realistic ab initw microscopic nuclear-structure

calculations in heavy nuclei may become possible fbr the first time.
Empirical p-n interactions of the last proton and last neutron may be

estimated from double differences of binding energies of neighboring nuclei
[26]. Figure 2 shows such empirical interactions for the ground states of
even-even nuclei, The microstructure (see inset)reflects primarily the com-
plementary contributions of the monopole and quadrupole components. In

deformed nuclei, the behavior of the latter is usually understandable (at least
qualitatively) in terms of the angular Orientations of the respective Nilsson
orbits. This gives the hope of another approach to extracting the monopole

part. This is easiest in regions (near midshell) where the quadrupole com-
ponent is small. However, to do this requires new data (binding energies)
on such nuclei as 24°Cf, _44Fm, 25°No, and 2s4104, beyond point "A" in Fig.

2. A similar region may exist in the rare-earth region near N = 100, but it

is less obvious empirically (region "B" in Fig. 2). Precise binding energies
Ibr such nuclei as 158'15SEr, 18°-lB4Yb, le4'188Hf, and 18sW, which should be

accessible using RIBs, would be enormously useful. Indeed, measurement

of these eight masses would immediately give p-n interactions in fourteen
additional nuclei. Dysprosia-168,170 would fill in critical lacunae as weil.

Lastly, it is known that T=0 p-n interactions in light N = Z nuclei are

anomalously large (indeed, they appear as singularities in region "C" of
Fig. 2), and also that they decrease in magnitude with increasing N or A.

Shell-model calculations with realistic interactions reproduce this effect, as
a consequence of the enhanced T = 0 matrix element in orbit combinations

having high spatial symmetry that occur for N = Z. It will be especially

interesting to extend such data (requiring sets of four adjacent masses) to
still heavier N = Z regions where one might expect the spatial Symmetry to
be reduced due to the effects of the Coulomb force in altering the proton

single-particle energies. Studies between Z = 40 and 50 would be particularly
intriguing since S°Zr has recently, and surprisingly (N,Z = 40 are often

considered magic numbers), been discovered to be deformed [9] and 1°°Sn
is expected to be a good doubly-magic nucleus such as _°SPb. With RIBs
one can expect to form the entire N = Z sequence from S°Zr to 1°°Sn and

perhaps beyond.
The overriding goal, which is now barely on the verge of achievement even

in the phenomenological sense, is to achieve a truly unified macroscopic and
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microscopic understanding of nuclear structure, coUectivity , phase transi-
tions, and deformation.

3.2 Access to New N_Z Combinations

Much of the discussion in the preceeding subsection, of course, relies on ac-

cess to new regions of N and Z in the sense that the T = 1 and 0 residual
interactions are dependent on the proton and neutron orbits; hence new

effects and new information, often crucial not just incremental, can be ob-
tained by extending the ranges of N and Z. Here we focus on different aspects
of this, in particular on the interplay of single-particle and collective effects
that may give rise, in uncharted nuclei, to new types of collective motion
or shapes or to new examples of known types that will aid in an improved

understanding of their structure and microscopic origins.

3.2.1 Neutron Halos and Skins

One of the most interesting and exotic new nuclear phenomena involves the
concept of neutron skins or halos in extremely neutron-rich nuclei, such as

11Li or 14Be. Greatly-enhanced nuclear radii are observed for these cases
[20,21] see Figure 3, where the last pair of neutrons is only barely bound. The
opportunities for future studies here are many, ranging from the structure of
the halos themselves to the exploitation of the loose binding and beta-decay
lifetime of these nuclei in reactions, where such phenomena as neutron flow,

large isospin transfer, and the like can be studied. The halo regions may be

conceived of as an extremely low-density form of (neutron) nuclear matter.
As such they are intermediate between free nucleons and normal-nuclear

matter and one might think that they could provide a third regime in which
to study nuclear interactions and medium modifications (e.g., EMC type

effects). Clearly such experiments on halo nuclei will be extremely difficult

at best, but measurements of, for example, the neutron magnetic moment
in odd-neutron halo nuclei by laser spectroscopy, could be fascinating. The

entire subject of neutron halos and skins is treated in greater detail in a

separate chapter of this report [22].

3.2.2 New Collective Modes

Collective shapes are favored microscopically when single-particle orbits with

that specific shape are occupied. Collective modes appear when orbits are
occupied that have large matrix elements of the particular mode creation
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operator with another nearby orbit. Therefore, access to new more exotic
N,Z combinations affords the possibility to observe even more exotic shapes
and collective excitations. Some of these, such as super and hyperdeformed

shapes, which depend on large angular momentum for stability will be dis-
cussed in the next section.

Despite years of use of models of triaxial nuclei, there is essentially no
firm evidence that nuclei exist with stable rigidly-asymmetric shapes [38],

indeed, it is difficult to distinguish between stable triaxJal shapes and fluc-

tuations with respect to the triaxial (gamma) degree of freedom, Similarly,
nuclei with oblate ground-state shapes are very few (e.g., some Pt and Au

nuclei) and in those it also is likely that one is observing a gamma-soft
configuration with a slightly oblate rrns shape rather than a static oblate
deformation.

Triaxial nuclei axe likely to occur when the protons are filling prolate or-
bits and the neutrons oblat'e orbits or vice versa. In a Nilsson context these

are, respectively, the downsloping and upsloping orbitsthat occur at the bot-
tom or the top of a shell. In heavy nuclei examples of such "schizophrenic"
nuclei are, therefore, tobe sought in extremely neutron-poor or -rich species

such as, isotopes of Hf- Pt nuclei with N -_ 90 which could be produced
with neutron deficient PtJBs.

Oblate shapes occur when both protons and neutrons have nearly full
shells. The Fermi surface then lies near highly oblate-driving orbits that can-

cel the normal prolate-driving preference that has been a,ccumulated by the
filled orbits. The oblate-prolate competition can often lead to two minima

in the potential energy surface, one of each shape, and the nuclear ground
state is then deternfined by rather subtle details. Coexistence is possible, as

evidenced, for example, by nuclei with A _ 130 [39], as is gamma-softness

(e.g., Pr, Au), if there is a path between the minima t|trough the gamma
plane. Interesting searches for oblate nuclei in the neutron deficient Se, Kr
region, the light (N < 82) Ba nuclei, and the light Au nuclei will again be

facilitated by the use of fusion-evaporation reactions with neutron-deficient
RIBs.

Of course, nuclear shape coexistence, just alluded to, is now known to
be a widespread phenomena. Indeed the classic example is l_2Dy in which

slightly-deformed oblate, "normally-deformed" prolate and superdeformed
prolate states coexist at the same angular momentum [15,40]. Other beau-
tiful examples of shape coexistence have been mapped out in the Pb, T1, Hg

region, down to neutron midshell (e.g., lS2Hgi02 [41})[see Figure 4]. The
energy systematics of the intruding configuration shows a parabolic drop to-
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wards midshell against N. This is consistent with the most popular interpre-

tation of such states which predicts an energy minimum near midshell where
the enhanced proton-neutron interaction in the intruder (particle-hole) ex-
citation is a maximum. The Cd nuclei, known on both sides of neutron

midshell, indeed suggest that the intruder energies rise roughly symmet-
rically about midsheU, However, the absolute intruder excitation energies

depend on the strength of the residual interaction relative to the energy gap
that must be overcome and, in Cd, these energies happen to lie very close to

the vibrational tWo-phonon states. While this gives a possibility to study the
mixing of normal and intruder configurations, it also obscures the behavior

of the latter, Therefore, a better testing ground would be even more neutron
deficient-nuclei in the Hg region than can currently be populated. RIBs are
crucial to further study of this issue. Another fascinating region centers on
the N -- 60 isotones near 1°°Zr where the lowest known excited 0+ states of

any deformed nucleus have been discovered. The physics of intruder states i_

intimately linked with mechanisms for the onset of deformation and provides
a unique view of those mechanisms.

In the last few years many examples of reflectiomasymmetric nuclei [42]
have been identified, usually by their signatures of parity-doublet rotational

bands (0 +, 1-, 2+, 3-, , sequences, usually slightly displaced from each

other), relatively enhanced E1 transitions and, in odd-mass nuclei, anoma-
lous decoupling parameters, (,An example [43] is shown in Figure 5.) Never-
theless, it remains an open question to what extent such fimdarnental shapes,
which break an important spatial symmetry, are static or dynamic. Octupole

shapes are expected in regions where both valence neutrons and protons fill-

ing the orbits of a "Ai = 5" pair (e.g,, r(2ds/_-lh11/_)and v(2fT/2-1i13/_ )
in the rare earths). These orbits are strongly connected by the Y3 operator.
Octupole collective nuclei are known in the light l_-Th region and in the

rare earths near _4eBa. With RIBs, other examples, in lighter nuclei, such
as 9°Se and 94Kr or their odd-mass neighbors, could be sought. Also, in

many neutron-deficient nuclei formed in heavy-ion fusion-evaporation reac-

tions, the low-j (especially the 3-) states are not observed and therefore the
octupole collectivity remains poorly established. Access to these nuclei by
"softer" reactions using R.IBs is an intriguing possibility. The light, (A

120) Xe, Te region would be especially interesting for such studies.
Higher moments in the nuclear shape, su.ch as hexadecapole deforma-

tions, are also well established, especially in the stable W nuclei where di-
agonal Y4 matrix elements among high-j, unique-parity, orbits are large.

Hexadecapole vibrations are also a likely component of low-lying (_ 1 MeV)
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K = 4 bands in Os, A positive e4 (barrel shape) is naturally, expected when
the configurations with the largest radii are filling mtd-K Nilsson orbits,
These orbits are oriented _. 45°. relative to the nuclear equator and thus fa-

vor an irdilling of nuclear matter in the "corners", Such shapes also should
appear in lighter nuclei, for example, heavy Pd nuclei (11e-t_°Pd) which
could be produced with very neutron rich P,.IBs or by fission of the heaviest
actinides,

Finally, there are sporadic [tints of even higher moments (e,g,, 85 and

' _e deformations [44]), Five-minus levels are often considered as rotational
excitations built on lower-lying 3- states, However, near the top of each shell

in heavy nuclei, there is the possibility of a direct Al = 5, two-quasiparticle,

excitation, such as an h11/2 ® sl/2, in the 50-82. shell, Indeed, the Te-
Ba nuclei with N _ 70 have anomalously low 5- states (relative to the 3-

states), In some cases even E:_(5-) < E_(3-), It is interesting to speculate
whether the analogous Al = 5 excitations in heavier nuclei, namely ila/2

® pa/2 and Jls/2 @ d5/2 in the 82-126 and 126.-184 shells have sufficient
degeneracy to allow the development of collective 5- correlations, However,
the present knowledge of 5- states in the rare earth and actinide nuclei is

limited, e,g, to Dy isotopes w'_th A < 158, Ra with A <_ 158, and Th with

A <:_.232, where the i13/2 or j15/2 are barely occupied. If substantially more
neutron-rich Dy, Er, Ra, or Th nuclei could be studied using RIBs, this new

collective mode might be disclosed.
The possibility of observing new collective modes or symmetries implies

as well the likelihood of discovering new shape/phase transitional regions, or
of extending existing ones, This is an attractive opportunity since, histori-

cally, more has probably been learned about (collective) nuclear structure,
its manifestations and dynamics, from such regions than in any others. Re-
cent work in the very neutron-deficient rare earth nuclei, especially the light

Ce and Nd isotopes with A = 120-130, has provided evidence [45] for a new,

gradual, spnericaJ to soft shape transition that has the earmarks of becoming
stably-deformed for slightly-smaller neutron number, This region has only

begun to be mapped out; the largest Ex(4+)/E_(2 +) ratios in the region
are still only _ 3,0, and the vibrational modes are as yet virtually u.ustud-

led), This region is interesting because its smooth evolution is in contrast
with the sharp onset of deformation in the A = 100 and 150 mass region_,

A thorough study, using proton-rich R.IBs, will be helpful in understand-
ing the mechanism for deformation and the interplay oi" the dynamics of

the underlying single-particle structure and the collective correlations that
develop,
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Of course, one of tile most exciting new regions centers on the heaviest

known N -- Z nuclei (discussed earlier in a different but related context),
Zirconium.80 has recently been found {9] to be deformed despite having
40 protons and 40 neutrons (see Figure ft), Neighboring nuclei as well as

the heavier N -- Z species approaching t°°,Sn will provide perhaps the most

exciting opportunity yet to observe tile evolution and coexistence of shapes
and the persistence of magic numbers, since it is widely expected that the

so far elusive 1°°,sn will be doubly .magic, Where, along the N = Z path,
does the spherical conflguratl0n become the ground state? How ._table are
the 40 and 50 magic numbers? These are key questions at the heart of our

understanding of shell and collective structure, Experimentally, these nuclei
might be reachable with reactions on unstable, long-lived targets, such as
4°Ca + SeNt --_ _eCd" or 4°Ca + '14Tl --, S4Mo', or with neutron-deficient
FtIBs,

3.2,3 Other Issues

The Fermion Dynamical Symmetry Model [46] suggests sudden "breaks" in
nuclear systemattcs (e,g,, in the actinides when the normal-parity neutron

shell is 1/3 filled) due to special Pauli effects. In simple terms, the filling
of certain classes of states ultimately blocks some collective mode_, causing
others (in this scheme) to suddenly become the grotmd state, Concomitant

effects in transition rates should accompany this phenomenon, The use of

Pt_IBsto establish either the existence, or the nonexistence, of such effects,
for example in the neutron-rich actinides, could be a litmus test for these
models,

Finally, other models, currently nearing the ._tage of practical calcula-

tions, attempt, for the first time, to encompass multt-?u_ spaces and to in-
corporate the collectivity of'giant resonances and low-lying structures into a

single unified framework, without effective charges [47], The study of higher-

spin states of _table nuclei (e.g,, 1°SEr), which is accessible with RIBs (see
below), would provide the critical tests of these models,

3,3 Complete Spectroscopy and Chaos

The access to high decay energies far from stability allows numerous oppor.
tunities for extending spectroscopic studies as a function of N, Z, and E_,
`several of these possibilities have already been mentioned, e.g. the study of

beta-delayed particle instability, cluster emission, and G-T quenching, How-
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ever, one aspect of high decay energies remains to be considered: namely

the possibility for "complete" spectroscopic studies {48}. This term refers
to the experimental establishment of sets of levels, tn certain ranges of ex-

citation energy and spin, that are knowtl to be essentially complete, and
the further delineation of as many of their properties, e,g, decay routes,
moments, lifetimes, etc,, as possible, Such complete data not ottly provide
the most strtgent tests of nuclear models, they also provide a very detailed

information base for a specific quantum system that can be utilized for un-

derstanding even more general physical ideas and for techt_cal applications.
A currently-fashionable example is analyses to determine whether nuclear
levels are"ordered" or "chaotic."

3.3,1 Complete Spectroscopic Measurements

The classic tool for ensuring that the set of states populated is complete, only
usable along the stability line, is the (n,7) reaction, especially in the Average
Resonance Capture (ARC) mode, However, other reactions, which feed
the nucleus at sttittently.high excitations energies (temperatures) and which
deexcitate statistically, also offer a virtual guarantee of completeness in the
appropriate cases. One can cite, for example, the (n,n'7) reaction for low-

spin states, the (c_,znT) or (light heavy-ion,xnT) reactions for intermediate
spin states and (heavier heavy-ion,xnT) reactions for still higher spins, as
well as, to a lesser degree, beta..decay with extremely large Qa values.

There are two conceptually-distinct areas of work here. One is the study
of low.spin states very far from stability (primarily by beta decay), providing
the first tests of nuclear models of, for example, collective modes, In such

new N,Z regions. Perhaps even more intriguing is the opportmxity to use
neutron-rich ILIBs to study high-spin states of stable or near-stable nuclei, in
order to complement already existing, complete, low-spin data, and thereby,
for_tng the first comprehensive links between high- and low-spin nuclear
structure. Perhaps the best heavy case for this is leSEr which is known, for

I = 0-6, in an essentially complete form up to about 2 MeV. Here, the use
of reactions, such as Xa°Te(42S,4n)l°SEr, and/or x_4Sm(lSC,4n)lSSEr, would

provide a comparable completeness for high-spin levels and offer perhaps
the only nucleus where the full panoply of nuclear structure models could

be simultaneously tested. In general, low-spin data is abundant in rare earth
nuclei near stability. Figure 7 shows the loci of nuclei that could be produced

at high spin using RIBs with 6 neutrons beyond stability. Today's models
aim at being more and more comprehensive btit require correspondingly-
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thorough data for thetr testing, This is not a program to be carried out on

every possible nucleus, but as history has shown, such studies in is_lated,
well chosen, cases can be extremely valuable, Aac, ther example, this time

an (_dd-mass nucleus, might be t°gPd in which a nearly fuU set of unique-

parity favored and unfavored anti-alignect states based on the v(hl_/_ ) orbit
is known and where disclosure of the complementary aligned states would

permit the best test to date of particle.rotor models,

3.3,2 Average Nuclear Properties

Complete spectroscopic data will provide a means of establishing average
nuclear properties and thereby distinguishing these average properties from
the |'truely-novel" exceptions, For example, neither the low.lying collective

states (the subject of much of the past two decades of low-spin experimen-

taI studies) nor the highly-aligned near.yrast high-spin states (likewise the
main subject of the past two.decades of high-spin studies - see the following

section) are representative of the average nuclear states, BcJth are strongly-
populated in statistical reactions, hence available for study, because their

special properties (correlations and the Coriolis force respectively) cause
them to occur at low excitation energies, More complete data_ however,

will establish average quantities (e,g, level densities, transition rates, decay
widths, ,,,) as a function of the experimentally accesible quantities N, Z,
I, _', and E_, Such information would be of considerable importance for a

variety of applications,

3,3,3 Is the Nuclear Spectrum of Sta_es Ordered or Chaotic?

Finally, complete spectroscopy will provide a greatly-expanded opportunity

to investigate seriously the issue of quantum chaos in nuclei [49}, Sufficient
data exists to indicate that the spacing of nuclear states at the neutron and

proton thresholds is describable by random-matrix theory [50], i,e, nuclei
under these conditione are "chaotic," Yet special states (such as isobaric

analogue states, molecular resonances, superdeformed states, very high-K
states, .,,) at the same excitation energy seem to remain "pure," They
apparently do no_ mix with the background of strongly-mixed, "chaotic"
state_, Attempts at extending such analyses to lower excitation energies to

f

study the temperature and angular-momentum dependence of the transition

from ordered to chaotic systems have not been conclusive [5l] because of the
lack of co,replete nuclear data,
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The description of the nuclear quantum system in term_ of the currently-

fashionable concept of "order" and/or "chaos" Is by no means complete,
Fundamental questions, such as', how the nuclear quantum system evolves
from ordered to chaotic behavior, the coexistence of ordered and chaotic

states, transition rates in chaotic systems, the role of symmetries In pre-
serving order, more etticient (i,e, simpler) descriptions of chaotic quantal

systems, and the relation between a chaotic nucleus and other chaotic quan-
tal systems, remain to be answered, Detailed studies of nuclei like 2BAl [52]
have already set the stage; however, complete data for selected nuclei sam-

piing the variety of phenomena described In the previous sections are needed
to answer the questions posed by this ,new approach to nuclear physics,

4 High-Spin Studies with Radioactive Ion Beams

The use of radioactive ion beams, not only will allow high-spin studies similar

to those in vogue today (see e,g, [53,54]) to be extended to a wider range
of nuclei testing our current understanding of rapidly-rotating nuclei, tt also
will allow new physical concepts to be studied, Some of these ideas are
suxmvtartzed in this section,

4,1 Exotic Nuclear Shapes at High Spin

The exotic equilibrium shapes, such as superdeformed (2',1 ratio of major to

minor axis), octupole (pear-shaped), and tr;axial that nuclei can assume in
the extreme condition of rapid rotation are an excellent illustration of the
intimate connection between independent-particle and collective degrees of
freedom, Since these shapes depend on the details of the spectrum of single-

particle quantum states, the greater variety of such states that nuclei at

the limits of i,ospin will provide is desirable, The condition of minimum
energy and the strong , attractive, short-ranged nuclear interactions tend to

select "conventional" equilibrium shapes, By enlarging the variety of single-
particle states by forming nuclei at the extremes of both isospin and angular

momentum rnore exotic shapes become feasible, For example',
Superdeformed states occur [15} when large gaps (providing negative

single-particle energy contributions) develop in the spectra of single-proton
and single-neutron states for a 2:1 ratio of the major to minor axis, Cal-

culations [55] indicate that such gaps occur in prelate nuclei for Z ,,_14-17,
34, 39-42, 65-69, and 82-94 and N _ 30-47, 63-67, 78-92, 104-112, and

138-158, Superdeformed shapes already have been observed for (Z,N) =
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(t35-09,78-92), (82.-94,10,I-I12), and (82-94,138-I58) corre,_pc,nding to the

1_Dy region, the 19_Hg region, and the fis._ion isomers, respectively [54],
The use of radioactive beams should provide other mns, regions where both
proton and neutron single-particle spectra favor superdeformed shapes, for

example, (Z,N) = (65-69,63-67), (39--,12,63-67), and (39-42,30-47), and

extend the possible superdeformed studies in other regions only partly ac-
cessible to stable targets and beams,

Shell corrections also should occur for oblate superdeformed shapes (2:1
ratio of major to minor axis, but with two majgr axes versus one major axis
for prolate superdeformed systems), As yet no oblate superdeformed nuclei

have been identified, The nucleus 148Sm, which is not accessible at high spin
with (heavy-ion, xn) reactions using stable be_ms and targets, ts predicted

to be one of the most favorable cases for superdeformed oblate collective
shapes,

Hyperdeformed equilibrium shape's (3:1 ratio of major to minor axes) almo
have been predicted, but not yet observed, The most favorable predicted

[56] cases for experimental studies, rapidly-rotating nuclei near 188Er, can

only be populated at maximum angular rnornentum with radioactive ion
beams, The increased neutron excess of this isotope relative to those ac-

cessible with the fusion-evaporation reaction using stable heavy-ion beams
also increases the angular momentum that the compound system can acco-
modate and survive fission, Such an angular momentum increase is crucial

for observing hyperdeformed states, The nucleus require_ a great deal of
angular momentum to stablize such ertlongated nuclear shapes, Indeed the
added angular momentum associated with the radioactive beams may be

the difference between observing and not observing hyperdeformation,

4.2 Exotic Configurations Dominated by the Coriolis Force

Many of the current topics of high-spin physics (e,g, band crossing8 ("back-

bends"), loss of collectivity at high spin, and signature dependent energies
and transition rate..) are associated with hlgh-j, low-ll configurations that
have a large projection of the intrinsic angular momentum, j®, on the rota-
tional axis. These phenomena are the result of modifications of the spectrum

of single-particle states by the Coriolis plus centrifugal interaction leading
to a term in the independent-particle hamiltonian equal to -wj_, Config-

urations always exist in the next higher shell with even larger values of j=,

For prolate deformations these "exotic" configurations lie low in the higher

shell, (For superdeformed and hyperdeformed systems they intrude into the
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lower shell and are important components in producing the deformed shell
gaps that lead to stability.) In a rapidly rotating system such orbits also
can intrude into the lower sheli for normal deformations. Anomalous mo-

ments of inertia [57] and band crossings [58] are associa'ed with the few
cases where such high-j_ intruders presently are observed in near transi-
tional nuclei. Using neutron-rich radioactive beams, it should be possible to

populate such configurations in stably.deformed nuclei testing whether the
observed anomalies are associated with these orbits or the stability of the

nuclear sl,ape.

In the actinides such high-j_ intruders correspond to shell-model states

from above the superheavy shell gaps, e.g. the J15/2 proton state and the
k17/2 neutron state. The low-w components of these configurations, which
are predicted [59] to lie just above theFermi level for the heaviest possible
actinide targets (e.g. 248Cm and 2s2Cf), should become yrast at moderate
spins, I .=20-30. Because of Q-value considerations (see below) radioactive
beams probably are necessary for the population of Such states in Coulomb

excitation plus transfer reactions.

4.3 Residual Proton-Neutron Interactions at High Spin

The major modifications of the single-particle quantal states at large angular
momentum described in the preceechng paragraphs also will c}lange the over-

laps of the nucleonic orbitals thereby modifying the residual nucleon-nucleon
interactions. Not orly are the high-j, low-12 orbitals most-strongly affected

by the Coriolis and centrifugal forces, but they also are the most localized

[60}, and therefore, the most sensitive to residual interactions. Interesting
attempts at extracting empirical estimates of such interactions are described

in [60,61,62]. The possibility of studying even higher-j, low-f'/intruder or-
bitals using RIBs, as described in the preceeding subsection, should allow
even more exotic nucleon-nucleon interactions to be studied as a function of

rotation.

In the limit of very large angular momentum, where the single-particle
structtu'e of the nucleus is dominated by Coriolis and centrifugal forces, the

occupation of configurations associated with nucleons moving in equatorial
orbitals in the direction of the nuclear rotation is increased [60]. Such or-

bitals have large spatial overlap. This is a necessary, though not sufficient,
condition for a new type of correlation that might be termed "Coriolis cor-
relations." The increased localization associated with the various substates

of the even higher-j "intruder" orbitals that should be available in selected
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nuclei that carl be populated with RIBs (see the preceeding paragraph) will
enhance this possible new type of collectivity.

Residual p-n interactions also can affect the alignment of angular mo-

menta with the rotational axis, and hence band crossings [63]. As with
allresidual p-ta interactions such phenomena are largest where the protons
and neutrons are filling, not only the same shell, but also similar orbits of

the same shell. Therefore, these effects, which to date have been largely
negelected will be largest in those neutron-defficient, deformed nuclei with
N _ Z that can be studied using neutron-deficient RIBs.

4.4 Transfer Reactions

Many of the possibilities of using heavy-ion tra_lsfer reactions, for exam-

ple, to populate neutron-rich nuclei or the high-spin states based on in-
truder orbits originating from above the superheavy shell, as described in

the preceeding subsections, are limited by the reaction mechanism. Heavy-
ion induced transfer reaction cross sections are strongly Q-value dependent.
Positive Q values enhance such cross sections. This is especially true for

proton transfer reactions. Unfortunately the decrease in the binding energy
curve for A > 56 leads to negative relative binding in the target for stripping
reactions and hence requires projectiles with very weakly-bound protons or
neutrons to compensate. For example, heavy-ion beams with a single proton

or neutron outside a doubly-closed shell are desirable for single-proton and
single-neutron transfer reactions. However, except for light heavy ions, such

as 1rO (and 2°gBi in which the proton remains quite strongly-bouald) these
nuclides are not stable. 3rS and 4_Ca seem ideal for single-neutron transfer,

and ass and S°Ca are interesting beams for two-neutron stripping. Likewise,
41Sc and _TCu beams are optimal for single-proton stripping as is 42Ti for

two-proton stripping. It is emphasized that transfer reactions and Coulomb
excitation are the most efficient methods of populating the actinides at high
spin, since the dominant decay of the highly-excited actinide residues of the

heavy-ion fusion reaction is fission.

4.5 Coulomb Excitation of Exotic Radioactive Beams

It would be possible to determine the magnitude of the quadrupole moment
of any RIB nuclei by Coulomb exciting the beam nuclei using, for example, a
2°SPb target. This technique would be important in exploring the new shell

closures, transitional nuclei, and regions of deformation described elsewhere
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in this report. It also would allow the first comparison of transition rates
obtained from Coulomb excitation and Doppler-shift lifetime measurement

based on (heavy-ion,xn) reactions.

5 Summary

This report outlines some of the nuclear structure topics discussed at the
Los Alamos Workshop on the Science of Intense Radioactive Ion Beams, In
it we also have tried to convey some of the excitment of the participants
for utilizing P_IBs in their future research. The introduction of radioactive
beams promises to be a major milestone for nuclear structure perhaps even

more important than the last such advance in beams based On the advent of
heavy-ion accelerators in the 1960's. RIBs not only will allow a vast number
of newnuclei to be studied at the extremes Of isospin, but the variety of _
combinations of:exotic pro_on and neutron configurations should lead to
entirely new phenomena. A number of these intriguing new studies and the

profound consequences that they promise for understanding the structure of
the atomic nucleus, nature's only many-body, strongly:inteacting quantum
system, are discussed in the preceeding sections. However, as with any
scientific frontier, the most interesting phenomena probably will be those
that are not anticipated--they will be truly new.
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Figure Captions:

Figure l. Potential energy contours as a function of r, the distance be-

tween the mass centers, and a, the fragment elongation, for 252Cfls4, middle
portion, and 2SSFmls8, lower portion. The family of shapes considered are
shown as a filnction of r and a in the upper portion of the figure, The two

fission paths are illustrated by the arrows superimposed in the lower-portion
of the figure. For further details see [19].

Fig_u'e 2. The empirical residual interactions, 6V_,n, extracted from double
differences of the ground-state binding energies in neighboring even-even
isotopes and isotones, see [26), are shown as a function of the number of

neutrons. The inset gives an expanded view for N = 40-160. The portions
of the curve labelled "A" "B" and "C" are discussed explicitly in the text} )

Figure 3. Measured interaction radii, Rr, of neutron-rich isotopes of He, Li,
Be, B, and C as a function of A. Note the striking deviation of rl from 1.18

A I/a for 11Li, 11,1_,14Be, and perhaps ITB. See ref. [21], the source of this
figure, for reference to the original data.

Figure 4. Plot of the excitation energy of the intrudingcoexisting deformed
states in the isotopes of T1, Pb, and Bi. See ref. [41], the source of this
figure, for referen_:e to the original data.

Figure 5. Partial level scheme for the nucleus 223Th13a [43] showing two
"parity-doublet" rotational sequences, connected by enhanced E1 transi-
tions, characteristic of stable octupole deformations.

Figure 6. Low:lying level schemes [9] of self-conjugate nuclei T6Sr38 and

aOZr4o, indicating the rotational behavior of these nuclei, E_(4 +)/E_(2 +)
2.85 for both nuclei.
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Figure7, Comparison of stable nuclei (circles) and allthe nuclei (square,)

that can be populated as compoundnuclei using heavy-ion fusion reaction_

on stable targets and with beams of Z > 13 and six neutrons beyond the
heavieststableisotope,Note thateven allowingforthe emissionof 4-5

neutronsin the(H,I,,xn)reaction,itispossibletooverlaplow-apinstudle_
near stabitty and hlgh-spinstudiespopulatedusing(H,I,,xn)inthe same
nuclei,
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Position Paper on Neutron Halos and Drip Line Exotica

_'At the Edge of Neutron Matter"

(Note: At the time of this workshop, it was felt that this paper
should be written to combine material discussed in both Working
Groups 1 and 2 to highlight this important aspect of a radioactive
beam facility.)

W, Bauer I, Chairman
D.J. Vieira 2, Coordinator

Contributions by: W: Bauer, G.F. Bertsch, F. Becchetti, B.A. Brown, A.C.

Hayes, W.D. Myers, J.R. Nix, P.L. Reeder, D.D, Strottman, R.G. Stokstad,
A. Sustich, D.J. Vieira, C.C. Villari

1. Introduction

Neutron matter exists in the cosmos in the form of neutron stars. It is

kept stable by the interplay between the attractive gravitational interaction
and the repulsive electromagnetic interaction which allows only ver:_,:small
proton admixtures. The minimum mass required for the gravitational in-
teraction to become comparable to the nuclear interaction is approximately
1/10 of the mass of the sun. Therefore we cannot reproduce this state of
matter in any laboratory on earth.

However, we can approach the edge of neutron matter by studying thei

properties of nuclear matter at the limits of neutron-stable nuclei ', These
nuclei are the last particle- stable nuclides and are located at the neutron
"drip-llne" - beyond which additional neutrons instantly break away. The
large neutron excesses available in these nuclei will enable us to extrapolate
to the neutron matter limit by studying their properties.

Radioactive ion beam facilities allow studies of these nuclei with _the

highest ratios oi' neutrons to protons achievable in the laboratory and thus

1NSCL, MichiganState University,East Lansing, MI 48824-1321
_LAMPF, Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM87545
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Figure 1 A portion of the nuclide chart showing as grey squares nuclei that

are known to be stable against particle emission. The solid lines correspond

to the predicted limits of stability for different values of a parameter r which

determines by how much nuclear matter is unbound (taken from [1]).

provide the best data for extrapolations to the properties of neutron matter.

In addition, neutron-rich nuclides near the drip line have unique structure

and decay modes which extend our understanding of more normal nuclear
matter.

2. Binding Energy of Neutron Matter

If neutron matter were, bound, nuclear physics would I)e e_ricl_e,I I,_

amazing structures. These structures, with life times limited only by I)et;_

decay, would include neutron balls of arbitrary size. Since the neutrons

have no electrostatic repulsion from each other, the fission and alpl_a decay
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channels would be closed to these neutron balls. Thus, their Lifetime would

not be Limited by these strong processes, which proceed on a relatively fast
time scale, and Which constitute the main limitations on the life times of
heavy chunks of normal nuclear matter.

These neutron balls might contain clusters of protons, with topologies
not necessarily those of a single sphere, e.g. two or more fragments held
apart by their Coulomb repulsion, or a hollow proton bubble filled with
neutrons.

Since all searches for Small bound clusters of neutrons have turned Out

negative thus far, we presently have to conclude that neutron matter is
unbound in the absence of sizeable contributions of the gravitational inter-
action to the binding. Howeveri it has to be stressed that we do not know
exactly by how much neutron matter is unbound. This is, because wehave
no strict limits on the minimum size of neutron matter clusters from direct

experimental observations. Ali of our knowledge is based on theoretical
extrapolations from bound finite nuclei.

if neutron matter is only sLightly unbound, we might expect to see

precursors of such exotic neutron matter effects in phenomena that are
observable at the neutron drip fines. The best way to proceed is to study
nuclei with the largest possible neutron excess, both light atxd heavy nuclei,
since even if bulk neutron matter were bound, small neutron balls would
tend to be destabilized by their surface energy. Neutron matter is unbound
and the maximum neutron excess for a given Z is limited by neutron drip.
The actual location of the limit of stability is determined by the stiffness

of the neutron matter equation of state [1] (compare Fig. 1).
One also expects the energy of the Giant Dipole Resonance to drop off

at the limit of stability because the restoring force which comes mainly
from the surface, will be affected by the neutron excess. It should also be
mentioned that both the location of the Limit of stability and the Giant

Resonance energies are expected to depend on the overall excitation of
the nucleus. Consequently, it may be p,,_sible to determine some of tile
temperature dependence of the nuclear equation of state.
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Ftgure 2: Reaction cross sections for Li and Be isotopes on a 12C target,

Filled symbols are the data (taken from [2]), attd the solid lines and open

squares (circles) are the results of calculations with finite (zero) range in-
teractions (taken from [6]).

3. Microscopic Nuclear Properties: Neutron Halos

Beyond these macroscopic considerations there are significant opportu-

n,ities for advancing our understanding of microscopic nuclear properties

that also occur at the drip lines. The very last member of each isotopic

sequence as we reach the limit of stability will be weakly bound. Due to

this small binding energy and the Heisenberg uncertainty principle, the tail

of the wave function is expected to extend far out beyond the nortnal flu-

clear matter radius obtai'aed from an ,,11/3 paratl_etrization, Tltis ef|'e,.t Jt:,_.

already been seen in llLi and X4Be [2.3.41 (see Fig. '2),

While there is nothing surprising in tile increased reaction cross sectiotas

these nuclei have associated with their larger _patial extend, what is sur-

prising is the fact that ali Shell Model attd Hartree-Fock calculations have
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so far not quite succeeded to describe the properties of these nuclei. As a

testing ground for established calculattonM approaches this has to be one
of tile best,

The effect of large neutron excess can most easily be seen among low Z

elements. For example, modifications of the neutron density distributions

can be observed by looking at elastic and iaelastic scattering of ali tile Li

isotopes from SLi to tlLi. Our present understanding of tlLi is that of a 9Li
core with2 neutrons located predominantly in an extended surface region,

These two neutrons are in essence responsible for the very large reaction

cross section experimentally observed for lt Li.

Similar neutron density trends can be studied by scattering experiments
on boron isotopes from mass 8 to 19.

4. Nuclear Structure Physics with Neutron Halos

Because of this configuration of two neutrons interacting with each other

and with the core, there exists the possibility of studying 3-body correla-

tions in nuclear matter in an unusually clean manner.

: Elastic and inelastic reactions at }figh beam energies can be used to
establish the diffuseness of the neutron skin.

With radioactive ion beams, one can study neutron halos via sub-barrier

transfer reactions such as (tlLi, 9Li), (11Li, 1°Li), etc. Important informa-
tion will come from measurements of double differential cross sections as

a function of beam energy and scattering angle. Such measurements also

investigate the quantum mechanical nature of the neutrons in the halo, e.g.

the important single particle cot,figurations in the tail. One also can study

a few excited states in these drip-line nuclides.

By using beams of these exotic nuclides, ot_e cnn induce reacti,,ll', I,,

produce other unbound exotic nuclei such as (ttLi, t°He), (ttLi, l°Li), e't,'.

These exotic nuclides with neutron halos may lead to very cold fusi_,tl

reactions via sub-barrier fusion. The neutron tails will give an assist to

such reactions, because the neutrons in the halo are not subject to the
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O _Coulomb interaction which is the major limiting factor ill braining cold
fusion reactions with normal nuclei.

The structure of 1ILl is of particular interest because of its unusually

large ratio of neutrons to protons (8/3=2,67) and because of its unusually

small binding energy, ExJstlng measurements of the total reaction cross

section for ttLi attd other neutrou-riclx light-mass nuclei have given the evi-

dence for large matter radii [2], No [tartree-Fock type calculation c_tt,retltly

can explain the large radii [5}, One could expect Shell Model calculations

to work better, but these Calculations also fail. The only way in which

theories are at present able to reproduce the reaction cross sections of liglit

nuclei close to the drip llne is by using densities which are artificially con-

strained to fit the empirical binding energies [6], But it has to be stressed

flint self-consistent calculations have failed so far in this task, This may

turn out to be not a failure in principle but only evidence for the finite

accuracy of calculations for this type, because binding energies can rarely

be predicted to an accuracy of less than one MeV, However, future studies

from a theoretica,1 as well as from an experimental standpoint are needed,

This raises a number of additional questions concerning the nature of
such a halo,

1. Are nuclides such as _tLi, _gB, aud/or otller nuclei near mass 40 de-

formed or even superdeformed? It is possible that the huge neutron

excess forces the neutrons to occupy high angular momentum states

causing the nucleus to be deformed. This effect might be expected by

examining the Nilsson model and observing the existence of intruder

states from outer shells whose energy is lowered with increasing defof

marion. We estimate that adeformatioa of/3=0.6 in ltLi could have

an effect of approximately 30% on the root mean square radius, A

Shell Model calculation of the magnetic moment of 11Li yields 2.997

#N for the superdeformed case and 3.793 #N for the closed lm_ttron

shell case [7]. From a comparison to the experimental data, which

,yield 3.6673(25)/zN for the magnetic t_mmetlt (9t' ttLi [81, a I;at'fz¢",l,,.
formation for this nucleus seems _ulikely, l-[,_we','er, a lal.easllre111rl_l ,,I

the quadrupole moment of this tlucletts vi_ itl-beatll la:ser spectrosc,,I,.v
should yield a ,nore definitive a,tswer,

2. (.!ata beta decay' life times be calculated from theory? 1,1 the case
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Figure 3: Reaction cross section ['or l tLi as a function of target mass. [,ines:
Predicted nuclear contributions to the reaction cross section, using different

models (taken from [10]).

of *1Li, there is almost a factor of three discrepancy between tile
best Shell Model calculation and experiment [9]. It is important to
perform measurements of decays to specific states with high Gamow-
Teller transition probabilities, B(GT). This is because ali low lyillg
states in ttBe with large branching ratios have only small B(GT)
values for which small adjustments in the theory parameters have

large consequences. By performing exclusive decay experiments to
states with large B(GT) values, which cannot be freely adjusted by
choice of the theoretical interaction parameters, a much more strin-

gent test of existing theories can be performed' Because of the small
branching ratios associated with these states, however, high radioac-
tiw beam currents are needed. Complementary information could be
obtainedby performing the tlLi(p,u )tr Be ,'ea ction in reverse kill,_'tl,r,t-
its at sufficiently high beam enert_y ( • lr}0 NIeV/'tlttcleot_). It _,','l,,_

' also worthwhile to extend measurenlet_ts and calc_tlations tc, ,,tire1'
exotic nuclides.

3. Can theory predict the electromagnetic dissociation cross sectiotxs?
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Figure 4: Predicted pion (n"+) energy' distributions from one core (dashed

histograms) ar, d one halo neutron (solid, histograms) of a ttLi colliding with
a proton from a t2C target [13],

These can be measured by difference methods. However, these dif-
ference methods are model dependent, because one hm to subtract

the nuclear contribution from the total dissociation cross section in

order to obtain the electromagnetic part. It turns out that a simple
Glauber type approximation to the nuclear dissociation cross section

is not sufficient. A better approach is the use of an eikonal approxi-

mation [10]. The inferred, Coulomb cross section by using this method

is 600 :k 100 mb for the reaction 790 MeV/nucleon 1ILl on "_°SPb (see
Pig. 3).

This result has to be compared to a theoretical calculation using tile
Random Phase Approximation [111. This theory predicts a softeti-

ing of the dipole mode ("soft E1 resonances") as expected, and the

response is sufficiently enhanced to e.:_plain the experimental data,
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However, other theoretica2 investigations indicate a high sensitiv.
ity of tile predicted E1 strength to the specific wave functions used

{12], Therefore the question if theory and experiment agree for the
Coulomb dissociation cross section may still be open,

4, What is the momentum distribution of the hMo neutrons? There are

several methods which could be used to measure this distribution,
One is to measure the °Li transverse momentum distribution from

the reaction 11Li _Li Jr, 2n, This yields two Gaussian components
with different widths, 95:t:12 and 23+5 mb, respectively [4], Tile
smaller of the two is being attributed to the halo neutrons,

Another way of obtaining similar information would be to measure
pion momentum distributions from the reaction of a high energy beam
of 11Li on a 12C target or on a lH target, The different neutron mo-
mentum distributions of core and halo neutrons in tlLi would then

show up as contributions to the pion energy distributions with dif-
ferent slope,_ (see Fig, 4), We estimate that a beana of 105 11Li per
second at a beam energy of 300 MeV/nucleon would produce about
104 pions per second, With this production rate, a high quality exper-
iment using a pion spectrometer could be performed, Alternatively,
one can measure 2-neutron angular correlations at small angles by
means of 11Li stripping reactions,

Two other questions are related to the occurrence of soft E1 resonances
for the neutron rich nuclei:

1, Are there soft E1 resonances for proton-rich nuclei? In proton-rich
nuclei, there can be no proton "halo" due to the Coulomb barrier,

2. Is there a neutron halo in the presence of a low 1-neutron binding
ener_ but a high 2-neutron binding energy? A first candidate for
thim effect appears to be the isotope ttBe, but further stttdies are i11
order.

Both of these questions can be answered by studies near the particle
drip-lines made accessible by radioactive ion beam facilities,
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Another topic of great interest is how the nuclear surface (skin) changes

as one approaches the drip-line eitller on the proton-rich or neutron.rich

side of tile valley of stability, This can be studied with the techniques of

on-line l_ser spectroscopy discussed elsewhere in these proceedings,

As one approaches the neutron drip-Line, the radioactive decay mode of

beta-delayed two.neutron emission becomes more probable, The study of

the two-neutron energy and a.ngular correlation from such decays will pro-

vide information on the mechanism of two-neutron emission, The question

is whether the neutrons come out sequentially or do they leave the nttcleus

ns a di-neutron and break apart outside the nucleus?

Finally, studies at the neutron drip-line offer the possibility of discover.

ing a postulated decay mode known as ground state two-neutron emission,

This occurs whena given nuclide is stable with respect to one-neutron emis-

sion but is unstable with respect to two-neutron emission. This is analogous

to the ground state two-proton emission being sought on the opposite side

of the valley of stability, The protons feel a Colllomb barrier which retards

the emiss_.on of the two protons and leads to predicted hMf-llves in the

micro-second to milli-second range. However, neutrons do not have this

barrier; so measurable life times will occur only if there is very low neutron

energy available, there is an angular monmntum barrier, and/or there are

unfavorable transition matrix elements. By definition, ground state two

neu'r_n emission occurs only at the neutron drip Line and thus requires the

capabilities of a radioactive ion beam facility to producesuch nuclides.

5. Conclusions

The topicB Listed above can only be viewed as a very preliminary glance

at the amazing range of new possibilities for ,,uclear structure studies wi_Ii

radioactive beams. The phenomenon of the occurrence of neutron llal,,s

seems firmly estabLished. Present and future suitable radioactive beam fa-

cilities will open new avenues for this kind of research and permit a detailed

investigation of the edge of neutron matter.
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The study of nuclear astrophysics involves the interaction of nuclei throughout the
periodic table, both on the proton-rich and neutron-rich side of the valley of beta stability,
over a range of energies from far below the Coulomb barrier to near the Coulomb barrier, In

addition to nuclear reaction rates, nuclear astrophysicists need to know nuclear binding
energies, fission properties and weak interactlons rates of some very exotic nuclei.
Calculation of these quantifies imply detailed knowledge of nuclear levels and the nuclear
level density, detailed nuclear structure information related to fission properties, and the
statistical behavior of reaction rates for both neutron and charged-particle capture. To follow
nature's evolution of the abundance of chemical elements requires knowledge of these
nuclear properties for literally thousands ofnuclei. Many important processes involve stable
nuclei for which nuclear reaction rates can be measured. However, many more imponant
processes involve radioactive nuclei which either are not easily produced in the laboratory, or
up until now were impossible to pxoduce. In this report we will make the case for a few
selected examples for which an intense radioactive beam facility can be used to measure
specific reactions and other nuclear properties of prime importance in astrophysics.



However, we will also make the case for the need to study the global properties of
nuclei, both ota the proton and _eutron-rich sides of the valley of beta stability. Several

, rp-process 3)processes in nuclear astrophysics, i.e. the p-processl), the r-process 2) and the
depend on nuclear reaction rates, bern-decay rates, and nuclear masses for thousands of
nuclei far from the valley of beta-stability. We need experiments to validate the statistical
models Of nuclear reactions and nuclear structure that are used for these calculations of
nucleosynthesis. Of particular importance are Gamow,Teller strengths for neutron-rich

isotopes in themass range of A 56 to 704) region and nuclear masses and beta decayrates
for neutron-rich isotopes beyond the N = 50 neutron closed shell.2)

This report draws contributions from various astrophysics groups. Included in the
discussion are some of the nuclear physics needs for the astrophysical r-process, hydrogen

rp-process3),burning 5) and the ' ot CNO cycle3,6"8), the and inhomogeneous big bang
nucleosynthesisg"_5). Also included is some discussion of intermediate mass
nucleosynthesis, including the production of the radioactive nuclei 22Na and 26A17,16),as
well as problems in supernovae calculations related to uncertainties in electron-capture
rates4). The discussion is broad, but not comprehensive, and sometimes general rather than
specific. The point of including the various discussions is to give a flavor forthe wide range
of problems that can be addressed for applications of radioactive ion beams to nuclear
astrophysics. Although there are sometimes specific nuclear reactions that neect to be

_ measured, it would be a mistake to concentrate on a few light mass reactions, for example,
when considering the design of a intense radioactive ion beam facility. Specifically, the rp-
pr_'._e:_sand the r-process, as well as the p-process, are nucleosynthetic processes that require
glc_,u nuclear structure and nuclear reaction rates for nuclei on both the proton and neutron-
rich sides of the valley of beta stability. One break through with a radioactive ion beam
facility for nuclear astrophysics would be the study of heavy neutron-rich nuclei that would
be impossible to produce by other means. Although the study of indiv tdual nuclear reactions
is always very. important for nuclear astrophysics, we feel that more emphasis should be
placed on _he production of both proton-rich and neutron-rich heavy elements. This
conclusion affirms the conclusion of Working Group 2 on Nuclei Far From Stability.

We will conclude the report with an analysis of the facilities required to meet the
various experimental needs for nuclear astrophysics. This report also includes in an
Appendix a description of radioactive ion beam exi_riments relevant for astrophysic:
presently underway in Japan and Belgium.

With the launch of the Hubble Space Telescope (HST), and the launch of the Gamma
Ray Observatory (GRO) later this yea_'_tl_e science of nuclear astrophysics will become more
exciting and more demanding in this decade. Nuclear physics learned from experiments with

, an intense radioactive ion beam facility could play an important part in pursuing our increased
understanding of the nuclear reactions j" the cosmos.
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I, HYDROGEN BURNING AND THE HOT CNO CYCLE

An example of a particular reaction of importance involving a radioactive nucleus for
the proton cycle in the Sun is 7Be(p,T)SB. This reaction governs the rate of 8B neutrinos

from the Sun, the ones measured by Dr. Ray Davis and his colleagues using a 100 000
gallon tank of C2C14located at the bottom of the Hornestake gold mine in South Dakota. The

observed flux of neutrinos is about only one-third of the predicted flUX. There ap_,r,,._ to be
a discrepancy outside the formal errors, with no agreed solution to the problem. :Eitl'_er the
nuclear physics could be,in error or the astrophysics associated with the determination of the
physical conditions in the core of the Sun could be wrong. Although other neutrino
experiments are planned that willdetect neutrinos from the main p-p chain reactions, a new
measurement of this reaction rate would be very important. Discordant measurements of this
rate by different groups needs to be resolved.

As discussed irt many places,3,8) a major change in the classical CNO cycle occurs

when the rate for 13N(p,T)140 becomes more rapid than the 13N beta-decay. Other proton

capture rates on unstable species are involved in the hot CNO cycle are: 140(ct,p)17F,

17F(p,y)ISNelT), 18F(p,T)19Ne, 18F(p,ct)150 and 19Ne(p,y)20Na.18) The hot CNO cycle

transforms into the rp-process when the rates for 150(ct,y)19Ne and 140(ct,p)17F become

more rapid than the corresponding beta-decays. In such a case the reaction 19Ne(p,T)20Na
may provide a breakout from the hot CNO cycle towards heavier elements. For the case of
the study of hych'ogcn burning it is of prime importance to know detailed reaction rates for
light-mass radioactive nuclei. These reaction rates are best studied in the energy range 0.2 to
1.0 Mev/nucleon. See the references for additional light reactions of importance. The
reaction rates for many of these light reactions can also be determined by looking at inverse
reactions, measuring spectroscopic factors or studying analog structures of mirror nuclei.
However, these methods have various drawbacks, in determining the stellar rates, so that
direct measurement with a radioactive ion beam may still be highly preferable.

H. INHOMOGENEOUS BIG BANG NUCLEOSYNTHESIS

Recently there has been considerable interest in baryon inhomogeneous cosmologies.
Several processes such as a ftr,storder QCD phase transition, evaporating quark nuggets, or
superconducting cosmic strings could have given rise to macroscopic baryon number
fluctuations in the early universe. At later times, after weak decoupling, neutrons diffuse
more readily out of high baryon density regions than do protons. In this way relatively
neutron-rich and proton,rich regions could have formed priol" to nucleosynthesis. The
resulting light element yields from nucleosynthesis would then be different from those in a
homogeneous universe.

One possible difference between h__mogeneous and inhomogeneous nucleosynthesis is
that some elements with A > 9 could have been made in fairly substantial ,amounts in an
inhomogeneous universe. This is tobe contrasted with the homogeneous universe in which
little production of elements with A > 9 occurs due to the lack of stable nuclei at mass five
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and eight. Therefore, should relatively large quandties of A > 9 nuclei b¢ observed in

extreme PopulationII stars, wc would have good cvidencc for baryon inhomogcncity in the
universe at thc time of nucleosynthesis.

Thc formation of A > 9 nuclci predominatcly occurs in ncutron-rich regions in

inhomogeneous universes. The important reaction sequence is IH(n,7) 2H(n,y) 3H(d,n)

4He(t,7) 7Li(n,y)8Li. The nucleus 9Be may be made by 8Li (n,7) 9Li(I]-)9Be and
8Li(d,n)gBe (as well as by 7Li (t,n) 9Be). Observations of the abundance of 9Be in extreme
Population II stars could provide constraints on inhomogeneous cosmologies. The chain

leading to the intermediate mass elements is 8Li ((x,n) liB(n,?) 12B(I],-.-)12C(n,7) 13C.
Clearly, reactions on 8Li arc extremely important for formation of elements with A .>9, and
accurate 8Li cross sections are necessary for reliable predictions of the nucleosynthesis of
these nuclei. Subsequent evolution to higher mass is shown in Figure 1. As may be seen,
one requires nuclear cross sections and nuclear masses for many neutron-rich light isotopes.

Fig. 1. A typical nuclear reaction network used in calculations of inhomogeneous big bang
nucleosynthesis. From Re',. 15).
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Aside from the possibility of formation of intermediate and heavy mass nuclei in the big
bang, baryon inhomogeneous cosmologies may relax constraints on the present ratio of the
baryon density to the closure density, Homogeneous nucleosynthesis provides the constraint
[2b 5 0,15. Since inflation suggests f_ = 1, the implication is that some 90% of the mass
energy in the universe is in a form other than baryons (e.g. massive neutrinos, axions, etc.).
In baryon inhomogeneous universes, Ob may be as large as 0.8, but only if the 7Li constraint

is relaxed. The nUcleus 7Li is overprx)duced in baryon inhomogeneous universes since it is
made as 7Li in the neutr0n-rich regions and as 7Be in the proton-rich regions

(!H(n,T)2H(2H,_ ,) 4He(3He, _,) 7Be(13+) 7Li). lt turns out, however, that late-time
hydrodynamic dissipation of the density fluctuations during nucleosynthesis may have an
important effect on 7Li yields, In such a dissipation event, the high density, proton-rich
region may be rapidly r_fixed with the lower-density, neutron-rich material. Destruction of
7Be occurs via 7Be (n,p) 7Li (p, ct) 4He. When the mixing is instantaneous, the tin'al 7Li
yield may be r_tced by as much as two orders of magnitude. Also contributing to the

destruction of 7Li are the reactions 7Li (t, ct) 6He and 7Li(t,n) 9Be* --->n + 2 4He. lt would
therefore be of great interest to have accurate cross sections for tritium capture reactions on
7Li for energies in the range 10- 100 keV, as well as accurate reaction rates for the
destruction of 8Li.

III. GAMOW-TELLER STRENGTHS FOR INTERMEDIATE MASS NUCLEI

The extent of electron capture during the pre-supernova core collapse determines the
resulting iron core and neutron star massl9,20). The more electron capture or neutronization,
the smaller the value of Ye, the number of electrons per nucleon, and the smaller the resulting
core mass of the pre-supernova star. The dense core of the pre-supernova star tends to have
a mass corresponding to a Chandrasakar mass. Most of the nuclei in the core are iron group
nuclei in a range of mass 56 _<A ,<.70. High energy (n,p) reactions for neutron-rich nuclei in
this mass region to deduce Gamow-Teller strength distributions would make a significant
conuibution towards understanding pre-supernova stellar evolution and also understanding
the supernova explosion mechanism itself. A recent study 21) has determined that for pre-
supernovae core evolution the most important electron captures are on 56Ni,55,59,60Co and
55Fe, 52V and 67,68Cu, and the most important beta decays are for 56Co, 55,57Mn, 57,58Cr
and 67,69Ni,

IV. ASTROPHYSICAL r.PROCESS

Although the mechanism of the astrophysical r-process has been studied tbr more than
thirty years, we are still not sure of its site in nature. 1,22) Part of the reason for this is the
complexity of the nuclear physics required to calculate the r-process, and the lack of _
experimental information. Recent years has seen great progress in the sophistication of the
nuclear models used in the calculations. Except for a very few cases, we must rely on
theoretical modelling for all of the necessary nuclear quantities that are used in the
calculations. These quantities include, nuclear masses, nuclear partition functions, neutron
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capture rates (including the effects of excited states), and beta decay rates (also including the
effects of excited states). Of prime importmace is the location of the neutron-drip line in the
N-Z plane. Figure 2 shows a typical r-process path in the N-Z plane. Stable nuclei are
included in black, while unstable nuclei which experimental mass determinations are shaded
in grey. As one can observe from studying this figure, a radioactive ion beam facility that
was capable of producing critical heavy neutron-rich nuclei could go a long way in providing
information for the astrophysical r-process.

Current r-process calculations use macroscopic-microscopic models, such as the
diffuse surface folded-Yukawa model of M611erand Nix23,24)to consistently predict nuclear
binding energies, fission and neutron emission probabilities, 25) and along with Gamow-
Teller interactions, 26,27) and beta decay rates for neutron'rich heavy elements. 28)
Experiments with radioactive ion beams to confirm or improve such models would be an
important benefit to nuclear astrophysics.
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Fig. 2. Plot of the r-process path in the N-Z plane. Stable nuclei are shown in black, and
unstable nuclei with experimental mass determinations are shown in grey. Also included is
the abundance distribution of r-process nuclei as a function of A. (Figure due to P. M611er).
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Of p,,a-ticular interest are the properties of nuclei near the r-process waiting points, or
the neutron closed shells. Some r-process nuclei ne,'u"the N = 82 closed shell are already
studied. However, present heavy ion reactions are a long ways from producing r-process
nuclei near the N = 126 closed shell. It is radioactive ion beams that could make an important
impact in this region ,,

The role of neutron-induced c.,'rbeta-induced fission is important in terminating the r-
process near the N 184 c1¢,;,;,':_ / '= ,_e/utro.nshell. The fragments from fission at the termination
of the r.process may be re_;¢',c,/_Stt_.l.efor the peak in the r-process distribution of isotopes in
the rare-earth region. Beta-d_,,laygdfistiiion;rodbeta-delayed neutron emission rates for nttclei
as they decay from the r-process path to the valley of beta stability in the mass region 232 <_
A < 260 are important for studies of nuclear cosmochronolgy25,29"31). Such rate_ may
influence the U/Th production ratios, which, in turn, coupled with models of G,:lactic
evolution, help determine the age of the Galaxy.

lt is not possible to measure neutron capture cross sections directly in radioactive ion
beam facilities. Another method can, however, be appliexi which is presently widely used to
predict proton capture reactions on unstable proton-rich nuclei. Reactions like (d,p) would

produce the same compound nucleus as an (n,g) reaction ,and allow one to investigate
resonance energies and other properties (parity, partial widths)which then can be employed
for an indirect calculation of the neutron capture cross sections. Independent of the
individual cross section, such an investigation would also result in a systematic analysis of
level densities in neutron-rich nuclei and their dependence on the distance from stability. A
high nuclear level density is a prerequisite for the validity of statistical model
calculations. 32,33) The (d,p) experiments should be performed at energies of about 20
MeV/nucleon.

V, INTERMEDIATE MASS NUCLEI-. AN EXAMPLE: 22Na, 26AI and 44Ti

Classical novae explosions are known to provide art environment in which hydrogen-
burning reactions proceed on carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen (CNO) nuclei, and heavier
nuclei, at high temperatures and densities on a dynamical timescale. Weiss and Truran16)
recently suggested that ibr such conditions, the production of potentially interesting and

detectable abundance levels of the r',Mioactive isotopes 22Na and 26A1 may occur. They
conclude that novae may represent an important murce of 26A1in the Galaxy and thatsome
nearby novae may be expected to produce detectable flux levels of 22Na decay gamma rays,
The detection of 22Na in novae would provide critical constraints, both or(__heir tetnperature
and envelope convection histories and on their initial envelope composit,_or_. If one knows
from early observations both that a nova is at a distance of less than one kiloparsec ,and that
its envelope is significantly enriched in neon and magnesium, the Gamma Ray Observatory
(GRO) to be launched late this year may have a chance to detect the gamma ray lines from the
decay of 22Na. 16)
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The destruction rates of 22Na and 26AI, particularly the rate of the reactions

22Na(p,_,)23Mg, 26Al(p,_,)27Si and 26mAl(p,_,)27Si axe very important in determining how
much 26A1is produced in such novae explosions. Observations of 22Na and 26A1gamma ray
lines from novae explosions could set constraints on the hydrodynamics, convection and
initial compositions of such explosions. This is but orie example, in light to intermediate
mass nucleosynthesis, where the determination of a key reaction rates on radioactive nuclei

can have important consequences. For nucleosynthesis of 44Ca and ')'-ray astronomy, the

production and destruction rates for 44Ti are important, as well as a measurement of its rather
uncertain halflife.

VI. THE rp,,PROCESS

The rp-process is the transmutation of CNO nuclei into iron group nuclei and beyond in
hot (0.3 < T9 < 5.0) proton-rich environments. 3) The reactions proceed through proton
capture on light nuclei and alpha-particle capture on intermediate mass radioactive nuclei. At

., high temperature and density conditions, the reaction path will be close to the proton drip
line. The result is that both nuclear binding energies and charged particle reaction rates on
very prot0n-rich nuclei in the mass region 20 < A < 66 will be necessary to accurately
calculate this process. Such a process may have important consequences for
nucleosynthesis, as well as being an important energy generation mechanism in novae

explosions. As mentioned previously, the reaction 19Ne(p,_,)20Na is thought to govern the
transition from CNO nuclei to intemae_ate nuclei.

Other important breakout reactions for the rp-process may include 27Si(p,y)28p,

31Si(p,_,)32C1, and 39Ca(p,'f)40Sc. 34) These key reactions are mainly proton capture
reactions on proton-rich radioactive nucle_ with low Q values. In that case the cross sections
and reaction rates are determined by single resonances and the direct capture process only and
cannot be calculated by statistical methods (Hauser-Feshbach). The influence of the single
resonances and the direct reaction contribution must be measured directly. In contrast,
proton capture reactions on radioactive nuclei with A > 26 near the line of stability have
typically rather high Q values and can therefore be estimated by Hauser Feshbach
calculations.

The termination point of the rp-process depends crucially on whether the proton
separation energy of 65As is more than about 250 keV. If it is less than this value, the
process halts at 64Ge, if it is greater, the process continues up to approximately A = 80. The
nucleus 65As is so proton-rich that in order to produce it and have a charged-particle in the
exit channel to detect, it is necessary to use a radioactive beam or target.

VII. REQUIRED FACILITIES

Experiments in nuclear astrophysics using radioactive ion beams will be among the
most challenging in nuclear physics, because of the demand for either very proton-rich or
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neutron-rich nuclei and the very small cross sections involved in the reactions. In the
previous sections we have identified various astrophysical process and specific reactions of
prime importance where the nuclear needs can be addressed with a radioactive ion beam
facility. Regarding the required facility to meet these nuclear needs we define four major
areas:

a) Nuclear capture reactions involving stellar processes.

b) Production of exotic nuclei for r-process or rp-process modelling.

c) Nuclear transfer reactions for simulating specific neutron, proton or alpha capture
reactions.

d) Determination of Gamow-Teller strengths via (d,p) or (n,p)reactions on isotopes
within the iron group.

The facility demands for these reactions are summarized in Table I. The processes a)
and b) are quite distinct in intensity and energy from processes c) and d). The first two
processes will require the highest intensifies possible, as the cross sections involved are in
general (for case a) ) of order of microbarns. For target thicknesses of 1018 cm -2 and beams
of order 1010 sec1, the resulting event rate for low-energy capture will be of order 10 hr-1.
Producing exotic nuclei will allow somewhat thicker targets, but the production cross section
for the exotic nuclei will certainly be very small.

TABLE I. Facility Requirements

a) Nucleon b)Exotic c) Nucleon d) G. T.
Capture Nuclei Transfer

Energy 0.2- 2 4-8 10-20 100-300
Range: MeV/u MeV/u MeVha MeV/u

Intensity >109 >i010 -.>106 _ 106
see-! sec-I sec-I sec-I

Masses 7-200 40-100 7-200 40-70 !

(_jectile): (80)

Energy < 1% < 10% ,: 10% < 1%
Spread:

The second class of experiments c) and d) will require more moderate beam intensifies,
but considerably high energies. Given the range and scope of proposed and existing
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facilities, the first two reactions classes will require the highest intensi.ties available at
moderate energies, which requires an Isotope Separator On-l,ine (ISOL) facility. The second
class of reactions seems to be well suited for heavy-ion fragmentation, especially when
coupled to a storage ring, Ali experiments will require extensive detector development with
high efficiency and high discriminatory capabilities. More attention should be given to the
development of the required detectors for these proposed facilities.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

We have outlined some of the neea_ of nuclear astrophysics that could be met with a
radioactive ion beam facility, The nuclear needs cover the entire range of proposed facilities,
We would like to emphasize the global natures of the nuclear needs for astrophysics. While
individual reactions are always of prime importance in nuclear astrophysics, it is the
reliability of the statistical and mac_'oscopic-microscopic models that are used that provi '
understanding of the origin of the elements in nature. We would also like to point out t'
nuclear physics plays an important role not only in understanding the origin of the elements
in nature, but also in processes like how supernovae or novae explode, or in putting
constraints on cosmological modelS, With the launch of the Hubble Space Telescope (HST),
and the launch of the Gamma Ray Observatory (GRO) late this year, many astronomical
surprises await us in the next decade, Nuclear physics will undoubtly play an important role
in understanding these phenomen_ The understanding of the nuclear structure of a broad
range of nuclei across the periodic table helps us understand the universe now and back to the
big bang. A radioactive ion beam facility that will delineate this nuclear structure will play a
key role in future astrophysical developments.
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WG3/AppendixA

NUCLEAR ASTROPHYSICS EXPERIMENTS AT INS, TOKYO

S. Kubono

Institute For Nuclear Study, University of Tokyo

This is a brief description of the prograrns under way or in near future.

1. There are some experimental works under way at INS using two-body charged particle

spectroscopy. These include the study of 21Mg for the 20Na(p,7) 21Mg stellar reaction
rate.

2. There are three nuclear astrophysical experiments going on with using the projectile
fragment separator RIPS at RIKEN.

a. Measurement of the gamma width of the 2.637 MeV 1+ state (the first excited
state above the proton threshold in 20Na), which is the critical physical
par-,maeterfor the breakout problem from the hot-CNO cycle. So far, the 20Mg
yield was measured.

b. Study of the reaction rate of 26mAe(p,y).

c. Measurement of the gamma width of the 1"state in 140 is scheduled next month

(May, 1990) by using Coulomb dissociation of 140which are collected by the
RIPS.
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WG3/AppendixB

STATUS RF_.FNDRTON THE RADIOACqTVE ION BEAM PROJECT
AT LOUVAIN-LA-NEUVE

P; Leleux, M. Loiselet

Catholic University at Louvain
Chemin du Cyclotron, 2, B-1348 Louvain-la-Neuve, Belgium

The general layout of the Radioactive Ion Bed"anPxoject at Louvain-la-Neuve has been
described elsewhere.t, 2 Recent advances have led to the aceeleration of a 13NI+beam at 8 MeV

with an intensity of 1.5 x 108 particles per second, i.e. 25 particles pA. This hasbeen
achieved through the following improvements: use of a 13Ctarget, bombarded with 100 l.tA,
30-MEV protons, with an efficiency for the release of the 13Nactivity thereby produced of
10%; optimization of the efficiency of the ECR source for ionizing 13Ninto the 1+ Ionic state,
raised to5%; in_._easeof the efficiency of the CYCLONE cyclotron for accelerating 13NI+ions,
through an improvement of the vacuum and of other parameters, up to 4%. The next steps will
be the lowering of the 13C contamination in the 13N beam, and a further increase, of the
accelerated intensity. The first reaction of astrophysical interest which will be studied is

13N(p,7)140. The necessary apparatus has been built, and an overall test of its performances

has been carried ttu'ough a remeasurement of the cross section for the 13C(p,]0 14Nreaction at
the 0.552-MEV resonance.

The coworkers are: Th. Delbar, W. Galster, I. Licot, E. Lienard, P. Lipnik, G.
Ryckewaert, J. Veryk"',"(University of Louvain-la-Neuve), P. Decrock, M. Huyse, P. Van
Duppen (University o_,' Leuven) J. Vanhorenbeeck (University of Brussels).

1. 'lh. Delbar, M. Huyse and J. Vanhorenbeeck, editors, The Radioactive Ion Beam
Project at Louvain-la-Neuve, RIB- 1988-01, Internal Report (1988).

2. Proc. First InternationalConference on Radioactive Nuclear Beams, Berkeley, USA,
October 16-18,1989.
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1. Introduction

One of the great strengths of nuclear physics lies in the important contributions it

has made to other fields such as medicine, biology, chemistry, atomic physics, and con-,

densed matter physics. These contributions have come through (1) nuclear radiations and
(2) interactions with the nuclear environment.

(1) Nuclear radiations such as the classical o_, [3,and y radiations, fast and slow

neutrons, madmore recently tile newer p'.,micles such as pions and muons have provided an

incredibly rich and variable array of probes which have been adapted to diverse phenomena

ranging frorn medical diagnosis and therapy to uncovering art forgeries, "l"herichness of

these probes has been due in large measure to the great number of available isotopes, each

providing its own characteristic sgectrum of particles and energies at isotopic lifetimes

ranging between effectively zero and infinity. It is clear that the advent of a dedicated

radioactive ion beam (RIB) facility would greatly enlarge the number of available isotopes

and expand the richness and diversity of their isotopic properties,

(2) From a scientific standpoint the interaction of the nuclear moments with the elec-

tromagnetic fields of the nuclear environment - the hyperfine interaction - has provided a

powerful tool, often inviting skill and ingenuity, for measuring these moments and fields.

From a "knowledge of the moments one can sometimes deduce the nuclear spins. The use

of an RIB facility will greatly expand the scope of these measurements and could lead to
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clever extensions or new techniques in these studies. In the following we examine .someof

the advantages that might accrue to isotope production and to the methods and techniques

of studying hyperfine interactions with a dedicated RIB facility.

2. Laser spectroscopy

The most recent method to be applied to the measurement of nuclear moments

through the hyperfine interaction is the technique of laser spectroscopy. At present the

emphasis has been on measuring the E0 moments of nuclei which leads to a knowledge of

the mean-square charge radii <r2>. It is of particular interest to measure the radii of an iso-

topic sequence to observe the effect of adding neutrons on the charge (i.e., proton) distri-

bution. Two distinct techniques have been employed in the experimental setup for ob-

taining the hyperfine spectra with laser excitation. In some cases the measurements also

show the effect of an M1 moment which can lead to a measurement of the magnetic dipo!e

moment ).tof the nuclear state. The extension to the measurement of an E2 momentand

thus the nuclear electric quadrupole moment is straightforward provided the electric field

gradient of the hyperfine interaction is known. A more detailed account of studies of
,,

nuclear charge radii and the benefits to be derived from an RIB facility can be found in the

report of Working Group Hl, paragraph 2.6, entitled Laser Spectroscopy.

3. M6ssbauer spectroscopy

3.1. M(SSSBAUEREXPERIMENTS

The Mt_ssbauer effect (ME), the recoil-free emission and resonant absorption of

gamma-rays, is a well proven tool in many areas of condensed matter, atomic physics, and

special aspects of nuclear physics. The MtSssbauer spectrum often gives a rich picture of

the MOssbauer nucleus in its host environment. Over 100 potential M(3ssbauer transitions

exist involving isotopes of about half the elementsl). The usual situation involves a long-

lived parent(days to years) thatpopulates some low.-lying (< 150 keV) excited state that

decays to the ground state. "[he lifetime of the excited state (typically 10"11 to 10-6s) gives

rise to an energy resolution AF./E = 10-11 to 10-16 for those, events that are recoil free. That

an ME exists is usually shown by observing the transmission of a resonant absorber as a

function of Doppler velocity between source and absorber. The richness appears in the

resolved hyperfine spectrum of the M/Sssbauer transition involving the magnetic moments,

quadrupole moments and spins of _ the excited and ground states. Thus, an energy

analysis (MtSssbauer spectrum) yields information about the isomer shift, and magnetic and
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quadrupole hyperfine fields. The relative and absolute intensities of the M6ssbauer lines

are related to the polarization and lattice dynamics of the M6ssbauer nucleus in its host en-

vironment. Effects of temperature, annealing, pressure, and appli_ magnetic field provide

additional information about atomic structure, phase changes and transitions, chemical

changes, impurities, radiation damage and multiple sites. In principle the ME study may be

carried out as a source experiment or as an absorber experiment.

Radioactive ion beams (RIB)will broaden the scope of available M/Sssbauer

sources by in-beamproduction of M6ssbauer levels. In-beam implantation studies will

provide new opportunities of controlling such phenomena as implantation depth, radiation

damage and impurity levels. We present a few examples of cases in which an RIB will po-

tentially enhance or enable the production of certain types of M6ssbauer studies2). In gen-

eral the advantages for producing ME sources by an RIB are those enjoyed by a conven-

tional heavy ion beam, the RIB serving to enlarge the scope of ME source production.

3.1.1. Short lli'ed parents

Most conventional ME experiments utilize along-lived (weeks to years) parent to

populate the Mtissbauer level. Low specific activity (typical of reactor activations) and a

long parent lifetime often result in rather weak sources. The source must also be thin to

allow the soft IVIEgamma rays to emerge and be relatively free of the ground state ME

isotope (to avoid resonant serf-absorption). Enriched stable isotopes are often required for

making either an ME source or absorber. Given these requirements, the RIB capability

would broaden the possibility of obtaining short-lived ME parents (minutes to hours).

Some .,hort-h vM parent isotopes feed theME level more efficiently than their long-lived

counterpart. Several ME isotopes are seldom used because there i's no really convenient

long-lived parent. The RIB facility has promise of contributing to the production of these

and other new ME isotopes, e.g., 61Ni, 73Ge, 157Gd, 161Dy, 189Os, 191Ir, and 197Au.

For these examples, the conventional parent lifetimes are longer than an hour but on-line

production at the RIB facility should allow shorter parent lifetimes to be considered, such

as the 1.7-m lifetime of 57Mn parent of 57Fe.

3.1.2. Low concentrations

Often the ME is used as an impurity probe of its host to study phase changes,

magnetism, inequivalent sites, and lattice dynamics of the host. Source (parent) concentra-

tions of a few ppm are usually sufficient; nevertheless, suitable ME sources in many host
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materials cannot be readily prepared because of lack of available parent material of suffi-

cient specific activity, chemical incompatibility, volatility, and/or lack of facilities for radio-

active doping. Isotope separators have been used to implant radioactive parents, but the

process is very inefficient, and the present acceleration potentials are rather low so their use

has been mostly conf'med to surface studies3).

Source implantation via the RIB (or other heavy ion beam) circumvents many of the

problems encountered in preparing conventional ME sources. One can expect a rather ho-

mogeneous target areawith a well defined depth profile for a given host. Low-temperature

targets are often used. Required post heat-treatment of most sources will be minimal. This

situation can be contrasted to the conventional (non-uniform) emplacement of the activity

on the surface of a host followed by various chemical/thermal/diffusion treatments. The

expected high purity of the RIB implies a higher specific activity of the dopant and relative-

ly lower noxious impurity concentrations. Of course, the intensity of the RIB is a prime
consideration.

3.l.3. High specific activity sources

Whenever appropriate stable isotopes exist, the most effective way to produce ME

source activity is in a reactor. Characteristically this activity has rather low specific activity,

and there is no ready means to separate the desired product. Accelerator-produced activity

usually requires rather complex chemical purification or separation. Sources made with

low specific activity tend to be rather large in diameter m order to meet the thinness require-

ment. Intense "point sources" are an identified need in many ME experiments such as

.source or absorber experiments in high pressure diamond anvil cells4), where the samples

are only 50-400 microns in diameter. The promise of the RIB to introduce activity into a

small volume would greatly expand the scope of high pressure ME physics.

3.1.4. Exotic chemistry

The study of rare gases and their binding in solids has been an ME specialty. Two

isotopes are excellent candidates for ME studies: 83Kt has a 9.4-keV, 150-ns first excited

state and 129Xe a 39.6-keV, 1.0-ns level. Neither have convenient parents for convention-

al ME spectroscopy. However, 1.9-h 83mKr and 8.0-d 129mXe feed the ME levels. The

RIB implantations of these rare gas atoms and the subsequent ME experiments should pro-

vide unique microscopic information on the binding, valence, lattice dynamics and hyper-

fine interactions of rare gases in selected hosts, The ME levels are also fed by 2.4-h 83Br
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and by 2.2-h 129Cs. With these sources the dynamics of the implantation and annealing

may well be different and the ME measurements might well distinguish the various sites

and processes.

3.2. ON-LINE MOSSBAUER SOURCES

_ Most of the ME cases considered so far have involved producing sources at the RIB

facility with lifetime in the minutes to days range. With such sources there would be time

for processing the source with or without removal. Beam chopping would facilitate such

procedures. A truly on-line implantation ME facility also has much appeal. In addition to

allowing use of shorter lifetime parents (ns - ms), one could study the immediate effects of

radiation damage and self annealing and other solid state phenomena such as implantation

site location of the ME atom. On the otherhand, for ME sources the recoil-free fraction is

enhanced by lowering the temperature and annealing may be necessary to reduce source

broadening due to multiple sites. The ability to control the target temperature during the

inlplantation is important for source preparation as well as solid state studies.

In the following the in-beam implantation M6ssbauer experiment (II'.'r_IME) is iUus-

trated by the implantation of excited 57Fe nuclei into single crystals of semiconductors5).

The application to ME nuclei which cannot be produced by radioactive sources is illustrated

by a study of the isomer shifts in isotopic series of rotational nuclei6,7). The microscopic

theory of Meyer and Speth8) gives dramatic agreement with. the isomer shift experiments,

especially in giving the shrinking observed for some of these rotational levels.

A simple arrangement for INBIME in which the temperature can be varied is shown

in fig. 1 (low temperatures can be obtained by replacing the heating element by a liquid

nitrogen or helium reservoir). Figure 2 shows spectra obtained for implantation of 57Fe

into single Crystals of germanium as a function of temperature. Two well-defined sites are

observed. The right hand resonance can be identified with a substitutional site, while the

left hand resonanc_ is produced by either an interstitial or a "damage" site.

The use of INBIME to produce high-quality, single-line, short-lived sotu'ces which

cannot be pr,txtuced by radioactive parents is illustrated by an experiment which measures

the isomer shifts in a series of isotopes. Usually only the proton-rich isotopes can be

measured with radioactive sources; in,beam implantation can then be used to complete the

series. Both the Gd and Yb series of isotopes have been completed in this way6,7).

Following are the important features of the Yb experiments:

(1) Only single-line sources and absorbers were used.

(2) Enriched targets and absorbers, wh',!e not essential, were used for the rarer isotopes in
order to conserve accelerator time. -
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(3) High purity (99.999%) Al was used as the in'iplantation medium for the source.

(4) To tie the implantation measurements on 172,174,176yb to previous source experi-

ments, 170yb was included in the :ies as a source experiment, using neutron-

irradiated TmA12 as the source. These latter runs were carried out in a "conventional"
M6ssbauer cryostat.

(5) The implantation runs were made in an in-Nam, nitrogenless, helium cryostat to expe-

dite changing absorbers. Two target-catcher assemblies were used in series, as shown

in fig. 3, to increase the source strength.

(6) The basic feature of the method was to compare absorbers A and B (see fig. 3) simul-

taneously. After a run in the configuration AB the absorbers were interchanged and a

run of equal duration was made in the configuration BA. In this way each absorber

was exposed symmetrically to any possible imperfections in the M6ssbauer drive.

(7) A large number of absorbers were measured so as to be able to select a suitable pair

producing the maximum isomer shift. The results indicated that Yb2S3 and YbF2 pro-

duced the maximum shift and they also gave good symmetric single-line spectra.

(8) The absorbers used in the implantation runs were "calibrated" with the 170yb radioac-
tive source.

A typical result is shown in fig. 4. The most interesting feature of this experiment

can be seen in this figure. Whereas the isotope 170yb shows a large shift between YbF2

and Yb2S3, in 176yb the shift is essentially zero. Thus, the addition of a few neutrons pro-

duces a profound effect on the nuclear size of the rotating 2+ level relative to that of the

ground state. The final results are shown in fig. 5 and compared with other experiments

AucAtCHeR tv I Fig. 3. Principal fea-
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and with theory, At the top are plotted the ratios A<r2>A/A<r2>17 0 which need no

calibration. At the bottom the values of A<r>A are given which require knowing the value

of l _(YbF2) 2- [_(Yb2S3)[ 2 at the nucleus.

In some cases an RIB facility would allow these isotopic series to be extended.

Other dramatic changes in isomer shifts have been predicted8).

4. NMR spectroscopy

4.1. GENERAL

A radioactive ion beam would be very useful in nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)

spectroscopy in two respects. First, it would extend the very precise and relatively simple

NMR method to the large number of new nuclides that would become available by the use

of an array of new beams of nuclei. Ali the established techniques of the accelerated beam-

NMR method 9,10) Would still be available. Moments of nuclei further from the valley of

stability than heretofore measured would become accessible. Second, if _ RIB's

were available (see Section 8 below) the polarized beam-NMR method would become

directly applicable to the beam nuclei and, by polarization transfer, to th_:products of reac-

tions initiated by the polarized beam nuclei. In the following we discuss briefly some re-

suits of the polarized beam-NMR method in which polarized protons and radioactive tritons
were used.

4.2. "r'HEPOLARIZEDBEAM- NMRMETHOD

Work has been carried out at the Ion Beam Facility of the Los Alamos National

Laboratory to continue the measurement of magnetic moments of beta unstable nuclei using

the polarized beam-NMR method. The polarizedtriton beam which is available at Los

Alamos makes it possible to produce several nuclei whose magnetic moments are un-

known. Using the polarize_:ltriton beam to initiate a nuclear reaction, the following nuclei

have been produced: 8Li, l lB_,,, 12B, 15C, 16N, and 20F. Also, a polarized proton beam

has been used to produce 23121gand 27Si. Moments of the underlined nuclei have not been
measured.

In the polarized beam-NMR method, the nuclei of interest are produced from the

interaction of the polarized Itritonbeam with a thick target, via (t,p) and (t, o0 reactions. Po-

larization transfer in the reaction leaves the resulting beta-unstable nucleus polarized. The

beta-decay asymmetry due to parity violation is used to detect this polarization. The target

is maintained in a large homogeneous magnetic field to separate the Zeeman levels for the

NMR measurement. The field also serves to decouple the polarization from depolarizing
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mechanisms in the solid state environment. An RF field applied at the Larmor precession

frequency induces transitions between the Zeeman levels and eliminates the beta-decay

asymmetry. By simultaneous comparis,_n of this frequency with the proton Larmor fre-

quency in the same field, the unl_lown moment can be determined.

The experimental setup is similar to that used at Stanford in previous work with this

technique10), Figure 6 shows the arrangement of the target chamber. The tandem source

is a Lambshift type polarized source which typically produces 100 nA of current, with a

polarization of 75L85%. The source canbe used to produce either polarized tritons or

protons. "

In searching for the NM resonance the data acquisition is completely automated

allowing long frequency scans to be taken without any intervention from the experimenter.

The LOSAlamos polarized ion source is iaterfaced to the data acquisition computer so the

spin of the polarized beam can be flipped as desired to offset instrumental effects. In

addition, the value of the magnetic field is periodically measured by the data acquisition

computer to monitor the stability of the field,

Many different targets have been examined to look for beta decay asymmetries.

The measured experimental beta decay asymmetry is a function of the polarization transfer

in the nuclear reaction, the beta decay asymmetry coefficient, and the relaxation time of the

polarization in the solid state environment. This means that often a large number of combi-

nations of target material, temperature, and beam energy must be tried to f'md a measurable

beta decay asymmetry for a particular nucleus.

vDetector
Target \. Magnet ,li

_ _ beta-decay asymmetry
____(_L measurement° _ld NMR

_1__ de,Jerrv_,ationof nuclear1 .,_oments.

: rf'C::oiI
Detector , liI'
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As an example of the method fig. 7 shows the resonance curve for 8Li implanted in

9Be. The value obtained for the moment of 8Li is in agreement with previously reported

values t t).

An NMR response was found at twice the normal Zeeman frequency for 12Bin an

amorphous 13C target. See fig. 8. This resonance is attributed to the cross-over transition

between the +1 and -1 substates of the 1+ ground state of 12B induced by the mixing of the

+! and 0 substates in the large electric quadrupole field in the amorghous 13C s_maple.
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5. Low temperature nuclear orientation

The Operation of a 3He:4He refrigerator coupled on-line to a mass separator is now

an established means for orienting short-lived isotopes. The usual method of orientation is

by the interaction of the nuclear magnetic moment with a magnetic field and the necessary

condition is that the interaction strength I._Bis comparable to the Boltzman energy kT. The

degree of orientation is proportional to exp(-_B/IkT), llae low temperature is provided by

the refrigerator while large magnetic fields may be obtained for most elements by including

them in a suitable ferromagnetic host, such as iron or gadolinium, in which they experience

the nuclear hyperfine field. An advantage of the method is that a relatively small external

field ":sadequate to align the hyperfine field and specify its direction. Except for a few

elements, e.g. those occurring in group II or those with A < 20, adequate fields can be

achieved, and in general these far exceed a field that may be directly obtained from a

superconducting magnet.

An extensive range of nuclear spectroscopy measurements may be carried out; o_,13

and y-ray distributions may be measured ,and also static moments determined. Nuclear off..

entation (NO) experiments have an advantage over other equivalent methods. This is best

illustrated by comparing "i-ray directional distributions from oriented nuclei to _,-_,direction-

al correlations from a random nuclear ensemble. Both methods give information about the

spin of nuclear states and the multipolarities of linking transitions. In the NO experiment

the quantization axis is specified by the magnetic field direction rather than the emission

dh'ection of the flu'st_,-ray in the cascade. Then the NO measurement has the considerable

advantage that ali _ray singles are counted, rather than selected coincidence cascades. This

high counting rate is sn'important advantage since high precision data may be obtained in a

comparatively short time which is very useful for accelerator based experiments. The same

point can be,made for distributions and correlations involving a and 13particles.

Base temperatures as low as 5 mK axe typical when a refrigerator is closed to ali

external heat sources. However, when implanting activity into the cold collecting foil, this E

foil is exposed to thermal radiation wl,ich enters along the path of the ion beam. It is this

radiation, rather than the kinetic energy of the low intensity implanted ions, which limits the

base temperature. In the on-line mode the temperature is limited by the cooling power to

about 10 mK. This favorable operating condition is achieved by admitting the beam

through a small aperture, a few mm in diameter, which is kept cold and which is about 1 m

from the cold host foil. The beam is transported over this final section through a cold

(4K), blackened tube containing several diaphragms. In this way radiation scattering is re- _

duced and exposure of the host foil to thermal radiation is minimal.
,
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The degree of orientation of the implanted nuclei depends on the nuclear spin-lattice

relaxation time. If the half-life of the implanted nuclei is less or comparable to the relax-

ation time, the degree of orientaticr, will be small, The orientation depends on both the

strength of the hyperfine interaction _md the tempexature. For typical operating conditions

most nuclei with T1/2 > 1 min will have a substantial orientation which often is unknown;

however, this will not prevent useful nuclear spectroscopy information being obtained.

For much shorter lived activities it may become necessary to orient the nuclei before

implantation.

Radioactive beams, because of their anticipated low intensitY, will pose further re-

strictions on the method and, in order to obtain a sufficient activity, it may be necessarY to

eliminate the mass-separation component from thesystem. In principle it should be possi-

ble to place a target foil in front of the cold ferromagnetic host. This target foil would be

held at as low a temperature as possible and effectively close the system to thermal radia,.

tion' Recoils from ttie target could now enter the host foil and although these would be

energetic their probable small intensity should not lead to a serious heating problem. How-

ever, the fraction of the beam that did not stop in the target foil could be a serious problem,

and some simple selection of the ion species emerging from the target may be necessary.

The spectroscopy of short lived activities will undoubtedly depend on nuclear orien-

tation techniques and, _ough often complex, these may offer many advantages which far

outweigh their difficulties.

6. Few electron ions

6.1. ONE ELECTRON IONS

In the Recoil-Into-Plunger (RIP) method the nuclear state under study is produced

by a nuclear reaction, which causes the excited nucleus to recoil forward out of a thin target

at velocities that are several percent of the speed of light. The nucleus is stopped by a

plunger (stopper), which can be set at a variable distance from the target. The "brays from

a nucleus that decays in flight will be Doppler shifted, while those that come from a nucleus

that has stopped in the plunger will be unshifted. This allows the stopped nuclei to be dis-

tinguished from the ones in motion.

When the nucleus is recoiling in vacuum, its spin also experiences a Larmor

precession induced by tt_ehyperfine field of the atomic electrons. For one electron ions the

hyperfine field can be calculated exactly, since it is due to a single ls electron. The 'Larmor

precession can be measured by observing the destruction and restoration of the y-ray angu-

lar distribution as the plunger is moved. The angular distribution is attenuated as the spins
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precess but is restored at plunger settings that allow all the spins to precess through 180°,

thus reproducing the original spin alignment. From the precession curve thus obtained the

g-factor of the state can be extractedl2).

A moment measurement was recently made 13) on the 297 keV, 3" state in 16N. The

s_ate was populated with the reaction d(15N;p)16N. By inverting the reaction with a 15N

I beam large recoil velocities were obtained. Measurements were made in coincidence with

the outgoing protons at a beam energy of 34 MeV. A precession curve for the 3" level,

which shows the change in angular distribution as a function of plunger distance, is

: reproduced in fig. 9. Analysis of this curve gives: g(16N; 297, 3")= 0.409 + 0.025.

6.2. FEW ELECTRON IONS

Previous experiments 14,15) have demonstrated the feasibility of using external

magnetic fields to decouple the magnetic hyperfine interaction in free ions as a means of

measuring nuclear g factors. Here we report the use of this method on hyperfine interac-

tions involving mainly the atomic M shell to measure the g factor of the second excited state

, of 40Ca(Ir_= 3", Ex = 3.737 MeV, _ = 61 psec)16). We believe this method could become

very useful for radioactive ions with Z values so large that single electron ion production
would be difficult,

1'201_I i '

I

1.15

I Fig. 9. Oscillation curve of the .297
O

I. I0 keV, 3" state of 16N, showing the
Z

ratio of counts at 0 ° to those at 900 as
b
"z 1.05 a function of stopper distance. The
,, solid curve is a least squares fit to the

, data giving igl = 0.50 + 0.03.
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As for one electron ions the method consists of exciting and orienting the nuclear

state of interest by means of a nuclear reaction which also ejects the ions into vacuum from

a thin target. The velocities imparted to the atoms are selected so that when they emerge

from the target they are sufficiently ionized to produce hyperfine fields large enough to

cause observable rotations of the nuclear spin and corresponding perturbations of the y-ray

angular distribution of the excited state. An external magnetic field is applied 'along the ori-

entation axis (i.e., the beam direction) and increased until the nuclear moments are decou-

pled from the hyperfine fields (i,e., the Larmor precession of each atomic moment becomes

so rapid that the nuclear moment canno longer follow it). The decoupling process can be

observed through the perturbation of the angular distribution, and itsdependence on the

external field (the "decoupling curve") is a sensitive measure of the product of the nuclear

moment and the atomic hyperfine fields.

The decoupling curve for the 3 state of 160 is shown in fig. 10. At the present

time, the precision of the method for measuring moments rests primarily on the accuracy

with which the atomic fields can be determined. Fortunately,, it is usually possible to pro-

duce ionization states by appropriate velocity selection in which a single atomic configura-

tion dominates the hyperfine interaction. These configurations are usually unpaired s states

ti -'60(a,_') m60(3"1 _CQ (a, a')_Ca 13")

' -... 3 . y"/j

3 :_i v'3.3%c _ v = 1.45%C l l 1

'l-

ee IX
_ z z

--. 0.5 --.

0.4 _
a.

0 tO 20 _,0 lO0 200 _u H(W G)
H(WG)

Fig. 10. Decoupling data for the 3 state Fig. 11. Decoupling data for the 3- state of

of 160. The drop above H = 30 kG is 40Ca. The curve is da'awn for g = 0.56,
due to the l s field.
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for which fairly reliable calculations can be made. Moreover, as the decoupling field is in-

creased, the weak fields decouple first and the strong fields later on so thatl to some extent,

the various hyperf'me fields are treated separately. This partialseparation of the decoupling

fields improves the accuracy of the analysis. In fig. 11 a decoupling curve is shown for the

3- level of 40Ca. Analysis of this curve gave a g-factor of 0.56 + 0.13.

7. Transient fields

The large transient magnetic field that acts on fast ions passing through ferrornag-

netic media may be used to measure the magnetic moments of nuclear excited states with
'

picosecond lifetimes. The magnetic precession of a gamma-decay angular correlation is a

direct measure of the excited state g-factor if the transient field is known from empirical

determinations or by calibration with a magnetic moment as measured by an independent

technique. The large transient fields observed could most easily be explained by the cap-

ture of polarized electrons into s states of the fast ion; however, a detailed calculation of this
,

process has not yet been given.

The transient field technique has recently been used to measurelT, i8) the g-factors

of the 2+ excited states in the isotopic sequence 122,124,126,128,130Te. The magnetic mo-

ments of the 2+ states of 122Te and 124Te are known from independent experiments and

these values werc used to calibrate the transient field acting on fast Te ions in iron. With

this calibration the g-factors of the other Te isotopes were obtained.

The results are compared with other measurements 19)and withtheory in fig. 12.

The Te g-factors lie below the hydrodynamical values of g = Z/A, but are in better agree-

_. .4 ............. z./A Fig. 12. The g-factors for
.- ' ii,_ '_.............. ' - •, • the Te isotopes. The cross-

.a es, circles, and diamonds

represent the data of ref.

.2 18), 17), and 19), respective-

ly. The dotted and solid

.1 lines are from refs. 20) and

21), respectively.

0 ' , m, .... j ,, i i

Ato_n0cNum_e¢
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ment with a calculation byGreiner20) that includes the effect of different pairing strengths

for protons and neutrons. However, the agreement with the results of ref. 19) is not good

and leaves open whether there is a minitaum in the trend as predicted by the IBM21).

Itwas this question that led tothe modification of the standard transient field

tnethod 18) in an attempt to reduce greatly systematic and in particular target related errors.

In the new method magnetic moments for several isotopes are measured simultaneously by

combining the isotopes in one target and then using Ge(li)detectors to separate the resulting

),-ray lines. In contrast to the stand,'u'd method which measures the isotopes one at a time,

errors arising from beam damage or target fabrication uncertainties are virtually eliminated

since these now affect the isotopes uniformly. In addition the greatly increased resolution

of the Ge(Li) detectors over the Nai detectors used previously eliminates many possible

contaminants and uncertainties dueto lineshape in the y-ray spectra.

The advantages of the method are illustrated in fig. 13. The high resolution, the

cleanliness of the spectrum, the insignificant background, and the almost complete lack of

contaminant lines are clearly apparent. Also, the relative intensities of the lines can _ pre- _=

selected by mixing the isotopes in the target in the desired proportion.

_4o0 t_-re
c

_a0oO

200 t24Te t2_Te l_sTe

3O0 400 5O0 _ 7O0 aO0 9O0
Energy (keV)

Fig. 13. Gamma rays from four Te isotopes observed in the method of ref. 18).

8. Polarized beams

E

In planning any new accelerator facility for nuclear physics, the desirability of pro-

ducing polarized beans arises because of the many important phenomena that polarization

produces or elucidates. The only significant requirement that polarization introduces into

the technology of producing polarized short-lived radioactive beams is the obvious one that

the polarization process must be essentially on-line with the producti0_ of the beam, Since
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the possibility exists of making all polarization processes used so far on-line we shall dis-

cuss the general question of producing polarized beams while pointing out, when neces-

sary, the modifications required by the radioactivity.

Two successful approaches have been made to the production of polarized beams of

nuclei. In the first, the nuclei are polarized before being accelerated to form polarized

beams; in the second, the pol;mzed beams are produced from nuclei that have already been

accelerated. We start with the first approach.

8, 1, POLARIZATION BEFORE ACCELERATION

There have been two successful types of polarized ion sources developed over the
' "}""l

past 25 years: the atomic beam source--) and the Lamb-shift source23). The basic source

in either case is the hydroge n source which has been extensively developed and widely
_") _,Ix

usect..... ), In fact, the production of polarized radioactive tritium beams has been achieved

with the Lamb-shift source 25) but could just as well be produced by atomic-beam sources.

In recent years progress has been made in developing laser driven or laser assisted ion

sources_27). Since atomic beam sources can be used for a large variety of nuclear species

and are amenable to the use of lasers we shall restrict the discussion to atomic beam

sources.

In a typical gaseous atomic beam source neutral atoms are produced by dissociating

molecular gas in a discharge excited by a radiofrequency oscillator. A supersonic flow of

atoms emerges from the dissociator nozzle and is collimated by an aperture. Atoms not

passing through the aperture are removed from the system by large capacity diffusion

pumps.

The collimated atomic beam is then passed through the strong, inhomogeneous

magnetic fields of two sextupole magnets. In the large field gradients of the sextupole

magnets atoms with spin projections along the field Mj > 0 are deflected towards regions of

weaker fields and are thereby focused onto the sextupole axis. Atoms with Mj < 0 are

deflected away from the sextupole axis and hence out of the beam. In the region of this

defocused beam, non-focused contaminants and surplus gas are removed by large capacity

diffusion pumps in the sextupole region. The result is a beam of polarized neutral atoms.
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the possibility exists of making ali polarization processes used so far on-line we shall dis-

cuss the general question of producing polarized beams while pointing outs when neces,

sary, the modifications required by the radioactivity,

Two successful approaches have been made to the production of polarized betuns of

nuclei. In the first, the nuclei are polarized before being accelerated to form polarized

beams; in the second, the polarized beams are produced from nuclei that have already been

accelerated. We start with the first approach.

8, 1, POLARIZATIONBEFOREACCELERATION

There have been two successful types of polarized ion sources developed over the

past 25 years: the atomic beam source 22) and the Lamb-shift source23), The basic source

in either case is the hydrogen source which has been extensively developed and widely
j'_ "tA

usell ..... ). In fact, the producti__,aof polarized radioactive tritium beams has been Imhieved

with the Lamb-shift source 25) but could just as well be produced by atomic-beam sources,

In recent years progress has been made in developing laser driven or laser assisted ion

sources26,27), Since atomic beam sources can be used.for a large variety of nuclear species

and are amenable to the use of lasers we shall restrict ihe discussion to atomic beam

sources.
_

In a typica.l gaseous atomic beam source neutral atoms are produced by dissociating

molecular gas in a discharge excited by a radiofrequency oscillator. A supersonic flow of

atoms emerges from the dissociator nozzle and is collimated by an aperture, Atoms not

passing through the aperture are removed from the system by large capacity diffusion

pumps,

The collimated atomic beam is then passed through the strong, inhomogeneous

magnetic fields of two sextupole magnets, In the large field gradients of the sextupole

magnets atoms with spin projections along the field MJ > 0 are deflected towards regions of

weaker fields and are thereby focused onto the sextupole axis, Atoms with Mj< 0 are

deflected away from the sextupole axis and hence out of the beam. This defocused beam,

non-focused contaminants and surplus gas are rernoved by large capacity diffusion pumps

in the sextupole region. The result is a beam of polarized neutral atoms,
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8,1.1. Polarized hydrogen bean_
i

For lH the splittings of the atomic hyperfine states as a function of the applied
k

magnetic field are shown in fig. 14, In the strong inhomogeneous fields of the sextupole

"',,magnets only states 1 and 2, with Mj = 1/2, have a high probability of transport through
t'he sextupole region. Two methods exist for converting the atomic polarization to nuclear

pol'ari,'zation: the weak field and the strong field (or adiabatic passage)techniques. In tile
form@meth0d the polarized atoms pass from the region of strong field i.n the sextupoles

(B > BC)',!o an applied weak field (B ;_'Be) where the states with rearranged spins tire

designated by MF = + 1,0 to produce a net nuclear polarization of 50% (see rig, 14).
,.\

.

....1 ; f v [ f
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Hydrogen. (lH) ,M . (_)
' ,,.,

2 - _ _.-_"_2 Fig. 14. The hyperfine levelsoi , \.
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._.... ,/2 _ ® 1420.4 Mhz.
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For lH a theoreticalnuclear polarization of 100% can be attained by the use of the

adiabatic passage technique. In this method a single rf transition unit is tuned to induce

transitions in a strong field from state 1 to state 3. State 3 with Mj <0 prqduces the same

100% nuclear polarization as state 2 in a strong magnetic field (see fig. 14). This technique

is now widely used.

Following the creation of the nuclear polarization the neutral beam is then appropri-

' ately ionized and accelerated for injection into an accelerat,,r. The properties of the beam

should be carefully matched to the type and input parameters of the accelerator: tandem,

cyclou'on, linac, etc. "INis type of ion source is also routinely used for polarized 2H with

adjustments made for the change in the hyperfine diagram resulting from the change in the

nuclear spin (l/2 _ 1). With 2H tensor polarization is possible and readily achieved.
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8.1.2. Other polarized beams
i

Polarized beams of other nuclear species have now been produced 2728). In the fol-

lowing we discuss briefly the 19F, 14N, 6,7Li, and 23Na cases, all of which, with appropri-

ate modifications, could be applied to radioactive species, e,g., 20F, 13N, 8Li and 24Na.

An obvious but Significant modification in each case arises from the change in the hyperfine

diagram caused by the different spin of the radioactive isotope.

Atomic fluorine has the electronic ground-state configuration 2P3/2 and a nuclear

spin + 1/2 leading to the hyperfine levels shown in fig. 15. Passage of atomic 19F through

the sextupole magnet system separates the states with electron spin projection numbers

Mj = 1/2, 3/2 from those w_th Mj =-1/2,-3/2.

I,A

__...----"_-"_®'_- _ Fig. 15. The hyperfine
4 . j/__ ,,/2 @ra},,/2, t9F( I = =

-,° _2--O"_-.-- -,/2"_2 ,_, levels of 1/2, J 3/2)
i- "-_'---_ " - -- "_ ®}-,/2 -] as a function of applied mag..

-4 - _ netic field. Energies m'e in

-8- Bc_7,aG ,,/2_......_}-3/2__ units of a= 0.5 hA_(F =2
4 F = l) = 8.31 x 106 eV.

- 12 ,[ I I I _2___J
0 I 2 3 4 5

B/Be

Molecular fluorine possesses a low dissociation energy, making it attractive for

dissociation in an rf discharge. Preliminary tests and calculations showed that polarized

atomic fluorine could be produced and if suitable ff transitions (two, in this case) were

applied in a su'ong field a sizable nuclear polarization would be obtained28). The chemical

reactivity of atomic and molecular fluorine does necessitate some modifications in the

atomic beam apparatus28).

Having an electronic configuration 4S3/2 and nuclear spin I = 1, t4N presents a

more complex level diagram in an applied magnetic field (fig. 16). Still, in passing through

a sextupole magnet, nitrogen atoms in states of Mj = + 3/2, + 1/2 (states 1 through 6 in fig.

16) will be focused along the beam axis whereas those with Mj=-1/2,-3/2 (states 7

through 12) will be defocusext. The possibility of inducing rf transitions (four in number)

between appropriate states to produce nuclear polarization, has been investigated theoreti-

cally in some detail28).
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The obvious choice for producing atomic 14N, nitrogen gas, is not useful because

of the relatively high molecular dissociation energy of 9.76 eV, which is considerably

larger than plasma electron energies in a typical ff discharge, After considering several

other gases containing nitrogen, anamonia (NH3) was singled out as themost likely candi-

date for efficient dissociation28), lt seemed plausible that ammoniamolecules could be

dissociated by electron impact in three steps: NI-I3 --, NH2 + H, NH2 _ NH + H, NH

N + H, each step requiring only about 3 eV. Tests showed that a good beam of atomic N

was produced with NH3 in the dissociator.
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ii

A partial list of other nuclei that can be polarized by the atomic beam method is

given in table I, together with some of their important hyperfine and nuclear properties,
'1

The Heidelberg-M_burg group 29) has produced, beams of polarized, 6 Li and 23Na for
injection into a tandem accelerator27,29), 'The hyperfine level diagr',_ approwiate for the

alkali at0ms with I = 3/2 ('/Li, 23Na, 39K ...) is shown in fig, 17.

Th'e Heidelberg-Marburg 23Na source is also optically pumped ia order to enhance
i .

thepolarization, The principle26, 27) is shown in fig. 18, Optical pumping with circularly
. ,,

polarized light induces ti'ansitions with AMF = +1 for right-handed po!arization and vice ,_

versa for opposite polarization. In'the ideal.case this results in pumpingall the levels into ?

one hyperfine state with the maximum value of I MI{ (see fig. 18).
i _

8,1.3:.i Interface rOsource'qf radioac_ive species ' , _, }

.j in order to use the atomic beam method in conjunction with radioactive specaes pro-

duced by an accelerator three problems will need to be addressed: -

(1) The atomic beam (or other type of) source will need to be made just as efficient

as possible to balance the inherent low intensities of the radioactive isotope production. ,.

This will mean maximizing both the intensity and polarization of the source. ' Ideas for

achieving the former are discussed elsewhere28); the latter will almost certainly require the

use of laser techniques, including the possibility of a completely laser daiven procedure30)i

An attempt to achieve these goals is being made at Heidelberg where a super high intensity,

large polarization source is being developed for use in producing a polarized hydrogen je

target for a _ + _ experiment31).

189 MHz cr + EXCITATION

zR _ F:2

driven polarization of 23Na.

5896 _. The optical pumping diagram

for 23Na is shown. The

I i' 72 MHz atoms are pumped to the MF =

2S F=2F=/ II {,M 2 (MI = 3/2) Zeemansubstate.Ref.26).

23Na M F = - 2 - 1 0 +1 +2
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TABLE I,

List of possiblepolarized heavy ion beams. Q/ZeR 2 gives the deformation of the

nucleus, f is the ratio of spin precession angle and deflection angle in a magnetic

field for singly charged ions, Ref, 29),

Nucleus In Bcrit, f = gA2 Q/ZeR2

(mT)
-

6Li 1+ 8,2 2,5 0,00

7Li 3/2- 28.8 7 6 -0,23

- 23Na 3/2+ 63.3 17 0 0.15

39K 3/2+ 16.5 5 1 0.03

133Cs 7/2+ 328 49 0 0.00

19F 1/2+ 71.7 50 0 -

35C1 3/2 + 21.0 9 6 -0.04

79(81)Br 3/2" 102 (108) 55.5(61.3) 0,05(0.04)

127I 5/2+ 124 71.3 -0.06

115I 9/2+ 12021 70,7 0,08

(2) Proper hyperfine techniques and parameters for each desired radioactive isotope

and appropriate rf and laser transitions will need to be worked out and implemented.

(3) A suitable interface between the production of the radioactive isotope and the

polarized ion source must be developed. Preliminary thought has been given to this prob-

lem32). However, techniques for collecting, thermalizing and transporting desired isotopes

from high energy production facilities, such as GSI, ISOL, and the input to the proposed

RIB, have yet to be worked out.

8.2. POLARIZATIONAFTERACCELERATION

We now turn to the problem of producing polarized radioactive nuclei and beams

from accelerated beams of polarized or unpolarized particles. Since the available processes

are inherently on-line they are generally quite suitable foi radioactive isotopes.

There have been three methods developed to produce polarized nuclei from acceler-
ated beams.
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(1) Very early the so-called double scattering experiments were carried out, in

which polarized nuclei were produced in a nuclear reaction and then analyzed in a second

reaction, The Osaka school has developed this concept to produce polarized radioactive

beams from nuclear reactions 9) (see fig, 19) that have been used in a variety of applica-

tions. In this technique tile intensity of the beam is limited by the necessity to restrict the

angular spread of tile polarized recoil beam because it is a secondary beam. On the other

hand, very intense unpolarized primary beams are now available and suitable lenses Can be
used to concentrate the recoil beam.

UNPOL __. POL _=
A -% e,,o A PoLB

B_. POL

Fig, 19, Production of polarized nuclei Fig, 20, Production of polarized nuclei

t'rom nuclear reactions, from polarized beams.

(2) At Stanford the approach has been to collect ali the polarized reaction products

that are produced by polarization transfer in a nuclear reaction induced by a polarized

beam 33) (see fig. 20), The po!arized recoils can be collected in the target itself or in a

separate implantation medium; or they can be formed into a beam by selecting pppropriate

(endothermic or inverse) reactions that produce restricted kinematic cones in the forward

direction and then further concentrated by suitable lenses if desired. Polarized beams of

relatively high intensity can be produced in this way,

(3) A very promising development is the use of tilted surfaces to polarize ion

beams. Two manifestations of this phenomenon have been utilized. In one, the ion beam

passes through a tilted foil34) (see fig. 21). Upon emergence from the second surface the

unequal drag produced by the tilt of the surf'ace on the electrons of the ion produces a col-

UNPOL POL .,, A .---..._NPOL__....__ L_L ..., A

A N_ A "q\\\",:,'x\\"X\\\\\\\",, x,\\\\
",I,e,

f

Fig, 2 l, Production of pol_u-izednuclei Fig, 22. Production of polarized nuclei

from a tilted foil, from grazing reflection.
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lective electronic polarization that is subsequently converted to nuclear polarization by the

hyperfine interaction, An important feature is that the atomic pol,'u'ization (of opposite sign)

produced in the first surface is destroyed by the multiple collisions inside thc foil,

In the second type of surface interaction the ion beam is reflected at grazing inci-

dence from a surface 35) (see fig, 22); again the drag produced by the interaction of the ionic

electrons with the surface induces a polarization that is then transferred to the nucleus,

Both these techniques can be used at low or high velocity, i,e,, before or after acceleration,

In practice, it is found necessary to use many successive surface interactions in order to

build up usable polarizations.

In the following we shNl discuss examples of these methods of producing polarized
nuclei.

8,2,1, Polarization by nuclear reaction

An Osaka group 36) has produced a polarized beam of radioactive 15C ions from the

reaction 232Th(15N, 15C). The reaction products including 15C, 16N, and 17N ions are

selected at 0 = 25° and passed through a large spectrometer which separates 15C from the

other products (see fig. 23). The polarization produced at the chosen angle and retained

after passage through the spectrometer is sufficient (~4%) toproduce a measurable [3-decay

asymmetry from 15Cafter it is implanted into high-purity graphite.

8,2,2, Polarization by polarization transfer

J**[ '_N._*_ An example of the use of a polarized beana toa_ 17N

,,_.1-| 158Mt.v produce polarized nuclei by polarization transfer cim

24_ 0t..,30' be found in the experiment that measures the [3-decay0k__ .. asymmetry of 8Li as a function of the 13energy.

"! ]6N__ P°larized 8Li nuclei are pr°duced by means °f the_.---,
" 7Li(d,p)SLi reaction, This experiment was first

* - _ ,_ carded out at Stanford 37) and has since been

'_*' 15c continued at Wisconsin38), Ttae method of

_,._,. t_ Fig. 23. Separation in a spectrometer of nuclei
.. i l J ,,___ A

o,6 0.a 1,0 1,2 polarized in a nuclear reaction.
ap (rra)
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, producing the polarized nuclei provides a significant improvement over previous measure-

ments of this kind since it provides significantly larger counting rates which allow much

better statistics to be obtained. The greater precision not only makes it possible to decrease

systematic errors (by facilitating tests) but also makes the result sensitive to details of the [3-

decay interaction that were not accessible before. The result of these experiments can be

fitted with "gcuxt" shell-model wave functions for the pertinent states and is based on CVC

but no second class Currents in the beta decay However, the test tor second class CUtTents

is r,ot very stringent as the result is not very sensitive to them in this case.
i

A further example of the use of a polarized beam.to produce polarized nuclei whose

moments were then measured by NMR 33) is shown in fig. 2,1,. Polarized +q.,inuclei were
-----4

produced front 7Li(d,p)SLi and allowed to implant in a tru'get of LilO3, In this solid state

tnedium the 8Li nuclei, are subject to an electric field gradient which perturbs the Zeeman

splitting in the field B0, as shown in the insert in fig. 24. The polarization is observed by

measuring the [3-decay asymmetry of 8 L_(I3)SBe. The ii"field applied to the sample parti_d-

............................................................... ly destroys the asymmetry when its frequency

"_ -..... _ t comes into resonance with one of the transitions
Ira') °

/__.----¢.--_ ,
_, ,,,,, 0 o. in the Zeeman diagram. The technique iscn-.... +=,,, _ hanced when three of the transitions are already

. _ll)

.r ._ saturated while the fourth is probed by the rt

......................................... field. The resulting four resonances are shown2-
_,1 [I °4,1

_..t_ in fig, 24, A knowledge of the electron field
k_

/,'7"

_i gradient allows the quadrupole moment of 8Li to
;! be extracted, I Q(8Li)/Q(7Li) I = 0.77(6), where

............................... '.-+! J
+ ._ Q(VLi) ts known,

:II

.. 0

_+._.+---,_ ..... L..+ -+1,

++,- = Fig. 24. "l"hefour resonances of the quadrupole

. . perturt_..d NMR spectrum of polarized _Li
•-+, 4t' 4k 4t_ li

-............_...._.__:...................... corresponding to the resonances are shown in the
° , !

............ _._L................................... insert.
. ++) ...,R;' "bO
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8.2.3. Polarization by tilted surfaces

We begin with an exPeriment 39) in which a heavy ion beam is polarized by a tilted

foil polarizer and the polarized beam is thenused in a subsequent reaction. A beam of 27A1

ions from an accelerator is passed through a multifoil assembly tilted at +60°. The direc-

tion Of the polarizer can be easily reversed by rotating it through 180° to make the tilt angle

-60°. The polafized beam interacts with a thin C target and 27At projectiles are Coulomb

excited. The polarization sensitivity of this interaction is observed by detecting the left.-

right asymmetry of the C recoils responsible for the interaction. This is accomplished by

tagging the recoils with de-excitation "yrays from the Coulomb excited 27A1 states: This

successful experinaent not only demonstrates the feasibility of making heavy-ion polarime-

ters in this way, but 'also points tile way for the routine use of tilted foils in the production

of polarized heavy-ion beams.

Another example of separating and forming a beam of heavy ions from a nuclear

reaction by means of a ,,;pectrometer is afforded by work at Rochestera0). In this experi-

ment 33C1 nuclei were produced in the reaction 2H(32S,33C1)n and separated in a recoil
,,

mass spectrometer (RMS). They then were polarized by passage through an assembly of

10 tilted foils (see fig. 25). The 33C1polarization was determined by observing the asym-

metry in the [3decay from the 33C1ions implanted in a NaC1 single crystal. The magnetic

moment of 33C1was then measured by the method discussed in Section 4 above. This was

the first use of tilted foils in this type of experirnent.

The possibility of using tilted foils (or grazing surface reflections) in a dedicated

manner to polarize heavy-ion beams that have already been accelerated is strengthened by

P_OtOMuLTmuI__
'°""/fi ;/X ,/,,/\

I R_co,u,_ , _,'," '--!'[,'<-4 \,,_
--..//' -" --.L-7 "'

_ ./ _" LH3HT PIPE

#

_y ,_c,t=.eR_ Fig. 25. Pol_izafion by

NeRa_O_ tilted foils of nuclei

separated by a recoil-

: mass-spectrometer.
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the successful use of large numbers of tilted foils 41). In arrangements such as shown in

fig. 26 up to 40 tilted foils have been used and nuclear polarizations up to 20% have been

' attained. In these applications the basic foil has been made of carbon with thicknesses in

,the few btg/cm2 range, Clearly, in a dedicated use of tilted foils to produce polarized beams

ina routine manner, the foils will need to be reliable _mdto withstand prolonged bombard-

ment by heavy ions. lt will therefore be necessary to carry out R and D to find tile

strongest al... most resilient fo'ils and to develop the technique of rotating or oscillating the

foils to prolong their life. "Fhe use of grazing reflection from a surface would clearly be

much less subject to breakage and damage and multiple reflections might be achieved by

use of a suitably curved surface (see fig. 27).

In summary we believe that, if the production and acceleration of radioactive nuclei

becomes a reality, it will be possible to polarize these beams either by pre- or post-accelera-

tion processes. We would predict that in the case of vector polarization the standard

Oelector,I . Defector2

-H !

.41,,
"_ U/re'oclion / _ i_g"le r Fig. 26. Use of many tilted foils

c°'limat°r / Pf°ducts/// / to polarize recoil ions.
ta_t / _bon

lo,Is c

C)eteclo,"4 Icm Oe_eclor3 ,

" l ] "_.. Fig. 27. Schematic representatlon

, __ of a possible scheme for
producing polarization by multiple

g-razing reflections from surfaces.

Polarized
z
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method might well become the dedicated use of multiple interactions with tilted surfaces,

either by transmission or reflection. This technique is both relatively simple and inexpen-

sive. For larger polarizations and production of tensor pol_'uizati0n, a laser assisted atomic

beam source might prove to be the best choice. FinallY, it might well be desirable to Com-

bine both pre- and post-acceleration polarizers in order to produce the maximum polariza-

tion, which is of crucial importance in the use of low intensity beams, since the appropriate

figure of merit is p21.

9. Radioisotopes

"File discipline of nuclear medicine is comprised of that segment of the health

sciencesdevoted to the developmen t of radioactive tracer methods for the study of diseases,

. and the development of diagnostic and therapeutic procedures which influence the care of

patients afflicted with various diseases. The field of nuclear medicine had its genesis in the

1930's when radioactive i<otopes became available from early models of the cyclotron in

Berkeley. Following the second world war, reactor produced radioisotopes weredistribut-

ed from Oak Ridge for research in the physical sciences and medicine. Since then nuclear

medicine has grown at a rapid pace, spurred by the development of the rectilinear scanner,

the gamma camera, the Mo/q'c radioisotope generator, commercial cyclotrons, and positron

emission tomography.

Federal support and leadership, under the auspices of the AEC and its successors,

have been responsible for the development of the field. The DOE nuclear medicine pro-

gram overlaps significantly other federal basic and applied chemistry, engineering and

physics programs, and NIH programs which emphasize the study of disease processes.

The major advantage derived from conduct of nuclear medicine programs under DOE

auspices is the opportunity for utilization of major investments by DOE in facilities and

personnel in the fields of basic physical research and engineering. This has allowed the

conduct of productive nuclear medicine research and efficient technology transfer at a cost

that is small relative to the investments and to costs that would be required in the absence of

close programmatic relationships. The essential multidisciplinary character of nuclear

medicine research has benefited greatly from the close interaction of many technical and

clinical disciplines,

Most radionuclides used in clinical medicine are now produced by industry. A re-

cent marketing and forecast report by the Market Intelligence Research Corporation sug-

gests that the radiopharmaceutical market will experience exponential growth during the

next five years, approaching $3 billion in 1995 as compared to $200 million in 1990.
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Meanwhile, research on new radionuclide production technology is being conducted at

advanced accelerator facilities at Los Alamos and Brookhaven. The Scx:iety of Nuclear

Medicine and The American College of Nuclear Physicians have expressed concern that

DOE support for isotope production is decreasing and that this could have a serious neg-

ative impact on field of nuclear medicine4244).

In addition to nuclear medicine, radionuclides _trealso applied in numerous other

ways to facilitate scientific investigations, They are used by biologists, nutritionists, and

biochemists to study biochemical processes in healthy anddiseased physiological systems.

They can be used to u'ace geochemical pathways and to assess models of elemental econo-

mies withinthe earth's ecosystem. Rtidionuclides have been used to investigate the mode

of action and environmental fate of pesticides, They are being used to evaluate and monitor

environmental protection and clean-up sys!ems. Several nuclides are used as x-ray sources

for analytical and medical applications. The nuclear power industry depends upon specific

iadioisotopes for the calibration and quality assurance of their radioassay instruments and -

procedures. Other industries use them to develop and evaluate chemical processes. Physi-

cists have used them to experimentally assess nuclear and astrophysical models, measuring

reaction cross-sections, studying hyperfine interactions, and perfomling other basic stud-
ies,

lt is apparent that radionuclides serre a ma]or function in advancing all areas oi

science, lt is therefore quite appropriate to evaluate how any new beam facility could intor.

porate radioisotope production for' these applications. For the nuclear medicine applic!ttions

isotopic half-lives range from a few seconds (usuaily obtained from radioisotope generator

systems) to years. However, the most commonly used nuclides have half-lives in the

range of hours to a few days. Monthly demand is generally in the millicurie to kilocurie

range, lt is often important that the isotopes be produced in very high specific activity,

Perhaps the most important criteria to be met is that medical radioisotopes must be awfilable

throughout the entire year. Thus for medical; applications the most important considerations =

are the radioisotope yield and regular availability. Post separator acceleration d{ms not

appear to be an important factor.

An RIB facility designed to incorporate on-line mass separation of nuclides could

be used very effectively tomeasure spallation production "cross-sections" of radioisotopes

identified as valuable or potentially valuable. Thick-target yields for a variety of isotopes

have been measured, with the ISOLDE facility. These data indicate that some nuclides can

be collected in significant quantities. For example, 153Sm is a beta emitting isotope with

significant potential as an in-vivo theratmutic agent. The quoted ISOLDE yield for this iso-

tope is 8.70 x 107 ions per second per microampere of proton current on a Gd/La alloy
_

-
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target, At this rate, it would be possible to produce about 0,5 Ci of 153SM per day, with

high specific activity, on a high current proton accelerator, This could be collected prior to

post acceleration in an RIB facility, while passing some other isotope into the ion accelera-

tor. The isotopes 127Xe (0.2 C[/day) and 68Ga (1 Ci/day) are two other examples of medi-

cally important isotopes that could likely be recovered in significant quantities after on-line

separation mspart of an ion-beam facility. The collection of separated 123X and subsequent

recovery of 123Iis another example that was discussed,

In the event the RIB facility were to employ a thin production target as the source of

materials for the separator and post accelerator, it would be possible to incorporate a radio-

isotope production targeting system immediately downstream that would utilize' the excess

primai'3, beam. very high specific activity radioactive targeu; and/or sources could be pre-

pared by post-separator deceleration and collection on a suitable backing material. These

targets and sources, which are difficult to prepare using currently existing techniques,

would be extremely useful for important on-line nuclear reaction cross-section measure-

ments or as x-ray sources for analytical and medical applications.

lt was apparent from the discussions held during the RIB Workshop that the design

of the future facility should incorporate capabilities to accommodate the separation and re-

covery of separated isotopes for subsequent applications in medicine and physical research.

It is believed that including "practical" applications in the proposal would strengthen the

justification for building the facility.

1.13
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Mossbauer Effect -- R, D, Taylor, Los Alamos National Laboratory

The M6ssbauereffect (ME), the recoil.free emission and resonant absorption of

gamma-rays, is a well proven tool in m_iy areasof' condensedmatter and special aspects

of nuclear physics, The M6ssbauer spectra often give a rich picture of the M6ssbauer

nucleus in its host environment, Over 100 potential M6ssbauer transitions exist involving

isotopes of about half the elementsl), The usual situation involves a long-lived parent

(days to years) that populates some low-lying (<150 keV) excited state that decays to the

ground state. The lifetime of the excited state (typically 10"11 to 10"6s) gives rise to an

energy resolution AE/E = 10"11 to 10"16 for those events that are recoil free. That a

M6ssbauer Effect exists is usually shown by observing the transmission of a resonant

absorber as a function of Doppler velocity between source and absorber. The richness

comes about from the resolved hyperfine spectra arising from allowed transitions

involving the magnetic moments, quadrupole moment and spin of hg.th the excited and

ground states. Thus, an energy analysis (M6ssbauer spectrum) yields information about

the isomer shift; v',dence, magnetic and quadrupole hyperfine fields, polarization, and

lattice dynamics of the M6ssbauer nucleus in its host environment, Effects of

temperature, pressure, and applied magnetic field provide additional information about

the phase changes and transitions, chemical changes, texturing and multiple sites, in

principle the ME study may be carried out as a source experiment or as an absorber

experiment. Nuclear moments, nuclear radius change, and spin of the excited state are

derivable from the M6ssbauer spectra.

Radioactive ion beams (RIB) broaden the scope of available MOssbauer

isotopes and provide new opportunities through the capability of controlling the

implantation depth and the impurity levels, We present a few examples of cases in which

RIB potentially enhance or enable certain types of M6ssbauer studies2).

1.1 SHORT LIVED PARENTS

Most conventional ME experiments utilize a long-lived (weeks to years)

parent(s) to populate the MOssbauer level, Low specific activity (typical of reactor

activations) and a long parent lifetime often result in rather inefficient sources. The source

must be thin to allow the soft ME gamma rays out and be relatively free of the ground state

ME isotope (resonant self absorption), Enriched stable isotopes are often necessary for

making either sources or absorbers, The RIB capability would allow "conventional"ME

for (alternate) short-lived parents (minutes to hours) where the lower concentration

required to obtain a given count rate may be important. Some short-lived parent isotopes

feed the ME level more efficiently than their long-lived counterpart. Several ME isotopes
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are seldom used because there is no really convenient long-lived parent. The RIB has

promise in this and in new areas e,g, 61Ni, 73Ge, 157Gd, 161Dy, 189Os, 19fir, 197Au,

For these examples parent lifetimes are longer than an hour but "on Line" ME

spectrometers at the RIB facility should allow shorter parent lifetimes to be considered,

such as the 1,7-m 57Mn parent of 57Fe2),

LOWCONCErto,Vr'IONS
Often the ME is used as an impurity probe of !ts host to study phase changes!

magnetism, inequivalem sites, and lattice dynamics of the host. Source (parent)
concentrations of a few ppm ,are usually sufficient; nevertheless, conventional ME

sources in many host materials cannot be readily prepm'ed because of lack of available

parent material of sufficient specific activity, chemical incompatibility, volatility, an_or

facilities for radio- active doping, Isotope separators have been used to implant

radioactive parents, but the _process is very inefficient, and the present acceleration

potentials are rather low so their use has been mostly confined to surface studies3),

Implantation via the RIB ,circumvents many of the problems encountered in
,L

preparing conventional ME sources, One can expect a rather homogeneous target area

with a well defined depth profile for a given host, Low-temperature targets are often used.

Post heat-treatment of most sources will be minimal. This procedure can be contrasted o

to the (non-uniform) emplacement of the activity on surface of the host followed by

various chemical/thermal/diffusion treatments, The expected high purity of the RIB

implies a higher specific activity of the dopant and relatively lower noxious impurity
concentrations,

1,3 ttIGH SPECIFIC ACTIVITY SOURCES

Wherever appropriate stable isotopes exist, the most effective way to produce ME
source activity is in a reactor, Characteristically this activity has rather low specific activity,

and there is no ready means to separate the desired product. Accelerator-produced

activity usually requires rather complex chemical purification/separation, Sources

made with low specific activity tend to be rather large in diameter in order to meet the

thinness requirement. Intense "point sources" are an identified need in many ME

experiments such as source or absorber experiments in high pressure diamond anvil

ct:[l_4),where the samples are only 50-400 microns in diameter. The promise of the RIB to

introduce activity separated in both M and Z onto a variety of small targets would

greatly expand the scope of high pressure ME physics.

1,4 EXOTIC CHEMISTRY

I The study of rare gases and theft binding in solids is rather new, Two isotopes
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are excellent candidates for ME studies, 83Kt has a 9,4-keV, 150-ns first excited state and

129Xe a 39,6-keV, 1,0-ns level. Neither have convenient parents for conventional ME,

1,9-h s3rnKr and 8,0-d 129mXe feed the ME levels, The RIB implantations of these

rare gas atoms and the subseequent ME experiments should provide unique

rnicroscopic information on the binding, valence, lattice dynamics and hyperfine

interactions of rare gases in selected hosts, The ME levels axe also fed by 2.,l.-h

S3Br and by 2.2-h 129Cs; the dynamics of the implantation/anneal process may well

be different and the ME measurements likely will distinguish various sites and processes.

1.5 ON-LINE ME FACILITIES

Most of the ,ME cases considered so far have involved producing a source at the

RIB facility that would then be removed for fi.!rther processing and use. An on-line

ME facility has much appeal, In addition to allowing use of shorter lifetime parents, one

could study the effects of radiation damage and self annealing on the spectra, The recoil-
free fraction of the ME is enhanced by lowering the temperature, Annealing may be

necessary to reduce source broadening due to multiple sites. A suitable fumace/cryostat

with the necessary ME absorber, Doppler velocity drive, windows, detectors, and data

acquisition system could be located on-lineS). The ability to control the target

temperature during the implantation has important applications.
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WG4/Appendi× B

A Radioactive Ion Beam and Isotope Production

Dennis R. Phillips and Harold A. O'Brien

Los Alamos National Laboratory

The discipline of nuclear medicine is comprised of that

segment of the health sciences devoted to the development of

radioactive tracer methods for the study of diseases, and

the development of diagnostic and therapeutic procedures

which influence the care of patients afflicted with various

diseases. The field of nuclear medicine had its genesis in

the 1930's when radioactive isotopes became available from

early models of the cyclotron in Berkeley. Following the

second world war, reactor produced radioisotopes were

distributed from Oak Ridge for research in the physical

sciences and medicine. Since then nuclear medicine has

grown at a rapid pace, spurred by the development of the

rectilinear scanner, the gamma camera, the Mo/Tc

radioisotope generator, commercial cyclotrons, and positron

emission tomography. Federal support and leadership, under

the auspices of the AEC and its successors, have been

responsible for the development of the field. The DOE

nuclear medicine program overlaps significantly other
_

federal basic and applie_i chemistry, engineering, and

physics programs, and with the NIH programs which emphasize

the study of disease processes. The major advantage derived

from conduct of nuclear medicine programs under DOE auspices

is the opportunity for utilization of major investments by

DOE in facilities and personnel in the fields of basic

physical research and engineering. This has allowed the

conduct of productive nuclear medicine research and

efficient technology transfer at a cost that is small
c

relative to the investments and to costs that would be

required in the absence of close programmatic relationships.

The essential multidisclplinary character of nuclear

medicine research has benefited greatly from the close

interaction of many technical and clinical disciplines.
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Most radionuclides used in clinic_! medicine are now

produced by industry. A recent marketing and forecast

report by the Market intelligence Research Corporation

suggests that the radiopharmaceutical market will experience

exponential growth during the next five years, approaching

$3 billion in 1995 as compared to $200 million in 1990.

Meanwhile, research on new radionuclide production

technology is being conducted at advanced accelerator

facilities at Los Alamos and Brookhaven. The Society of

Nuclear Medicine and The American College of Nuclear

Physicians have expressed concern that DOE support for

isotope production is decreasing and that this could have a

serious negative impact on field of nuclear medicine. 1,2,3

In addition to nuclear medicine, radionuclides are also

applied in numerous other ways to facilitate scientific

investigations. They are used by biologists, nutritionists,

and biochemists to study biochemical processes in healthy

and diseased physiological systems. They can be used to

trace geochemical pathways and to assess models of elemental

economies within the earth's ecosystem. Radionuclides have

been used to investigate the mode of action and

environmental fate of pesticides. They are being used to

evaluate and monitor environmental protection and clean-up

systems. Several nuclides are used as x-ray sources for

analytical and medical applications. The nuclear power

industry depends Upon specific radioisotopes for the

calibration and quality assurance of their radioassay

instruments and procedures. Other industries use them to

develop and evaluate chemical processes. Physicists have

used them to experimentally assess nuclear and astrophysical

models, measuring reaction cross-sections, studying

hyperfine interactions, and performing other basic studies.

It is apparent that radionuclides serve a major

function in advancing all areas of science. It is therefore
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quite appropriate to evaluate how any new beam facility

could incorporate radioisotope production for these

applications. For the nuclear medicine applications

isotopic half-lives range from a few seconds (usually

obtained from radioisotope generator systems) to years.

However, the most commonly used nuclides have half-lives in

the range of hours to a few days. Monthly demand is

generally in the millicurie to kilocurie range. It is often

important that the isotopes be produced in very high

specific activity. Perhaps the most important criteria to

be met is that medical radioisotopes must be available

throughout the entire year. Thus for medical applications

the most important considerations arethe radioisotope yield

and regular availability. Post separator acceleration does

not appear to be an important factor.

A RIB facility designed to incorporate on-line mass

separation of nuclides could be used very effectively to

measure spallation production "cross-sections" of

radioisotopes identified as valuable or potentially

valuable. Thick-target yields for a variety of isotopes

have been measured, using the ISOLDE facility. These data

indicate that some nuclides can be collected in significant

quantities. For example, Sm-153 is a beta emitting isotope

with significant potential as an in-vivo therapeutic agent.
-

The quoted ISOLDE yield for this isotope is 8.70 x 107 ions

per second per microampere of proton current on a Gd/La E

alloy target. At this rate, it would be possible to produce

about 0.5 Cl of Sm-153 per day, with high specific activity,

on a high current proton accelerator. This could be

collected prior to post acceleration in an RIB facility,

while passing some other isotope into the ion accelerator.

Xenon-127 (0.2 Ci/day) and Ga-68 (i Ci/day) are two other

examples of medically important isotopes that could likely r

be recovered in significant quantities after on-line

separation as part of an ion-beam facility. The collection
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of separated Xe-123 and subsequent recovery of 1-123 is

another example that was discussed.

In the event the RIB facility were to employ a thin

production target as the source of materials for the

separator and post accelerator, it would be possible to

incorporate a radioisotope production targeting system

immediately downstream that would utilize the excess primary

beam.

Very high specific activity radioactive targets and/or

sources could be prepared bypost-separator deceleration and

collection on a suitable backing material. These targets

and sources, wh_.th are difficult to prepare using currently

existing techniques, would be extremely useful for important

on-line nuclear reaction cross-section measurements or as x-

ray sources for analytical and medical applications.

It was apparent from the discussions held during the

RIB Workshop that the design of the future facility should

incorporate capabilities to accommodate the separation and

recovery of separated isotopes for subsequent applications

in medicine and physical research. It isbelieved that

including "practical" applications in the proposal would

strengthen the justification for buildingthe facility.
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WG4/Appendix C

Condensed Matter -- C. Maggiore, Los Alamos National Laboratory

The Overview paper "Applications of Radioactive Ion

Beams in Materials science" by Jerzy A. Sawicki in these

proceedings discusses the majority of possible applications

in the field of condensed matter. In general, the practical
use of these beams can De thought of as the inverse of

nuclear physics experiments. The techniques of surface _

layer activation, nuclear reactionanalysis, channeling,

conversion electron spectroscopy, Mossbauer spectroscopy, on
line nuclear orientation, perturbed angular correlation,

nuclear magnetic resonance, and positron emission and
annihilation are able to give information about the targets

in those cases where the nuclear physics is completely

understood. The deviations from an ideal response are

related to the local environment in the sample which you are

trying to measure. An intense radioactive ion beam facility

will vastly increase the number of probe nucleii and

therefore the materi_is systems available for study.
In addition to the applications listed above, an RIB

facility would enable transmutation doping experiments to be

performed. An example of Such an experiment, is the study of
Ga diffusion i'n Si. Ga is not stable in Si and it is not

possible to study its behavior over a wide range of

concentrations. However by implanting 71As into Si at high

concentrations and watching its decay through 71Ge into
71Ga, the precipitation of Ga from a supersaturated solution

could be observed over a wide concentration range. The Ge

is infinitely soluble in the Si lattice and its 11.2 day

half life allows ample time for annealing and sample

prepararion.

Another example of the need for an RIB facility is the

preparation of ultra clean alpha particle standards for the

semiconductor industry. Almost all semiconductor factories
screen for radioactive contamination of VLSI circuits for

alpha emitters. The wafers are scanned in process, but no

one will allow normal alpha particle standards into the

clean room environment. Implantation of radioactive ion
beams below the surface of a silicon wafer would allow the

needed clean standards to be prepared, A related

application is the testing of VLSI circuits for Single Event

Upset. Modern chips are mounted and packaged in such a way

that it is not possible to test their sensitivity to alpha

particles with an external source. Direct implantation of
thealpha emitter into the chip atthe appropriate depth

would make it possible to test these circuits for radiation

sensitivity.
The routine use of radioactive ion beams in the field

of condensed matter will ultimately depend on the routine,

reliable, and inexpensive availability of such beams. These

requirements are often at odds with a normal nuclear physics

research environment, but they should be kept in mind as

much as possible during the planning stages of such a

facility.
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Abstract

As indicated by the response at this workshop, there is a great deal of

of interest in the world and in North America in tile possibility of

building and using an accelerated radioactive beams facility to explore

new regions of sub-atomic physics (basic and applied). At this workshop

it was agreed that the optimal method of producing such beams in the

energy region from 0 to about I0 MeV/u is the ISOL/Post-Accelerator

approach while the optimal method above i0 Mev/u is the Projectile

Fragmentation Recoil Method (PFRM). The choice of the appropriate

approach for a facility based in North America should be primarily

dictated by the priorities of the scientific program, but a set of

criteria upon which these two approaches could be compared has been

developed. There is clearly room for more than one such major facility

in the world. Areas requiring additional research and development

particularly for the l._OL/Acc program have been identified and pilot

studies for a number ofthe'se, _ which are in progress or proposed, are
discussed.

I. Introduction

Prior to the start of the workshop, a set of goals were developed to

attempt to focus the discussion of the working sessions. These were

* status of the ISOL/Accelerator approach

* status of the PFRM approach

* comparison of these two approaches

* identification of key areas requiring study

* pilot development studies (planned or in progress)

While in retrospect there was insufficient timeto cover properly
all of these, nevertheless a great deal was achieved and in turn these

formed the basis for this report of the achievements of the working
group for facilities.

The working sessions in general were well attended (approx. 20 per

session) and a good mix of experimental nuclear scientists and

accelerator physicists were in attendance to deal with most types of

questions raised. Twenty one oral presentation were given (approx. 15
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min per presentation) cover ing many of the facilities in the world

today in the field of accelerated radioactive beams. A series of

written reports were also prepared, which are attached in the Appendix

of this report,
i

Two events or non-events significantly affected the deliberations of

the working group on facilities. The first was the very thorough and

complete overview talk on the present status of producing radioactive

beams in the world today, given by M. Nitschke, This minimized the need

to repeat such material in the sessions themselves and was used as a

base upon which the discussions could build, Since this talk will be

presented as part of the written proceedings, this facilities ' report

will attempt not to duplicate this material herein, The second event
was the lack of communication from the sessions on' the scientific

program and related experimental requirements. While this non_

communication was not unexpected nevertheless it did not allow the

group to focus on the particular needs of the experiments considered of

highest priority, Future meetings should avoid this if possible,

2. Different Methods of Producing Radioactive Beams

2.1. The ISOL/Accelerator Method

In this approach the desired radioactive species is produced using

intermediate energy protons (or other energetic light ions) ( > 500

MeV) in thin or thick targets. The species leaves the target, is

ionized, extracted as an ion at about 60 keV and the subsequent ion

beam mass analysed, lt is then further accelerated to some desired

higher energy. Details of this method can be found later in this

report, in the overview report of M. Nitschke, or in refs. i and 2.

Prof. Shinozuka of Tohoku University presented a status report of

the, proposed accelerated radioactive beams facility at the JHP (3),

This facility based on using the I GeV proton beam at the KEK LINAC

will produce beams up to 6,5 MeV/u for masses up to 120. Various pilot

projects are either in progress or are pending depending upon funding,

These include studies of the RFQ split vane system, a small separator

system using high resolution isobaric separation, and coupling of the

ISOL system with the RFQ system, These will be tested at the INS

laboratory.

Dr. T. Gordon Walker of the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory indicated

that a conceptual design was completed for a proposed Accelerated Beams

facility based upon using the high intensity (up to lO0 vA, 800 MeV)

proton beam at the synchrotron, ISIS, A thick target, vertical ISOL

system based upon the ISOLDE design will be used to extract the

radioisotopic ion beam of interest. The scientific program is in piace

and they will seek funding to perform a detailed design study and

proper proposal preparation this year. A summary copy of their report

is attached in the Appendix,

Dr. M. Loiselet of Louvain la Neuve indicated that improvements in

the observed beam of 13N had been observed at the RIB facility based on

two cyclotron system (30 MeV production cyclotron) at Louvain (4). A
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beam of 25 pA had been observed and this is expected to be increased to
100 pA by the summer, The large (1000'[) contanlination of 1JC ks

' expected to be reduced significantly by the use of chemical traps to

remove CO and CO2 before injection into the ECR ion source. There are
plans to revise this system to use the larger K_I20 Cyclone cyclotron

as a production source and a new post-accelerator system to provide a

greater variety of radioactive beaI_s,

J, D'Auria indicated that the proposed ISAC radioactive nuclear

beams facility (i) at the TRIUMF 500 MeV proton cyclotron laboratory is

awaiting a decision on the much larger, more encompassing KAON

proposal,

Dr, D. Clark from LBL discussed the energy ranges for producing the
radioactive isotopes of interest using protons, The optimal energy for

most species especially far from stability is of the order of i-2 GeV
although there are instances when lower energies can he an advantage,

Dr. W. D. Hamilton (Oak Ridge)presented the option that an intense

neutron source (101_n/s/cm z) will be available soon at Oak Ridge and

should also be considered for producing radioactive beams of very
neutron rich, medium mass fission products,

Dr, W, Talbert (LANL) discussed expected production yields from a

thin target system in a high intensity beam (I mA) using a gas jet

system to transport the species recoiling out of the target. Given an
assumed average ionization efficiency of I0 _ using a mono cusp source,

calculate'd yields especially for fission products seemed quite

competitive with observed thick target yields at ISOLDE. A written

'report is _ttached in the Appendix. Dr, J. D'Auria (SFU) prepared a

written report on observed production yields of a variety of
radioactive ion beams from thick target facilities at ISOLDE at CERN

and TISOL at TRIUMF (see Appendix).

2.2. The Projectile Fragmentation Recoil Method

In this approach a very energetic ( > 50 MeV/u) heavy ion projectile

with (A,Z) composition as close as possible to the desired radioactive

beam is directed to a thin low-Z target, The desired recoiling fragment

is captured, andmass/charge analysed with appropriate electromagnetic
devices, resulting in an energetic radio'active nuclear beam, Additional

details of this method can be found in the overview report of M,

Nitschke, and in an attached report from B. Sherrill et al,, and in
reference 5.

Dr. B. Sherrill (MSU)gave a review of this method along with status
and plans at the MSU NSCL Lab, at RIKEN and at the FRS system at
GSI/SIS (6). In a related presentation Dr. J, Winger discussed a set of
calculations for estimating expected production yields for this method,
Additional details for both are given in a report in the Appendix. lt:
ts apparent that the expected production yields for the PFRM are almost
competitive with tllethick target [SOL method although they are in a

very different energy regime, Also the facility at CSf will be
operational this summer producing such energetic radioactive beams.
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Dr, S, Harar of GANIL presented a status report of this facility in

France with particular emphasi._ on the_LISE spectrometer system (7), A

number of upgrades are in progress on the system which will lead to

even higher radioactive beam intensities in the near _'uture,

Prof. F. Becchetti of MSU discussed the radioactive beams facility

at Notre Dame University (8). This simple, relatively inexpensive

system is based upon single nucleon transfer reactions at low energies,

resulting in certain beams such as 8Li with energies as low as I MeV/u,

Simple nuclear reaction studies have been performed with this exotic

beam and further, the first isomeric beam, 19mF, is now available for
use in limited studies.

3, Comparison of the Two Main Methods

When considering the type of major facility that could prove of

value to the scientific community in North America over the next i0

years, it could be useful to attempt to compare these two quite

different methods of producing radioactive beams, In his overview talk

M. Nietschke does make such an _ reasonable attempt to compare what are

presently considered the operating parameters of both approaches.

Unfortunately a direct comparison to decide upon what would make the

"best" facility is not an easy task to achieve and to a great extent

depends upon the needs and priorities of the scientific program, During

the working sessions of the Facilities group this topic was discussed

and essentially two points were ag reed upon

a. The optimal method to produce RB in the energy range below

i0 MeV/u is the ISOL/Acc approach and the best method to

produce RB with energies higher than iO MeV/u is PFRM.

b. A set of criteria upon Which the needs of the experimental

program can be compared against the projected specifications

of the different types of facilities should include beam

energy and resolution, beam intensity, time structure,

purity, (A,Z) of the required beam, and transverse emittance.

In addition it is clear that in the very near future there will be a

number of good radioactive beams facilities of both types able to

undertake good physics and science programs. There is not necessarily

only one "best" approach, but it is possible at this time to indicate

the limits on the operational parameters of the different types of

facilities as dictated by technology today.

4. Identification of Areas Requiring Study

While it is clear that radioactive beams facilities can be built

today and indeed a number of them are in operation, there are

particular areas that do require additional developmental study

especially for the ISOL/Acc approach. The PRFM approach will be

studied at existing facilities over the next few years and future needs

will be clarified. During the following working sessions, relevant

presentations were given by Dr. D. Clark (LBL), Dr. G. McMichael

(CRNL,), Prof. Shinozuka (Tohoku Univ.), Prof. Wo1,1nik (Giessen Univ.),
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W, Talbert _(LANL), D,. Vieira (LANL), J, D'Auria (TRIUMF) and Dr, H,

Penttila (Jy_vAskylA Univ,),

4,1, Suggested areas of study for the ISOL/Accelerator approach,

a, As indicated earlier the projected yields from a thin

target gas jet ISOL system operating in a very Intense (i

mA), intermediate energy proton beam are competitive with

the thick target approach, Oiven the relatively simpler

in-beam configuration, reducing the need for cumbersome

remote hand%ing apparatus, it is clear that actual

production yields of both fission products and spallation
products from such a system which includes the

appropriate ion source should be measured, Included in

the area studied should be the long term operational

stability of such a system in the intense proton beam,
Special material may be Deeded, Sir_ce the useful

chemistry step (Z separation) provided by a thick target

is missing, the usefulness of this approach is critically

dependent on a working, user friendly high resolution

isobaric mass separation system and developments in this
area should be followed.

b, lt is clear that a crucial element in this method is the

availability of high efficiency ion sources which display

long term stability in the intense radiation fields of

the thick targets. Of particular interest are new

developments in the area of ECR (Electron Cyclotron
Resonance) sources_ and laser ion sources. In the former

case these have demonstrated that they are capable of

high efficiencies of a variety of elements and in

particular can lead to high charge states efficiently,
Given that the cost of the subsequent post-accelerator

can be reduced significantly if multiple charged ions are
injected, it is clear that such ECR systems used on-line

needed to be thoroughly studied in various

configurat.ions, Recent developments of laser ion sources, ,

indicate that they can be quite efficient and of course

isotope spt_cific, Given that they could be operated in
areas removed from the intense radiation field, the
development and use of laser sources on-line should be

pursued vigorous ly.

c, A key element in this method is the use of appropriate

remote handling apparatus to both remove and servi(_e the

sensitive front end (target and ion source systems) of
the ISOL. W_ile some laboratories do have such experience

handling objects 'removed from intense radiation fields,
nevertheless it should be remembered that an ISOL device

has never been used in beams of intensity higher than

about'2-3 _A, Given that beams as high as I mA are being

proposed to be used, and given the rather fragile nature
of the front end of an ISOL, development and experience

is clear].y needed to properly design an truly operational
production system,
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d. In order to provide the desired radioactive beam in this

approach using thick targets', the proper target and

target matrix must be used, Sinc.e the product does not

recoil out of the target but rather it diffuses o_

des0rbs from the surface, selection of the appropriate

target is not always obvious, While considerable

knowledge is available from the ISOLDE (CERN) laboratory,
nevertheless development efforts in this area are always

needed. Further, this type of knowledge is gained more
from "hands-on" experience rather than from publications,

Thus lt is important that thick target research and

development studies be pursued, ideally in collaborative
efforts between the various laboratories around the

world, This minimizes "reinventing the wheel",

e, While it is generally agreed that the only types of
accelerators that are optimal for a post-accelerator (at

least first stage) are the LINAC and the cyclotron, ,and

while the LINAC does have a number of advantages over the

cyclotron, nevertheless both types should be studied

prior to actual funding to insure that an optimal final

choice. In a situation of high yields of high charged

states, cyclotrons indeed may have the advantage as

discussed in an a_tached report by D. Clark (Appendix),

Regardless, both require a low beta RFQ LINAC to

efficiently capture and accelerate the i keV/u ion to

about 60 keV/u. The actual selection of appropriate RFQ
between 4-rod, 4-vane, and split vane is still not clear

and requires attditlonal modeling studies, Single stages
of different types should be constructed and studied. In

addition there is some question about the appropriate
duty factor at which such RFQ systems should and could be

operated at. This also requires modeling.

f. Additional questions requiring some attention include

-what is the highest voltage at which an ISOL can operate
with minimal discharging? ISOLDE operates at 60 kV buc

higher acceleration voltages may be feasible?

-can an ICISOL (9) system operated properly in the high

intensity production beams needed to produce high inten-
sities for the radioactive beams?

-can an high intensity reactor with an ISOL system
similar to TRIST#dW (at BNL), coupled to an appropriate

high resolution mass separator lead to the production of
useable intensities of selected neutron rich, medium

mass radioactive projectiles for subsequent acceleration ?
_will target materials composed of enriched stable=

isotopes as are presently available from Oak Ridge be
= needed to enhance the production of very exotic radio-

active beams far from stability ?

4.2. The PFRM approach

a. Efficient cost effective cooling or decelerating tech-
niques should be studied to reduce the radioactive beam
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energies ft'orethe tens to hundreds of Mev/u at whlch they

are produGed, Dr, K, Subotic (Yugoslavia) gave an inter-
esting presentation on the use of a cyclotron in reverse

for such a purpose (see Appendix),

b, Methods of reducing the Impurity component of such beams
and minimizing the momentum resolution of the beam should
continue to be studied,

c, Measurements of fragmentation yields and fragment di.strL-
butions should be studied to determine how useful the

PFRM approach will be for producing heavy nuclei and

nuclei near driplines,

d, Studies on increasing the intensity of the MSCL primary

beam should be encouraged,

5, Pilot Studies (Planned or in Progress)

A number of pilot studies are planned or are in progress [n No'trh
America to study some of these areas, Below are those wI_ich were

presented at this workshop,

a, A proposal ham been prepa,red at I.BL to couple two cye l.o-
trons to produce a number of radioactive beams, This

system would use a high current 30 MeV p production beam

as at the .f.'acilityat Louvain la Neuve and then post-
accelerate using the 88" cyclotron, Additional details

are in the attach_d report, This proposal would develop

and use an ECR source as suggested above and would also

develop new remote target and ion source handling

apparatus. In addition it could also do unique physics

studies and lead to the development of a strong com-
munity of radioactive beam users.

b, A proposal (attached) had been made to perform thin
target production yield studies at LAMPF, As indicated
above such results seem needed at this time to assess as

soon as possible the validity of this approach given
some of the attractive features mentioned above, Given

a working system it is not inconceivable that this

system could produce some interesting new physics as

well as lead to the increased development of a radio-

active beams user group at this high intensity proton

intensity proton facility, A pilot thick target system
had been initially considered for development and

installation at the intense p beam at LAMPF, While such

studies should be encouraged simply for the needed

experience they provide, this study seemed particularly
difficult given the intensity of the beam, the lack of

prime user control of the beam, and the expensive

apparatus need(_d for Just a test :_ystem, One aspect of
this study does involve development and use of a laser

ion source, This would involve a very new and unique
system requiring considerable development effort at this

time, This study could proceed using off-line non-
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radloa_tlve materials and lead to qu,[te u_eful and

exGitlng results,

c, A thi_k target ISOL, system has been |.nstal_[edat the

high intensity, intermediate energy proton facllity,

TRIUMF, This faeillty called TISOL (I0) is belng used to
indeed test new =t_rget materials, arld new ion sources

, including the first on-line (to an ISOL device) ECR ion

source for the production of radioactive species impor-
tant for any future beams facility, In addition an

active physics program has been started which will

necessitate the development of approprla_e remote hand-

ling apparatus of the sensitive front (_nd systems,

d, The booster at BNL could be used as a production source

given the near future availability of a 4 #A, 1,5 6leV

proton beam, These parameters are ideal f'or a production
source for a wide ratlge of radioisotopes, At present

a pilot study Is in progress developing and using new

remote handling apparatus in high radiation flelds,

Development of such technology is important for any
future ISOL/Acc ty_e facility,

e, The National Superconducti1_g Cyclotron Lab (NSCL) at

Michigan State University is constructing an analysis
beamline called the AI200 which will be able _to produce
radioactive beams from the PFRM method (Ii), The beam

energies will be in the range of 30 to !.50MeV/nucleon

with intensities ranging from i03 to lO7 pps, Cenerally

these beams will be limited to light masses, A<IO0, but

heavier masses could be possible with reduced intensity

and purity, The device should begin operation in the

fall of 1990, Some of the priorites for operation will

be to study yields of the PFRM approach as well as

techniques for radioactive beam e×periments with large

energy spreads and emittances,

There are a number of exciting pilot devel.opment studies in progress
or planned outside of North America some of which were discussed at

this workshop, These are not presented in this report since not all
wore available but the information transfer between members of the

international community of radioactive beam users should be continued

as it has traditional been encouraged, especially by the group at the
ISOLDE facility (CERN), lt is also useful to remember that the operat-

|.nghigh energy heavy ion faaillties including CSf/SIS, (]ANIL, arld

RIKEN are constantly performing pilot studies to improve the PRFM
approach.

6, Conciusions
I

lt l.s_'lear that _here is now a great interest around the world in
producing accelerated beams of radioactive species to perform a wide

variety of basic and applied scientific studies, The tocllnol.ogy Is
generally l.npiace to build appropriate facilities to meet the _eecls o[

the experimental programs although a rlumber of areas do need some
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research and development studies, For a major facility there are two

main methods of producing such radioactive beams, rmtnel, y the
ISOL/Accelerator approach and the Projectile Fragmentation ReeoLi

Method, These approa=hes are (_omplementary with the former optimal _'or

producing projeeti].e below appro×Imately lO MeV/u and the latter

optimal for higher energies, A direct comparison o_ th_ two approaches

cartbe made given a set of cr[teria but is only use£'ul_within the

conte×t of the requirements of the desired experimental program, Thoro

ar_ a number of major PFRM type _'acilltles in operation or about t:o

start operatlon_[n the world at which high priority experilnents will ber

performed within the next 5 to i0 years, There are several proposals to

build major ISOL/Accmlerator type f_'acilltiesin the world although none

yet have received full funding° The best facility for North America
depends primarily upon the specified hoods of _he sclentiflc program,

but at this time an edge is given to an ].SOL type facility as important
_×perlments requiring this approach cannot be completed within the ne×t

5 years, A number of e×cellont pilot studios have been proposed or are

in progress to address some of' the areas identified as requiring
attention especially with the ISOL/Accelerator method,
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ECR ION SOURCES FOR ISOL RADIOACTIVE BEAM SYSTEMS*

David J, Clark

Nuclear Science Division, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory

1 Cyclotron Road, Berkeley, CA 94720, USA
+

.Wide Range of SDT.ecies.The ECR ion source (1) can produce many of the

radioactive species of interest for experiments, This plasma source works well with most

gases, Solid feed systems produce ions of elements throughout the periodic table, using

ovens heated either by the plasma or by an external current through a resistive heater,

sputtering of rods or foils inserted into the plasma is also used. Tantalum ovens have been

used to produce ion_ of Be, Fe, Cul Sc, U, etc, For radioactive beams of solid materials,

the source walls will have to be made of a material like tantalum, and kept at temperatures
high enough to vaporize the materials.

High Charge States. One of the important advantages of the ECR source for

radioactive beams, as well as for stable beams, is the high charge states produced. This is

a great advantage if one is injecting into an existing accelerator, such as a cyclotron or linear

accelerator, which requires a charge state greater than one for acceleration to the desired

energy. In a new accelerator system, the size.of the accelerator can be reduced h¢ the haitial

ion charge state is greater than one. This normally results in a lower intensity. But if the

ions are stripped to a higher charge state between accelerating sections the loss can be a

factor of 5 for masses of 100-200, or a factor of 25 for 2 strippings, lt is thus possible that

the ECR source using charge 20-25 for mass 100-200, and no stripping, could produce a

system efficiency comparable to that of a system starting with charge 1 and using 2

strippings. This will depend upon keeping the gas flow low and the efficiency high, as
described below.

l._ngLifetime. The ECR source is a long-lived source, operating many weeks

without maintenance, since there are no filaments or cathodes to replace, This is important

in a high radiation environment near the target, where we are required to use very short

personnel access times or remote handling. The source operates either continuously or _

pulsed, matching either cyclotrons and CW linacs, or pulsed linacs.

Efficiency and Delay Time, One of the c_ci_d requirements for radioactive beam

production is high efficiency for the conversion of feed material to ions of the desired

charge state. Development thus far has been concentrated on charge state 1, and the results

have been encouraging: efficiencies have been in the 30-60% range for ions of N, O, Ne
z

and Xe. More R&D is necessary to fully optimize the temperature, of the liner around the
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plasma. For charge states greater than 1 very little work has been done. Eventually, after

more R&D, one might hope to approach an efficiency of 50% conversion of feed material

to total ion output, giving a gas conversion efficiency of about 3% for Xe20+, for example.

The delay time through the source is also important. This time needs to be kept

short for production of radioactive species with short half lives. The times observed thus

far in ECR sources are in the few second range for neon and argon, .andseveral minutes for

nitrogen. R&D is needed here also.

Gas Flow. A limitation of the ECR source is that the gas flow must be limited tO

about 1 std. cc/hr, or 1 mg/hr of solid material for high charge state operation. This means

that the amount Of carrier gas at the target must be limited, or the excess trapped out before

reaching the source. A helium jet system has a high flow rate, most of which can be

skimmed away with differential pumping, but the aerosol remains and may give too high a

gas load for the source. The gas flow matching must be studied in an R&D program.

Beam Optics. The exit aperture of the typical high charge state ECR source is 8

mm diameter. This serves as an object for the following isotope separation stage. The

emittance is typically 200n mm mrad at 10 kV, un-normalized.

Reference:

1. C.M. Lyneis and T. A. Antaya, Rev. Sci. Instr. 61, 1, Part II, p. 221 (1990)

*This work was supported by the Director, Office of Energy Research, Division of Nuclear

Physics of the Office of High Energy and Nuclear Physics of the U.S. Department of

Energy under Contract DE- ACO3-76SF00098.
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THE CYCLOTRON AS A SECONDARY ACCELERATOR IN AN ISOL SYS;_:M*

David J. Clark

Nuclear Science Division, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory
1 Cyclotron Road, Berkeley, CA 94720, USA

T__beSecondary Accelerator. The secondary accelerator in an ISOL system is
injected with beam from the isotopeseparation stage which follows the ion source. This

accelerator then acceleratesthe beam to the energy required forexperiments. This energy
can be around 1 MeV/u for some astrophysics experiments, or up to 5-10 MeV/u or more
for nuclear physics experiments. The main candidates for this accelerator area linear
accelerator and a cyclotron.

_e Modem Cy¢lotr0n, The cyclotron best suited to this purpose is the modern

sector-focusedcyclotron, which can accelerate light and heavy ions to way selected energy
up toits magnet, ff or focusing limit: It has 100% macroscopic duty factor because of the

CW rf system. These cyclotrons can use either the single pole or the separate sector
design. Examples of single pole designs in the USA arethose at Oak Ridge (OR.IC), LBL

(88-Inch) and the superconducting cyclotrons at Michigml State Univ. (NSCL). Indiana

Univ. has a separated sector design. The single pole cyclotrons can be injected axially at

an energy as low as a few kV, and so can be fed directly from the isotope separator stage of
the radioactive beam system. So the single pole cyclotron appears to be the best choice of

cyclotron for the radioactive beam secondary accelerator, with an injection energy of 5-20
kV.

The external beam emittance of the typical single pole cyclotron is 10-20 n mm
mrad, un-normalized, for the K=100-150 size. lt is about 3 n mm mrad for a K=500-1200

superconducting cyclotron. These emittances are determined by the/on source emittance

and by the multiturn extraction mode used in these compact designs. The er_ergy spread is
typically .3% for the K=100-150 size.

Cyclotron Energy. The size of a cyclotron is described by its energy constant K,

def'med by E/A = K Q2/A2, where E is energy (MEV), A is mass (AMU) and Q is charge
state (electron charges). K values are 140 for the LBL, 88-Inch Cyclotron and 500 or 1200

for NSCL for example. The magnet axial focusing usually limits the energy of the lighter
ions to less than that given by the K value. With a K=130 cyclotron we can accelerate
13Nl+ to .8 MeV/u for astrophysics experiments, as at Louvain-la-Neuve. This low

energy uses the feature of harmonic acceleration, in which the rf frequency runs at H times
the particle revolution frequency, where H is the harmonic number, With its wide

frequencyrange rf system the LBL 88-Inch Cyclotron can accelerate ions from a fraction of

an MeV/u up to 32 MeV/,_ fbr alpha particles, deuterons and fully stripped carbon, nitrogen
and oxygen ions.
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Initial Charge Stat_ To accelerate radioactive beams to an energy of 5-10 MeV/u

we may need to start with a charge state of more than one. For example, if we want A=20

ions at5 MeV/u, we need charge state 4 (actually 3.8) for K=140, and charge 2 (1.3) at

K=1200. So the efficiency of the,system is critically dependent on the efficiency of the ion

source for producing charge states 2,3 4, ... R&D on improving efficiency for all charge
states is very important. The ECR ion source is described in a separate contribution to this
workshop.

Transrrfi_i0n wilh Axial lnjectiQ_ The cyclotrons at LBL and NSCL operate with
axial injection systems giving 10% typical transmission of the selected charge state to
external cyclotron beam. The transmission ranges from 5-20% for various beams in

systems like this. The losses include the rf bunching characteristic of a sine-wave, the

matching into the cyclotron center region, the charge exchange losses during acceleration
and the extraction through an electrostatic channel.

Comparison wi_h _aLinac. The comparison with a linear accelerator shows that the

linac can have a high acceptance of 80-90% if the f'trst section is an RFQ, This gives the
• linac an advantage overthe cyclotron with its 10% transmission, assuming that the linac

has no other losses such as charge exchange or emittance matching. The advantage of the

cyclotron is that it may accelerate the lighter ions to higher energies, as given by its K and
the Q available from the ion source. For example an 1606+ ion can be accelerated to 20

MeV/u at K=140. With radioactive beams, efficient ion source production for the higher
charge states is extremely important, as mentioned above,

Two Stage Cyclotron Systcm_ A two-stage cyclotron system can be used, with

stripping between stages, to reduce the size of the accelerator needed to reach a given

energy. This principle is used with heavy ion linacs and with the GANIL cyclotrons. With

cyclotrons the second cyclotron would be injected radially rather than axially, lt could be
either a separate sector cyclotron like GANIL, or a single pole design like the 88-Inch or

the NSCL superconducting cyclotrons. The simplest design would be a single pole type,

injected with a low charge state, stripping at a foil near the center to piace the stripped ion
with a higher charge state on a centered orbit. The result would be a system like the

proposed NSCL coupled cyclotrons. The transmission loss through the second cyclotron

would be the stripping factor (5 for A=100-200), the charge exchange loss during

acceleration, and the extraction loss, a total factor of about 10. But a 1 cyclotron system

with higher charge states from the ion source can approach this performance, as was
concluded at NSCL. The same will be true for a radioactive beam system, if the source

efficiency can be optimized for high charge states. The ion source must be developed to its

full potential for high efficiency at high charge states to make a decision on the optimum
type of system.

*This work was supponed by the Director, Office of Energy Research, Division of Nuclear
Physics of the Office of High Energy and Nuclear Physics of the U.S. Department of
Energy under Contract DE- ACO3-76SF00098.
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EXPECTED INTENSITIES FROM A (THICK TARGET) ISOL/ACCELERATOR RADIOACTIVE BEAMS
FACILITY

John M. D'Aurla

Simon Fraser University

Burnaby, B,C,, Canada

I. FACTORS AFFECTING RADIOACTIVE BEAM INTENSITIES

The radioactive beam intensities expected from a thick target ISOL device

coupled to a linear accelerator to form an ISAC device as has been proposed at

TRIUMF (canada), at the JHP (KEK, Japan.) and at ISOLDE (CERN, Switzerland) _is

dependent on a number of factors including'

a) energy and intensity of the primary production beam;

b) target factors (thickness, Operating temperature, release efficiency);

c) ion source factors (type, ionization efficiency);

d) ion beam transmission through system including post accelerator;

e) stripping losses if higher charge state needed.

I.A Role of Primary Proton Production Beam

In general it is acknowledged that the optimal projectile to produce the

highest quantities of the widest variety of radioisotopes are intermediate

energy protons, although there have been some advantages demonstrated at

ISOLDE for the use of intermediate energy 3He beams for particular products.

Nevertheless, the remaining discussion will assume only incident proton beams

with energies greater than 500 MeV, The three types of nuclear processes by

which intermediate energy protons are used to make radioisotopes are
spallation, fragmentation and fission.

The first reaction mechanism of interest are spallation reactions which

result in highest yields for products close to the target and decrease with

increasing separation from the target. These reactions are dominant at

energies greater than I00 MeV/u. The recoil energies of such species is

generally rather low. In general neutron deficient products are preferred and

the isotopic yield as a function of mass can be approximated by a gaussian

distribution with the some nucleons removed from the target. Semi-empirical

formulas exist to allow predictions of such cross sections with some success.

The dependence of spallatlon cross sections with increasing energy is not

always predictable but can indeed increase, decrease, or remain constant, The

further the o_eaired isotope is from stability, the higher the incident proton

energy need_ to optimize the obsez_ed yield. Typically the maxim_n

spallation erosa sections are of the order of tens of millibarns. E

The second reaction mechanism of interest is referred toas fragmentation

and leads to the production of very light products with reasonably energe=ic

recoil energies from very heavy targets. 'The isotopic mass distribution of

the products is generally similar to those of spallation processes but the

maximum occurs for heavy or neutron rich products. Fragmentation cross

section increases strongly with energy up to about 2 CeV and then becomes

approximately constant. Typically, cross sections for fragmentation processes
is at most of the order of millbarns.
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Fission is use d to produce neutron rich isotopes in the middle Z,region

with agai_ a gaussian mass distribution. The width of the distribution

increases with incident proton energy, with the maximum moving slightly closer

to stability with increasing proton energy. In general fission cross sections

increase with increasing energy but not significantly. Recoil energies of

fission products are quite high as compared to the processes above,

At present the intensities available at the meson facilities vary from

about 200 #A (at 500 MeV) at TRIUMF to about 2 #A (800 MeV) at LAMPF and PSI.

At the SC at CERN, ISOLDE has _had access to a 600 MeV beam with intensities

approaching 2-3 #A, but with their move to the PS Boos'ter they will have

access to a proton beam of similar intensities but higher energies (I GEV).

At the proposed radioactive beams facility at the JHP (KEK, .Japan) a i GeV

proton beam with intensities of the order of I0 #A are planned which is

similar to that planned at the booster at BNL.

I.B. Target Factors

The main advantage of using intermediate energy protons with relatively

long interaction depths is that reasonably thick targets can be used and in

turn can lead to the production of high quantities of radioisotopes. At

ISOLDE targets wtih thicknesses up to about 200 g/cm z have been used. Given a

cross section of i0 mb for the production of a desired radioisotope from such

a target (A-IO0) with a beam of lO _A can lead to a saturation activity of the

order of 8 x 1011 nuclei per sec.

Optimally the target thickness can be approximately one interaction length

for the incident proton and thus dependent to some extent on the incident

energy. The thicker the target the higher the yields, but also the higher the

radiation levels produced in the target. Based upon the ISOLDE experience

these targets can be essentially any form, e.g. molten metals, powder, alloys,

and metallic foils. Also of importance is the amount of energy deposited into

the target from the beam and how this relates to the temperature at which the

target should be run to optimize the efficient release of the species of

interest. For example, calculations by Eaton and Ravn (ISOLDE) indicate that

a proton beam (.-600 MeV) of iO0 #A will deposit a power of about 8 kW on a

target of Ti foils (20 cm in length) and raise the target to a temperature of

about 1900"C (ass_ing only radiation cooling). Some materials such as

magnesium oxide powder are predicted to accommodate such conditions, while

special cooling may be needed for others (e.g., m.p. of titanium is 1600°C).

The power deposited in the different materials does vary.

An important factor in the choice of an appropriate target is not only the

production o_ the species of interest but its efficient release in a timely

fashion so am not to lose any of the produced species. Different target

materials release different elements with different efficiency and release

times, and this is not necessarily predictable. There is considerable

practical experience based upon what has been learned primarily at the ISOLDE

and ISOCELE laboratories. Species with half lives in the millisecond region

and even shorter have indeed been observed at these labs although there is

some loss due to delay 'in the target. In general foils appear to release many

elements when the foils are operated at a temperature close to their me]ring

points. In some cases, however, molten metals only release specific elements,

for example, molten lanthanium releases only cesium and to some extent barium

efficiently. Powders are more specific although in general graphite powders



do appear to release a wide spectrum of elements. In the production yields

given at the end of thls report some of the elements released by certain

target materials are indicated,

l,C Role of the Ion Source

Clearly an essential part of the generation of radioactive ion beams is

the type of ion source. There are several different types that have been used

in on-line isotope separators. These include the well studied heated surface/

thermal ion source in which a hot surface of a material with a high work

function is used to ionize elements of low ionizationpotential. This source

is quite efficient for such elements as alkali elements with efficiencies

approaching 60%. A second major type of ion source is the so-called plasma

source and there are several different variations, referred tc as the Bernas-

Nicr source, the FEBIAD source and others, Almost any element can be ionized

in such sources with a wide range of observed efficiencies, A third type of

source is the newly developed ECR (electron cyclotron resonance) source.

While this source is only now receiving attention on ISOL devices, it appears

that it can be quite efficient for elements reaching it. At present only

gaseous species can be transported from the target to the plasma region of

this source efficiently. A new type of source being developed is a laser ion

source which can be quite specific for particular isotopes. While only a few

Studies have been performed, it appears that it can be reasonably efficient.

In general these sources produce primarily singly charged ions but multiple

charged ions could be of advantage to minimize the cost of the secondary

accelerator system.'

In ali of these sources some relevant questions are stability, especially

over a reasonably long time and in the presence of the very hot thermal and

radioactive conditions present in the front end of the ISOL device. Depending

upon ti_e materials used in the ion source the longevity of the source can be a

significant problem°

I.D Transmlsslon Factors in the System

i

In general transmission in an ISOL/Accelerator system should be quite high z

approaching 80-90% especially if a LINAC system is used and no stripping is

needed, The production of multiply charged ions and the use of a cyclotron as

the secondary accelerator could increase transmission losses significantly.

2, OBSERVED RADIOACTIVE BEAM INTENSITIES

A wide range of radioactive beams have been generated at the various ,thick

target ISOL devices in the world (ISOLDE, ISOCELE, TISOL). In summary,

technology exists for producing beams from about 75 elements. Figure i

displays the standard periodic table on which these elements are shown,

Actual production yields have been measured from over 2000 isotopes and these .

cannot all be reproduced here. The best reference for most of these is ISOLDE

USER'S GUIDE available from CERN, (CERN Report 86-05 along with updates).

Composite figures for elements Li, Na, F, K, Rb, Cs, Yb, Hg, and Ra are =

included here to display what some of the production yields are. The units

for ali of these are particles per sec per microamp of proton in the incident

production beam.



3, FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS AND PROBLEM AREAS

Clearly if incident photon beams with higher intensities can be accommo-

dated, then higher final beam intensities can be achieved directly, It is

believed that present technology can handle beams at least up to I0 #A, if not

up to 50 #A, The targets at ISOLDE are ,of the order of 50 g/cre2 and are

handled by a robotic system after a run, although in the early days of ISOLDE

they were handled by personnel for short periods of time, At the TISOL

facility (TRIUMF) a medium Z target of the order of a IO g/crez exhibits fields

of about I00 R/h on contact (or about 40 mR/h at 0,5 m) after a run of about

0,5 #A for a period of 8 h, A person can only work with such a source for a

few minutes safely. Clearly, sophisticated target handling apparatus, remotely

operational will be required to handle the proposed very thick targets after a

run of 200 h with a beam of up to 50 #A. While such developments can follow

closely present technology, nevertheless time and effort will be needed to

properly develop and test such systems,

Higher ion source efficfences for some of the elements of interest will

also lead to higher yields, Again, developmental studies are needed. Such

sources will also be demanded to run stably for relatively long periods of

; time so that some of the studies involving small cross sections can be

performed.

4. BIBLIOGRAPHY
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In the above standard periodic table of the elements, those for which

ion beams have been generated at on-line mass separators are indicated
by invorted triangles.

The figures on the following pages display typical production yLelds as
measured at ISOLDE and TISOL for several different elements and different

targets.
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A ReactorBased Source of NeutronRich RadioactiveIons

W, D, Hamilton

Joint Institutefor Heavy Ion Research
Oak Ridge NationalLaboratory

and
VanderbiltUniversity

The proposed provisionof an AdvancedNeutron Source, ANS, at Oak Ridge

offers an excellent opportunity to develop an intense source of'radioactive

Fission produc'ts,

This high flux reactoris plannedto operateat a power of 350 MW and will

have a peak unpreturbedflux of B,5 x 10_'_n cm"2 s"_, Thus an ISOL source,

locatedwithin the moderator,will providea copioussupplyof fissionproducts.

A reactor based source of radioactive ions offers several significant

advantages:

. The reactorshieldingalso shieldsthe source.

• The stablelong-termoperatingconditionsof a reactorin turn leads E

to a stable source productionrate.

• Remotehandlingtechniquesfortargetservicingand changingar.,_well

developedat a reactor,as is the experiencefor dealingwith high

specificactivities. E

• The life-time of a source should be long and comparable to the

reactor operating cycle.

• The mass distribution of fission products will be influenced by the

neutron spectrum and th_ target. Epithermal neutrons will increase

the yield in the valley that is typical of a 23_Utarget,while a
--

24_Cfor 2_ICftargetwill effectivelyeliminatethe valley, A higher
-

mass targetwill also increasethe yield on the high mass side and

extend the useful mass range by as much as ten units.

l_t_ =

-



. The large capture cross-sectionmeans that a comparativelythin

target,perhapswith a n_ulti-foilstructure,will appear black to

neutronsand yet have the physicalcharacteristicsthat will allow

a helium jet to extractefficientlythe fissionproducts,

, Target heatingmay be sufficientlygreat from fission that little

additionalpowerwill be required. Indeed,so,lrceheatingin a high

fluxenvironmentmay limit the quantityof targetand its structure.

, The range of fissionproductswith a yield exceeding0.01%,with is

the useful limit,can extend fromA=7S to A=167. The Yield contour

on the neutronrich sidecorrespondsroughlyto theT112-1sisochron.

• Such a sourcewould be only a small partof the total researcheffort

about a researchreactorand would appearto be very cost effective.

Some of these featuresmight also be consideredto be disadvantagese.g.

only neutronrich nuclei over a limitedmass range of 92 units are available,

A further, and not insignificant,aspectof a fission source is that the

i two regions of maximum yield are severalneutrons beyond the heaviest stable

• isotopes, Marlyof the,_efissionproductshave TIl2 = ld and it is thus feasible

to collect them for subsequentused as neutronrich targets,

1,I(3
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Radioactive Beams by ProjectileFragment Separation

I3, M, Sherrill, D, J, Morrissey, and J, A, Winger

National Superconducting Cyclotron Lab, East Lansiitg, Ml 48824

Contribution to tJte Workshop on the Science of Intense Radioactive Ion l:,':atns, l,os

Alamos April 10-12, !,990,

Abt_tract

The t)ro(luc_lon and separation of radioactive beams using direct separation

teclllllques Is discussed, Radioactive lluclei prodtlced by projectile fragmentation,

nucleoli troaxsfer, or Coulomb excitation an,d breakup can be collected alld sepa.
rated using magnetic fields, Secondary beam in,tensities of ,.lp to a few percent of

the primary beam Intensityarepossible,although,dependingon the production

mechattlsmthebeam emittancemay be poor.Theadvantagesof thismetilodare
thatvery shortllvedIsotopescan be separated,thereisno chemicalsensitivity,
the production target is relatively simple to operate, and the secondary products
are producedat highenergyand thusdo not need to be reaccelerated.The(lls •

advantages are poor beam emittance and the dlfticultles in slowing the lotls for

experiments which require energies much lower titan the opthnal production energy,

1. INTRODUCTION

A technique for producing radioactive l)eams is to take advantage of the fi,rwarcl

focussing present in certain types of peripheral nuclear reactions, For example, irt Ll_ll,

as much as 1,0 % of the primary ta(] beam was converted to tiC and separatedt,_) for

l_iomedical applications, Such techniques have been pioneered using beamli,ne elements '
at LBL :_) , and with the LISE spectrometer at GANI[,. 4's) Sttldies on radioactive I)eatxt

production have been carried out at GANIL by Bimbot, 8) Several new devices have tt()w

or will shortly begin operation, including the FRS separator at CSf, 7) the R'IPS separator
s)at RIKEN_ sad ttleAl200at Michigan State Unlversity°) A general feature of fast recoil

devices is tile use of heavy ion beams with energies more that 50 MeV/ttucleon. Most _,f

tire information in this paper is taken from the above references. _,s,l°) 'I'lle pr(_totype 5,r

future generations of fragment separators and radioactive beam facilities at high energy
isthe GSI-FRS-ESR system,z) A usefuland contpletediscussionofradioactivebeanlsllas

been given by 'rat_ihata, t_)
'['he itrtportant considerations tltat (leternlitte the usefulness of secon(lary heaths are'
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1. Secondary bearn rate

2. Purity

3, Emittance and energy spread

4. Total energy, and

5. Limits oil beam type from halflife or Chemical selectivity.

Tllese considerations will be discussed in this paper in connection with _ comparison to

beams produced by ISOL techniques in section 5.

Achromatic devices such as mentioned in tile first paragraph are generallymost use-

ful for efficient separation at fragmentation energies, since they call collect a large fraction

of ali the produced fragments due to tile forward kinematic focussing of the fragmenta-

tion reaction mechanism. Electric fields, although desirable, are generally not ltseful at

fragmetttation energies because the attainable fields can not sufficiently bend higlt rigidity
fragments. Many lower energy devices use electric fields to cancel the velocity dispersion

of magnetic dipoles leaving onlymass dispersion.t2-I 5) A discussion of this l't_ been given
by Wollnik. lB) Tllese devices still suffer from some contamination since the separa.tion is

only sensitive to the mass-to-cliarge ratio of the ion and not strictly the nlass and proton

number of the ions. An advantage of the fast-ion magnetic achromatic devices is that the
purity of the secondary beams can be improved by tile use of profiled energy degraders at

an intermediate dispersive point. 4,s'1°) This can, in most cases, eliminate mass-to-charge

ambiguities , and provide pure secondary beams for even the heaviest isotopes. A recent

upgrade of the LISE separator will take advange of a high electric field Wien filter attd

combine techniques, tr) lt is also possible to use solenoid lenses for very high solid an-

gle Collection, but the field strength of current supercondllcting solenoids probably limits

these to fragment energies below 100 MeV/nucleon. Such devices are being considered by

Becchetti at the NSCL ts) and by Mittig at GANIL. rg)

One of the biggest problems with beams produced by projectile fragmenta.tion is

that the energy and angular spread of the beam is much larger than that of a standard

beam from an accelerator (by a factor of 10 or more). The emittance of secondary beams

: is determined by a combination of nuclear reaction kinematics and atomic processes such

: as luultiple all_ular scattering and energy loss straggling in the target and degrader.

Secondary beam emittance is unavoidably large, except at very high beam energies. '['lte

use of profiled degraders also increases the emittance by a factor of 4 or so for a standard

degrader.t0 ) 'Fhe beam energy spread is also relatively large, on the order of several

percent, but can be compensated for by a flight time measuremettt of the ions, or by the

use of a monokinetic degrader which leaves ali iotas with the same energy. A review of

degrader shapes, uses and effects has been published. 2°)

Tile production target for fast recoil techniques need only be able to dissipate solne

fractiotl of tile benin p_wer. R.adia, tion sllielditlg is relatively simple since tile etlt:l_setl

volume can be kept small. 'I'lte particle identilication of fast ions is relatively simple,

and the contaminant level can I_e easily checked, (.)he final significant feature of direct

separation is that i_, is not sensitive to chemical properties or halflife of the ion of interest.
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Tile ltalflife limitation is only given by tile flight time of tile ions ill tile device ( ou the

order of microseconds),

2. PRODUCTION METHODS

2.1 Projectile Fragmentation

IIi the energy range of 100 MeV/nucleon to a few (]eV/nucleon the primary reaction

mechanism for peripheral reactions is projectile fragmentation, A simple picture of this

reaction is the participant spectator model where the target nucleus is imagined to shear
off part of the projectile, leaving the rest of the projectile traveli.g forward at the itlitial

beam velocity_ with little angular divergence, The remaining projectile fragment then

deexcites. Goldhaber _l) has shown that themomentum width of the fragments is given

by the Fermi momentum of the removed nucleons, and can be written as:

i / Ab- 1.0 (t)
and

aP [MV/4 : fSPl + (2)
where O'N is'approximately 200 MeV/c and is Mded, to account for nuclear reactions which

spread tlm fragments in angle; A t and A_ are the fragment and beam masses, respectively.

For example, at 500 MeV/nucleon tlLi produced from ISN is expected to have a (]aussian

momentum distribution with a sigma of 1.3 percent, and a Gaussian angular cone with

a sigma of 21 mr. The distributions are even narrower for heavier nuclei. For example

from a. II2SI! beam of 500 MeV/nucleon l°aSn fragments have an expected ltlOllletlttllll
spread of 0.18 percent with an angular cone of 2.4 mr. The variation of the widths of

these distributions is a straight forward consequence of momentum conservation in the

projectile rest frame. 2_)

Projectile fragmentation is a generally more viable mechanism for producing a wide
variety of beams, so the rates possible will be discussed inmoredetail below. The rates

from transfer and Coulomb disossociation reactons will be discussed briefly in the following
sectious.

_

2.2 Transfer Reactions
,,

Transfer reactions have been used at low energies to prodltce ra.dioactive beams,

for example at Osaka, 23) LLNL, 24) and Notre Dame University. 2ii) The idea is to use a

very specific, high cross section reaction to convert a significant fraction of the beam into

a single product in a specific nuclear state. Even at several Ilundred MeV/nucleon tile

transfer cross sections for one nucleon transfer can be tens of millibarns per steradian.

One advantage of this technique is that in the case where only one final state is populated

the energy spreads can be kept very low and are then determined mainly by the thickness

of tile production target. If a low mass target is used, such as LH_, in a single nucleon

transfer reaction, e.g. (p,d), the forward kinematic focussing yields a factor of 10 or more

compression in the CM angle when transformed into the laboratory, lt may be possible
to l_ro(lnce beam ititettsities of_ tlp to 10° radioactive ions 'per secottd with this te(:liiti(lUe ,

although ii will be limited to specific nuclei near stability.
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2.3 Coulomb Dissociation

At energies above 500 MeV/nucleon, tile equivalent photon flux present as a ion

moves past a heavy target is so large that the cross section for excitation of tlte giant

dipole resonance becomes very large. :°) The excited nuclei tteca.y primarily by nelltr_rl
emission from the Giant Dipole Resonance (GDR), producing nuclei olle neutron less than

the stable beam. F'or examplei the electromagnetic disossociation cross sections are several

l_arns for heavy nllclei _11 lleavy targets at energies in the range of a GeV/llu¢:leoll. _r'_s)

The beams formed in this way llave energy and awtgular widths determined only by tile

decay energy of ;he neutron from the GDR. For (;eV/nucleon very-heavy ions this is a

small effect. Thus beanls of heavynuclei with good emitt_tnces could be proiluced, KI!

interesting relatell speclllation is that ml,ltiple (ll)R excitations may occur leading to a

polarized nucleus with the protons separated from the neutrons lf this excitation happens

before fragmentation, tiron very neutron or proton richnuclei may be produced, lt should

be noted that this production mechanism has not been studied.

3. SEPARATION TECHNIQUES _

3.1 Fragment Separation with Profiled Degraders

As mentioned in tire ilitroduction, it at)pears tire optimum separation tectlniqtle for

f, st projectile residue ions is with magnetic"momentllmloss achromats". 1°) Atexlergies

below 100 MeV/nucleon or so electric fields and solenoids are also useful. Thepresent

discussion will concentrate on describing the momentum loss achromat technique. _'_'i°)

The term achromatic means, in practice, that at the end of the separator the horizon-

tsl position does notdepend on momentum. Achromatic systems have the advantage of

keel)ing tile final spot sizes small for even large momentum acceptances. Figure 1, taken

from Schmidt et al., _°) shows the basic ideas of the method. Since the fragmentation

mechanism produces nuclei at nearly the same velocity, the first dipole Will separate the

products according to their mass-to-charge ratio. In order to eliminate ions which have

the same mass-to-charge ratio as the fragxneIit of interest l_ut different nuclear c:llarges,

an energy degrader is inserted into the beam after the first selection, lons with different

Z lose different amounts of energy and no longer ttave the same Bp as the ions of interest.

These contaminents can then be separated with an additional set of dipoles.

Figure 2, also taken from Schmidt et al., shows schematically the two parts of tile

selection. The first selection is made by A/Z, and the second selection is made by a

combination of energy loss ( which depends on the ion velocity, as shown in the figure)

and a second Bp selection. An example of how well tlm technique lnight work is slloWll_

. in Figure 3. The figure is taken from a paper by (leissel _)) where tlley calcuated the

separation of _°SAu from fragmentation of _°SPb at 1 (]eV/nucleon, using tt.,.e program

MOCAI)I. a°) The position is at the end of the GSI FRS. The various parts of tire figure

are labeled by tlte sltape of the degradiltg materi_l. Tile lton_ogelleous degrader Ilas a flat

shape and is tile easiest to construct, tire achromatic degrader has a shape which maintains

the achromaticity of the device after its insertion, altd the monoenergetic degrader sl_ape

is such that ali ions l_ave tl_e same kinetic energy after leaving the wedge, a'l 'I'l_e figure

also illustrates tile effects of range .,)tra_',gli_g for ions using the various degra(ter shapes.

The mass and charge resolving power of a fragment separator can be expresse(l i_!
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Figure 1: Schematic illustration of the momentum loss acltromatic technique taken from
the paper by Schmidt et al, l°)

BEAM

first order as:

a,a '
n.,.....= (3)

where (z/b)l is tile dispersion of tile first set of dipoles; 6, = __-m0),,0, and 6, = (Z_:_Zo_).zo,'
(6/,5,(,,)) is the percent change in the momentum caused by a percent change in Z(m) at
tile degrader, with the mass(charge)and momentum held constant; z0 is the initial sp,,>t
size, and (z/z)l is the magnification at image I. The above expressions are valid when
using an achromatic system with

and a degrtider with a profile to preserve the achromatism, l°) The important point to
notice is that the first term in both of these equations is just the momentum resolving
power of the first half of the system. IIence, lower momentum resolving power iinplies
a less pure secondary beam. For mass resolving power on the order of 200, the ilitrinsic
motnentum resolving power of the device should be 1000 or greater. This has important
consequences for the design of the separator. It also indicates that the emittance of tile
primary beam should be as small as possible iii order to reduce ;ro and thus increase tile
resolving power.

For illustration of typical parameters, a comparison of the various fragment separa-
tors is listed in 'Fable 1. The LISE separator has been used over the past 5 years for a
variety of experiments. The other devices are second generation systems iil'whicti some
improvement has been made. The RIPS device hlis the largest solid angle and momentllln
acceptance. The Al200 is positioned at the beginning of the beam distribution lines for
the NSCL K1200 cyclotron. The GSI device has been designed for much higher kinetic
energies, where the fragmelltation cone and energy spread are smaller and therefore all(_w
smaller acceptances for the device. If one wished to optimze secondary rates it should be
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Figure 2: Illustration of the two selections of a momentum loss achromat taken frorn'the

paper by Scllmidt10). Tile solid line is tile effect of tile first dipole which selects accor(lillg,

to A/Z. The second selection, represented by the dashed line is determined by the 13p

change of an ion after passing though an absorber.
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possible to construct a device for 18 Tm ions with a solid angle of 5 rnsr, a mornel_tum

acceptance of 6 percent, and the desired momentum resolving power. The larger solid

angle aud Imomentum acceptance are important if the device would also be used to sepa-

rate ligllt ions produced at 100 to 200 MeV/nucleon. At energies of 500 MeV/nucleon or

higher the GSI FRS parameters are sufficient. An important consideration is: the larger

the acceptance of the separator the lower the l_rimary beam intensity must be to acllieve

l()O pe,rceltt collection efIicietlcy, lt should l_e possil_le to c(>nstrltct separators wllicll liillit

the optimum production energy to between 300 and 500 MeV/nucleon (neglectiag charge
state problems for the heaviest beams)

11.2 Cooling and Stopping Techniques

- Experiments which require good secondary beam emittance, or energies well below

the production energy will require that the secondary bearn to be cooled and or deaccel-
crated. GSI is building such a system, v) A problem witll cooling is that the time scale, fi,r

tire process is on the order of seconds and hence sljort ltalltife ions will be lost. TILe itltell-
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....__[..['_.b!e_ls_..._om_par is_tL o[.!_.r._!.n e.!!..t.._[;.e_,p_ r._t52_r.s_._....................................
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AC[mr ,t0 80 20 80.....................[___ 30 30............ _ ........ ). ...................... • ................ • ........ ............ . ...................... . ......................

p/ pf/oi,__ 5.o a.o a.o 2.o 2.0 o.o
K-value 700 . 1(300:[: 1200 ,1000 2.100 t300

Resolution 800t 3,t00 1300 8000 1300 1500

Let|gtll [rn] 18 22. . 19 ,7'1 73 21
-7  'o iii-ir,7/fik-i{c-r& i iTV,,17.-.........................................................................................................

) E/A = li)Oltlel,"/n,tcleon °He)

sities will _lso be reduced by at least an order (anti typically two orders) of magnitude for

decelertttion due ,llttillly to li,nitatio_ls in the llunlber of nuclei wltich can be coole(l, space

cltarge limits, matclling pulse structures, ttnd the time _ssocittted with deceleration, Such

tecllniques however, tippear feitsible and will be explored _t GS[. The typical inten,sities

of ions decelerated to the Couloinb btirrier would probably be in the range of 1()6 to l0 t)

iotLs per secorld.

I)ecay sl)ectr()s(:()l)y experiments generally retll_ire stopped ions. Stopl)ing (leV/

nucleon ions is nt)t e_tsy since the ranges are very long, If electromagnetic disossocitttion

can be neglected then 8 heavy stopping m_terial is desirt_ble so the number of secondary

interactions can be keep low, 'I'he ra,tge strttggling of second0,ry ions ctm tie. keep low t)y

the use (if a monokinetic wedge rather tl_an the stand8rd t_chrom8tic wedge, a°) In this

case after the degrader ali ions have the same energy (the limit is set by the rn(.)mentu)n

resolution of tile device and energy loss straggli_lg). Figure,t shows the effectiveness (if

this techui<l_te for a sample syste_n st(if)ping a°Ne ions.,. 'Phe range .struggling litnit is only
10% above tl_at for a monoenergetic _(_Ne l)eam with the stt,ne centrtd energy as tl_at

of the degraded bettm energy, lt is also helpful to. produce the nuclei of interest at as

10w an energy as possible. Hence it is deslrtible to have _ large t_cceptance mode of tl_e

spectrometer tlvtliltlble,

4. RADIOACTIVg BEAM RA'FIgS

In order to estimate the exl)ected secondllry bettm rates, antl evtiluttte the l_sefulness

()f tl_e proliled degraders, we i_ttve written _x si)nulation program called INTENSITY.

The program ctdcultttes the t_ngular and momentum acceptttnce of tr fragment septtrator

for a given ion assuming momentum and i_ngular spreads of the frtigments from the

(_oldhaber model a_) descril)ed al)ore, The program uses production cross secti(_l_s from

the paran_eterizatio_ of Suemnterer, _) and includes _ultil)le sc,'),tterit,g and e_ergy loss

in the target and degrader. The energy loss is calculttted with the relativistic Bethe-

Block formula, and the energy loss straggling from the Bohr formula aa) The program

_tiso i_t(:luiles a calculatio)_ of tl_e (:l_arge state (listributi()_l for io_s whicl_ are tt(,t fi_lly
aa)

stripped, and the nuclear reaction losses of the beam and secondary fragments. '°) 'l'l_e
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Figure 3: Calculated septtration for _0aAu pro(tuccd by fragment_ttlon of l (]eV/ nllclt:()n
_°Sl_b, The nuclear cross sections are convoluted in tile distributions al). Shown are tile

}_orizontal distributions at the en(t of the CSf ["RS,
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simulation assumes that ion-optical abberations and the initial beam spot are snlall.

Table 2 gives the expected secondary beam intensities for a sample fragmeIIt sep-

arator with a solid angle of 5 mst arid a momentum acceptance of 6 percent, typical _,r

wllat should be possible. An initial beam intensity of I p/LA was assumed unless ll(,t('(I,

and the target thickness was chosen to maximize the radioactive beam rate. In ali cases

calculated in tile table, no significant increase iii intensity was found in increasil_g tile

pro(luctloll energy to 800 MeV/nucleon. This in a consequence of tile large ac(:eptallce

assumed for the separator.

5. COMPARISON WITH OTHER TECHNIQUES

The two primary pro(luction s(:llemes which (:an l_e ('ompare(l are fast separ_tti(_l, _(I

production sche_nes from I_igh i_te,lsity proton bombardntent of tltick targets, suclt ..s is

' used at ISOLDE. 'l'hese process are, in fact, complimentary since riley use the same nuclear

reaction mecl_anism, but one observes the resi(lues of the projectile (rapidly movil_g i_t file

laboratory france)or the residues of the target (_early at rest in the laboratory fra_le).

l:,'or ISOI, I)E type production the rate of secondary ions out of an ion source ('._t_lI_e
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'Fable 2: Estimates of tile sec:olt{lary l}eam it_teT_slties from tile I}r()gram INTENSITY

{lescribed iii tltc text, Tile t}roductiolt target is OBe, (,f tllickaess tilt g/cxI( 2, 'I'lte IJeatzl

illtensity was 1 p#A forali beams except C,d and Sn ,,vi|lth were assumed to be 100 t,r_A,
,i 0

i,)_e prodtictlon cuergy ts 400 MeV/utlcleotl,

....-_-i_................._"t7_.................iii?_..................i_i2:t...............ii6_x_Ii0_°..............'2-o:6.................--2_8i/i i)_-'_.......
--::ii..............*ii{_...............i-d_.......................:-iiZ_..............-£:_--_--i6v.................ii,_,........:-.....:-_,2a× i0_.....
.....a_0-- "....._iLi.....i.............O_5...................2-oi...................ii_-_-i6_...................ii/:.................t,ii-xIoa....

_"Ne '°Ne t3,8 20,3 :--TiT,6-x--itil{T- {15,{_ .... i-:5-x--i6 H-.....

......__(.',_........_:'_-()ii................_2{i..........................._-£7............'......i::_-:x-i6_.................._8i0....:'......Pi::txi(i_.......
tt_stt t"°C{t ,I,,t ,05 ,t,i × I0{} ,{}5 '--,i-li}-;(i{} B-.....

t"Basetl ot cross set',tiotts calctllatetl witlt tire t}aratt_eterizatiou {}fSttetlttIlerer, :lI}

_tl3ased on measured {:ross scctiotts or trends from the same xtumber of removed ttucleotts
from the data of Webber et al,, ai)

written
[b_arnO'l_N a

Ri,o,.::.................._ (,_)
a

where lb,,,,,_ is the i}rot{}n beam itttensity in particles per second, cry is tire fragr:letlt

i}r{_tlut:tion {:rosa section in cm a, t is the target thickness in g/cre _, Na is Avago{lr{}'s

number, and At is the production target atomic mass in g/mole, The ion source efii{:iency

is ¢. For heavy ion fragmentation this e{tuatioxt is

NAa'I {e-.t,t_ e--t,/t) ((])

where #/(b)is the fragment(beam) atteauation.length in the pro(luctlon target, 'I']_e
collectioa efliciency ca_t be assumed to be close to one, If the beam and fragment ttave ¢.

the same attenuation length (as is approximately the case for t_C and t_C), then the

above equatioa simplifies to

Na ct/
ICarus=- t.e'_''_ (7)

A_

where now the target tltickness will be limited to the order of the interaction length of

the ions, This equation is actually an underestimate of the rate sittce, in fact, other

secondary i{}ns will i_teract and may produce the fragment of interest, For fra gme_lts far
from stability there is certainly an eal_ancemeut in tl_e rate for tl:icker targets, whereas

ttte above equation is probably more valid for fragmex_ts close to the beam.

If we assume that the product o.f the production cross section and target thickness

(in atoms/cre _) are the same for both methods then the ratio of rates iv

RF_S [ttl e-_lt
, (8)

_ISOL Ipbeam ¢.

The al}ove assumption is justified if a ltydrogen target is used for the Illfragmetttati(}t_
pr0ductioxt; then the xtuclear reactions are identical in the rest frame of the lteavy xtuclcus.
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l+'(,t'Iteavy-iutts itr ligltt t+trgets tlte tlttclettr itltern.ction letlgtl_ is sltort.er than the el++'trouic

stt+,ppltlg lellgth, 'l'lte asstllllptii+n is +tls(J _tpproxlntately l,rtte fi)r lie <JrC ta,rgets sillce <lte

fl'lt,_llieltt, atioll cross se.cti<)l| w.ttld l_e Ittrgcr <hart <lte Sl>,dlation cross .'+ectioll l>ecause a

l_eawt; ra. lee tlsed wltirl+ is sele('totl f+_t'pru(l.ciltg the ft'agmetlt (+f ittterest and the IS()l+

facility ts litttited to certaill target ttlaterials, IS()L facilities have+ tile tJig advantage of Itigh

pro<t+,,<[Iu×es, '['he+ pro<oft lJeattx ilttettsities are itr <lte rallge t>f lO 14 wltile Ill ittteltsities

ltre itr tilt.'+ ritltge of lt) 13 for ligttt ions attd ti l) to tw() or(lers of magnitutle lower fi)r tit<,

Iteaviest ions, 'rite last factor, which is a ratio of elIiciencies, cart favor III prodttction by
a factor of 1,5 ur so for +tikali iot!s, and a fact(Jr of tO00 (Jr tltore wttere ISOL facilities

llave ltaiIlife ur Cllerllit_al pr<_blet_ts wlth separatlott efficiency, [Iettre ill tire rase .f sll<_rt
,+

llalflives or chentically stubborn elemcnts, 1II separation can give higher rates despite tile

large difference ia primary beam intensities,

ISOL beams must also be reaccelerated a':,] III beams mltst be slowed, <Icl)ending

<,. tile experirlterlt, 'rbe losses tnay be sittlilar it_ both cases, but clearly iftlte fast Ill

I_catns ¢:an be used or are desirc_t tlten tltey present air advat;+tage over ISO[, beants wtti(:it

must be accelerated to above 10 MeV/ nucleon, in which case an additional acceleration

elticiency and (lte accelerator cost must be taken into account.

Fast III fraglnent beams have the serious disadvantage of poor emittance atld large

energy spreads in tnost (:ases, Some experiments can compensate for these elfects, but

(nay become more complicated. Iii ad(litloa, if the III fragments are to I_e st<_l_l>e<l,
dependiltg of the fragment eaergy, the range can be very large and tile possibility of the

once pure fragments interacting in the stopper adding background. The poor etttittatlt',e

' also makes the produced source sizes large and might complicate deray rneasllrements.

,qut:lt l)robletrts are not preseltt for ISOL bearns wltich ltave been used to make sources

at low energy and with acceptable source sizes. The accelerated beams will have energy

spreads axld ernittaltces which are a factor of 10 or more better than the fast 1[I fragment
}}eatns,

Filtally, tire purity of (lte heaths (:ali be expected to be equivalent. 'I'lte re(lllirelrlt:llt

to achieve this level of separation is a fragment separator with sut[icient tttometttutn

resolviug power. For ISOL beamy a high resolving power mass separator is also required.
6. CONCLUSION

Fast projectile fragment recoil separation is a very useful technique for l)roduclng

ltigh ittteltsity ra(lioactive beams. Givea (lte number of facilities which are operatiltg att(l

are under c(,ttstructiott, tilts techlti(lue will make it signilicant impact on r+tdioactive I_e+tIll

physics. A high intensity radioactive beam facility would require primary beams of at least

I pp.A attd energies in the range of 300 to 1000 MeV/ nucleon. '['lte ltighest energies are

ttee(le(l due to cl_arge slate problems witlt tire t_ighest Z iu_ts. Tire euergy of tl_¢,.I>ritttary

beam would be determined by the pltysics goals, and most likely will vary depending <)lt

the,eed. For spectroscopy studies, lower production energies are desirable, but for more

efficient collection att(l separation, higher energies are desirable. Coolittg and (lecelerati(_tt

(,f fast ra(ti()active I)ealns _rtay I>e ltecessary for s()t_te experimeltts, I_ut is (lifticult, sl,w,

arid would limit bea_rt ilttensity. Ilowever, for experiments which require certaitt elcttteltts

or ions with short halllives, fast recoil separation is in any case the optimal techitique.
=
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I'_igure 4: Energy bunr lling of _n energy degraded _¢_Nebeam using _Ldispersive ion-optical

system in comSination with • monoenergetic degrader at the dispersive image position,.

'Vhe results are given iu terms of the raa_e straggling 6'R,o of a moaoenergetic _°Ne beam
witli LILesaule euergy as tile degraded fr_.tgments,
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WG5/Appendl.×F

Production of Exotic Beams at the LBL 88..Inch Cyclotron
by the ISOL Methodt

The EB-88 Collaboration*

Abstract
"File Users of the LBL 88-Inch Cyclotron are preparing a proposal to

produce exotic, i,e,, radioactive beams, The facility will consist of a high-current
30 MeV cyclotron to generate the radioactive nuclei, an ECR source that can be
coupled to different production targets, and the 88-Inch Cyclotron to accelerate the
radioactive ions. Thus, the basic concept is that of the double cyclotron system
pioneered at Louvain-la-Neuve, although the initial emphasis will be on producing
a variety of light proton-rich beams at energies up to 10 MeV/A, At this workshop
we wish to outline what is being planned, to invite comments and suggestions, and,
especially, to encourage participation. We believe that this facility will be an
important step toward establishing the scientific and technical basis for a National
High Intensity Facility. This can be achieved through active participation by
members of the radioactive beam (RB) community in (i) experiments with higll
quality radioactive beams of moderate intensity and, (ii) R&D on high beam-power
targets and highly efficient ion sources.

1. Introduction
There are several ways to make radioactive beams and, as is the case with

stable beanas, no single method satisfies all needs, The ISOL approach is capable of
producing beams of nuclei with half-lives longer that about 0,1 sec, with moderate
to high intensity (10e,-101_/sec), high energy resolution, and low emittance, The
energy depends on the second accelerating system but is typically <_10MeV/A,
Thus, this approach makes possible a wide range of experiments in nuclear
structure, nuclear reactions, and nuclear astrophysics. A high intensity ISOL
facility in the United States, while receiving very favorable mention in the NSAC
Long Range Plan, still lies well in the future because of its cost and the financial
commitments already made to CEBAF and RHIC, Along with developing the
scientific case for a r,,ajor future facility (whether ISOL or something else) at dais
workshop, it is essential to begin a stepwise approach that includes both
experimental nuclear physics and R&D on the critical components of RB

-- production. This will help develop and strengther_ the community of scientists that
must exist in order to justify a major RB facility. For these reasons we believe that
a smaller scale and shorter term ISOL project should go forward in the U,S The
recent progress at Louvain-la-Neuve 1)demonstrates that the double cyclotron
concept works and has excellent potential for further development. In the
following we show how this could be accomplished at the 88-Inch Cyclotron.
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2, Concept
A schematic reminder of the main components in the system and the order.

of.magnitude intensities in the different stages is shown irl Fig, 1. There are at least
two providers 2,3) of compact 30 MeV H" and 15 MeV D cyclotrons, with prices
starting at $3M. The typical thick-target yields for (p,n) reactions leading to the
lighter isotopes of carbon, nitrogen and oxygen vary from 10-4 to 10-3 per proton.
Depending on the fraction of these atoms that can be extracted from the target and
ionized in the ECR source to the desired charge state (2+- 4+), the intensities of ions
injected into the 88-Inch Cyclotron should vary from I07 to 1010/sec. The
cyclotron has an acceleration efficiency of typically I0%, which leaves 106 to 10c)
ions/sec for experiments.

10710 Io
heavy ,lons/s

Primary Cyclotron
30 MeV p, 500_a

i0Is

prolons/s [ ......... ]

8B-Inch Cyclotron

_oducuon _._t_get

101110 12
radioactive
atoms,/s

nuclear

physics S.1,_,,_,,',,en_ 10 0 _s Figure 1

3. Beams

There are about twenty proton rich isotopes from 7Be throt_gh 30p having
half-lives of a second or longer that might eventually be obtainable as beams. But
the approximately ten species with Zgl 1 seem to be the ones to develop first, and of
these, experimenters have so far expressed the most interest in 10C(19s),
l lC(20m), 13N(10m), 140(1.2m), and 150(2m). Neutron-rich beams could be
develop, d in time as manpower and interest permit, and could be obtained in two
ways' via the (n,p) reaction using neutrons produced by deuterium bombardment ct'
9Be, or via the (p,3He) and (d,3He) reactions. These beams are expected to have
intensities lower by one or perhaps two orders of magnitude.

The maximum beam energy of the 88-Inch Cyclotron (in MeV/A) is
140 (q/A) 2, the energy resolution is 0,3%, and the emittance is 20 _: mm mrad.
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4. Science
,

There is a wide range of possible experiments, even when considering only
the proto'n-richspecies. A number of scientists interested in EB-88 have suggested
specific experiments in'

•Nuclear Astrophysics (E. Norman)
( 140+ a_> 17F+p)

•ReaCtions and Structure of Mirror Nuclei (J. Cemy)
(I1C + liB and 13N + 13C)

•Nuclear Physics at the Proton Drip Line (H. Weller; F. Ajzenberg-Selove))
(e.g., studies of I I,12N, 15,16F, etc.)

'Isospin Mixing in the GDR (K. Snover)
(!3N+ 13C, 4N+ 12C)

•Spectroscopy of Proton Rich l f-2p Nuclei (P. Haustein; F. Stephens; J. Becker)
(e.g., 140 + 40Ca-> )

•Subbarrier Fusion and Transfer (R. Stokstad)
(15,160 + 143,142Nd)

Some of these experiments are quite new, others are not, and collectively
they represent only a beginning. We hope that througla this workshop more people

": will become involved in the generation of ideas for experiments with EB-88.

With its present high efficiency ECR sources the 88-Inch Cyclotron has
accelerated stable beams that, because of their' isotopic rarity, can also be
considered "exotic". Examples are 29,30Si, 34S, 36Ar, 48Ca, and 136Xe. The

combination of radioactive and exotic stable beams made POSsible by EB-88 would
: provide unique opportunities for experiments with existing instrumentation (the

Ge-detector array HERA, the large Nal spectrometer, particle detector arrays,
etc.).

5. Physical Layout
A primary consideration in the design has been flexible operation for both

experiments and R&D, and the ability to handle highly activated targets. This
necessitates having several high-level caces instead of just one, and adequate

= shielding to prevent activation of adjacent caves during a production run. Fig. 2
shows the primary cyclotron ercl, sed in a vault having walls of boron-doped
concrete, about four feet thick 4). There are three beam lines, each equipped with a
quadrupole triplet and ending in one of three caves. The cave doors move
vertically on hydraulic lifts. Th,_ exoerirnental area adjacent to the caves has
controlled access through double doors. Provision for storage and remote hap !ing

_, of targets is included, although the details of this have yet to be designed. :since
negative ion cyclotrons offer the possibility of extraction on either side of the
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cyclotron, ports for testing of targets or production of isotopes at lower intensities
are indicated, and could be developed as needed.

rr
4

' _ TO 08 INCtt CYCLOTRON

' ] , i_ , _\ig,_.- AX AL INJECTION

/

'

Figure 2.

6. Targets and Ion Source _-

The ECR ion source is mounted vertically and located in the middle cave, as
shown in the elevation drawing of Fig. 3. Thus, the ECR source can be fed by a gas
transport system from a target in the adjacent cave on either side, or can be
operated in an integral mode with the target in the center cave. Some shielding
between this target and the ECR source would be possible at the expense of a
slightly longer distance between target and source. Provision has been made for
local servicing or removal of the ECR source through movable roof blocks l
Fir ally, Fig. 4 shows a schematic de_ign of a target that is essentially integral with
the ECR source, the connection being made by a heated transfer tube. The ECR =
sourcehas a heated liner for high efficiency and short hold-up times. 7
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7. Research and Development
There are three levels of R&D in this project. The first level uses existing

equipment and is therefore near-term, while the second and third require EB-88.

l.(a) Studies of tacget characteristics at moderate beam-power levels, up to 1.5
kW, using the proton beams from the 88-1nch Cyclotron. (Initial investigations of a
boron nitride target have been made with beams of a few microainperes 5). This
R&D can begin in earnest in the very near future with the design of a prototype
target for studying different materials, temperatures, production reactions, etc.
Presently, this activity is manpower limited' wider participation is most welcome.

rb) Investigations of ECR source efficiency and hold-up times using tile exiStit_g
LBL-ECR source. The AdvancedECR source will be connected to the 88-Inch

Cyclotron this sunur_er', freeing the present source for this work. Manpower here
is also in short supply.

2. R&D at higher power levels and with the dedicated ECRsource once the
facility is constructed. This would support mainly the development of different
beams and higher intensities at this facility, though it would obviously have wider
relevance. This type of R&D would go on continuously.

3. R&D directed specifically toward the problems of a fi_ture high intensitw

facih'r),.

There are many ways in which the use of this facility for experiments and for'
R&D is relevant for a future high-intensity facility, especially of ttae ISOL type.
For brevity these are summarized as follows"

Relevance of EB-88 to a future high intensity RB facility
• Primary Beam"

handling, diagnostics, safety, total power = 15(50)kW,
longitudinal power density = 20(1) kW/cm. (The values •
in parenthesis are for a high intensity facility.)

• Targets:
element-specific target matrices,
fast diffusion and surface desorption,
high yield, low vapor pressure, temperature control,
beam power distribution.

• Beam Purity"
element selective transport from target to ion source,
fast on-line chem./phys, separation techniques.
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• Ion Sources'

high efficiency ECR for intermediate 2+. 4+ charge states
(charge state influences design and cost of second accelerator!),
radiation hardened materials/components.

• Experiments'
working with low RB intensities, beam impurities,
background from RB itself, detector efficiencies.

• Safety Issues:
primary beam, target/ion-source handling, robotics,
post-accelerator contamination, shielding, containment.

• Education'

training of the next generation of students and pos'tdocs
in the science and technology of radioactive beams.

In brief, R&D questions,can be addressed today, and R&D flourishes when
science can be done simultaneously.

8. Cost and Schedule
The cost is estimated at $7.5 M (FY90), which includes about $3.2 M for the

high current cyclotron. _With FY93 capital funding, operation for research would
begb_ in FY '95.

Questions' comments, and inquiries about participation are most welcome,
and can be addressed to any of the following people at the Workshop' D. Clark, K.
Gregorich, P. Haustein, D. Hoffman, D. Moltz, M. Ni tschke, F. Stephens, and R.
Stokstad
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WG5/Appendix G

Fragment Deceleration in Cyclotron

K,M. Subotic

Boris Kidrich Institute

Nuclear structure and @]trophysics experl.ments with radioactive ion

beams (RIB) impl.y the _',IB)_Iroje'cti[e energy range between 5, lO MeV/anlu
RIBs may be produc_.d 'us.ilng .ISOL (isotope separator on-llne) or PF

(projectile fragmen_a[.IO_r'/)method. In both cases RIBs are produced Ln

nuclear reactions ind'uced by _ast projectiles (500-1000 MeV protons in

ISOL or 100-400 MeV/ainu in PF method). Cyclotrons may be efficierltly

used for primary beam productlon as well as a second stage machine for

RIB selection, acceleration and/or deceleration of the in-phase }_,I.B

component I in both methods, in the first method zero,energy RIB, after

selection, should be reaccelerated in post accelerator along the low

_.1_ergy (0-5 MeV/ainu) t.rajectory c[,aractettzed by exr.relnely low pressure

tra[_sparency.

At pt'ojectile fragmentation ([:}:') metI1od RIBs are produced at high

,.:t_ergies (50-400 MeV/ainu). ['he RIB constituents are fully stripped

i_teracting efflcient[y with cyclotron magnetic and accelerating

guiding fields. The PF RIBs may be used directly at i.sotope

]deI_tlfication and decay measurements or they should be decelerated to

low energies for the .purpose of nuclear' .structure, and astrophysics

experiments. At cyclotron based deceleration methods RIB should be

injected at what is usually called cyc[otro,_ extracti.on radiu._;. If

injected at Accelerated Equilibrium Orbit ac negative RF phase RIB will _"

I,_: decelerated along the inverse (_[gh energy - high pressure trans-

pa_'ency pa;rr of AEO trajectory). The RIB stability requirements could

be derived from the analysis of the RIB radial phase space behaviour z

The RIB deceleration spoils its emittance proportionally to t:he

:_quare root of the ratio of the initial, to t.he final RIB energies. The

RIB intensity tt_sses at deceleration may be estimated after determining

_he acceptance/emittance ratio at final beam energy, The RIB decel.era-

tion concerns only the high energy part of the cyclotron trajectory, at

which the average value of charge-exchange cross-sect!on could be up co

IOj times lower _ than that corresponding to the relevant low-energy

trajectory at [SOL RIB acceleration. Thus the unavoidable RIB inten-

sity losses caused by the emittance spoiling at RIB deceleration in PF

method are expected to be compensated by improved pressure transparency

along high energy trajectory,
I "

1

For the typical 150 RIB having energy 388 MeV/ainu at angular

divergency character%zed by standard deviation of 4,25 mrad _' the RIB

oscillation amplitude is of the order of iO mm 5 at cyclotron with

extraction radius of I00", (being able to accelerate Z/A-.5 heavy ion

species up to energies of 450 MeV/ainu), The resulting RIB emittance is

of the order of 40 _ mm mrad, _cceptance of the typical iron cored

superconducting cyclotron at 5 _ieV/amu is of the order of i00 _ mm

inrad 6 At this energy the 150 RIB emittance will be of the order of =
--
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352 '_ mm mrad suggesting the reduction of beam intensity for a factor

of 3,5, The pressure transparency of the machine is determined by

Tp-eXp-(CZo_ l,i)-_ rpl where a[L i are the products of charge-exchange
cross-sections and respective trajectory segments, while C represents

the respective dimension conversion factor, In I00" cyclotron the

ratio of the pressure transparencies for 1.ow-energy (0-5 MeV/ainu) and

high-energy (388-5 MeV/ainu) RIB path indicates 8 times better pressure

transpa[ency for RIB high energy deceleration path at PF approach than

at the RIB low energy acceleration at the ISOL approach method for

obtaining of low energy 5 MeV/alnu RIB projectiles, Such an improvement

of pressure transparency along the RIB deceleration path opens the

possibility for compensation of the beam intensity losses caused by RIB

emittance spoiling,

Finally it is relevant to note that aforeglven considerations are

not based on the performances of the cyclotrons dedicated to the RIB

deceleration, requiring the high-acceptance, high' energy galn/turn and

the sophisticated RIB extraction machine capabilities, The air-core

superconducting cyclotrons 7 in the class of the machines with

extraction radius of I00", being able to guide and accelerate the

proton beams up to iOOO M_V and Z/A-,5 heavy ion species up to energies

of 450 MeV/ainu could be excellent candidates to meet these design
criteria,
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Activity Expectations from a Thin.Target _

Ion Beams Facility for Short.Lived Nuclei

W, L, Talbert, Jr,

Los Alamos National Laboratory

I, INTRODUCTION

The existence of on.line mass separators at major accelerators or reactors for more
than 2 decades has had a major impact on nuclear structure research, It has recently been
suggested that an exciting new thrust in nuclear physics,research would result from the
availability of intense ion beams of short,lived nuclei. These beams could either be
accelerated for use in nuclear reaction studies and materials science, or be used directly as
in the past for nuclear structure studies, This new thrust has the requirement, however,
that the short-lived species be available with the highest possible intensittes, in order that
reaction sludies be realistically conducted, and so that exotia decay properties can be
studied,

Short-lived nuclei can be produced by deep inelastic reactions with heavy-ion
projectiles; however, much higher intensities of such nuclei are typically realized from the
use of a high-energy proton beam through the processes of spallation, fission, and
fragmentation. There are two basic approaches with high-energy proton beams to provide
intense beams of short.lived nuclei'

l) Interaction of the proton beam with a thick target, for which the recoiling
reaction products thermalize and diffuse to the surface of the target and then are released
by desorption for subsequent transport and ionization irt a co-located ion source, This
approach is attractive for species that diffuse quickly in hot solid or liquid target material
However, this approach is element-specific and seriously constrains the study of reaction
products with half.lives shorter than the diffusion/desorption times,

2) the second basic approach uses high-energy proton beams interacting with a
thin target, from which the reaction products freely recoil, thermalize in a high-pressure
gas and are then transported to a remotely located ion source, This transport can be

achieved with thermalized, charge-stabilized recoil atoms directly (the ion guide concept I
or by attaching the thermalized recoils to the surfaces of aerosols which are transported
by the gas stream (the He-jet concept2).

The thick-target approach is discussed in another contribution to this Workshop,

along with a description of the production reaction processes available, 3 We concentra!e
here only on the thin-target approach, Because, in this approach, the intensities of ion
beams of short.lived nuclei depend directly upon the production rates in the thin targets,
the limits in production and the efficiencies for transporling the activities provide some
interesting comparison_ to the intensities possible for the thick.target approach. In
comparing, the end-of-system availability of the two approaches, the reader should keep
in mind that the they are basically complementary aod each has its place in providing _on
beams of short-lived nuclei.

II, He-lET APPROACH vs, ION GUIDE APPROACH

The He-jet activity transport approach is schematically depicted in Fig. 1, in which
the steps of the technique start from a helium supply, through an aerosol generator, a
target chamber, a transport line (in practice a capillary), and into an ion source, In this
approach, a stream of helium is "loaded" with aerosols and introduced into a target
chamber (here shown as a chamber containing multiple targets), The recoiling activities

_
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Fig, 1, Schematic of a He-jet activity transpon system

produced by the beam interactions in the target foils _e stopped in the helium and, once
thermalized, become attached to the aerosols by surface forces, The activity-loaded
aerosols are then directed, along with the helium, through the transport capillary to a
skimmer chamber, where the helium is pumped away =.hd the heavy aerosols, along with
a small amount of helium, penetrate into an ion source, The skimming function is made
possible by emergence of the helium gas from the end of the capillary in a Mach cone that
has a much larger angle than the one for the heavy aerosols, The ion source serves the
double function to volatilize the activities from the aerosols and ionize them for extraction

into an ion optical system for mass _aiysis of the resulting ions,
The ion-guide approach parallels the He-jet approach, but employs the charge-

stabilization properties of the helium for thermalized recoils, and uses an electric field to
guide the ions into an ion optical system,

We favor the He-jet approach over Lhc ion guide for dain-t_get production because
of the following arguments:

1) The ion-guide approach has not been used in high-intensity beams;
2) The transpon length for the ion guide is too shon to be effective in transporting

the stopped recoils through the beam-line shielding;
3) There is= relatively large body of experience for the He-jet; and
4) The efficiency of the ion guide is highly dependent upon the relative ionization

proper'ties of the working gas and rtcoiling products, whereas the He-jet has virtually thr.
same efficiency for ali non-volatile recoil products,

Comparison of the thin-target and thick-taJ'get approaches include:
1) The He-jet approach has prompt activity release, the transport to the ion source

is rapid (of the order of 10's of msec for a 4-m long capillary), and the efficiencies are
virtually independent of the natur_ of the produced species. The thick.target activity
release, in contrast, is susceptible to delay by diffusion/desorption processes and exhibits
strong dependence on the chemical and physical properties of the activity of interest,

: 2) The production rate of exotic nuclei can be large in the thick-target approach,
o but the deposit of significant beam energy in the target constrains the size and form of

the target usefully employed. The thin.target approach, by contrast, requires as much
= production beam intensity as possible in order to make up for the target thinness, Both

approaches, therefore, impose practical limits on the production rate,
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3) The He.jet technique separates the highly-activated target chamber from the
rest of the system, enabling ion source changes/maintenance to be accomplished with
relative ease, The thick.target experience requires robotic handling for the integrated
target/ion source, even at the few uA level, which poses a real challenge in planning for a
significantly increased production beam intensity,

4) The thin.target approach allows the use of rare target materials, such as
separated isotopes or transuranic elements, to enhance production rates in selected mass
regions.

The thin-target approach is not intended to compete with the thick.target approat:h
for ihose activities but are easily ,released from a thick target, In assessing the activities
potentially available at a facility for intense beams of short-lived nuclei, however, the
thin-target approach offers an attractive complementary capability to that using a thick
target, and it is for this reason that the thin-target approach deserves to be pursued
after all, not ali interesting nuclear physics is confined to those species that are easily
released from a thick target,

III. ION BEAM INTENSITY FACTORS

A. Cross Section Estimates

'The most important factor in estimating yields of ion beams of shor_.lived nuclei
using the thin-target approach is the production rate, related to the reaction cross sections.
Estimation of the thin-target production rates requires cross section models that are
largely unvalidated by direct measurements. Thick-target activity availabilities have been E

determined for a large number of elements at the ISOLDE facility (see Ref. 3), but these
available intensities cannot be re_ated to the production cross sections except by a complex
deconvolution of diffusion/desorption effects that are only primitively understood,

F_'r spalla!ion reactions, a set of semi-empirical relations exists to predict spallation

product yields. 4 For the purpose of estimating thin-target yields, we have chosen the IDED
and IDED-G models of Ref. 4, which result in reasonably accurate cross-section estimates
for proton-induced spallation in the energy range of 600 MeV to 1 GeV.

For high.energy proton-induced fission reactions, we developed an empirical

approach, 5 fitting two gaussiaa'_ mass distributions to existing data for Rb and Cs, one for
the neutron.rich portion of the data, and one for the neutron-deficient portion of the data.
The gaussian parameters were adjusted for the mass yield variations and differences
between the Rb and Cs data, and the parameters were interpolated for 800.MEV protons, E

from the existing data for protons at 156 MeV, 170 MeV, and 1 GeV. 6'7 We expect these
cross-section predictions to be reasonably accurate for the mid-mass range of fission
products, but do not expect them to accurately predict cross sections resulting in the
highly asymmetric fission distributions that yield low-mass and high-mass fragments. _.

B. He-Jet Transport Efficiency

An important element of the efficiency for the He-jet technique is the overall
transport efficiency, which combines the efficiency of attachment of the produced
activities and that of the transport down the length of the capillary, This efficiency was
measured for conditions at LAMPF by comparing the activity collected at the end of the

capillary to that generated in the target foil. 8 This measurement gave a combined
efficiency for the target assembly and He-jet (45-m long capillary) of about 60% for ali
non-volatile elements,



C, Transport Time, Target Chamber Sweep Time

lt is possible to calculate the activity traaspon time through the capillary, Using an

adiabatic flow theory, 9 Experiments have shown that the predicted transit times are

realistic 8 and have a strong dependency on the flow conditions, For a 4-m long capillary
required to penetrate t.h¢ LAMPF beam-line shielding, a transit time ts short as about 20
msec is predicted for strong flow,

Under the flow conditions for the capillary above, the sweep time (for i 10-cre long
target chamber) calculates to be about 30 msec, yielding a total transport ,:hd sweep time
of about 50 msec, This shon delay is very attractive, and most shon.ltved neutron.rich
nuclei will survive nicely under these conditions,

D, Ion Source Coupling and Efficiency

The least experience in He-jet technology is in coupling a He-jet activity transport
system to a mass separator ion source with acceptable efficiency, Nevertheless, several

laboratories have succeeded in obtaining useful coupling arid ionization efficiencies, 10"13
The success of these effcms is illustrated nicely in Fig, 2, which shows that efficiencies of a
few percent have been achieved, and it is reasonable to expect efficiencies of 10%, despite
the common impression that the He.jet technique does not allow for moderately-high ion
source efficiencies, This form' of plot is suggested by the discussion in Ref. 14,
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Figure 2. Ion source efficiencies reponed for the He-jet technique

In Fig, 2, the abscissa is the free enthalpy of the chemical species at 2000* C, and
the fits to the data indicate that, for the ion sources employed, the ionization was a two-
step process with the first step being desorption from the hot surfaces of the ion source
An alternative approach may be to use a "once-through" ion source with the aerosols

• entering the plasma directly and not impinging first on a hot surface m this approach may
15

be possible using a cusp-type ion source, such ts the mono-cusp source.



IV, EX_PEC'TEDACTIVITY II',,rTENSITtF.,SFOR A HIGH.INTE, NSITY PROTON BEAM(LAMPF
PARAMETERS)

Estimates of expected ion beam intensities for short-lived nuclei have been made
for a number of nuclei that have interesting N/Z ratios or contain nucleon numbers of
possible interest for reaction or nuclear structure studies, In deriving these estimates, the
cross sections are estimated as indicated in Sec, III,A, The He-jet transport efficiency _s
given a conservative value of 60%; it is, however, reasonable to expect a somewhat higher
value for shorter capillaries, The Fie-jet transport time is ignored for activities with half.
lives larger than a few tenths of a second, Finally, the ion source coupling and ionization
efficiency are considered to be of the order of 10%,

In additton, the possibtlity of multiple target chambers in the LAMPF beam allow_

the effective target thickness to be increased from the nominal 20 mg./cm 2 for fission
products by a factor of five or more -- for spallation products, it is presumed that an
equivalent target thickness is possible by using multiple target foils or, possibly, wrapping
one thin target foil in a spiral, Under the above conditions, a l.mA beam intensity from

LAMPF would yield an ion beam intensity of 1 _ 108 ions/see per mb of production cross
section,

.':Some fission.product intensity expectations are shown in Fig, 3 for the "valley"
elements and the heavier rare-earth elements with half-lives <100 sec, These acltv_ties
are also not generally available using t.)"ck targets. The use of these ion beams, which are
expected to be deformed, offers interes,ing r'.ew capabilities,
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Figure 3, Expected ion beam intensitie_ for selected fission products

Example_ of expected spallation-product intensities are provided in Fig. 4, for _h,Lh
yields from several targets were estimated. These activities were selected to illustrate
possibilities for ion beams in the general vicinity of N=Z, with half-lives >100 msec, for a
number of elements not generally available using thick targets, lt is worth noting lhat
these species are many units away from stability and offer special capabilities in nuclear
reaction studies requiring beam intensities of pA or higher,
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Figure 4, Expected ion beam intensities for selected spallation products
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I, INTRODUC"rlON

In the past {'ew years, we have examined the feasibility of using a He-jet

activity transport system 1 tit LAMPF to provide intense sources of nuclei far from
stability, These feasibility studies were carried out to assess potential rapabilitics for
studying exotic properties of nuclei far from stability, as a complementary approach
to more traditional thick-target techniques used at, for example, the ISOLDE facility at
CERN.

We have reported 2 on the results of He-jet studies with attention to aerosol
type and production conditions, target chamber tqow condttions, and effictencies for
activity transport through a long (up to 45 na in length) capillary, Many oi' these
studies were conducted using a neutron beam from the Omega West Reactor (.(3WR) to
produce fission-product activities, but additional studies at LAMPF reinforced the

conclusions of the OWR experiments, However, we have not completed a series of
experiments using the main 1-mA beam at LAMPF to illustrate that the He-jet
approach is a viable and predictable means to provide intense sources of exotic
nuclei.

There exist many reports 3"7 on the use of a He-jet activity transport system to
study nuclei far from .,_tabtlity and, based on these reports, we can be assured of
modest, yet attractive, performance characteristics for a thin-target, He-jet activity

transport system, coupled to a mass separator ion source 3"6 to provide ion beams as
well as use in fast radiochemical studies. 7

The thin.target approach is especially attractive for study at Los Alamos
because of the unique availability of the high-intensity proton beam ai LAMPF. The
use of a high-intensity beam for production of short.lived activities allows the target
thickness to be reduced to achieve the prompt activity release of reaction products
that recoil from the target, thus avoiding one of the major limitations of thick
targets, the time delay from desorption of products that dtffi_se to the target surface.
In addition, the use of a thin target in the proton beam reduces significantly the
radiative handling requirements in target replacement and maintenance. The tte-jct
transport system separates the target from the separator ion source so that the ion
source is not subjected to the intense radiation fields present in production beam
envi ronments.

The thin.target approach is not intended to compete with the thick-target
approach for those activities easily desorbed from a thick target, However, the use of
thin targets offers an attractive, complementary capability for many species of
desired short-lived nuclei that could subsequently be studied or accelerated, and are
unavailable using thick targets because of desorption delays.

1'i'8



1I. FUTURE STUDIES OF A He-JET SYSTEM

The use of the OWR to produce short-lived fission-product activities is
attractive in He-jet feasibility studies because the experiments are absolutely
parasitic to the normal operation of the reactor, and can be conducted without
constraints from the complex schedules 'at LAMPF. Studies carried out at the OWR
have resulted in evaluating the effects of changes in aerosol type and aerosol
production (e.g., furnace temperature), and in helium Flow conditions. Before using
the He-jet approach on the main beam line at LAMPF to provide ion beams of short-
lived nuclei, additional studies are necessary using the existing OWR arrangement.

A. Helium How and Activity Studies

In the He-jet approach, the major delay for produced activities is the combined
result of (1) the time required for the helium flow to sweep out the gas volume of the
target chamber and (2) the transit time through the capillary. In the previously-

reported experiments, 2 the transit time through a 22-m long capillary was observed
for a variety of flow conditions, and ii was determined (see Fig. 1) that the predictions

of the laminar flow calculations 9 were essentially verified to a Reynolds Number of
about 6000 (occurring at the
flow for. which the chamber
pressure is 370 kPa -- at 225 kPa
pressure, the flow is at the .....

traditional laminar limit, RE= i ,
9,'_00) Such high Reynolds \,
"" ' \_ ..Observed 'Numbers areacceptable because
the onset of turbulence in the ' "-t._ues

laminar flow starts at the walls _l _ ! .
of the capillary, while the
aerosols proceed mainly in the / _:_---...t "_----._. ,

- center of the gas flow. In Fig. 1, Transxt Time (s) ta slight deviation of observed
transit , times from the predicted Laminar Flow ----J_Yurbulent Flow

,values is noted at the higher 0,1 ----.----r,,7 ....., . . , , , , , . , _--
flow rates, as expected if the 0 50 100 150 200 zso 3oo 35o

flow were disturbed by Pi,, (kPa)
turbulence.

Figure 1. Transit time for a .22-m, 2.4-mm
diameter capillary

For a system optimally located at LAMPF, the capillary length could be
decreased to about 4 m. An idealized chamber for a fissioning target would be in the
form of a cylinder with its axis oriented pexpendicular to the proton beam and with a
diameter equal to the range of fission fragments in helium at the working pressure.
The fissioning target is deposited on the inner st_rface of the cylinder, lt is a
straightforward calculation to obtain the sweep time of the chamber (for a chamber
of given active length -- in this case, 10 cm), as wel! as the transit time through the
capillary (see the approach in Ref. 9). The combined sweep and transit time is a
strong function of the flow parameters, conveniently indexed by the Reynolds
Number of the flow. As an example, for a capillary of 4-m length and idealized
cylindrical target chamber, the traditional laminar-flow limit of RE=2200 results in a
time for sweep plus transit (for a 0.8-mm diameter capillary) of 315 msec, whereas

m
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for RE=7000, the combined time is 50 msec. Intermediate times would be expected for
intermediate Reynolds Numbers.

An experiment conducted at the OWR can confirm this prediction without
requiring the large efforts of a test at LAMPF. Using a series of target chambers with
dimensions matching a range of flow rates (and helium pressures), the observation
of short-lived activities collected on a moving tape collector would give direct
confirmation of the flow predictions, In addition, the neutron beam can be shuttered .
in a few milliseconds, and the transit and sweep times can be measured direclly by

. observing the time dependence .of the pulse-produced activities as collected on the
moving tape.

The experiments at the OWR have provided valuable experience and target
chamber design information for studies based at LAMPF, Three experiments have

.been conducted at LAMPF, the first two at a low-intensity side beam (< 6 I.tA)with the
objective of measuring the transport efficiency of the He'jet activi.ty transport
system, and the third to evaluate the transported activity levels and survivability of
the target chamber in the main LAMPF beam. The transport efficiency was measured
for a number of product activities to be about 60% through a 22-m long capillary, and
the transport was demonstrated .to be unaffected by large beam-current densities
(the low-intensity beam _was focused to have a .higher areal current ciensity than is
expected for the main beam).

The third experiment illustrated a difficulty in maintaining adequate target
chamber cooling (the target chamber walls/windows reached temperatures
exceeding 500 ° C), and the transported activity lost linearity with incident current at
about 300 _.A for the main beam current, presumably due.to thermal-induced
turbulence in the target chamber.

B. Target Chamber Studies

Based on the experience of the previous experiments, the I_,ANIPF target
chamber has been redesigned (see Fig. 2) with coaxial walls with annular cooling

Figure 2. Target chamber design for use at LAMPF
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to avoid the thermal effects observed earlier. This design features a minimum of
mass in the region of the highest proton flux, and places the helium inlet and outlet
in reduced radiation fields. The inner wall is expected to rise to a maximum
temperature of about 150 ° C, a considerable improvement, over the previous design.
With this new chamber design, we expect to demonstrate survivability from the
effects of the full beam intensity and maintain the activity transport efficiency
observed previously _ The eventual goal of this work is to determine the yields of
exotic nuclei after transport and skimming for operation in the full LAMPF beam
(>700 pA).

C. Ion Source and Ion Optical Development

1. Ion source development
An ion source test stand coupled to a He-jet skimmer chamber exists at the OWR

for the purpose of examining ion source designs and optimizing ion-source
parameters for efficient coupling to a He-jet. It is important that the ion source
operate reliably under conditions of helium flow rates dictated by the previous
studies, and provide ions of the activities transported by the He-jet with good
efficiency (it has been shown that coupling and ionization efficiencies of a few

percent are attainable,4" 7 and we believe that efficiencies approaching 10 percent
are possible).

An ion source will be constructed from existing, well-documented concepts for
sources in operation at other He-jet facilities. Coupled performance will be evaluated
for subsequent staging at LAMPF to demonstrate operational parameters of the
conceptual thin-target system to provide ion beams of exotic nuclei. In addition, we
have been impressed with the results of preliminary studies with a mono-cusp

source 10 and intend to continue these studies for a redesigned source.

- 2. Laser resonance ionization
Because of the inherent chemical non-selectivity of the He-jet activity

transport system, a promising method for selective ionization of an activity of

" interest is the application of laser resonance ionization. 11'12 This approach
potentially offers additional advantages, such as high ionization efficiency, pulsed
operation (perhaps for better matching to the accelerator), and production of
polarized ions. In this approach, a high-power laser would be used to desorb the
activities from the aerosols and then a two- or three-color laser system would
resonantly ionize selected species. This system could be pulsed or CW, and with
circularly polarized light. We plan to investigate the suitability of this proven
technique applied to the specific case of the He-jet activity transport system.

3. Prototype mass separator
-- A prototype mass separator will be designed for the purpose of providing

diagnostic capabilities of the performance of He-jet coupled ion sources, This
separator is envisioned to have two stages, the first a low-resolution stage primarily

= intended to separate out the expected intense He + ion beam, and the second stage to
study the ion source performance characteristics. This separator will be used in
experiments both at the OWR and at LAMPF,

z
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III. CONCLUSIONS

Our intention with this R&D program is to address aggressively the question of
a thin-target, high-intensity option for the production of exotic beams, lt is
envisioned _that the essential elements of this program could be carried out in a time

frame of about three years, given adequate resources. The compelling case for such
efforts is presented in another paper in this Workshop addressing expected yields of"
activities and the advantages of a thin-target approach at a high-current proton
accelerator such as LAMPF.
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The Proposed Radioactive Nuclear Beam Facility at RAL
,,

Gordon Walker

Rutherford Appleton Laboratory

1., Irl the United Kingdom we are studying a Radioactive Nuclear Beams

Facility which will have as its major experimental goal the extension

of the study of the nucleus through spectroscopic studies at and near

the neutron and proton drip lines and in the region of superheavy

nuc].ei. This facility will separate, and accelerate radioactive

fragments with half-lives down to tens of milliseconds produced in

spallation, fission and fragmentation processes using 'a primary beam of

high intensity protons from the ISIS proton synchrotron at Rut:herford

Appleton Laboratory. The range of science that can be studied by such

a facility includes nuclear physics, nuclear astrophysics, atomic

physics, solid state physics and nuclear medicine,

2, The physics case for an RNB facility has been prepared by the UK

nuclear structure community, .The report of the year long study by the

Working Group led by Bob Chapman of Manchester University is at this

moment being considered by the National Nuclear Structure Colnmittee,

With the availability of beams of radioactive nuclei, access will be

opened up for the first time to the s[udy of a wide range of nuclei

near the proton and neutron drip lines and to the region of the

highest-Z nuclei.

3. The conceptual design of the RNB facility is based on present

technology and comprises the following major components',

800 MeV proton beam of up _o i00 I,A current

target/ion source station

on-line isotope separator

, post acceleration complex

The 800 MeV proton facility ISIS already exists at the Rutherford

Appleton Laboratory for the production of neutrons for condensed matter

research. Tl_e on-line isotope separation will follow t:he principles of

the ISOLDE facility at CERN. Provision is provided for further

acceleration up tO energies of several MeV per nucleon using either a

linear accelerator system or a linac plus race-track synchrotron.

: 4. A staged development is being consideredl The first stage includes

= the target, ion sources, separator and experimental area, as at iSOLDE,

but at incident proton current of say lO I_A. lt is technically

feasible to take up to i00 ;_A of ISIS protons for radioac, tive beams and

the facility will be designed for this, Tl,e second stage includes the

: construction of the post accelerator and further experimental areas.

-- An RFQ would be used to take' the ions to 5(i)keV/nucleon to be fol.].ovled

= either by a synchrotron-storage ring or a high energy linac system, A

t::hird stage may be considered for the t!ormer, to e×tend the ei_ergy
range [or lleavy ions.. In this stage, transfer l.i_es are built })etwe.en

_
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the synchrotron and the ISIS r.ing, Heavy ions may then be injected and

accelerated _in the first ring, transferred to arld accelerated in the

ISIS ring before being stripped and returned to be re-accelerated in
the first ring. In .this way energies up to 40,6 MeV per nucleon may be

obtained for the heavy ions and over 120 MeV per nucleon for the light
ions,

5+ It. is proposed that the primary proton beam, target/ion sources

(two) and beam dumps should be below grou_d for ' reasons of econolnv.

Suffici.ent shielding between the two target stations would be provided

to enable access to one station while the other is in use. The beam

d_tmps would be of water to minimise activation problems. This t-_otot+_ly

silnplifies the dump cooling but also results in a very inexpensive

device, The straight-through primary proton line would also I)e pl.aced

underground, The ion beams from the source would be directed up tO

ground level where the separator and accelerator +complex Would be sited

in the experimental+hall.

6, Removal of the active target/ion source assembly would be carried

out below ground by remote operation. The active componet_ts would be

stored in flasks, which when full, would be transported to the disposal

agency, lt is expected that the same flask design that is currently

used for the neutron facilities targets could be used for the

radioactive beam target 'asselnblies, Most of the water cooling

facilities for the target would also 'be housed below ground. Thus all

the main activity would be cot_fined to below ground. The production

'and disposal of targets will be a Significant running cost of the

facility, RAL has already considerable experience in the handling and

disposal of targets from the pulsed neutron source.
+

7. Mass separators and beam lines similar to the CERN ISOLDE _

arrangement are considered for the low energy .radioactive beams and

provision is made to take the beams on to an accelerator system (linac

or synchrotron)to produce energies of several MeV per nucleon for all

_on species. No detailed design work has been carried out i.n the

target/ion source area. lt is hoped to learn the necessat'y skills

involved by collaboration with CERN,

8. For elements up to mass number A-80 it is assumed that

conventional ion sources, surface ionisation or plasma discharge types,

with the ion charge state q-i will be used. Charge state 2 is required

for elements in the mass range 81 to 160 arld charge state 3 foL" the

mass range 161 to 240, This allows the use of a single RFQ for the

first stage of post acceleration. The development of high charge state

ion sources has been identified as a topic requiring Study.

9. In the synchrotron option for post-acceleration, the RFQ linac will

feed directly into a synchrotron, Major requirements for the ring are

a very efficient multi-turn injection system and obtaining an adequate

beam lifetime for the various radioactive ion species. A design ha:_

evolved for a fast-cycling synchrotron with a racetrack magnet lattice

that encloses most of the available area of the hall. The design meets

the required specification f.or light ions of nn energy range of 0,2 to

6,0 MeV per nucleon, with the possibility ot_ reaching 20,0 MeV, lt

Ig4



does not meet the specification, however, for very heavy ions where the

energy range in MeV per nucleon is restricted between 0,2 and 2,6 until

the third stage of the proposed development.

The synchrotron-storage ring has a 12,5 Hz magnet power supply with the

80.0 ms cycle divided equally for injection, field rise, extraction and

field fall. Modified waveforms are required for the higher energy

third stage which involves transferring ions to and from the ISIS ring

for further acceleration up to 40 MeV/nucleon for mass number 238,

i0. In the linac option, the facility would comprise an on-line isotope

separator followed by a heavy ion linear accelerator system consisting

of three main sections, Nuclear reaction products produced by the

energetic protons via mainly target spallation are ionized in the ion

source of the separator, The nuclide of interest is separated by

momentum analysis and injected into the linac at an energy of i keV/u.

.Acceleration is carried out in three stages using an RFQ accelerator

based on the TRIUMF design, an Interdlgital H linac and either an

Alvarez drift tube linac or independently phased resonators (warm or

superconducting) as the third Stage. By using stripping between thesez

three stages for heavier ions the m'achine can cover the mass range

M=IO-80 assuJning singly charged ions from the ion source, producing an

output energy 6.5 MeV/u. By using doubly and triply charged ions from

the sour and increasing the IH linac and final stage acceleration by

approxim,_tely 25_ over that,required for the M-80 case it .is possible

to cover the mass range up to approximately 150.=

Ii. In the course of producing this conceptual design for a radioactive

nuclear beam facility we have recognised in addition to a detailed

design study the need for further developments on the following topics'

1. High charge state ion sources

2, Low beta superconductivity cavities

3. Targets and ion sources

4 Synchrotron magnet gas stripper and vacuum vessel, design

Ac know iedge me n t

=

The joint Daresbury Laboratory and Rutherford Appleton Laboratory

- team who carried out the conceptual design study are'

T.W, Aitken, J.R,J. Bennett, R,J. Elsey, [.S,K. Gardner, M.R. llaroLd,
C.W. Planner, H,G. Price, G.H. Rees and N.D, West.
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SeparationofShortLived,Nuclei,
withinone IsobaricChain

H. Wollnik

II. Phvsikalisches Institut der Justus-Liebig-Universitit
6300 Giessen,. W-Germamy

ABSTRACT

Principles and limits of mass separators are discussed that should

achieve an element sepa.ration within an isobaric chain simply byusing
the small mass differences between those ions.

1 Introduction E

To separate short lived nuclei commonly on-line mass separators are em-

ployed that consist of a not too smallmagnetic sector field and an ion source

to which the short lived nuclei are rapidly transported from the produc-

tion target [1]. TypicMly mass separators are fed with ions of one element

and require mass resolving powers of rn/_rn > 9501..500 to separate the

different isotopes of this element. However, if- a.s is Mways the case in

on-line mass separators - several elements are present in the feed material

to the ion source, each mass peak consists of ions of several neighbouring

elements. Thus any element-specific chemical separation effect is welcome
as there would be for instance chemical reactions in the ion sotu'ce or the

,ase of positive or negative surface ionization which favours alkali elements

or llalogens over ali others.

In principle one can also use the small mass ciifferences between ions of Z

protons and N neutrons and ions of Z ± 1 protons and ,V q:: 1 neutrons to

distinguish between the ions of the isobaric chain .4 = N + Z. For stab!e

E

_
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nuclei these mass differences are considerably below 1 ._,IeI.'; while for short
lived nuclei these mass differences increase to 5, IC and more MeV. To

separate ions of 1013ainu, i.e. of _ 100 000MEV thus mass resolving powers

m/,.Xrn _ 10 000 or m/,.Xm ,_ 20 000 are required [2,3l, Unfortunately such
mass resolving powers commonly can not be achieved by existing on-line
mass separators.

2 Postulates to on-line Mass Separators of high Mass Resolving
Powers

Though existing o_t-line mass separators can not achieve mass resolving
powers of rn/&rn _ 20 000, such mass resolving powers are commonly
act_ieved by doubl_focusing mass spectrometers desigaed for the mass anal-
ysis of large molecular ions, in principle thus mass separators should be

capable of achieving similax performances, Here two aspects are of impor-
tance

I, The ft.naI image of the x--extension of the area from which ions seems
to originate, must be at lea.st 20000 times smaller than the mass

: dispersion of the mass separator. Usually one even should ask this
ratio to be 40000 or at least 30000 times smaller in order to allow for

some misalignments and some residual image aberrations.

2. The aberrations of the system must be reduced so as to become in-
significant as compared to the first-order size of the image of the
entrance slit, Usually an active correction is necessary by using elec-=

trostatic or magnetic multipole elements [4] and/or by using surface
coils in the sector magnets [5],

= 3. The different sources of mass cross contamination [3,6} must be coun-
terbManced sufficiently as to allow the investigation of a low yield
isotope in _he presence of intense beams of neighbouring masses.

2.1 Matching of the ion source to the mass separator

_ If one wants to act_eve a high mass-separation power it is advisable not to
image the ion-source orifice directly by the mass-separator optics to the
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corre_ onding image plan, e, - though this is done in most existing on-line

mass sep_'ators -, but rather have another optical transfer system inserted

in between, This transfer system should image the ion sourc_, orifice to an

intermediate image at which a variable entrance slit of wicith 2s: can be

placed. Tile advantage here is that the system performance becomes c6n-

siderably less dependent on the ion source performance which especially in
on-line systems is not fully controllable. .'

Since the dispersion of a mass sep_ator :n most cases is _ too, the radius

of _ieflection of the separator sector magnet, rind since the separ_ttor mag-

nification mostly is about unity, the ratio of 2sl/po should be _ 1/40000 or

:Lt le_t _1/30000. For an entrance slit of width 2_s__ 100...200 m_crons

thus the radius of the sec{or magnet needs to be quite large. Thus a Inass

separator of high mass,resolving power is always a relatively large precision

instrument which inevitably is a technically difficult ctevice[7].

In case the req:lirements for the experimental system are not fixed over

tiine, as is the case for most on-line mass separator, it is desirable that the

transfer system between the ion source and the entrance slit be as flexible

as possible. Thus at lea.st the x-magniflcation should be variable within

lin_its in order to adjust the beam width to the width of the entrance slit

which' on the other hand needs to be varied in order to achieve, different

mass-resolving powers for a fixed dispersion of the mass separator.

Since because of Liouville's Theorem the product of the beam widt, h and

the angle of divergence is constant for a given system, the beam divergence

will decrease with a wider beam at the position of the entrance slit. This

in turn will reduce the width of the ion beam inthe separator magnet

and thus reduce the mass resolving power [7] but also the demands on the

mechanical alignment precision of ali parts involved. Thus in ali cases in

which the mass resolving power can be decreased it is Worthwhile to widen

the entrance sLit appropriately and adjust the optical transfer system such
that the full slit width is used by the beam.

For an optimal design this transfer system should contain at least five cl_a-
,trupoles [8,Olso that

1. the x- and y-focusing condition:s can be met,
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2, the x- and y-magnifications can be adjusted and

3. ,still one adjustable '_iable is free to help tt_e beam stay wittlin iinlits
within the transfer system.

Furthermore this transfer system should form [S,9] an astigmatic iInage with

the ×-image coinciding with tlie entrance slit, This is rather impc',rtant i__,

order that the ion 'beam density stays within limits everywhere and thus

are tt_e difficult to control space.ch_¢ge flJrces,

2,2 Mass Separators with low mass cross contamination

' Assume that tllere are desirc, d ions of _nass to charge ratios _rt0/q0 ¢_swell as

abundantly avalable ions of mass to charge ratio nll/qL = (mO/q0)(1 +3,. ),

Then botht.vpes of ions will be focused to ttleir appropriate positions on

the image plane but both will tfave ,long tai{s wtlich f_dl (Jft exponentially

-_ but nonetheless extent to infinity..

These long tails come from two effects [6]:

1, angle scattering of mttil ions onresidual gas atoms and. on surfaces,

All ions which are scattered under such angles _hat they c:m pass

through the exit slit positioned properly for the mo/qo ions cause the,
undesired contamination,

2. charge excha.nge processes in the acceleration region in which an rn I

ion -after being accelerated to an energy KoS,_'- exchanges its charge

with an m_ atom that was at rest at this position thus allowing this

now ionized atom to be accelerated to an energy K0(1 -8_,.). Ions for

which I'_tml/ql = Komo/qo, i.e. for which (1 + 6_/fl- 6_,.) = l. so

that a magnetic field can not distinguish them,

- In the first case the contaminating ions have ti_e wrong moment.urn, so

-:- that a second magnetic separator stage can eliminate them [10], In the
second case the contaminat)ng ions have the correct momentum b_t a too

low energy, Thus they can be eliminated only bF' some electrostatic field

arrangement. Assuming siIlgly ctlarged ions of masses rno = 200anu an,t

'_(:_iamlL one finds tll_it I{l 200/201I{o, i.e. I,.'_)is 0.5% larger thanI71 [ ,_2 _ ---

]k'l. Such ions of too low eI_ergy can be removed

_ 189
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1 by an electrostatic sector field [10]

2 by placing the two magnetic sectors, i.e. in practice only [8]'thetr

vacuum chambers, at different electrOStatic potentials or

3. by p_sing the ions through an Einzellens with its center electrode

being at a retarding potential where the lens must be designed such

that the ions on axis must move at least for a very small distance at

less than 0,5% of their init.ial energy.

Note here also that the number of ions which can undergo charge exchange

effects reduces with a ,- Juced gas pressure in the acceleration region. Such

zt reduction can be considerably assisted by a properly designed transfer

system [11].

3 Conclusion

An on--line mass separator that iscapable of separating neighbouring el-

ements within one isobaric chain from each other simply by their mass

differences is possible, As outlined above, such a mass separator should

consist of at least two large magnetic sector fields, a versatile transfer sys-

tem between the ion source and the first sector magnet (see Fig. l) and

some type of an energy analyzing system, The whole system must be build

rigidly and with high precision. A correction of aberrations is necessary in
most cases,

In case ion sources must be used that have a large energy spread, one st',ould

consider to build the separator as an angle- and energy- focusing system,

In this case additionally relatively large quite precise electrostatic sector

fields must be included in the design [7].

4 Captions

Fig.1 A layout of ISOLDE-3 the on-line mass separator described in refs

{S,9] is shown in a projection or,, the horizontal plane of deflection and on a

._urface that includes the beam axis and that is perpendicular to this plane.

Note the position of the ion source at the upper right corner from where
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_, transfer system transports the ion beam to the entrance slit first inter,

mediate image) where an x-image exists but wher_ the beam is wide in the

perpendicular direction. Note :also that because o: building constraints the

= two magnetic sectors had to bend the ion beam in the same direction which

required an intermediate lens system was required so that the dispersions

Of the two magnetic sectors would add.
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SOME THOUGHTS ON OPPORTUNITIES WITH REACTIONS
USING RADIOACTIVE BEAMS

JOHN P. SCHIFFER
Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, Illinois 60_39.._8_3

and
The University of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois 60687

=

1. Introduction

I was asked to talk about the use of radioactive beams for nuclear
reactions. My overall perspective is that the scientific justification for such
studies must be done carefully. 'ro go to the added complexity of
radioactive beams one must clearly demonstrate the need for obtaining new
information about nuclear structure or processes, information that is not
otherwise available.

On the other hand, much of what we know about nuclear structure
comes from nuclear reactions with stable nuclear beams and targets. While

- e certain amount of information about nuclei far from stability may be
obtained from the study of their radioactive decays, this is limited: Our
knowledge and understanding of nuclear structure comes from stable nuclei:
energy levels, their spins and parities, and very importantly the matrix
elements characterizing them (e.g. the single-particle strength, various kinds
of collectivity, pairing, etc.). These are largely determined by reaction
studies with normal stable nuclei. The extension of such studies to
unstable nuclei, far from stability, may well hold qualitative surprises, or at
the very least give a fLrmer basis to our understanding of nuclear structure.

Perhaps it is a matter of taste, but if one wishes to start on this
endeavor then it is best to begin with simple, easily accessible features.
The simplest nuclei axe the ones that form doubly-closed shells and the
easiest features to explore initially are the single-particle states and the
collective excitations that one can build on these.

_

= I would like to emphasize that a unique facility for this type of study
is about to come into operation in Darmstadt where the ESR storage ring
will capture radioactive beams from fragmentation products and cool them

_ to useful energies for reaction studies. Circulating beams of many unstable
nuclei are expected in the 1010 to 1016/sec regime, l) With an internal gas
target, integrated luminosities should be achievable that are within a few

_ orders of magnitude of those used in typical stable-beam experiments.
With detectors of large solid angle very useful rates are likely to be within
reach in the near future.

_
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2. Nuclear Structure Studies Near Closed-Shell Nuclei

A specific case of such studies is represented by an experiment we
hope to do at the ESR: A proposal for studying simple collective modes
and single-p_Lrticlestatesbased on magic nucleisuch as 56Ni and 132Sn.2)
With bemm_ of such nuclei, one can pass them through a thin gas
deuterium target in which reactions may take place-- forthe 132Sn(al,p)
reaction for instance,one would be able to detect protons in an array of
solid state detectors and establish the single-neutronstates based on a

doubly magic core. Data on (d,t)a_d (d,3He) reactions may be
accumulated simultaneously,yielding data on hole states. Proton states
may require a He target but otherwise the technique is the same. The
ideal energy for such reactions is around 10 MeV/u, where these transfer
reactions ax_ well calibratedand Where momentum matching is relatively
good, Prototype measurements on such inverse reactions v.:ithstable Xe

beams shown in Figure I have been carried out at GSI during the past
year in order to demonstrate their fea.sibility.3)

Inelasticscatteringmay also be carried out, and :lere substantially
higher energies may be used (e.g.several i00 MeV/u on a 4He or IH
target)since small momentum transferis achievableeven at high energies.4)

Once the single-paxticlestates axe observed, the next step is to study
the adjacent nuclei for paxticle-p_ticleand paxticle-holeenergies. The data
base on such states is very limited,since there axe precious few stable
doubly-closed-shellnuclei,but the data indicatethat the similarityin such
states between differentparts of the periodic table is very striking.S) A
subset of these data axe shown in Figure 2. lt would be very interesting
to add data from the vicinity of the hitherto inaccessibleclosed shells.

Such studies should also become feasiblein time, though they would have
to follow the observation of single-paxticlestates,and be somewhat more
difficult.

3: Reactions with Exotic

There axe some exotic phenomena, such as those associatedwith very
loosely bound nuclei such as llLi where the loose binding resultsin the
tailof the neutron wave function extending out to exceptionallylarge radii.
lt is likelythat there axe other nuclei,near the neutron drip line,that
show such a wispy neutron halo. The ones where a neutron pair's
separation energy is small are particularly interesting as has been
emphasized by Bertsch for instance. But the pairing correlationwith the
other tightlybound pairs is not likelyto be a significantfeature.

As shown by the work of Tanihata and collaborators,e)1ILl and 14Be
axe somewhat unique in their anomalously large interactionradii. They
also may have the feature of a split giant dipoleresonance, tha.twould



contribute to the large interaction cross section. However, here it is likely
to be important that in llLi two of the 8 neutrons are loosely bound -
while in heavier nuclei the fraction of loosely bound neutrons will inevitably
be !ess, and such phenomena as the splitting of the giant resonance will be
less pronounced. I also want to point out that similar effect8 are NOT to
be anticipated for protons -since even very loosely' bound protons have a
huge Coulomb barrier to penetrate, and therefore are not likely to show a
comparable _ 'proton halo'. After all, we have nuclei unstable against alpha
emission with no perceptible modification in. their density distribution.

If one does a simple statistical estimate it seems likely that near the
neutron drip line there will be some nuclei where the last neutron or
neutron pair is bound by even less (perhaps 10 keV) than in ILL{. lt

. would be fascinating to try for sub-sub-Coulomb transfer reactions at
energies _even as low as half the Coulomb barrier, with nuclei that have
such a _wispy halo, and even to look for fusion enhancement. But we
should remember that only the loosely bound neutron or neutron pair will
have a special role.

4. Some Studies oi' Reactions with Astrophy_eal Interest

A number of reaction cross sections for proton or alpha-particle capture
are of interest for stellar processes with nuclides that are unstable. Some

_ such studies have been proposed recently to be carried out with radioactive
beams at existing facilities without major investment of resources. An
example is the study of the 140(a,p)17F reaction, which has an important
role iu the initiation of the rapid proton capture process, Sinceboth 140
and 17F are unstable, the reaction may only be studied ii" one can prepare

- one or the other species in suf_cient numbers. A recent proposal is to
produce a beam of 17F, us.ing 170 as the primary beam on a hydrogen
target slightly above the l;O(p,n)lTF threshold, where the 17F particles

= would.be emitted in 'a narrow forward cone. Since the energy of the 17F
is above the energy regime of interest for the asl;rophysical measurements,

= the particles have to be decelerated. With the independent resonators of a
_ superconductin$ linac (ATLAS) this is readily achievable,,and sufficient
: intensities of I#F may be obtained to allow the experiment to proceed. 7}

Some test measurements of deceleration have _been carried out, and the

- experiment awaim the constructionof a suitablehydrogen target that could
= be bombarded with several micro-ampere_ of oxygen beam.

5. Conclugion_

There are interesting new aspects of nuclear properties that may
- become available through the use of radioactive beams. But these

experiments are likely to be very expensive - not only in terms of money

--

-
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but in teru_ of effort. Radioactive beams are not an end to themselves.
The scientific _ justification is probably there, but it haz to be thought
through carefully and preliminary experiments should be done whenever
possible.

At present there is a m_jor facility at which radioactive beams will be
available: the ESR at Darmstadt, which is undergoing its initial tests now.
It behooves those of us who profess to be interested in the use of
radioactive beams for nuclear reaction or nuclear structure studies to go
beyond attending workshops and start to become involved in real
measurements in order to better appreciate the dimensions of opportunities,
technical problems and of the scientific payoff. Surely, if a major new
facility whose capabilities are to supplement those of the ESR is to be
justified, it will have to build on what will be learned in Darmstadt in the
near term future.'----

This research was supported by the U. S. Department of Energy,
Nuclear Physics Division, under Contract W-31-109-Eng-38.
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EXOTIC NUCLEAR DEFORMATION AWAY FROM
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Abstract

We discussthefactthattofindshelleffectswhich arein phaseforprotonsand neutronz_

nucleifarfromstabilitymust oftenbe considered,EspeciaLly,withZ = N, thetwo systems

willstriveinthesame directions,Forheaviernuclei,itisnecessarytoconsidersystemswith

neutronsone sheUhigherthantheprotonswherethisconditionwillbe differentatsuperde-

formationand atnormal deformation,We exemplifywithsuperdeformationin_°Zna0a_Id

_SRu44, a_4oZn44and l_°Rus_ in addition to the regions already established around ls2r_.44 66LJY 86

and lsg04Hg104.In light nuclei, the shell effects are very strong compared with macroscopic
energies, We argue that the nucleus 11Be and some neighbouring nuclei have large triaxial

deformation in contrast to the neutroxthalo in some other neighbour nuclei.

: For a general understanding oi' the nuclear properties in different regions, the shell

energy landscape drawn as function of deformation and particle number is very ii-

= lustrative. As seen in fig. 1, the variation is very regular with intersecting valleys

and ridges. Therefore, in the same way as one may combine the spherical magic

numbers to get doubly-closed nuclei, one may combine favoured proton and neutron_

shell effects for deformed shape to find other favoured (or unfavoured) configurations,

This has recently been illustrated in a very convincing way by the observed superde-

formed high-spin sta, tes around 152Dy and 194Hg. These findings complement previous
observations of fission isomers for neutron numbers N 140-150.

_

1. Superdeformation at an approximate 2:1 axis ratio

t,1, THE REGION AROUND THE DOUBLY-CLOSED lS_Dy NUCLEUS

The shape at superdeformation with an axis ratio of 2:1 constitutes a second

symmetry in addition to the 1'1 shape for spherical nuclei and it seems that lS2Dy can

be considered as doubly closed in a similar way as e,g, 2°Spb, The recent findings 1)

" of almost identical transition energies (within 1-2 keV) when one particle is :,.dded or

removed from 15_Dy might be taken as a support for such an assumption. The very

interesting experimental fact is that one excited band has been observed in lSlTb with

essentially identical transition energies as in the superdeformed (SD) ground band of
l_2Dy. In a similar way, one excited band has been observed in iS°Cd with essentially

- the same transition energies as in the SD ground band oft51Tb, As noted by several_

- participants at the recent Copenhagen workshop 3'4), this can be understood if the

orbital which is emptied has a decoupling factor a close to one while the core remains

19()
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Fiy e 1' Neutron shell energy calculated in the mocLified o_cillator' drawn as function of

quadrupole deformation and particle number 2), The contour li_aeseparation is 1 MeV and

regions of negative shell energy are shaded, N,_te especially the pronounced ridges which

caal be traced back to the nz = 0 orbitals inchcated in fig, 3, The ridges are separated by

valleys which become especially pronounced at spherical shape (_ = 0) and 2:1 deformation

(_ _ 0.6). We rims note approximate 2'1 magic numbers as indicated also in fig, 6, but
also low shell energy and thus prediction of stable con_figurations for a variety of other

combination_ of particle number and deformation. The diagram is drawn for no rotation

but, at large deforn_ation, the general features of the shell energy turn out to be insensitive

to col_lective rotation and also to be about the same for protons as for neutrons,

unchanged, Thus, the band can be parametrized _s

E = (h:/2J).R(R+ 1) = (h_/2fl).(I-i)(I-i+ 1) (1)

where thus i = 0 in the core and i _ 1/2 (corresponding to a _ 1) in the excited band

while Or (which is slightly K-dependent) is essentially identical. The decoupling factor

of a _ 1 shows almost unambiguously that it is the [301 1/2] Nilsson orbital which

is being emptied which is certainly a very important observation, The calculated

decoupling factor comes out somewhat too small and for example pseudo-oscillator

symmetry has been invokeda) to underst-and this discrepancy.
What we wi].l discuss here is rather the problem how the inert core could be

understood. In fact, a similar observations) has been made for the nucleus _Dy with

one signature degenerate band, which has essentially the same moment oi" inertia as

the core, i,e. if one corrects for the fact that the spins are ini,eger and half-integer,

respectively, the transition energies are identical to within 1-3 keV. In general one

would expect difl'erent kinds of residual interactions (e.g, pairing) to disturb the
bands much more.

?()()
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Figure 2: Observed differences in transition energies (filled and open circles) between

l_JDyS) and tS2DyZ) compared with calctflafions, With the highest spin in 162Dy set to

60,the highestspinsinthethreebands oftB3Dyareassumed 119/2,117/2and I15/2,re-

spectively.When thedifferencesaretaken,thetransitionenergiesinth_Dyareinterpolated

to haLt-integerspins.The dot-dashedlineShows a pure A5/3dependence,thedashedllnes

show theresultfromthepureoscillatorand thefulllinesifthealignmentiscorrectedtothat

obtained in Woods-Saxon calculations (e.g. s)). The signature degenerate band in tS3Dy is

well described by either [514 9/2] or [402 5/2] and the other band by [761 3/2], The similar
featuxes obtained in experiment suggest that essentially pure single-particle effects
are involved and that no "local crossings" caused by pairing are of importance.

Leaving the difficult question of residual interaction aside, it turns out that one

" possible explanation,S) of these identical moments of inertia can be found in the pure

single-particle model. In such a model, an added particle will disturb the core in

essentially two ways, namely it will polarize the deformation and it will bring in

an _lignment. An additional small effect is the increase of mass which will lead to

a scaling of entering quantities so that the size of the nucleus on the _verage will
increase as observed experimentally. The mechanism is most easily understood in

- the pure oscillator model as illustrated for addition of a neutron in fig. 2. What one

notes here is that for an upsloping equatorial orbital, having a negative alignment,

- the different effects will essentially compensate each other leading to almost identical

= transition energies. Indeed, the proton [3{.31 1,/2] orbital discussed above is of this

_- upsloping character as are also the neutron orbitals [402 5/2] and [514 9/2],

Fig. 2 shows also the changes in transition energies with < j,, > taken from the_

Woods-Saxon potentialS), With this correction, we obtain a qualitative agreement

- not only for the upsloping orbitals but also for the high-j (high-N) [761 3/2] orbital.

Once we know the changes in transition energies, we can also calculate for example

--



the second moment of inertia li2), T,his means that our c_lculations give an expres-
sion of how the addition (or removal,) of a particle will influence the ,.7.(2) moment
of inertia where not only the alignment of the particle is considered (as was done in
ref. 0)) but also _he shape Folarization is taken into account,

1,2, GENERAL FEATURE OF THE SHELL STRUCTURE

Before we continu, e to discuss other regions of approximate 2:1 deformation it is
instructive to consider large deformations somewhat more generally. Thus, in fig, 3
we show a single.particle diagram for neutrons where stripes of equatorial orbitals
(espcciaUy nz = 0 and nj = [) have been marked out (fig. 3 is drawn for the W,S,
potentiai but a M.O. diagram would have the same general features as noted long
ago lt)), The stripes give rise to a high level density and the 2:1 magic numbers
are then seen in between these stripes, Ia a similar way a_ for spherical shape,
however, the magic numbers are shifted to somewhat larger particle numbers than
iii the pure oscillator where the 2:1 gaps are N = ,. ,, 16, 28, 40, 60, 80, 110, 140,
.... Furthermore, some down-sloping high-j (or high-N) orbits tend to intersect the
2:1 shell gaps. Due to the low density of such states, they are not very important
for the overall level density. However, instead of well localized 2',1 shell gaps, we will
observe regions around 5¢ = 0,6 with no orbitals except the strongly down-sloping
ones tl). This means that the smaller is the particle number, the smaller is the
favoured ,(3-deformation, This is due to the/3-dependence of the orbitals involved.
For example, in fig. 3, there is a shell gap at N = 64 and /3 = 0.6 but then, if
we take away the two particles in the lowest N = 6 orbital, we get another gap at

= 0.50 - 0.55 while if two particles are added to the second N = 6 orbital, a gap is
created for f3 _ 0.65. Furthermore, around N = 86, N = 44,... (/3 _ 0.6) the same
general structure as around N = 64 is observed, ['he features are clearly born out in
explicit calculations as illustrated for the M.O, in fig. 4. There, we plot the calculated
equilibrium deformations for some yrast superdeformed configurations in the A = 150

' region, The configurations are specified by the number of N = 6 protons and N = 7
neutrons, It is evident that the e-value is correlated with the number of particles in
these orbitals just in the way as expected from the single-particle diagram. Note also
that these trends appear consistent with experiment r).

The high-j particles contribute strongly to the angular momentum not only at
small deformation but also at superdeformation, Furthermore, they get aligned as
a function of rotational frequency in a typical way leading to special features in the
observed spectra. This can be seen in the J(_) moment of inertia 8'9) or the differences
in transitional energies discussed above.

1.3. OTHER REGIONS OF APPROXIMATE 2:1 DEFORMATIONS

One could note that if one wants a deformed shell gap to survive with increasing

2{)2 L
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- Figure 3' Single-neutron orbit.'dm calculated in the Woods-Saxon potential drawn as flinc-

h" tions of quadrupole deformation, Regions of equatorial orbitals with small values of n,

" are indicated, EspeciaLly the nz : 0 orbitals are important for the formation of the ridges

" seen in fig. 1, Note the regions of low s.p. density for _ = 0.5 - 0.6 intersected by somem

- down-sloping easily Mignable orbitals whose asymptotic quantum numbers, INn,All], are

given, cf, fig, 5. The figure im a slightly updated version of a figure originMly published in

ref. l°).

frequency, it is favourable to be just above the first orbital of some N-shell. This is
illustrated for the N = 30 and N = 44 shell gaps in fig. 5 where we see how these

- gaps rather become more pronounced at high spin because the orbitals just below

A are the first N = 4 [440 1/2] and N :: 5 [550 1/2] orbitals, respectively. These
orbitals get aligned and thus bend downwards with increasing _, Consequently, as

:mi
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favourable SD cases below the Gd/Dy region, we would ,_uggest SSRu, l°S'll°Ru, _°Zn

and 74Zn, ,As illustrated in fig. 6 these are ali rather far from stabihty where, with

present techniques, the neutrondeficient ones should be more easy to populate at high

spins, Thus, we give in fig. 7 one calculated energy surface for the two N = Z nuclei,

°°Zn and SSRu, in the spin region where the superdeformed milfimum becomes yrast.

We see that this happens for comparatively low spins for both of these nuclei and a/so

that the SD minimum is separated from states at smaller deformation by a substantial

barrier. A study of the 8°Zn nucleus is prescntly underway at Nordball l_).

ft is interesting tc, note that there is a supershell structure connected with 2:1

shell gaps ix) so that each second gap can beput into one group and those in between

into another group. It is associated e.g. with the fact that for the H.O. gaps, N = 4,

16, 40, 80, 140, ...the n, = 0 orbitals are just above and the n, = I orbitals just

below while for the other gaps, N = 2, 10, 28, 60, 110, ..,the situation is reversed.

As one can see from fig. 3, the n, = 0, 1 orbitals will then tend to push the former

gaps towards larger e-values and the latter towards smaller e-values. Furthermore_ e4

deformations will tend to make the former gaps more pronounced lt). Thus, it seems

th,xt in the Dy/Gd region, it is the N = 86 neutrongap which is more pronounced

than the Z = 66 gap while the fission isomers are formed mainly because of the

N = 140-150 shell structure. Furthermore, the calculated super-deformation in SSRu

is substantially larger than in _°Zn where the minimum in the latter nucleus has some
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Figure 5: Single-neutro n orbitals close to prolate 2:1 deformation drawn e.s functions of
.rotational frequency, w. No.le the shell gaps, N = 30 and 44, just above the first N = 4

---- [440 1/2] and N = 5 [550 1/2] orbitaJs, and how these gaps survive and.even become more

pronounced at large w.

= resemblance of the 2°Ne ground state which is formed because of the Z = N = 10

gap at 2'1 shape but leading to ¢ +<0.40 in 2°Ne. Similarly, the minimumltw_ calculate- in SSRu can be compared with the secondary minimum calculated (e.g, __) in a2s at

: _ > 0,6.

The next heavier region beyond 152Dyshould correspond to Z _ 86 and N ,_ 116.
The general systematics then suggest a lower end of this region with deformations

substantially smaller than _ = 0.6 corresponding to Z ,_ 80 and N _ 110. This is
roughly consistent with the fact that a strongly deformed band +.3)with e = 0.45-0.50
was recently discovered in 19trig. There is now a very large activity in the search for

- other similar band_ in the Hg/Pb region and several cases have been identified in

:- experiments carried out in Argonne, Berkeley and Liverpool, see e.g. +.4).

Fig. 1 suggests that for neutron numbers N = 110-130 we will stay away from
' deformations larger than _ = 0.5 but that there exists a shell energy minimum for

e"= 0.4- 0.5 for all these neutror; numbers. Similarly, the proton shell enersy appears

: to survive in the whole region Z = 80-9& Indeed, early calculations +.s)did predict
a lot of nuclei with secondary minima for Z = 80-90 and N = ll0-130, see fig, 8.

Important for this is not only the shell energy but also the soft liquid drop energy,
Many other calculations have followed with, to our knowledge, the first detailed high-

__ spin study (carried out for +.SZAu)in ref. t_), wthle more general overview calculations

at high spin can be found in e.g. tz,+.s). As we expect a large region of secondary
- minima around and beyond _°--t_Hg, it seems that it would be of great value to try

2(_.',
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toestimate fissionbarriers,the heightofthe secondaryminima,etc,with the most

reliablemodels availabletoday.

Important experimentalfactsinthe Hg-regionarethatthe rotationalbands tend

tostaypopulateddown to spinI0 oreven below but not tohigherspinsthan around .

40. These valuesare substantiallylower than in the Gd/Dy regionand appears

correlatedwith the softerliquiddrop energy in the heavierregion.Secondly,'whilea

singleparticlemodel without pairingalways givesan j.(3)moment ofinertiawhich

decreases slightly with spin (increaaing difference_ in transition energies), the opposite
l=
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The minima at large deformation correspond to the gapl _een in fig. 5.
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Figure 8: Potential energy calculated as a function of _, with mimmization in _4, for a

number of Hg and Ra isotopes. the figure is taJcen from ref. 15) but similar results with a

secondary mimmum at _ __0.45 has been obtained in several subsequent cMculations.

effect is found experimentally with increases of typically 30% in the I = 10-40 range,
It seems as if a weak band-crossing caused by pairing is involved 1_) even though it is

-- difficult to understand why the experimental increase is so smooth up to the highest

spins, A third very interesting observation is the very similar transition energies in-

different bands in an analogous way as discussed above around l_'2Dy. Due to the

expected importance of pairing in Hg nuclei, it is questionable if the ideas presented=

-- above can be applied here.

2. Deformations other than 2:1 in heavy nuclei

From fig. 1 one may also conclude that other large deformations than those close

to 2:1 might give favoured configurations becoming yrast ;_.t high spins. Indeed, we

get rather precise predictions of favoured combinations of proton number, neutron
number and deformation. For example, it seems very probable that several large

deformation states will be observed for N - 130-150 nuclei forming a bridge between-

'the Ce/Nd region (e.g.Z)) and the Gd/Dy region. Let us also mention the so called

hyperdeformed states predicted in ref. 20) around 18SYb noting that this is only one

: of many possibilities which would come out from more detailed calculations. With

=
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the new experimental equipment being built or planned, we would thus expect that
it will become possible to explore'large regions of the space covered in figs. 1 and 3,
Note that in many cases it will be necessary to go to nuclei far off stability to find
(Z,N) combinations where the shell effects add coherently.

In fig, 1 we only consider ,x_dal sh_pe leaving out the possibility of tri_xiality.
Indeed, because of the higher symmetry for axial shape, we expect more pronounced
shell effects there but even so, one would expect that high-spin configurations at large
deformation and with a well-defined triax:iality will be identified in the near future,
One possible region is the Hf-isotopes with N = 88--1.00 where reticulations 21,a=)give
a minimum at e =0.45 and 7 = 20 which becomes yrast for spins I = 40-50.

3. Large deformations in very light nuclei--- triaxiality in 11Be

For very light nuclei, there are several advantages 2a) when considering large de-
formations. Generally, the highest stability is found close to N = Z where proto n
and neutron shell effects are in phase. Furthermore, in a similar way as for very
heavy nuclei, the liquid drop energy is rather soft and large deformations are easily
formed. Because of the small number of particles, the shell energies might change a
lot with the addition of only one or two particles so that very different shapes might
be' studied in a limited range of proton and neutron number. One interestzng exa.mpte
is 1_O which not only shows large shell effects at sphericaA shape but also a 4p-4h con-
figuration corresponding to a shell energy minimum at e -_ 0.7, 9' _ 40° and an 8p-Sh
configuration corresponding to another shell energy minimum at e _ 1.0,3, = 0 _4).

Recently, a lot of activity has been centered on the very neutron-rich nuclei of
He, Li and Be. A very special feature of these nuclei is the very low neutron binding
energy. This seems to lead to a neutronhalo_5)in some cases and is thus in many
ways analogous to the large radius in deuterium due to the low binding energy. Here
we will however argue that also deformation might be very important in some of these
nuclei_e). This appears not to be the case for 11Li where for example the magnetic
moment _r) is well understood in the spherical shell model. The m_n experimental
fact _s) indicating a neutron halo is the large interaction cross section crn observed.

' Then, also in tlBe a' similar increase incrn has been seen and taken together with the
fact that the last neutron has a very low binding energy (.-_ 500 keV), this cou.ld be
interpreted as caused by a larger radius of this last neutron. Alternatively, a large
deformation, also leading to a larger nuclear radius, might explain this experimental
fact.

Some years ago, we pointed out _.3) that the yrast positive parity states in liB
might be interpreted as a rotational band with a moment of inertia corresponding
to rigid rotation at e _ 0.7,7 _ 40° at which deformation we also calculated the
lowest energy for positive parity (in competition with another minimum being axially
symmetric and situated at an even larger deformation). Furthermore, the positive
parity ground band in 11Be can then be considered as the isospin, T = 3/2, component
of this same state. Ag,fin, as illustrated in fig. 9, we calculate a similar deformation
for the lowest energy positive parity state in 11Be. As discussed below, the .1/2+ state
might very well be lowest in. energy although cranking calculations favour I = 5/2.
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Figure 9' Calculated 5/2 + potential-energy surface of _lBe, Note that the nucleus gains
more than 10 MeV in energy from deformation, The 5/2 + state is lowest in energy in the

. cranking approximation but see also fig. 11,

Talmi and. Unna have argued 29) that far fromstability the sl/2 state tends to come

down in energy and from systematics for the isotones with neutron number N = 7, it

should be the ground state (or Very close to the ground state) in 11Be, see fig. l0 which

is an updated version of the figure originally presented in 29). A more detailed study

of the spectra of the odd nuclei in fig. l0 shows however that within 0-2 MeV above

= the 1/2 + state there is also a 5/2 + state (where in 11Be, there ia an experimental

uncertainty if the spin is 5/2 or 3/2, see fig, 11 below), With previous arguments,

this would then suggest that also dh/_ is coming down very low which seems rather

i unlikely, GeneraLly, from a knowledge of the order of the spherical single-particle

orbitals, onewould expect it to be very difficult to get especially the sl/_ state very

--: low in energy and this is also what can be concluded from explicit calculations in
the Woods-Saxon modelal), Thus, it seems that in order to get a spherical _/2 state

" lowest in llBe, an unreasonably large residual interaction is needed.

j Coming back to the possibility of large deformation, the 4p:4h state in 1BO was
o mentioned above, Indeed, the corresponding 0 + state is observed at an excitation of
_- 6.05 MeV which is close to the excitation energy of the 1/2 + state in 1_O (fig, 10), This

=-" state might then be a 3p-3h state at large deformation as also supported by explicit

= cranking calculations. Similarly, we describe the ground state of 12C as strongly
- deformed which indicates that this is the case also for the 1/2 + state in 1aC, again

supported by our preliminary calculations.
= In order to indicate how a positive parity I = 1/2 can be described in the deformed

1- case, we have carried out particle-rotor calculations as illustrated in fig. ii. These

calculations do indeed give a low-lying 1/2 + state which depending on parameters

.
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Figure 10: The energy difference between the 1/2 + and 1/2- states in the N = 7 isotone,

(centres of gravity of the two doublets were used in I_B). Note tile crossing at llBe. The

figure is taken from 3°) aald is an updated version of a figure originally presented in ref. 29).

might be below or slightly above the 5/2 + state. Furthermore, this 1/2 + state has

an approximate amplitude of 75% in the (stretched) d6/2 subshell and 25% in sl/2.
Therefore, we would expect a centrifugal barrier which prevents the last neutron

from forming a halo. Thus, the mere fact that the last neutron has a very low

binding cannot cause the increased radius. Instead, the large deformation leads to

a mean square radius which is approximately 10% larger than for spherical shape in
qualitative agreement with experiment.

Several experiments would help to support or reject our interpretation of the

structure of the positive parity stat;_s in 'tlBe. It would be important to really pin

down the spin of the second positive parity state in 11Be now being given as either

3/2 + or 5/2 + . Second, the magnetic moment is straightforward to calculate in the

particle-rotor model so a measurement of this quantity for the 1/2 + ground state in

llBe would be of great value. Additionally, in llN which is the mirror nucleus of 11Be,

deformation would lead to a large radius while, even if the proton binding energy is

low, the Coulomb barrier would prevent the formation of a proton halo, Other im-
portant quantities to measure are higher spin states in either 11Be or in 11B or in their

mirror nuclei (the 11C spectrum is very similar to the 11B spectrum), not to forget
that the B(E2) strength is a very direct measure of the deformation. This is then one

example where it helps a lot to go far from stability to get a general understanding

E
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Figure 11' Particle-rotor calculations for .lte N = 7 system at large deformations approx-

imately corresponding to calculated ei_ergy minima in ltBe and iso and observed positive

parity spectra in these two nuclei, The spectra have been normalized to the lowest positive

parity state, The moment of inertia vary with G' as for irrotational flow and ha+ been nor-

mal.ized to observed spacings in the "rotational bands" of. liB and 180 expressed as the 2 +

energy in the figure, The Coriolis interaction ha+ been attenuated in one case, X = 0,5, Note

that with decreasing 7 and decreasing X, the 1/2 + state is lowered relative to 5/2 + . The re-

semblance between theory and experiment is a strong support not only of large deformation

but also of triaxiality,

of the structure, in this case how the s-d shell orbitals intrude into the p-shell nuclei,

_

Parts of what I have discussed here have been carried out in collaboration with

different colleagues whom [ want to thank, On _uperdeformation in general I have

_- collaborated with Tord Bengtsson and Sven ]kberg, on p-shell nuclei with Sven _berg

_nd Ray Sheline and on particle-rotor calculations with Paul Semmes. Several dis-

cussions with G regers Hansen and Thorleif Ericson on the neutron-rich p-shell nuclei

have been very helpful. I am also grateful to the Swedish Natural Science Research

-_' Council for economic support,
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Ab stract

An overview is made of the current and future nuclear data needs in

nuclear astrophysics, Subjects discussed include: i) Hydrog_,n burning
reactions in various environments; 2) Big-bang nucleosynthesis

(particularly with baryon- number inhomogenelties) ; 3) Heavy-element

nucleosynthesis; and 4) Presupernova cores, A wish llst is constructed of
most desired unknown reaction rates in each of these areas, lt is

concluded that a facility for producing heavy-ion radioactive nuclear

beams may provide a means to determine many of these reaction rates,

l, Introduction

The subject of nuclear data needs in astrophysics has been reviewed a

ntu_ber of _times I-3) in recent years, Most of what was required five

years ago is still needed today, In this talk emphasis will be made upon

where there has been progress in the last few years and where significant

gaps in available nuclear data still exist which might be filled best with

the use of a radioactive ion beam facility,
We discuss t'our areas of nuclear astrophysics: i) Hydrogen burnlng

" reactions in various environments; 2) Big-bang nucleosynthesis

(particularly with baryon-nLunber inhomogeneous models); 3) Heavy-element

neutron-capture nucleosynthesis ; and 4) Electron-capture rates |I_.

presupernova cores,
-

=i

2, Hydrogen burning

- 2,1 Main- sequence hydrogen burning

One need not look very far to find an application for radioactive

beams, Figure I summarizes the well known hydrogen-burnlng cycles which

occur at relatively low temperature (-l,SxlO 7 K) in a low-mass main
sequence star like the Sun, and the current status _°)of the measured

astrophysical S-factor for the 7Be(p,_)BB reaction, As
can be seen, the 7Be(p,7)BB reaction is a crucial step

= toward the generation of detectable energetic neutrinos from _B

decay in the 37CI solar-neutrino experiment, 5) AI thougll tl_ere
_ have been a number of careful measurements 8-I°) which give the same

shape for the S-factor, such measurements have been plagued with the

- difficulty of accurately determining the thickness of the radioactive

7Be target, There is a difference of about 30% in the normalizatlo_

_ factors for this reaction in Figure i, Hence, a measurement using a

radioactive 7Be beam would be quite useful even at energies much

higher than _ the stellar Gamow window° In such an experiment there would

be no ambiguity in the target thickness or beam intensity so that the
proper normalization of this reaction rate could be established.
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Fig, i S factor for the 7Be(p,7)SB r,_acti°n_) and a llst of the
major chains for thermonuclear burning in the Sun,

2,2 Hot hydrogen burning

As the temperature is increased the main hydrogen-burning reactions
_hift from the p-p chains to the CNO cycle (Fig, 2), At still higher

temperature the CNO cycle is modified when proton captures on l'_N
become the slowest reaction in the cycle (though still faster than the

beta-decay rate of I"_N). This is the hot CNO cycle also shown in

Fig, 2, Since the energy generation rate is much faster through the hot
CNO cycle it is useful to know at precisely what temperatures anct
densities this transition takes piace, Five years ago I would have

therefore listed the t3N(p, 7) _'_0 reaction as one of the

most important data needs, However, there has been considerable progress
in the use of indirect methods to infer this reaction rate, This reaction

should be dominated by a single s-wave resonance to the i- 2.313 MeV

excited state in l_O, analogous to the 424 kev resonance in the

tZC(P,7) reaction and others l.n this regiou, 11) The

proton width for the resonant _tate in 1_)0 has been
measured,lZ) This clarified the uncertainty in several thoeretical

ref, II), There has also been successful, but much
predictions (e, g, i_)-..!
slower, progress 5) in the detorm[natlon of the galmlm-width of

this state by indirect means, The three experimental determinationz_ of

this width are not entirely consistent (rq/r- (3,3 ± 2,1)xlO -5 (ref. 13); =
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Fig. 2 The normal CNO cycle and the hot CNO cycle,

- (.5,6 -± 1,7)xlO -5 (ref, 14); - (2 -±l)xl0 "4 (ref,15), lt would therefore

be quite useful to have the ability to measure this cross section directly
with a radioactive I_N beam,

2,3 rp- Process

At even higher temperatures (- 5xlO°K) alpha-particle reactions on the
waiting point nuclei, 140 and 150 can cause a leak from the hot CNO cycle
producing 19Na, The tgNe(p,7)Z°Na reaction then leads to a sequence of rapid

proton and alpha captures out to the proton drip line, This is called the

rp.process ta) an example of which is shown on Figure 3.
' 17-2.1)There has been some gradual progress in the identification

of dome of the important resonances for these reactions using the indirect

technique, For example, measurements or limits for various resonances in

the _50((,,7)1"_Ne reaction have been determined 17'18) in _gNe or the mirror

nucleus, 19F, Also the level structure relevant to the 19Ne(p,v)2°Na react-

iont_) and the Z°N._(p,7)ZlMg'reactionz°'zl)have been studied,

lt is worth commenting on prospects for future measurements 'via the
indirect method verses the use of a radioactive ion beam facility,

Although, such indirect measurements are immediately available with

existing accelerators, it has been extremely difficult to determine
resonance gamma widths by this technique due to the large backgrounds and
low counting rates, 11%principle, the high beam currents avaliable with a
radioactive ion beam facility may overcome this difficulty, Furthermore,

there are a ntunber of important rp-process reactions for which there is no

sJ.mple exchange reaction to form them from stable nuclei for such indirect
measurements. These reactions are summarized in Table i, In this regard,

a (.ombination of the two techniques (i,e, indirect measurements involving

radioactive ion beams) may be particularly useful in some cases, For
[_4(;e

example, it is not known whether the rp-process terminates at
65or As. This is because it is not known if there are any proton

stable states in _SAs into which to capture, This coul.d have an

7 15





Table i, Hot hydrogen burning reaction rates which will require
radioactive ion beam methods to measure,

_'3Ti(p,7), 44Ti(p,v)

_"V(p,7), 4_V(p,v)
_Cr(p,7), _'sC',r(p, "y) J
_OMn(p 7), _gMn(p,_)
5°Fe (P 7)
_Co(p 7), 53C°(P,7)
S"Ni (p 7)

_lCu(P 7)
5°Zn(P 7)
B1Ga(p _/), °ZC,a(p,7), BZOa(p,?)
B_¢,e(p 7), BsGe(P,?)

Impact on the energy generation from this process, lt might !_e possible

to make BSAs by the 5_Ni(1°C,t)SSAs or 54Fe(ll'O,t)°5AsreactionsaZ),

3, The Baryon-Number Inhomogeneous Big Bang

There has boon considerable recent interest z3-3_) tta t:ho

= possibility that during the epoch of nucleosynthesis (- i00 soc [nto the

big bang) there was an inhomogeneous distribution of nucleons, The
interest in this possibility arises for two reasons, For one there are a

number of theoretical reasons z_'z_) to expect that such

inhomogeneltios are at least plausible, particularly as a result of a

first-order QCD phase transition 31) occuring at an earlier epoch.
The other reason for interest has been the recognitl.onz_) that prior

to the epoch of nucleosynthesis but after the freezeout of weak-reactlon

equill.britun (t - i soc) the diffusion length of the charge-neutral

neutrons should be much longer than that of protons in the background-i

- plasma of photons and electrons. This could lead to the development of

regions of ].argo variations in the n/p ratio which could drastically

al.tor the nucleosynthesis yieldsZZ-39),
In particular, it at first appeared that it might even be

possibl.eza-aT) to satisfy' ali of the light-element abundance

constraints in a universe which is closed by baryonic matter at the

= present time and thu_ avoid the major nlotivation for postulated exotic
dark-matter such as axions, massive n_utrinos, weakly interacting massive

particles (WIMPS) , etc, However, subsequent work z8-3_) seems to

indicate that, although the universe could contain a significantly larger

fraction of baryons than allowed by the homogeneous big bang there is an

over production of helium in models which are presently closed by

baryons, Attention more recently z_'34-3_) is therefore now directed

toward identifying the possible nucleosynthetic signatures of such

inhoinogeneities which in turn may constrain physics of the QCD phase

= transition (or other processes) responsible ,for the generation of

inhomogeneities, lt is in this context that a ntunbor of reaction rates

involving nuclei away from stability become important,

__ Figure 4 shows the reaction n_twork from a recent study ag) of

the possible nucleosynthetic signatures of intermediate-mass nucl.el from

an inhomogeneous big bang, Other recent works have considered possible

nucl.eosynthetlc _Jignatures from light el.ements35-37) and heavier

_
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elements up to the actinides 3g) . A number of important unmeasured

reaction rates can be identitified from the major nucleosynthesis flows

through this network. In the proton rich regions the nuclear reactions

produce a kind of hot hydrogen-burning rp-process as discussed above For

the bridge from light to heaw nuclei in the neutron-rich regions there

are a number of reactions involving 8Li. Among intermediate-mass

elements there are a number of neutron-capture reactions one or two nuclei

away from stability which are important. There are summarized in the wish

list given in Table 2. 'l_is reaction, flow continues on through heavy

nuclei. The computed abundances 3°) look at first like an r-process

distribution and later as an s-process distribution. The data needs for

Such processes are discussed below.

Table 2. Inhomogeneous big bang reaction wish list.

8Li(d,n), (=,n), (d,t), (3He,t), (t,n) ....

14C(n,7), (P,7), (_,7)

feN(n,7 )

" Z°F(n,7), ZlF(n,7)

Z3Ne (n, 7 )

24Na(n,7 )

a7Mg(n,?)

2SAl (n, 7)

4. Heavy-Element Nucleosynthesis

The two basic processes for the neutron-capture synthesis of elements

heavier than iron are summarized in Figure 5 from ref.'s 40 and 41. In

one process the elements are produced by neutron capture on a slow-

(s-process) time scale (- i capture per i0-i000 yr). This process has

most often been associated with helium burning in red-giant

stars,4a'_3) although the details are not yet understood and other

possibilities have been considered 44-47). The other process occurs

on a rapid (r-process) time scale (- I000 captures per sec)_°'_z).

This process is probably the least well understood of the nucleosynthesis

mechanisms. At least 12 different sites have been proposed over them

years4e°es), but at present it seems most likely that this site is

associated with type II supernovae41).

r

- 4.1 The r-process

The problem of understanding the r-process to some extent has been the

problem of quantitatively understanding the solar-system distribution of
- r-process elements as sketched on Figure 6 from ref. 69. The peaks at

= mass numbers, A - 130, A - 195, and to some extent A - 80, are identified

with the neutron closed shells at N - 80, N - 126, and N - 50,

respectively. Technically, there are two different ways in which such

_ peaks could result from an r-process. Originally_3), it was
_

_
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proposed that the r-process occur in an environment in which neutron.

captures are so rapid that an (n,_) +-+ (v,n) equilibrium is
established. In this case the relative r-process abundances among

isotopes of an element are given by a simple nuclear Saha equation.

Besides statistical factors, the ratios of abundances of neighboring
isotopes are determined by a Boltzmann factor of the neutron separation

energy. These abundances peak along the r-process path (see Fig. 5)
Corresponding to isotopes with a neutron separation energy of ~ 1-2 MeV.

The equilibrium waits at the r'-process path until an isotope beta decays.

Peaks in abundances are then produced near neutron closed s}ells where the

beta-decay rates are slower.
The other scenario 4z) for producting r-process peaks is in what

is sometimes called the n-process7°) . In this case the neutron

densities and temperatures are too low to sustain (n,_) equilibrium.

Instead, the r-process flow is determined, by a sequence of neutron

captures and beta decays. Therefore, 41) the r-process path is

determined by the diminished neutron capture cross sections at neutron

closed shells and the abundance peaks are determined by the competition

between neutron captures and beta decay.

Clearly, it is most important to know beta-decay rates and neutron

capture cross sections for nuclei near the r-process path, and

particularly near the neutron closed shells, An example of how useful

such information can be is given in the recent work of Kratz, et

al. 71,72) Figure 7 shows the r-p'rocess flow 72) through the A
= 130 peak, The authors have combined new measurements of the beta-decay

rates in this region 73) and the A - 80 region 74'75) along with
theoretical estimates 75). By correcting for the contribution from

beta- delayed neutron emission it is possible to infer the actual

abundances during the r-process. These are given in boxes on Figure 7.

The r-process path from A = 126 to A- 130 involves only one isotope.

The authors found that within uncertainty the ratio of abundances for

these mass numbers is equal to the ratio of beta-decay half lives which

Table 3. Wish list for r-process nucleosynthesis.

_

-

r_ : 129Ag, izBpd, 127Rb,

79Cu' 78Ni' 77Co

n(_) ' 129Ag, IzBPd, 127Pd,

S0Zn' 77,78,79Cu ' 78,77,78Ni ' _SCo

(n,'y) ' 13°'131'1321n, 131'laz'133'134Sn,

_n

= BO,Bl,B2Ga 81,82,83Ge 82,g3,84,85Se- , ,

+ A = 195, N- 126 region

+ - 5000 other unstable nuclei
-

- '2'.21



Fig. 7 The r-process flow through the A - 130 waiting

point. 71,72) Beta-decay rates and beta-delayed
neutron emission branches that are unknown are indicated

by a wavy line.

would imply that beta-flow equilibrium is established in this region.

This is important since it indicates that the r-process lasts long enough

for the several half lives necessary to achieve such equilibrium. Even
more important are the abundances for mass numbers from A = 131 to 133,

The relative abundances of these isotopes depend upon binding energies in

a classical r process or neutron capture cross sections in an n-process.

The remarkable result 71'72) is that the abundances seem to nicely

agree with those of a classical r-process, while an n-process would
predict _I) an over abundance of A - 132 due to restricted ne_tron-

capture flow through the 132Sn double closed shell. However, this

conclusion is shrouded in. uncertainty due to the fact that the
neutron-capture cross section for 132Sn is not known as well as a

nuJnber of critical beta decay rates and beta-delayed neutron emission

probabilities. Thus, any information relevant to a determination of this

cross section, i.e. levels, spins, spectroscopic strengths, would be of
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considerable value in determining the environment for the r-process, as

would more determinations of beta-decay rates and beta-delayed neutron
emission for nuclei near the A - 80, 130, and and 195 neutron closed

shells. Table 3 gives my opinion as to a wish list of most crucial

nuclear properties for the r-process.

4,2 The s-process

The s-process is most probably associated with red-giant

stars_°'42'43), lt may occur in core helium burning _) or

core carbon burning_4), but the most popular scenario is due to the

thermal-pulse instablilty durin_ the ascent up the asymptotic giant branch
for intermediate-mass stars ,4B) Also, double helium-star binary

coalescence has ''_been recently proposed_7). The key question

surrounding the identification of the s-process environment is the neutron

source reaction. Until recently the most popular source reaction was the

22Ne(_,7)ZSMg reac tion. Howeve r, th is react ion

requires a high temperature (- 2.5xlOSK) which is difficult to

achieve77) , produces a neutron density which is too high78)'
and the predicted enhanced ZSMg abundances from such a neutron
source has not been observedTS). Recently, the

13C(_,7)160 ' reaction seems promising 8°) since it

occurs at a lower temperature (T - 1.5x10 8 K) and tends toproduce a

lower neutron density.
Thus, the identification of the s-process el,vironment can be equated

with identifying the temperature and neutron density for t'he s-process.

Fortunately, it is possible _6) to identify these parameters from the
observed solar-system s-process abundances (Fig. 6) and by the measurement

of neutron capture cross secti0ns for unstable nuclei near stability.

Figures 8 and 9 show two examples of the cross section times abundance

(aN) curves. The points are shielded s-only isotopes. The lines are

theoretical predictions. The dips and peaks in the curve occur when the

s-process capture flow passes through an unstable nucleus with a cross

section significantly different from the final stable isotope. The

neutron density affects the competition between neutron capture and beta

decay at the branch points. A temperature dependence comes in due to

thermally enhanced beta decay.

Figures 8 and 9 are from the best fits of temperature and neutron

density possible with the data available in ].98778) and

199081) respectively. _ereas previously it appeared that the

temperatures were most consistent with a 22Ne source, the more
recent cross sections seem to indicate a lower temperature, however, there

- is a controversy surrounding this conclusion8_. Another important

effect during the s-process is the Boltzmann population of excited states

Table 4 Wish list for s-process nucleosynthesis.

(n,?) ' 79Se, SSKr, _SZr, l°Tpd,
141Ce, iSISm, 169Er' 17°Tru'

17_fb' iSBRe' 2°4Ti' 193pt

Excited-state (n,7) ' l°3Rh, 119Sn, 169Tm,
IBT,IBgOs 193pt
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which means that neutron capture can occur on thermally excited nuclei.

If there is a large difference between the ground-state and excited-state

spins there can be a significant effect on the cross section, Some of the

largest expected correction factors s2) for a number of nuclei

relevant to the s.process are s_unmarized in Table 4 along with a wish list

of other important s-process measurements that come to mind.

4. Presupernova cores

The problem of how type II supernovae explode has been with us for

some time 83's4) and is still not solved, The standard scenario used

to be that as the iron core approached the Chandrasakar mass it would

collapse to d_nsities in excess of nuclear, then bounce and produce a

shock wave heating the outer regions of the core. The problem, however,
has been that in numerical simulations the core separates into an inner

homologous core Which collapses and bounces and an outer core which

collapses more slowly. As the shock wave passes through the outer core it
is dissapated due to the energy absorbed into the photodissociation of

iron. lt may be possible to later rejuvinate the shock 85) by

reheating from neutrino emission fromthe inner regions, but this is still

being explored,

Recently,SS) however it was realized that the core structure may

be altered by the electron capture of heavy (A > 60)nuclei with short

half lives not previously considered, These nuclei could speed the rate
of neutronization of the core and cause the Chandrasakar mass to be

reached while the outer core is significantly smaller. This makes it

easier for the core-bounce shock to propagate and produce an explosion

However, the electron capture occurs with electrons energetic enough to

excite a distribution of Gamow-Teller states, Hence one would llke to

know Gamow-Teller strength functions for a number of unstable nuclei in

the vicinity of A - 60, e .g. S°Co, 6ZCo, etc . Such strength

functions may be measurable with a radioactive ion beam undergoing a

(3He,t) reaction,

5. Conclusion=

Thus, we have seen that there are a host of different nuclear data

needs which if filled could dramatically impact our current level of

understanding of a number of phenomena in stellar evolution, stellar

nucleosynthesis, and cosmology, The kind of machine we would like to have
available for these measurements would probably involve some kind of

separator or post accelerator for 2 to I0 MeV/n radioactive ion beams from
= A - 8 to A - 252_ There are a number of direct charged particle reactions

= on light to intermediate-mass nuclei which should be measured. In
- addition data relevant to neutron capture cross sections could be obtained

by inverse (d,p) reactions with a radioactive heavy-ion beam onto a

deuterium target. One might also use other reactions, e.g. (3He,t),

(3He,t), etc., to indirectly determine resonance properties for

= charged-particle reactions, lt would also be useful to generate
radioactive ion beams with energies up to - i00 MeV/n for the

determination of Gamow-Teller strength functions.

= Work supported under the auspices of the U. S.Department of Energy by
the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory under contract number

W-7405-ENG-48. '2'2;3
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APPLICATIONS OF RADIOACTIVE ION BEAMS IN MATERIALS SCIENCE

JERZY A, SAWICKI

Atomic Energy of Canada Limited, Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories,
Chalk River, KOJ l JO Ontario, Canada

Abstract: Intense, pure beams of separated and accelerated radioactive Isotopes, such
as could be delivered by advanced ISOL facilities, are ideal for materials research and
are a subject of increasing Interest In the technology, Beams of such short-lived nuclei
provide unique opportunities for probing the microstructure of solids, at especially low
doping and radiation damage levels. This artlcle outlines the present status and a

' perspective on experimental techniques based upon the use of radioactive beams in
molecular studies and materials engineering. After a brief Introduction Into the field of Ion
Implantation and surface modification by Ion beams, the advantages of radioactive beams
and their selected recent appllcatio.ns:with techniques such as surface layer activation,
nuclear reaction analysis on radioactive nuclei, channeling of charged particles from
radioactive decay, conversion electron spectroscopy, M6ssbauer effect on Implanted
nuclei, on-line nuclear orientation, perturbed angular correlations, on-line NMR and
positron emission and annihilation will be discussed.

1. Introduction

Studies on applications of the interaction of energetic ions with materials are
conducted In most vigorously expanding fields of research and technology, and will

' certainly continue to be into the next century. Although the nature and possible
application of many processes caused by ion bombardment In solids Is still being
explored, ion beams are already broadly and beneficially applied to rnaterlals

: modification and surface processing, especially in semiconductor microelectronics,
advanced metallurgy and tool.manufacturing Industries. Progress in Ion beam

" modification of materials has always been strongly associated with nuclear laboratories,
and largely stimulated by development of new experimental facilities.

Radioactive isotopes implanted off-line have been used as probes in solid state studies
since the early 1960's. Implantation of isotopes with lifetimes longer than several hours
has been performed usually with low energy (<100 keV) mass separators existing in
many nuclear laboratories. Availability of a wide variety of exotic beams of short-lived
isotopes in the lifetime range from 1 s to 1 h, such as those pioneered by the ISOLDE
facility at CERN in the rnid-1970's 1-3), resulted in the establishment of novel experimental
techniques In nuclear physics and in the determinination of a number of nuclear
parameters, especially for nuclei far from stability. ']he on-line Implantation of radioactive



Isotopes has also considerably expanded the range of applications of various techniques
for materials characterization, and lt was instrumental in establishing completely new
methods In materials research,

Appllcatlons of Implanted radioactive Isotopes In condensed matter studies perfomed
until 1985 were reviewed In connection with the lSOL project at TRIUMF 4,5 ), An updated
survey presented below merely intends to give a feeling for the dramattc progress made
since then in several areas, and -- given the short time and space allowed --lt is
subjective and does not pretend to be corrlprehensive.

2. Ion Implantation and beam modification of materials

Ion implantation, regarded Initially as an obscure pherlomenon obstructing nuclear
reaction experiments, has over the past two decades .- thanks to c::onsiderable research
effort of many nuclear-solid state physicists-- established itself as an innovatlve approach
for changing mechanical and chemical surface properties of materials. Its potential has
been realized at first in semiconductors technology 6) and more recently in non-
equilibrium metallurgy 7). The technique is now applied more and more widely in the
rnanufacture of sophisticated semiconductors, specialized tools and quality components,
as well as biocompatlble implants; see 8-10) for recent surveys, In the United States the
Ion implantation technology is being commercialized by several companies;in particular it
Is developed and widely used by Spire Corporation Surface Modification Centre, Bedford,
Massachusetts 10).

As a tool for the carefully controlled introduction of impurities in solids, ion implantation
has several very attractive features. First, both the lateral location and depth of implants,
as well as the ion dose and resultant concenti'atton in the matrix, can be defined with a
high degree of precision, Due to the stochastic nature of the elastic collision process, the
ions come to rest in a Gaussian distribution with the mean centered about Rp, the
projected range, well described by theory of Lindhard, Scharff and Schiott, and with a
FWHM = 2,35ARp where ARp is the standard deviation of the mean, "The depth of
implanled distribution varies as E1/2 where E is the incident energy of the implant, At the '-"
usual isotope separator energies of 10 - 100 keV, the range Rp irl various materials is of
the order of 10 - 100 nra, whereas the dose of typically 1015 ions/cm 2 corresponds to peak
concentrations in the range 0,1 - 1 at%, Secondly, it is an inherently clean, high- or ultra-
high vacuum technique, capable of using almost ali combinations of ions and targets, and
of mixing the elements regardless of the usual solubility limits and alloying rules. Thus,in
contrast to conventional thermal alloying or chemical doping techniques, Ihe solid
solubility can be exceeded by several orders of magnitude, and thermodynamically
metastable systems with normally very low solubility can be formed as weil. Thirdly, ion
implantation may change the chemical composition and introduce much damage to tile
target, thereby creating extraordinary new materials or new phases, very often with
drastically modified (metastable) properties, as compared to known materials with slm lar
compositions.

An individual implantation event carl be divided into three phases:



1. The collisional phase: In this phase, lasting roughly 0.1 - 1 ps, energetic heavy ions
are slowed down in matter by electronic excitations of the atomic electrons and by elastic
collisions with the shielded atomic nuclei. Those elastic collisions produce primary
knock-on atoms in the keV energy range. As the energy of the injected ion as well as that
of the high energy knock-ons is further dissipated through successive recoils, it results in
a collision cascade. The number of displaced atoms due to pdmary knock-ons ,'?..nd
secondary collisions is roughly equal to E/B .- 103- 104, where E is ion energy and B is
the displacement energy. The kinetic energies of atoms in the cascade volume far
exceed thermal energies and are typical of those achieved at temperatures of 104 - 106 K.
The collisions lead to the creation of a radiation damage cascade at the end of the track,
that has a locally high concentration of interstitials, displaced 'host atoms and vacancies,
with a lateral spread of -.3 nm and a depth of ~10 nm a!ong the primary track. At low
enough doses, typically below 1012- 1013 ions/cm 2, the individual cascades do not
overlap and may not interfere with each other. The detailed nature of the collision
cascade depends very much on the masses of the projectiles and target constituents. In
particular', replacement collisions yielding substitutional implants are favored for equal
masses of projectile and target atoms.

2. The relaxation phase: ]he excess energy accumulated in the volume of the radiation
damage cascade is relaxed partly _nabout 0.5 ps by a spontaneous recombination of '
Frenkel pairs and trapping of lattice defects (vacancies) at the impurity atoms. The final
location and the binding of the implant, as well as the final state of the matrix, is to a large
extent governed by the mode and rate of these relaxation processes, and therefore it very
much depends on the type of the target; different behavior is observed in monoatomic and_

complex materials or, metals and insulators. When the average energy reaches a
magnitude of a few eV per atom, chemical effects start also to play a role in determining
final site and bond of the implants.

_ 3. The cooling phase: During a further few ps a highly disordered cascade region cools
to reach equilibrium with the surroundings. While metals are characterized by a very high
cooling (quenching) rate of the order of 1014 K/s, in semiconductors, and especially in
insulators, the cooling may be substantially slower. The final form of the matrix and the
preference for the final lattice position may depend on the chemical nature of the impurity

= and host atoms, volume of the available sites, heat of alloying, local charge balance, etc.
At high implantation doses the non-metals often become amorphous, but one can also
form amorphous metal alloys, especially in cases with a particularly large atomic volume

=" and/or electronegativity mismatch between participating elements.

= In general, ion bombardment and implantaiion may result in modification of a number of
materials properties mechanical (hardness, friction, resistance to wear and fatigue,
adhesion), chemical (corrosion, oxidation, catalytic activity), electrical (conductivity, semi-

< and super-conductivity), magnetic (near-surface magnetism) and optical (reflectivity,
photosensitivity), etc. For these reasons, the technique has become a powerful tool for
materials engineering and is widely applied in the manufacture of sophisticated_

semiconductor devices and in the refinement of metal surfaces.

Examples of applications in metallurgy are
= N ion implantation in steels, which through formation of nitrides, improves hardness and
- may increase resistance against wear up to 100-1000 times; this technique is
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being used in the refinement of metal cutting tools, space shuttle engine parts,
artificial hip joints, etc.

- formation of alloys With unusual properties through ion beam mixing.

Wide applications in semiconductor technology include:
- highly controlled and reproducible doping of P and As ions to form n'type S, and B ions

to form p-type Si,
- high resolution ion beams are used in the manufacture of very large-scale integration

(VLSI) devices,
- deeply buried O implants are used in silicon on insulator (SOl), and
- Co implants are used to form deeP conducting C02Si regions.

In ceramics and insulators implantation technologies are used in:
- improved tungsten carbide tools, photosensitive ceramics, waveguides of implanted

silica glass, implanted magnetic bubble garnet memories, and
- implanted polymers, with up to a 1014 times increase in conductivity.

The partial listing of successful applications of ion implantation is given in Appendix 1.

Wider application of ion beam technologies in materials processing outside of the
semiconductor industry is still hindered rather by economic than by technical factors, and
particularly by the poor availability of high current ion sources and accelerators capable of
providing very high ion fluences at low enough cost per unit area; see 11).

Although at present low-energy (10 - 100 keV)ion beams are used commonly, the
interest in applications of high-energy ions in the MeV range 12,13), as well as in the GeV
range 14), is growing rapidly. The penetration of ions having energies of MeV per
nucleon is predominantly determined by the electronic stopping power, while the
straggling of ions is determined by nuclear stopping. The nature of lattice damage at MeV
energies is expected to be similar to that at keV energies, but clear rules can be
established only through dedicated systematic research. Because light MeV ions do not
deposit much energy in displacement events near the surface, the target sputtering yield
is low, ~1 atom per 1 incident ion. In addition, the reflection rates and the probability of
channeling is highly diminished at high incident energies. Studies of implanted MeV
radioactive isotopes would certainly facilitate a better understanding of the mechanism of
various processes that occur at high deposition energies.

High-energy ions are already used in various fabrication processes in silicon
semiconductor technology: for instance, in the production of radiation detectors, thick
layer devices andbipolar junction transistors. The depth of penetration enables buried
oxygen layers to be placed behind device structures, to act as electrically isolating
barriers. For high mass binary (e.g., GaAs) or ternary semiconductors, MeV ion
implantation may be the only method of doping that avoids chemically less pure film-
deposition techniques unsuitable for large-scale integration. One can also improve
adhesion of metallic layers on semiconductors by MeV ion bombardment.

In metallurgical applications, the resistance to erosion and wear may be considerably
improved by changing oxidation properties or by the creation of thick amorphous alloy

-
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coatings. Similarly, the corrosion properties may be altered by creation of thick alloy
coatings or by changing surface oxidation processes.

In insulators, MeV implantation enables electronic, wear or chemical modifications to
be made deeply in the material without loss of bulk integrity or other useful properties. In
particular, one can induce the conductivity in polymers, reduce the reflectivity of glasses
or synthesizeunusually hard coatings. MeV ions are also very useful for studying
materials used in fission and fusion reactors. A few hours of irradiation can simulate the
radiation damage corresponding to many years of reactor operation, at well-controlled
and reproducible experimental conditions and without causing hostile reaction by-
products.

',

3. Some Advantages of Radioactive Beams

The advantages of ion implantation as a technique for preparing radioactive sources,
for instance for IZ-spectroscopy, were already realized in the early 1960's 15). Today,

- isotope separators on-line (ISOL), which provide intense, clean beams of short-lived
isotopes (T1/2> 1 ms), far from the 13stability line of most elements (> 70%), represent an
extraordinarily valuable tool for ion implantation experiments, and offer dramatic
extension of the variety of available local probes over existing off-line techniques (T1/2> 1
h). A wide range of available probe isotopes allows for a choice of the most adequate
method for solving a particular problem, thereby permitting a mission- rather than tool-
oriented approach, lt also allows for a shorter measuring time, sometimes by a factor of

' 10 - 103 times. Also, because the observation is based on the specific radioactive-decay
• signature of the ions, naturally occuring contaminations from unwanted stable beams,

usually do not affect the result of the experiment.

_ Because the rate of the acquisition of the data, determined by the number of
radioactive decays in the specimen per measuring period, is roughly equal to 1/T1/2, the-

on-line study can be performed at very low implanted doses, typically three to four orders
of magnitude lower than in the case of off-line implantations of long-lived isotopes. This
allows for a reduction in doping levels to 108- 1010 atoms/cm 2 and for drastic diminishingJ

of radiation damage imparted to tile specimen. Such low doping and low radiation
damage levels are very useful in studies of semiconductors or bio-materials. Also, by

- reducing the chance that one implant ion will come to rest in a region of lattice damaged
= by the stopping of another ion, one can investigate the structure of individual collision

cascades, since at implantation fluences below 1011-1012 ions/cm 2 the defect
environment of the implanted ion is determined by its own slowing-down process.

z

Furthermore, preparation of ion implanted specimens is highly reproducible and the
radioisotope can be well packed under clean surface, whereas initial small activity and

= minor radioactive contamination of the specimens after the study eases handling and
waste disposal problems. Despite the fact that the measurements of lSOL are usually

= performed in situ on the implanted targets, many valuable data could be obtained as well
for the ._ources transported to other laboratories. In particular, measurements of electrical
conductivity and optical absorption can supply valuable data about lattice defects,
electron microscopy can characterize structural modifications, measurements of
microhardness can give information about mechanical modifications, and the magneto-
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optic Kerr-effect can give data about surface magnetism. Therefore, a high-yield ISOL
could greatly extend many existing programs.

When radioactive isotopes are implanted, the subsequent radioactive decay may lead
to a displacement of the probe if the recoil energy of the decay exceeds the displacement
energy. Also, the electronic after-effects of the nuclear decay, may affect the electronic
state of the implanted probe, especially in insulators. This suggests the possibility of
using subsequent nuclear transformations for some interesting purposes, such as time-
delayed chemical or electrical coding. For instance, one can think of the implantation of
some electrically neutral impurities into a semiconductor, which only after some time, due
to radioactive decay, would accumulate as electrically acttve species. Or, a long-lived c_.-
or _ decaying radioisotope implanted in a memory chip could possibly be used as a
random number generator..

In recent years, the off-line separation and Implantation of radioactive isotopes has
been largely concentrated at European laboratories' for instance, in Aarhus, Bonn,
Cracow, G_ttingen, Groningen, Konstantz, Leuven, Lyon and Orsay, as well as in Chalk
River "16). The first dedicated on-line facilities have been installed mostly in Europe, in
particular in Bonn, Daresbury, Louvain la Neuve and Orsay. A unique on-line separator,
with the mass-resolution better than 10 000 and currents up to20 mA, with FEBiAD and
He-jet sources, operates also at TASCC in Chalk River 17). Characteristically, as seen in
Fig. 1, the ISOL. is only a small portion of this large accelerator project. Other facilities
used at Chalk River for radioactive ion implantation and on-line studies, include the 70
keV isotopes separator and the 2 MeV mass separatorl

A major breakthrough in scientific productivity has been accomplished in CERN by
setting up the ISOLDE collaboration in the mid-1970' s 1,2). At the ISOLDE facility,
radioactive isotopes are produced as proton-induced spallation or fission products from
the targets irradiated by the 600 MeV protons at the CERN synchrocyclotron. The
implantation energy is fixed at 60 keV. The on-line mass separator ISOLDE-2 is used
intensely for a wide variety of experiments in nuclear, atomic, solid state, surface, and
applied physics, A new isotope separator ISOLDE-.3, with a mass resolution of 6000 was
commissioned in 1989 December. In 1987 the ISOLDE facility ran for a total of 140 shifts
of physics, during which 20 experiments took data; almost half of them were in materials
research. In 1988, radioactive beams were produced for a record number of 280 shifts 3).
The European example clearly illustrates the urgent need for a dedicated next-
generation facility in North America.

4. Selected research techniques and topics

4.1. Surface layer activation

Probably the most straightforward application of radiotracers at present is surface layer
activation (SLA), in which a small amount of radioactive isotope is implanted at a specific
depth in the material or part under study, and the loss of radioactivity, is detected later as
a function of mechanical wear, chemical erosion, thermal treatment, sputtering, etc. This
technique offers considerable advantages over direct activation, in which the radioactivity
is produced in the object by nuclear reactions. Direct nuclear reaction activation cannot
be used effectively, for instance, in the case of materials composed of elements with low
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atomic numbers, such as organics, polymers or light ceramics, The technique of surface
activation has many applications in technology and is capabre of generating considerable
commercial benefits, lt has been used for examining automotive components (Karlsruhe)
18) and for testing critical parts during sutphuric acid fabrication (Harwell) 19). 'The
availability, of intense radioactive beams would be very advantageous for further
advancement of this valuable technique.

A new version of SLA for tribology studies has been demonstrated at the Michigan
State University 2°). In this case 7Be (T1/2= 53.3 d), which is produced with a large cross
section by fragmentation of a high-energy 14N beam, escapes from the target in a forward
direction and stops in the object under examina_tion. 7Be decays by electron capture to
7Li, which emits a 477.6 keV ,f-ray A relatively long half-life and a single, well
characterized y-ray line make 7Be nucleus an excellent candidate for research in
tribology of materials such as plastics and ceramics. In recent experiments, an integrated
beam current of 4.2x10 i6 14N ions produced a dose of 3.7x1011 7Be ions.

The implantation of radioactive tracers is applied also in fundamental studies of
diffusion, for instance, the self-diffusion of 31Si in silicon, 59Fe in iron and iron alloys or
95Zr in zirconium. The diffusion of the implanted marker is followed as a function of
thermal treatment, using step-wise sectioning, chemical stripping, or sputtering methods.
The Study provides data on depth profiles, mechanism of diffusion and diffusion
coefficients. Alternatively, by analyzing the conversion electron line shapes, one can
determ!ne the depth at which radioactive nuclei are deposited and can establish their
diffusion behavior in materials.

Recently, studies of diffusion with radiotracers have started at ISOLDE in CERN,
particularly in the diffusion of Se and Te in Cu, AgandAu matrices. The pressure
dependence of Au diffusion in AI has been also measured to clearly demonstrate the

_- vacancy mechanism for the process, The study of technologically very important diffusion
of impurities in semiconductors was initiated with Se in Si. Atomic diffusion of Fr in K is
being studied to obtain microscopic insight into the atomic motion in alkali metals. A

- novel technique for using s-spectroscopy f,'om the implanted radionuclei as a depth
profiling method indiffusion studies was also tested 3). The possibility of using

_ radioactive isotopes with much shorter lifetimes, such as can be delivered by an ISOL (<1
s), could considerably extend this field of study. In particular, it would be very interesting
to develop a means to investigate the mechanism of radiation-enhanced diffusion,

- diffusion of virtually insoluble species and fast diffusion processes at high temperatures.
-

4.2. Nuclear reaction analysis

Ion beam analysis, using a variety of nuclear reactions, as well as Rutherford
- backscattering and forward recoil scattering, are widely used techniques, invaluable for

determination of the content and depth profiling of various isotopes near the surface of
materials. By ion beam analysis one examines usually stable isotopes, but it is also
possible to analyze radionuclei, especially those with sufficiently long life-times. The
application of radioactive beams can be also advantageous in specific cases, for instance
when the nuclear reaction has favorable cross-section and sharp resonant characteristics.

" For quaptitative nuclear reaction analysis, the nuclear cross sections for various reactions
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have to be known to within about 1%, so that cross sections must often be remeasured to
be useful for practical applications,

To demonstrate the application of nuclear reaction analysis In the study of radioactive
implants, let us refer to our recent studies of tritium Implantation into fusion-related .,
materials 21,22). The Interaction of tritium with materials is extensively studied now irl
connection with the thermonuclear d-t fusion program. Fast permeation of tritium and its
considerable inventory in first walls (graphite) poses a very serious problem in fusion
reactor technology. Also, breeding and extraction of tritium requires an extensive
knowledge of underglyin9 processes in the blanket (lithium ceramics), As lt appears the
behavior of tritium in such materials Can be conveniently examined using ion implantation
and ion beam analysis techniques. To study the behavior of tritium implanted at a depth
of <1 I.lm below the surface, we have developed tritium depth-profiling by detecting c_- .
particles from the d(t,o0n reaction, or by detecting elastically recoiled tritons in forward-
scattering geometry 22). Fig. 3 summarizes our data on retention of tritium in graphite and
irl y-LiAIO2 ceramics obtained with the use of d(t,o0n reaction at Ed = 250 keV,

4.4. Channeling of charged particles

Elastic scattering and channeling of light ions are very efficient means of characterizing
thin films and interfaces, implanted impurities, and their localization .in the matrices, as
well as a means of studying of radiation damage in solids16,23), lt has been shown, for
instance, that in many different insoluble host-impurity combinations, the substitutional
fraction decreases systematically with the increasing heat of solution AHsol, or the
decreasing degree of miscibility of host and impurity, respectively. A much steeper E
dependence for vanadium samples implanted at room temperature than at '78 K, as
shown in Fig. 4, has been explained by the fact that at 78 K a rather large fraction of the
vacancies are frozen singly or in small clusters, and thus do not participate in vacancy
trapping by impurities.

The channeling and blocking of charged particles emitted by radioactive isotopes
implanted into single crystals is being used increasingly. The technique is based on the _

observation of the angular flux distribution of o_-,_--, [3+-particles and conversion electrons
emitted in nuclear decays, lt allows for localization of ion-implanted impurities at very
small concentrations and low implantation fluences, thereby favouring applications in "
semiconductor studies. In a manner similar to ion channeling, the technique can observe -_
minor lattice site changes caused, for example, by the interaction of impurity atoms with
lattice defects in metals and semiconductors. Channeling of conversion electrons or I_--
electrons is best suited for the localization of substitutional sites or the determination of
small (-.0.01 rim) displacements of atoms from regular lattice positionsl due to, for
instance, vacancy trapping. As with the channeling of positive ions, the channeling of
positrons is preferable in the case of interstitially located emitters, especially for the
determination of interstitial displacements caused by trapping of self-interstitials, or the
formation of large vacancy agglomerates. A direct combination of the channeling
measurements with the nuclear hyperfine interaction methods, such as M6ssbauer
spectroscopy (MS) or time perturbed ¥-7 correlation (PAO), often allows a more
comprehensive characterization of lattice sites and defects. ISOL represents an
extraordinarily valuable tool for such experiments.



Channeling experiments are being performed at ISOLDE by the Konstantz group 24-

26), In particular, the Interaction of implanted In Impurities with lattice defects In metals
(Cu, Ni) and semiconductors (SI) was studied by electron and positron channeling (1111n'
2.8 d; 1121n,14 rain; 112mln, 20 mln; 114mln, 1,2 rain), M6ssbauer effect (1191n,2,1 min)
and perturbed angular correlations (111In), A typical example of conversion electron
channeling is shown in Fig, 5. A marked decrease of the peak in the [110] dlrection
observed after annealing at 400 K, followed by a big increase at 675 K, confirms the
formation and subsequent dissociation of tetrahedra of vacancies around a part of the
indium atoms that have relaxed to interstitial sites in the tetrahedra.

In another" study, the channeling and blocking effects of o_-parficles emitted In the decay
of implanted 8LI (0.84 s) as an interstitial probe indicated a different mobility of vacancies
in GaAs and GaP below 500 K, A prominent recovery stage was observed in the
temperature regime between 20,0 and 400 K, in which the mobilization of vacancies was
detected in GaAs with 8Li probes, Complementary information on the mobility of 8Li could
be obtained with a [}-NMR technique 3),

4.4. Conversion electron spectroscopy

lt was realized long ago that the measurements of conversion electrons from the
outermost valence shells of implanted impurity atoms in solids can be directly related to

" the local density and angular momentum character of the occupied electron states at the
probe atom 27), Although the valence states of atoms can be probed by various electron

- spectroscopy techniques, such as X-ray (XPS) and ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy
(UPS), these techniques are not element specific, because the local configuration of the
impurity atoms or the various constituents of composite materials cannot be studied
separately. In contrast to this, conversion electron spectroscopy is a local method giving
information about the electronic structure of the atom labelled with the radionuclide.

_. Using implanted short-lived radioactive isotopes, it is possible to determine the valence
electron configuration for as few as 1010- 1012 implanted atoms, i.e., with the sensitivity
about three orders of magnitude better than the sensitivity of the ESCA technique.
Previously, successful measurements have been reported only for very low energy
transitions (<2 keV) 28,29), Such measurements are very useful for the study of atoms and
molecules on surfaces, but less suited for bulk studies due to severe energy loss

_ problems at these low energies. Also, the number of useful transitions has been very
= limited. Especially high sensitivity to the chemical environment has been indicated for M4
= and M5 conversion electrons of the 2.17 keV transition in'99mTc (6 h) 28). The

investigation of trace amounts of 991"c is of particular interest in nuclear medicine.

More conversion electron studies can be performed using beams of isotopes with
= shorter lifetimes. Many more transitions and elements can be utiiized since low energy

nuclear transitions are generally highly converted and the nuclear transitions involved do
- not need to be to the ground state of a stable nucleus.

- The development of a novel technique for high-resolution conversion electron
spectroscopy for valence electron configurations (CESVEC) for transitions with higher
energies has just been reported by the Aarhus-Zurich-ISOLDE collaboration 30), The

- measurements were performed for the 23.9 keV M1 transition in 119Sn fed in the decay of



119Sb (38 h), and on the 13,3 keV E2 transition In 73Ge fed In the decay of 73Ga (5 h),
The radioactivity obtained from the ISOLDE separator was evaporated into an ion source,
ionized, accelerated to 60 keV, mass-separated, and implanted into the substrates (n-type
Si and GaAs single crystals or Pd and l}-Sn metal foils) under an angle of 5-10 degrees to
tile surface, The source strength was 107 to 108 Bq, The average depth of the implanted
ions was 5 - 10 nm and the total Implanted dose ranged from 1011 to 1013 ions/cm 2,
corresponding to a peak concentration of 1017 to 1019 atoms/cm 3, which is below the
solid solubility for ali the impurity systems studied. The obtained radioactive sources were
annealed appropriately after implantation to remove the radiation damage, Electron
spectra were measured using a high-luminosity #-spectrometer with eV resolution for
electron energies up to 100 keV, which had been built in Zurich for a neutrino mass
experiment 31), lt is a combined magnetic Tretyakov-type and electrostatic electron
retarding spectrometer, in which electrons leaving the source are retarded to 200 eV,
magnetically analyzed (AE/E=0.01), post-accelerated to 14 keV, and detected by a
position sensitive proportional counter,

First applications show a great potential of this new technique in direct observation of a
local band structure of the valence states at an impurity atom. For instance, a clear
.difference between the states of Sn in crystalline and amorphous Si was seen, as
expected from theoretical band structure calculations 3),

The spectroscopy of conversion electrons offers many other possibilities in the study of
condensed matter. In particular, from the energy losses of conversion and Auger
electrons leaving the surface, one can learn about the depth distribution of implanted
nuclei and about their mode of diffusion in near surface regions. From the changes in
conversion electron yields and decay lifetimes, one can derive the contact electron
densities and infer nuclear charge radii, For a recent example of such studies, onecan
refer to a work 32) in which the nuclear radii changes for isomeric states in 197Au and
198Au have been measured by a combination of M_ssbauer spectroscopy in the 77.3 keV
state of 197Au, and conversion electron spectroscopy of the 35.8 keV transition in 198Au.
For the 77 keV transition in 235U (T1/2 = 30 min), the change in the chemical environment
from 235UO 2 to 235U implanted in Ag metal was observed to cause a change in the
lifetime of about 10% 28), Such a big effect is due to hi9h sensitivity of the P and Q
electron shells to chemical bonding,

4,5. M_ssbauer spectroscopy on implanted isotopes

The application of M_ssbauer spectroscopy irl the studies of implanted nuclei was
initiated in the mid-1960's and has been been extensively covered in numerous surveys;
see, e.g. 33-37)° Recoil-free emission and resonant absorption of y..rays is an especially
efficient method for studying ion implantation, radiation damage, and modifications of
materials by ion beams. From the quantities measured in Md_ssbauer spectra, such as the -_--
isomer shift, the quadrupole splitting and the magnetic hyperfine splitting, one derives,
respectively, the density of electrons, the components of the electric field gradient tensor
and the hyperfine magnetic field at tile nuclei, From the magnitude of the resonant effect,
one determines the mean square vibrational amplitude of the implanted probe nucleus in
a host matrix, From the second order Doppler shift, one can also determine the mean
square velocity of the nucleus at its residence site and, in some cases, its relaxation and
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mode of diffusion can be extracted from the shape of resonant lines, The analysis of the
spectra as a function of temperature provides us with information about the chemical state
and electronic structure of implanted atoms, their position in the matrix, the configuration
of associated lattice defects, characteristics of the phonon spectra and the magnetic
properties of the material. M_ssbauer spectroscopy applies to both crystalline.and non-
crystalline (amorphous) solids, and to highly dispersed (such as catalyst particles)
materials.

The drawback of M_ssbauer spectroscopy is that Its application ts limited to specific
nuclei near the stability line (low isomeric states with excitation energy E < 200 keV, life-
times ranging from 10-6 to 1010 s, and atomic masses A > 40). Also, a stable or very
long-living counterpart isotope eor the absorber is always required, In sp.lte of these
limitations, there have been more than 100 resonances used In M6ssbauer spectroscopy.
Although the possibility for new determinations of nuclear parameters by M6ssbauer
spectroscopy is already exhausted, a few resonances may still.be added to the list and
some nuclear parameters may still be refined, based on the advantages of ISOL facilities,

: However, Mossbauer spectroscopy in ISOL experiments opens a large field of solid state
and materials science applications, In addition, because of the decreasing availability of
separated enriched isotopes for making MSssbauer sources and absorbers, and the
increasing cost of irradiations and subsequent radiochemical processing, the use of on-

- line techniques promises to be more and more attractive.

_, The following experimental techniques are now being used in Mossbauer studies of
ion implanted specimens'

1. The isotope separator implantation of stable resonant isotopes has been extensively
studied in Cracow, using conversion electron M_ssbauer spectroscopy (CEMS) 33,34),

Relatively high implanted doses of 1013- 1015 ions/cre 2 yielding corlcentrations of ~10 -2 -
1 at. % are needed even in most favorable cases of 57Fe and119Sn. Experiments with
151Eu and 197Au using '--1016 - 1017 ions/cm 2 have also been reported, CEMS is also
very useful in the study of beam-induced modifications in materials containing resonant
isotopes. Thanks to its inherent depth selectivity, CEMS makes it possible to determine
how a particular property (e.g,, valence state, chemical composition or orientation of
magnetic moments of M6ssbauer atoms) varies with the depth below the surface.

= 2. Off-line isotope separator implantation of long-lived M6ssbauer source nuclei (T1/2 >1
d), such as 57Co (270 d),119mSn (250 d), 119Sb (1.6 d), 125mTe (58 d), 129mTe (34 d),

- 133Xe (2.2 d), 153Sm (1.9 d), 161Tb (6.9 d) and 169Er (9.4 d), was studied especially at
- Groningen, Leuven and Aarhus; see 35,36) for recent surveys, These studies provided a

wealth of experimental data and continue to play a leading role in understanding the
- microscopic nature of the lattice sites occupied by implanted ions, the behavior of lattice

defects as a function of temperature, and the local chemistry of the impurity-host system in
_= conditions far from thermal equilibrium. However, lt is quite troubleful that the radioactive

species used in these studies have to undergo sornetimes fairly complex chemical
processing before they are inserted in the ion source.

- 3. In on-line techniques, radioactive isotopes produced by a nuclear reaction in a target
_- are directly transferred into an ion source and subsequently accelerated and mass
- separated. This technique allows for implantations of short-lived isotopes 100 ms <T1/2 <1
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Successful Ion Implantation applications outside semiconductor teohnology (from 10),

Ion species Material Problem Applications Status

TI +C Ferrous Alloys Wear Bearings, Gears Production
Valves, Dies

Cr Ferrous Alloys Corrosion Surgtcal Tools

Ta + C Ferrous Alloys Scuffing Wear Gears Pilot
' Product Ion

P Stainless Steels Corrosion Marine Products Research
Chemical Processing

C, N TI Alloys Wear O_lhopaedlc Production
Prostheses

N AI Alloys Wear Rubber and Pre-Production
Mold Release Polymer Molds Evaluation ,

Mo AI Alloys Corrosion Aerospace, Marine Research

N Zirconium Alloys Hardness Nuclear Reactors Production
Wear Chemical Processing
Corrosion

N Hard Chrome Hardness Valve seats, Godets Pilot Production
Plate Travellers

Y, Ce, AI Superalloys Oxidation Turbine Blades Research

TI +C Superalloys Wear Sptnnerettes Pre-Production
Evaluation

Cr Cu Alloys Corrosion Battery Research
Technology

B Be Alloys Wear Bearings Pilot Production

N WC+ Co Wear 'Fool Inserts Pilot Production
PC Board Drills Research

N, AI, Tt, Ceramics Oxidation Adiabatic Engines Research
etc. Wear Turbine Parts

roughness

Ar, N, etc, Polymers Conductivity Microelectronics Research

Tt, AI, etc, Polymers Mechanical Aerospace Research
Propertles Auto mot lye
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h, but lt also offers Intensity advantages for longer-lived isotopes, Several years ago, an
on-line M_ssbauer spectroscopy set-up was installed at ISOLDE In CERN by an Aarhus
team 38) and later the collaboration has been extended to also involve the Groningen and
Leuven groups 37), Initially, a mass-separated beams of 109 1191n+(2,1 rain)ions/s, of'
119Sn+ (38,5 h) were produced by proton-induced fission In a uranium target; other
beams produced by spallation reactions on a variety of target materials, placed in surface
ionlzatlonorplasmadlchargelonsources, have also been used, Table 1 lists beam
parameters for' the M6ssbauer experiments used at present at ISOLDE. Very low doping
levels of the order of 108 -1010 Ions/cm 2 can be used, which is essential in investigations
of semiconductors, Using this technique, the spectra can be measured in very short
periods of 'time (In some cases about 1 mln), which allows one to follow various time-
dependent phenomena, Recently, ttlistechnlque has been used mostly in studies of
impurities and defects in metals and semiconductors 38), In particular, the implantation-
produced defects in III-V and II-VI semiconductors, of high technological interest, have
been studied, Tile mechanism of the unusually fast diffusion of Sb donors in n-type Si
has also been investigated 3),

Z_._, ISOLDE beams used for M6ssbauer spectroscopy (from 38)

radioact. Half-life M6ssb, targe't reaction ion intensity
isotope (min) isotope mat. source (Ions/s)
.................. +............. ._............................. , ................................................................................................

119mCd 2.7 119Sn Sn spallation plasma 5x10 7
1191n 2.1 119Sn UC fission W-surf lx10 !)

119Xe 5,8 119Sn La spallation plasma 8x10 8
121Xe 39 121Sb ...... 3x10 9
125Xe 1,0 125Te ...... 6x10 9

.

4 The in-beam recoil-implantation techniques, where excited M6ssbauer nuclei are
implanted directly into a targe[, have also been developed, In this case, M6ssbauer
spectra are measured during the lifetime of excited M6ssbauer states (10 -8- 10 10 s), In

. particular, the technique of Coulomb recoil implantation M6ssbauer effect (CRIME) has
been applied in Stanford, Erlangen and Oak Ridge for 57Fe, 61Ni, 73Ge, 158Gd, l*OGd,
172yb, 174yb and 176Yb 39), Recently, Coulomb recoil implantation experiments have

= been initiated at the heavy-ion accelerator VICKSI irl Berlin, using a pulsed 110 MeV
beam of 4OAr 40,41), and at UNILAC in Darmstadt 42),

Two examples of the results from the author's recent studies are presented in Fig,-7
and Fig, 8. Fig, 7 shows the systematics of M6ssbauer isomer shifts obtained for low-

" energy 57Fe and 57Co implants in a variety of elemental targets. Thesystematics
_" indicates large variation of the electron density at 57Fe nuclei along the periodic table,
- with characteristic dependences in the regions of 3d, 4d and 5d transition elements 43),
- In Fig, 8, one observes how the population of different valent states of Fe ions implanted

in ZrO2 matrix varies as a function of the concentration of implanted iron 44).



4,6, On-line nuclear orientation
t

Measurements of the anisotropy of the angular distributions of _z,i!t and ¥ from oriented
nuclei have supplied rlch data on the multlpolarltles of transitions, spins and nuclear
moments of isotopes with long or medium lifetimes 45), Although, at present, ntJclear
orientation Is primarily used to measure nuclear moments, tt also yields data on the
hyperfine magnetic fields and electric field gradients Irl soltds, Knlgtlt shifts, vacancy
trapping and recombination, as well as cn the spin-lattice relaxation processes in rnetals,
semiconductors and insulators at temperatures of a few milllkelvlns, The capabilltles of
nuclear orlentatlon have considerably expanded by conlbtning nuclear orientation (NO)
with nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) and by Introducing the method of 'level-mixing',
Ion Implantation permits the Introduction of nuclear probes Into systems that have not yet
become accessible, as well as for measurements of hyperfine fields In cases of very small
solubillty (e,g,, BI, In or Ag Irl Fe), As tile result, the magnitudes of the hypedtne magnetic
fields in Iron are already well established for the majority of Implanted elements 35,46), aS ".
shown in Fig. 9, In addition, lt has been shown that in certain systems (for Instance, In.E_.g.
and Ag.17_..._)almost completely substitutlorlal implantations are possible at low temperature,
and below a certain dose limit, lt Is believed that the high substitutional fraction is the
result of the immobility of vacancies at low temperatures, since the fornlation of Impurity-
vacancy complexes is possible only during the collision cascade, and Is therefore highly
suppressed,

At present, on-line nuclear orientation (OLNO), suitable for studies of isotopes with life-
times down to 1 s, Is a vigorously developing technique 47-49)° lt involves large, complex
facilities and the considerable effort of multinational research teams, on a scale typical
rather of 'big science' for elementary particle physics than for hyperflme interactions, The
first generation of NO facilities with isotope production, mass separation, and cold
implantation ali on-line was put into operation i_ the early 1980's and includes the LISOL-
KOOL facility at the cyclotron in Louvain-la-Neuve, Belgium, and the DOLlS-COLD set..up
on the 20 MeV tandem accelerator at Daresbury, UK, A new, major low-temperature
nuclear orientation facility was commissioned In 1988 at ISOLDE-3, and it is used
intensely by the NICOLE collaboration (Bonn-CERN-Daresbury-Delft-Gent-Louvaln-Lyon-
Manchester-Munich-Orsay-Oxford-Paris-Strasbourg-Surrey), The UNISOR/NOF facility at
Oak Ridge and the JINR/SPIN-2 facility at Dubna have also begun operation, Several
more laboratories are also interested in setting up OLNO. Various on-line NO facilities
and tile obtained results were recently reviewed by Herzog 48), Stone 49) and Wouters et
al, 50),

Typically, as depicted in Fig, 10, the focused beam of separated radionuclei,
accelerated through about 100 keV, is implanted into a polarized ferror'nagnetic foil,
cooled to the temperature below 20 mK by a high-performance 3He-4He dilution
refrigerator. The lowest on..line base temperatures are close to 7 mK, As with other
hyperfine interaction techniques, on-line nuclear orientation yields information with small-
activity production, and at very sn_all doping levels, Though technically fairly complex, the
method is generally applicable to a very large class of nuclei having sufficiently large .,.-

magnetic or electric quadrupole moments. Investigations have already been made on
elements ranging from fluorine (Z=19)to francium (Z=87), The technique allows for
studies of nuclei far from stability line', for instance, the lightest cesium isotope on which



measurements have been made, 1180s, is 15 mass numbers from the stability line, The
recent Introduction of ez--and f.}-partlcie detection to an on-line facility by the Leuven
group has significantly broadened the scope of studies of short-lived nuclei by NO 51), lt
is expected that this important extension of tile technique will be rapidly adapted to the
other on-line set-ups,

The nuclear lifetime is limited only by the spin-lattice relaxation time T1, which for most
impurities in iron lattices Is of the order of 10 - 100 s at 10 mK, The shortest half-life yet
studied Is 191mAu (0,9 s), Recently, the Daresbury group made the first direct on-line
measurement of the relaxation time, The experiment involved pulslng an implanted
121m0s (121 s) beam for 4 s into an iron foil kept at .-.mK 53), The beam was then
interrupted and the implanted nuclei observed, as they relaxed towards the foil
temperature over a period of two half lives, This cycle was repeated 50 times to give thr'
data irl Fig, 11, Shortening of the relaxation time is possible by appropriate doping of
crystals, introducing lattice defects or magnon cooling in ferromagnetic materials,
Extensive solid studies are still required to find the limits of tile method,

4,7, Time-resolved perturbed angular correlations (PAC)

Similarly to other hyperfine interaction techniques, PAC also measures the interaction
of the nucleus in an excited state with the hyperfine magnetic field and the electric field
gradient, frorn which both nuclear moments and tile local structure of solids near the
probe atoms can be determined, Unlike the M6ssbauer effect, nuclear orientation or
channeling techniques, the applications of PAC are not limited to solids, but can be
studied also for liquids, and even at hightempera_ures, Suitable arey-¥ andf_-y
cascades with the Intermediate state spin I=1 or l > 1 and a lifetime in the range of l
1000 ns, The most-often used isotopes (cascades) are 1111n(2,Sd) orlllmCd(48,6 min)
-> 111Cd (171 - 245 keV, 84 ns, l= 5/2) and 181Hf (42,4 d)-> 181Ta (133 - 482 keV, 10,8

- ns, 1=5/2), The list of other parent isotopes suitable for PAC spectroscopy includes, as
weil, 99Mo (2,75 d), 99Rh (15 d), lOOpd (3,6 d), 116inSb (60,4 min), 117Cd (2,4 h), 118rnSb

._ (5 h), 14OLa (40.3 h), 155Tb (5,3 d), 172Lu (6,7 d), 187W (23.9 h), 199mHg (42,6 min),
204mpb (67 min), The application of an ISOL should considerably enlarge the available
selection of short-lived PAC isotopes,

PAC spectroscopy is especially suitable for measuring principal components of the
electric field gradient tensor, Such data are very useful in studies of radiation damage in

: materials and for the characterization of the annealing processes, For instance, the PAC
- method is particularly useful for identification of impurity-defect configurations; combined
• with the change of the relative populations in the annealing stages, it provides information

on the nature of the defect (vacancy or interstitial), released or mobile at the particular
annealing temperature, Various applications of PAC in solid-state studies have been
surveyed thoroughly in ref, 54), and a progress report on recent applications of PAC in_

- chemistry, materials science, and biophysical chemistry has been given in ref, 55),
Closely related to this subject is a _drvey of hyperfine interaction studies with perturbed

- angular distributions (PAD) on pulsed heavy ion beams, ref, 56),
-

= Applications of PAC spectroscopy are being explored at ISOLDE by the Konstanz _
Erlangen group, especially for study of m_croscopic, structural and electronic properties of-

--

-
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semiconductors, Several donor.acceptor complexes In semiconductors have been
already characterized 3), lt was shown that tile electronic structure can be dlffererlt for
probe atom(lllCd) depending on lts decay modes (resp, frorn 111mCdorlllln), PAC Is
also being used In CERN to characterize sudace sites of metals (Aarhus-Berlln-
Konstantz) 3,57,58), For Instance, the localization of Isolated 111}n (and 111roOd) atoms or_
the close-packed Pd(111) surface was thoroughly Investigated, Five different states have
been characterized that were occupied successively through diffusion processes with tile
final Incorporation Into the top surface layer, In the case of the M0(110) surface, tile Cd
atoms, after diffusion 'from terrace to ledge to kink sites, leave the surface, In an example
shown in Fig, 12, Isolated 1111nprobes were used to characterize Cu (100)and (110)
surfaces, From the analysis of the Fourier transform of the PAC spectra measured with
varying geometrical arrangements, lt was found ttiat the electric field gradient at In probes
on the (100) surface Is perfectly axial and that Its z-component lh perpendicular to the
surface, whereas on the (110) surface the electric field gradient is non-axial 57,58),

Another new application of PAC was demonstrated for studying the near.surface
magnetism in solids59), In thls case, 50 keV1111rl ions were implanted into single lron
crystals at fluences between 1012 and 1013 ions/cre 2, and the modifications in the domain
structures near the surface of the crystals were examined as a function of the ion fluence,
crystal orientation and applied magnetic field, A parallel study on the same specimens
was performed using M_ssbauer spectroscopy, lt has been shown that the magnetization
of the near.surface closure domains lags considerably behind the magnetization of the
bulk, and that lt depends on the crystal orientation, shape (demagnetization factor) and
the degree of the radiation darnage,

4.8, On-line NMR techniques

The application of implanted radionuclei as NMR probes In condensed matter
represents a broad range of research possibilitles. In this case, both solids and liquids
can be studied, The experiments have so far been carried out in-beam with the l}-ernitters
and isomeric 'y-emitters having lifetimes in the range of 10-5- 103 s (see survey 60), Using "-
ONNMR, one not only can measure nuclear moments, but also determine hyperfine
magnetic fields, electric field gradients and relaxation times, Many probes have already
been used in these studies, e,g., 8Li, 11B, 120, 17F, 25AI, 31S, and there are many other
possiblecandldates, An lSOL may help to extend the range of nuclei investigated by this
technique, especially in the region of highly deformed nuclei with large spins. __

4.9, Positron emission and annihilation

A separate huge field of applications, especially in medicine, is associated with the
positron emission tomography (PET), which provides a noninvasive method for the
determination of blood flow and metabolism, for diagnosis and for basic research of =
various diseases, lt is advantageous to use very short half-life positron emitters for PET
studies, because sufficient doses of radioactivity can be administered to permit high
statistical quality of the reconstructed image, while minimizing the radiation dose to the
patient. Short-lived positron emitters can be used, such as lOC (19.3 s), 11C (20,4m),
13N (10 m), 140 (70,6 s), 150 (2.0 m), 18F(109 m), 23Mg (1 1.3 s), 30p (2.5 m), 390a (0,9 s),
or long-lived parent isotopes suitable as generators for sholt -lived positron emiters, such



as 52Fe (8.3 h), 62Zn (9.1 h), 68Ge (275 d), 82Sr (25 d), 118Te (6 d), 122Xe (20 1 h), 128Ba
(2.4 d) 61,62), and many others.

On-line implanted 13+ emitters, especially those having short life-times and low end-
point energy, can be very useful in positron annihilation studies. From the measurements
of the angular correlation of the annihilation x-rays, the Doppler broadening and
positronium life-time, one extracts data about the electronic structure of the target. In
particular, one can follow the formation of the vacancy-like defects andbinding of
vacancies and impuri'_es. The application of high-fluence ion implantation in such studies
and in the manufacture of positron sources with high specific activity is of great interest.

5. Concluding remarks

Off-line isotope separators and the few existing ISOL devices have already provided a
wealth of scientific data and sufficient technical know-how, as well as establishing the
sophisticated experimental techniques, necessary for successful development and use of
a dedicated, next-generation facility. A high-intensity beam of radioactive ions would offer
new perspectives in solid state studies and in emerging new materials technologies.
Therefore, its implementation should be strongly supported not only by nuclear physicists
and astrophysicists, but also by the condensed matter and materials science
communities. Certainly, any dedicated facility should be multidirectional, with the strong

- involvement of solid,state physics, chemistry, advanced materials engineering and
industrial communities. However, the involvement of those communities irl the project
must be regarded by the nuclear teams as symbiotic rather than parasitic.

__ Although ion implantation and ion beam materials processing using ISOL at keV
energies will certainly continue to be an increasingly important tool in research and high
technology, the optional high-energy 1-.2 MeV post-accelerator and a high-current co-
implanter is worth considering. Relative costs and capabilities o{ these units must be

= assessed if they are to meet the needs of emerging programs in view of recent trends in
materials processing, the physics and technology of semiconductor devices,
micrometallurgy, manufacture of improved parts and tools, modifications of ceramics and=

polymeric materials, and the simulation of materials behavior in nuclear-power reactors
- and in outer space.

Because, tile next ISOL facility could only be hosted by the most advanced nuclear
_- laboratory, it should offer external users the best support available (technology,

supplementary analytical tools, consulting, scientific interaction, logistics, etc.). However,
__ since many specialized research techniques required for proper and efficient use of the

ISOL facility must be developed ahead of time, and/or mature considerably earlier in
external laboratories, collaboration in the preparation of the research programs and
facilities would certainly be extremely useful for national, academic and industrial

= organizations. Therefore, concerted effort in establishing a strong materials study and
processing center around any proposed ISOL is necessary, and should start as soon as

= possible. Early formation of the users group, similar to those associated with synchrotron
radiation sources and neutron scattering facilities, would be highly desirable.

=-

_



Last but not least, there exists a non-negligible syndrome of homesickness! Namely,
nuclear scientists working in applied materials research usually would like to come back,
at least from time to time, to their native places. Such strange, nostalgic, but stubborn
characters would strongly support an ISOL project. So, so long, see you soon working
together l!l
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'Figure Notations

Fig. 1. General outline of the tandem accelerator superconducting cyclotron (TASCC)
facility at Chalk River.

_

Fig, 2. The ISOLDE 2 facility at CERN' (1) 600 MeV proton beam from the
synchrocyclotron, (2) target and ion source, (3) acceleration chamber, (4)magnet, (5)
switch yard, (6) beam lines and experimental setups, (7)central room, (8) low'activity
experiments.

i

- Fig. 3. Nuclear reaction d(t,o0n depth-profiling analysis of tritium.. Top: amount of tritium
trapped in the near-surface region of graphite as a function of temperature for a sample
implanted with 40 keV HI"+ ions to a fluenco of 5x1015 ions/cm 2. Bot'lom' similar data for
tritium-breeding y-LiAIO2 ceramics (from 22).

'Fig. 4. Substitutional fraction of various impuritiesin vanadium vs. heat of solution,
derived from channeling experiments (from 23),

- Fig. 5. Channeling peaks of conversion electrons emitted by 114rain atoms implanted in
Ni single crystals for two different crystal .orientations, measured, after room temperature
implantation and after annealing at 400 K and 675 K (from 3).

Fig. 6. Conversion electron end-point spectra of the 23875 eV M1 transition of 119Sn
_ showing the different valence band structure for crystalline and amorphous forms (from
- 3,30). The bars indicate the inferred band energies and relative integrated intensities from

a least square fit analysis. The energy corresponding to the Fermi level of the electronic
system is indicated by an arrow.

- Fig. 7. Isomer shifts and corresponding contact electron densities _2(0) measured for
- 57Fe and 5700 ions implanted in various matrices (from 43). Open circles represent cases
-- where the impurity was introduced by diffusion from the surface.

Fig. 8. Evolution of various valent states of Fe implanted in ZrO2 as a function of
implanted dose (from 44).

Fig. 9. Magnetic hyperfine fields of isolated impurities in iron (from 35). Note the difference
_ in scale for lanthanides.



Fig, 10. The lower section of the LISOL-KOOL cryostat showlngthe side access tube,
The sample holder Is at (1), (2) is tile mixing chamber of the dilution refrigerator, (3) the
0,6 K shield, (4) the 4 K shield and (5) the 4 K baffle motion feedthrough, (6) the 77 K
shield, (7)the 0,5 T polarizing magnet, (8) the bellows In the side access tube, (9)the 77
K diaphragm with linear and rotary motion feedthroughs (10) and (11), (12)is the
beamline sealing plunger with motion feedthrough, and (14) a buffer chamber where
scattering processes can be carded out prior to implantation (from 52),

Fig. 11. Relaxation of 121mOs implanted into Iron at T = 8 mK. The full and light dotted
lines correspond toT1 = 3 + 1 s (from 53).

Fig. 12. PAC spectra with Fourier transforms for isolated 1111nprobe atoms at Cu (100)
and Cu (110) surface (from 58).
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Abstract

The production of radioactive nuclear beams world-wide is reviewed. The projectile
fragmentation and the ISOL approaches are discussed in detail, and the luminosity
parameter is used throughout to compare different production methods, In the ISOL
approach a thin and a thick target option are distinguished, The role of storage rings in
radioactive beam research is evaluated. It is concluded that radioactive beams produced
by the projectile fragmentation and the ISOL methods have complementary
characteristics and can serve, to answer different scientific questions, The decision which
kind of facility to build has to depend on the significance and breadth of these questions,
Finally a facility for producing high intensity radioactive beams near the Coulomb barrier
is proposed, with an expected luminosity of-1039 cm -2 s -'l, which would yield
radioactive beanas in excess of I0 tl s-I,

1, Introduction

One of the central thrusts of nuclear science is the understanding of the properties of
nuclear matter. Thanks to modern accelerator technology we are able to make almost ali
stable nuclei react with each other, giving rise to a plethora of phenomena involving
electroweak and strong interactions, and creating new nuclei at the limits of stability,
After more than three decades of heavy ion experiments, however, the limitations of our
tools have become apparent. To explore the equation of state of nuclear matter and to
search for phase transitionshigher energies are necessary, and proposals are underway to
address these topics. On the other hand, many open questions remain with regard to

, nuclear matter at moderate excitation energies; some of the most fascim_ting ones
involving nuclei with extreme N/Z ratios. Many of these nuclei can not be synthesized =
with stable beams and targets and it was therefore proposed during the NSAC long range
planning process last year [Nit89] to build a National High Intensity Radioactive Beam
(RNB) Facility. There are several methods available to produce such beams and the
purpose of this contribution to the workshop is to compare these approaches and to
develop a working concept that may serve as a basis for further discussions, Table !
gives an overview of several RNB facilities that are presently operating or in an advanced m



Table 1. Radioactive beam facilities.
i

Project (Location) Production Method, Mass/Energy Status
Instrument Range

BEVALAC Fragmentation, Separator (A < 100) Operating
(LBL, Berkeley) 30--500 MeV/u

SIS 13/ESR (Germany) Fragmentation, Achr"_mat, A < 238 1990/91
Storage Ring 5-5(IK3MeV/u

Hadron Project Fragmentation, 1 GeV p + A < 238 'Proposed
(INS, Tokyo) ISO' + Postacceleration 1-1000 MeV/u

Meson Facility (Moscow) Spallation, ISOL + A < 150 Proposed
Postacceleration E < 600 QZ/A

TISOL/'T'RIUMF 500 MeV p + ISOL + A < 60 Operating/
(Vancouver) RFQ + LINAC " _<I MeV/u Proposed

GANIL (Caen) Fragmentation, Achromat, A < 100 (?) Operating
v-Filter E < 50 MeV/u

CYCLONE IF _ 30 MeV p +ISOL + A <_40 ('?) Operating
(Louvain) Cyclotron E < 110 Q"/u

_

ISOLDE (CERN) Spallation, 600 MeV p + A <;27 Proposed_

ISOL + Postacceleration E < 1.4 MeV/u

TOFI LANL Fragmentation, Bp/ToF A _<60 (?) Operating
(Los Alamos) E = 4 MeV/u

i R.PMS/AI200 (MSU) Fragmentation, Achromat A < 100 ('?) Operating/
- E = 1200 Q2/A Planned
-2

RIPS (RIKEN, Japan) Fragmentation, Achromat A < IO0 (?) Proposed
,_n E = 1300 QZ/A

_ RMS Transf. Reactions, A < 50 Operating
(NSRL, Rochester Recoil Separator (18MV)

Daresbury (England) CN Reactions, A < 238 Operating
__" Recoil Separator (22 MV)

SC Solenoid Transf. Reactions, A < 40 Operating
(U. of Michigan, SC Solenoid E < 5 MeV/u

_ U. of Note Dame)
',

QSBTS Transl. Reactions, A < 20 Operating
_. (LLNL, Livermore) Quadrupoles (12 MV)

, ,



proposal stag e. (There is in addition a facility in Osaka that produces RNBs via transfer
reactions.) Details and references on most of these facilities can be found in Ref.

[Con89]. Included in Table I are some facilities that do not use RNBs to induce

secondary reactions but are geared towards the study of the nuclear properties of the
RNBs themselves. Figure I gives a schematic representation of the two principal RNB '

production methods: the ISOL approach and projectile fragmentation. In the following
chapters we intend to compare the different production methods and comment on the

quality of RNBs that they produce. The main characteristics we will try to evaluate are:

1. Intensity, 2. Energy, and 3. Beam quality (i.e., energy/momentum spread, transverse

emittances, and beam purity). Information on recent developments in the emerging field
oi" RNB research can be found in Ref. [Con89]. This was also the source of much of the
data used in this contribution.

• ,

2. Production Methods -

2.1 PROJECTILE FRAGMENTATION

Projectile Fragmentation (PF) becomes a significant react on mechanism at heavy ion
beam energies of ~50 MeV/u to several GeV/u. It is characterized by a peripheral

interaction of the projectile with the target nucleus that leaves the projectile with much of

its initial momentum and only a small angular spread, Details of this mechanism are

discussed in a separate contribution to this workshop [She90]. Inherent in this reaction

mechanism is that it produces a wide variety of nuclei with a large spread in A, Z and

N/Z ratios, and it is in almost ali cases necessary to employ a beam puril'ication step
before the R.NBs can be used for secondary reactions or be studied themselves. Due to

overlapping charge-to-mass ratios a purely magnetic separation is insufficient and a -_

protiled energy degrader has to be introduced between the separator magnets, which leads =

to the concept of a "'momentum loss achrornat" [Sch87]. Even then, the beam purity may

not be sufficient to study isotopes with extreme N/Z ratios that are produced with orders E

of magnitude lower cross sections than nuclei near J3-stability. The LISE group at

GANIL, for example, is therefore planning to add a Wien-type velocity filter after their

achromatic spectrometer [Mue89] to suppress unwanted particles that overload the

detection system and limit the primary beam intensity, The advantages of projectile

fraomentation_ for the production of RNBs are' short separation times (-I.ts), no chemical

selectivity, simple production targets (no large amounts of radioactivity), high product

collection efficiency (k50%) and reliable operation. (Some of these advantages are lost

when the RNBs are decelerated in a storage ring.) The disadvantages are: low primary

beam ir_tensity compared to p, d and 3He beams, target thickness limited by acceptable _

momentum spread ,Sp/p, high energies (300-1000 MeV/u) necessary to obtain fully

stripped ions (q = Z) in the projectile fragment separator, poor er,'ittance (depending on

production mechanism), moderate beam purity, !arge momentum/energy spread, and =

deceleration/cooling difficult without intensity loss.
To compare different RNB production methods the concept of "luminosity" L in units

of cm -2 s-I will be used, which is the product of beam intensity times effective target

thickness. This eliminates the cross section dependence of the yield, which is justified in L-

particular for the comparison between thePF and the spallation and fragmentation

.=
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reactions used in the on-line isotope separator (ISOL) techniques, which will be discussed
later, since one is tile kinematic inverse of the other and the cross sections are, therefore,

in most cases similar. Actual yields Y can be obtained from Y = cyL (s-I) where (:5is the

' lt should be emphasized that luminosity is only one of severalcross section in cre-.

irnportantcriterial for evaluatingRNB facilities; others being: energy, beam purity, time

structure, transverseemittances, and(A,Z) ranges. In Table 2the production luminosity

Lp is calculated for differer_t PF' facilities and operating parameter ranges; it reaches a
maximum of 3 x 10-35 cnl-2s -I for the fragnlent separator at GSI (GSI/FRS). A special

case is the U. of Michigan-U. of Notre Dame facility (UM-UND) that produces RNBs via

transfer reactions, where the luminosity is limited due to delicate thin targets and

consequently low primary beam intensity. This is, however, often compensated by

relatively large resonant cross sections. The last row in Table 2 shows the principal

parameters of a potential future PF facility discussect in these proceedings [She0()] where

the luminosity is increased by one order of magnitude over GSI/FSR by increasing the
primary beam intensity correspondirlgly.

2.2. STORAGE RINGS

Thus far the only way to decrease the energy of secondary beams has been to

interpose degraders in the beam path. These not only degrade the energy but --
unfortunately also the beam emittance. A more elegant (and costly) way is being realized

at GSI where the PF separator [-"RS is coupled to,an experimental storage ring ESR. The

full momentunl bite of Ap/p = 2q- of the FRS can be injected into the ESR.

'Fable 2. Examples of radioactive beam production by proiectile fragmentation and

transfer reactions. Ranges of primary be:im ener'4' Ep, intensitylp, andtarget

thickness t are _,,,ivenand the RNB production luminosity Lp is calculated.

Facility Ep(MeV/u) lp(s -I ) Target t(g/cm 2) Lp(cm-2s --I)

Be"alac 20(t-1000 109-101() ')Be 2-5 1032-3x 1033

GSI/FRS 100-1000 107-5x 10 I1 12C 0.1-10 5x 1028-3x 1035

MSU/A 1200 45-100 3×1011 ('Li 0.5-1.5 (2-5)x 1034

GANIL/LISE 30-95 lOl°--2x 1012 5SNi/ISlTa 0,2--0.4 Nx 103°-1034

UM-UND 2-.3 -6x10 lo 'FiH_ ~10 -3 -3xi028

Future 300-1000 6x 1012 9Be 4-18 (2-7)x 1036

Facility al

a) Under discussion.
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One of tile main objectives of tile ESR is to cool the "hot" RNB beams stochastically

and via momentum exchange with a "cold" electron beam, and to decelerate them to

lower energies. While this will produce beams with excellent longitudinal and transverse
emittances, the time scale for coolino and deceleration is on tile order of 0.1 to a few

seconds and hence nuclei with short half-lives will be lost. Furthemaore, it is estimated

that ptlase space density considerations will limit Hie beam intensity from the FRS that

can be cooled stocllastically to 107 s-I, If deceleration to Coulomb barrier energies is

desired the e--cooling may limit the beam intensity to 106s -I [Mun90]. For internal

target experiments these beam intensities are boosted by zt factor-.-,2 ><,1(.)8 due to the

circulating beam and multi-turn injection, which yields effective beam currents ot up to
2 x i015 s-l. For uncooled beams intensities tlp to 2 x 1016 s-I are expected [Mun89].

With an internal target density of-2 × 1014 cm -2 a rnaximum target luminosity LT of
- 4 × I030 Cm-2s -I can be achieved. The luminosity gain G for an experiment using the

internal target in tile ESR (-2 × 1014 cm -2) versus a single pass experiment with tin

- external targe t is about G = 7 × 1(>2 A/p where A is the external target mass number and

p its density in g/cre 2. For zt thin I0 rag/cre 2 carbon t.arget this works out tc,O = S(),
vehich is significant considering in addition the good emittance properties of the internal

beam. lt is obvious that for thicker external targets the advantages of the storage ring will
diminish Table 3 taken l'rom Ref.[Muh89J,,ivesasumrnarvofexnectedefficicncies for

primary and secondary, reactions at the GSI facility.

2.3 ISOL NIFTHOD

The on-line isotope separator ISOL method takes "t complenaentary approach to the

production of RNBs: allighenero, ybeam,, ofli,.zht., particleslp, d, or3Fte) impin,,es__ on a

- heavv target and produces radioactive nuclides via spallation fission, or tar,,et
fra,.z,rnentation. If the tar,.zet is thin the recoilin,, _uclei emerge frorn the tar,...,etand can be- ,.. ,... _, ,....

- collected on aerosol particles suspended In zt He ,,as atmosphere, and transported to a
_

= Table 3. Efficiencies for primary and secondary reactions at GSI.-

Fragment production Tar1_et(carbon; (),1 - I0 g cm -2
SIS Beam l() 7 - 5 x I() I_1 ,..-I

= [.urninosity 5 x 1028 .--_"x 1035. sl C111--2

_ Single pass experiments Target (lead) 100 mg crn -2

- with secondary beams Secondao,' Beam 50 - lOs ,.;-I
- Luminosity 1021 -. 1029 s-l cre--2

I 100mg/cm 2

- Stored beam experiments Gas Target 2 × 1014 cm -2
= in ESR (lOO bunches Effective Beam 10 I° 2× 1016 s-1

circulating) Luminosity 2 x 1024 -4x 1030 s-1 crn -2

i
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collection device or introduced into_ln ion source ::sshown in Fig, 2, Tile ion source
serves as the first stage of ,'m _lcceleration process thtit is common to nii IsoL/RNB

methods since the recoil velocities ii) the light ion re_lctions _ii'e too low to be of any

prllctical use For inducing secondary reaction.':;, The _.tccelerntion process will be discussed

below. The basic idea behind the tl)in target approach is that the reduced target tllickness

is comperlsated by Jt ,,'eW irltense prin)arv beiinl' tlp LC)1 tnA of _()O MeV prot()ns lrom
LAMPF, t'or exarnple [Tal90], ' i

' _ ,l ,

In the thick targel ISOL approllch the,;t)r,ym_try t.')enrn intensities are aboul an order ot"
magnitude lower _tl-)dthe tareets are _,i',,_ tin_es tl't+icker. The recoils stop in the hot target,
diffuse to the surface from which they' de _'_ ' " 'SOFT),anct enter _ln i_)t) source For acceleration.

T_lble 4 shows several operating or proposed RNB facilities and lheir oper_lting

pararneters. Special merition sllould be made of the RNB facililv al Louvain where

intense beams of l3N _ll'ebeing produced with a low energy proton beam (30 MeV)of up

to ().S mA current on ll I g/cm 2 13Ctarget, AsimilarfacilityEB-Sgisbeingproposecllor
lhc _8-1ncl_ Cyclotron at LBL.

C't;,inparing the thin to the thick target ttppi(+_ichscverLll _.idvl.illt;.igesFortllin targets +ire
rlc_ie(.t: iriierise F)rirrlary boaln, ,;iinple target design, I';.ire i;.irgel nlalerials carl be used, no

i_lr,,ei diffusion/ ,:le,sorption problems ;.lhd ilo chemical selectivilv (except for ,..zases).

Some of the disgldvarilages of the thin target appro_tch _ire' thin targets, the etTective

target thickness is further reduced for <:p_.lllailur_products, no chenlical selectivity which

lll_,tyc'ause reduced beam purity ;.ind i()i1source c(:)nl;,in'iin;ltion, volatile species c'<innot be
ll_.illSF)orted clficienl He-jei/iorl ,.il)ur(,e ,..'_)Ul)liri<, ix difl'icult, alld ihe Ilieh i()n >,()l.ircc _as

load _,iii alfec.'i lhc etficiencv, ii1 p_irlicul!ir fi)r L'har,.z'e'.,talesq .> I,
.,'\d','_inla<,es,_.(_f the thick l_.ll'_el,,rrlelh(;ds are: thick tS.il'_ets,., nlt)der_;,lelv,intense prlillarv+ -

bel.in:_,_, high be;.inl purity (elenlenl del)en(lentj, aild experience in largelli()n '-,()urce

_,CCELEAAl OI HELIUM-.1_l
BEAM NCJZZLE

l .#, TA \ .EXTRACTION

_s '_ . _ _LECT_OO_

I RAHC-,,PORICAP_LARY I_)..I-_ ',,c::__r: : ..,,,. ION

spA.,< I ] ,t %' --
. -,,r_.7.;._'.'._:1 / sourceii  Lowc0N . <,,,,o -

T i I :
NaCI AEROSOL FRO¢_

GENERATOR _LRJ_IRESERVOIR TO
ROOTS PUMP

Figure 2. Schematic representation of the thin l;.Irc-et version of lhc ISOL rnethod l'or

RNB production. Only the first three sia_.es involving the t_lrget, the Fie-jet

and the ion source are shown. The isotop{ /isobar separation, acceleration and -

stora,,e_, i'in_,.,would be simil_lr to the scherne shown in Fi_._3. =-
_
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designs, Some of the disadvantages are: yield strongly dependent on target/radioactive-
proctuct chemistry, and large amounts of unwanted radioactivity and high radiation fields
are generated.

As was done for the PF method in Table 2, the production lurninosities Lp for the
different ISOL based RNB facilities were calculated and are shown ira the last column of

Table 4, The high luminosities of-1038cre-Is -'t for lhc low-primary-beam-energy
facilities (Louvain, EB-88 LBL) should be particularly noted, since it results in the
production of intense RNBs near IS-stability, Iri a suggested facility that will be discussed
in greater detail below, using the thick target approach, a production luminosity of
1039 cm-2s -t can be obtained (last row in Table 4),

The luminosity in the thin target approach is -103 smaller than in the thick target
case. Assuming that ion source and post-acceleration efficiencies would be the same this
would result in similarly reduced final beam intensities, Table 5 gives a summary of the
qualitative comparison between the two ISOL methods and the PF method,

_

3. Comparison Between Projectile Fragmentation and ISOL Method

A comparison between the PF and ISOL methods is difficult since the two are
essentially complementary. For the purpose of this discussion we will assume that the
parameters for the two hypothetical facilities shown in the last rows of Tables 2 and
4 are realistic. We will fun'.her assume that the PF luminosity is reduced to the range of
(1-.-4) × 1036 cm-2s -1 due to transmission losses through the separator and that the ISOL
luminosity is reduced by (.5-5_ x 10.2 due to losses in the ion source, ihe isotope/isobar

separator, stripping and acceleration, giving an effective luminosity range of 5 x 1035 -
5 x 10 37 _ Icm--s- This brings the two luminosities much closer together and _he
expected beam intensities could be similar within an order of magnitude. However. the _-=

beam characteristics would be very different! The projectile fragment beam would be in
the energy range of 3(XI--lO00 MeV/u with a relatively large momentum spread and
transverse emittance, depending on the production mechanism, while the post-accelerated
ISOL beam would have an energy of'--10 MeV/u with the beam quality of a modem
normal or superconducting LINAC, for example, The physics that can be addressed by
the two devices is very different and the decision which kind of facility to build has to
depend on th_,,significance and breadth of the scientific questions that can be answered.

It was pointed out earlier that if the PF beana is to be decelerated to the Coulomb

barrier the maximum beam intensity, in the ESR for example, is limited to-106 s-1
At a PF luminosity of 4 x 1036 this corresponds to a production cross section of -0.3 lab,
At this cross PF sectien the ISOL facility would deliver similar beams of 1 x 105 -
Ix 107 s-I. At cross sections larger than ,-.0.3 lab the ISOL facility would, however,
produce larger beams than the storage ring since it does not have any saturation
characteristics. For cross sections of, say, 10 mb near [3-stability this can amount to a
factor 5 x 103 to 5 x 105 higher intensity in the ISOL case over the storage ring operated
as a "cooler"/decelerator. Even taking the increased luminosity of internal target =
experiments in the storage ring into account there is still a significant advantage of the
ISOL approach for beams near the Coulomb barrier. The highest luminosity is, however, =
obtained when the ISOL approach is combined with a storage ring. This will be
discussed in the next chapter. Ira"Fable 6 a comparison between a future PF and an ISOL
based high intensity RNB facility is attempted. -_
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4, A High Intensity Low Energy RNB Facility

'T'l'_oughts similar to those presented tn the previous chapters have led to the
development of a "working concept" fora high intensity low energy RNB facility based
on the thick target approach, It should, however, be pointed out tkat the ideas discussed
in this chapter are preliminary and represent the personal opinions of' ihe iiuthor at this
time (April 1990),

For a Future facility the thick target ISOL approach was chosen because, as was
shown above, it will produce the highest intensities and the best beam qualities of low
energy (0,1-10 MeV/u) RNBs of the methods investigated. The effective luminosity of
the proposed facility, i.e,, the luminosity after taking losses due to ionization, etc,, into
account, is expected to be in the range of 5 x 1035to 5 x 1037crn-2 s-I (2 x 1038 for light
ions). This means, in practical terms, that an exotic nucleus that is produced by the
interaction of the primary proton beam and the target with, fur example, a cross section of
1 rnb will be available as a radioactive beam with intensities between 5 x 1()8 and

5 X I0 10 _;-I (depending on A and Z)lind energies up to 10 /VleV/u, (For energies of
•--.100keV the intensities may be 10times higher).

The concept or' the t'acility is shown schematically in Fig. 3. A light particle beam of
5(X)- IO(X)MeV energy and 100--300 pA intensity +traversesa 100--300 _crn,. thick target
where it looses -200 MeV of energy and generates --.40 kW of power. The radioactive
species enaanate from the hot target and undergo a chemical/physical separation step that
remove_; unwanted activities. This is followed by an ion source that produces radioactive
ions with charge-to-rnass ratios Q/A :_ ().(.)1.The iotas are accelerated to an energy of
--I()0 kev and underg.o a coarse separation in tin i_otope separator. Satellite beams will
be available for low-energy RNB research similar to ISOLDE at CERN. The low energy
RNB beam is then subjected to further analysis to remove unwanted isobaric nuclei and is

: injected into a Iow-._, low Q/A preaccelerator. At an tntermediateLenergy of I-1,5 MeV/u
the RNB ions are stripped lind :;ubsequently post-accelerated to the final energy of
t-naximally + 1()MeV/u. Thr', _;'annow be used in "coriventional" single pass experilnents
or injected into a storage ring. The main purpose ot"the storage ring is to make optimal
use c,f the RNB ioi+,sby employing multi-turn injection, cooling and "stacking" of the
beain, lind having the RNB ions traverse an internal target. The heating of the beana by

_ the internal target and the small energy los.,; is continuously conpensated by eleclron
__ cooling, lt'an accumulation factorof+103 can be achieved (ESR'lO 2, IUCFCooler:

= 6 × 103) a significant gain in luminosity for an internal target experiment over an external
,;ingle-pass target can be expected (c.f. Table 6). The storage ring scheme will, however,

_- only work effi_'iently if a difficult condition can be achieved' the injecting accelerator and
the ion source have lo be ptdsed and the radioactive ions should be stored between beam
pulses, Pulsed operation would also t;reatly reduce the cost orthe accelerator due to
lower power requirements. The storage ring could then also function as ,vtret_'her
providing external beanas with large duty factors.

=" 'l-'here are many questions regarding the operation of' the storage ring that remain to be
___ answered, but it should be emphasized that the viability of the presented concept does not
S. depend _n the storage ring option.
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l'able 7, 'r'eutlnical researcli and dev+.;'lol_nleNttopic,',',related to i.t l--li,ghIntensity RNB Facility,
i

,,\ (_.csrleral

. t)evelopmerlt of' et'ficierlt detectors for experinierlts
v+ith low beanl intensities

' • l_+'Xl-_loratiorlof tjle role ot' storitge i'ii-igs iri RNB research, iiliei'rli.ll tai'ucts, cfc,

B, Projectile Pragmonil.itiOl+iMethod

, Desi<,ri ofa l-Ii<.,,l+tE,rler-y _300.+-100()MeV/u) l-li_tl Inteiisitv

(,..-.(+xI012 s--I .) Heavy Heavy Ioll ,,-\cc'eleraior (.-,10xS IS 18)

, Inlproverrlont o1' secondary beam purit'icatiori techrliquos

• Efl'icierlt deceleration/coolirlg te.chrliques

C. ISOL Method (Thick Target)

• Cost effective primary beam productiorl (SOt)--I()00 MeV, p, d, :_l-le; 1()()-.3()O,LtA)

• High bearrl power targets (_S0 kW)

, • Element specific target matrices

• Physic:al/cllerrlical purification sctlemes

• lorl source researcli: high officierlcy for low to rrloderatc charge slates (1+-3+), high

temperature operation, ctlerrlical'selectiviiy, laser, pulsed operation, storage capability

l traps )

• C'har,.,c...+.stale boc);',iers: EBIS/ECR, strippin<.z,<.

• R'<i<.tiationllardened target/iorl source conlponents, robotics

• I+ow-[3, lov,,,Q/A preaccelerator
• Post-acceleration

- D, ISC)L Xlcthod (Thirl Target)

• ttigh interisitv (-I mA) beam studies ot' tlliri (multiple)tar.gets, target life tirrle

_ • Spallation yields

• f-qivsical/ctlernical purification

i • f--iff'iuieni t4e-.iet/ion source couplirig

• l tigh pressure ion source operatiorl (charge states 1+ - 3+)
-'- • Post-acceleration

--

-

-
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5. (..,unclusl(Jns

There has bccn _l wi(le,_l),'cLId interest irl the nucleur physics community rcg_lrding
clu¢_tionsthatc';ill[)Cad(Ircsscdwith l'atliotictivebC_illiS,While %cVC.l'tllyei.ll,S_.lgothe

u_iiccpiof acct'leriltitlgrti(liot_ctive.ion.s_,vtisn.'icctedas tl"crtl/,y"iclct_,iiIl_isnuw

I:,(,comeI)O,,;siblclc,i)rocluce_._cIiotlcti,,,L,beilmsoi'sui'Iicicntilltensil.yfora wide rtlngeoi'

e\I._crimerlI:_,as cliscus,sedt_ithisaildsever41previousworkshop.,.;,;lhdai IIlefir.'-;t
ii_terntitional_.'onfererlceoIlthislOl.)icICon_U], The i_.,ti,',;ibilityof such a I)roiectIitl,s

incrc_iseddram_itictiIIyirlrecent),c_irsdue to nItlnytechilological_iclvarlcc,_'lligh

illtei_sityprotontilldheavy ionti¢celertllor,_,.,.;ui:_ercor_duciinglinacs.;,I_.I;'(,)_,.'.;foreign:riilgS,
electronand slochasticcooling,ECI_,s_>urccs,inttIli-I)hOtolliorli/.tiiion,nlagrleii¢

xc.t)ar_llorx ,,, to rnelltioi] orlly a few, There l'cmain, Ilowcver, _cvci'al R_._I) tot)ims
_pc.cil'ic lo _.lI'ulure high irllen._ity P,l'xlB facility lhai llOel.I to he aclctresscct, Per I_revily _1
Iis.i oI' t-4.&D lopic's that (lees, however, li(>l Irll.ike nnv claim io ct_nll)letcne.',i_ ix I._rl_,'.lelllcd
in r'_lblc 7, The breactih oi" the I1L'UC,S,SI.II'V reseal'Cll i_ such' thai ii will require the
c(>llabor_liic)i] of ri-lany {,aboratorie,_ arid LJniverxiiic,_, arid lhc eiliii'e endeavourwill bellofii
,,,',_'"_1\,froill illternatioiial cooperatioll

Rel'erences

[Con_t_l l)ro_.'eeclin<<_'sof the First lrlierrlatiorial C(_rilereilcc o11Radio_lciive Nucleal
Beams; October 16--18, 1989, Berkeley, California, eds, W,D, Myers, J,M,
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CLOSING COMMENTS ON THE WORKSHOP ON
SHORT-LIVED NUCLEAR BEAMS

GERALD T. GARVEY

Los Alamo,_ National L_boratory

Lo_qAlamo.s, New Mexico 875_5

It was a great, pleasure to have heard so many interesting and forward-looking
talks at the plenary sessions and vigorous discussion within the w()rking groups.

One feels being in on the emergence of a new field, which is very exciting..ks time

is quite short my remarks will be by way of obser,J'ations and comments rather than

an attempt to sumrnarize this stimulating and diversified conference.

First, there is clearly an ever increasing interest in this area of research. For

aI-_'le note the recently expressed interest of B,'ookhaven National Laboratory

(BNL) and the Rutherford Laboratory in using their proton beams to provide a
basis for a radioactive beam facility. There is also, I (:an assure you, great .interest

at Los Alamos in studying how effectively LANIPF can provide a.n olttstanding
facility for this community. As' you know,, we have an $00-MeV, 1000-pA proton

beam that might provide the very best source of short-lived nuclei in the world.

There seemed to be some initial feelings of competition between those advocat-
ing production of exoticbeams by fragmentation and those who want to achieve it

via spallation. I see no need for this apparent contest. The production of beams via

fragmentation creates useful yields in the regime above 100 MeV/ainu. To get tligh-
quality beam at lower energy via this process requires collecting these fragments

in a storage ring, cooling them, and then collecting and deaccelerating them, but

that takes time and so the technique will not likely be profitable with nuclei whose

lifetime is less than, say, a second. It also seems unlikely that it wouM be profitable

to accelerate radioactive beams generated via spallation from thermal energies to

much above 10 MeV/ainu. Thus, it at)pears that there is a natural separation in

the field between high-energy beams from fragmentation and low-energy beams pro-

duced by acceleration following production via spallation. The physics in the two

regimes is quite different as the lower ener.gy focuses on issues of nuclear structtlre

= ' while the higher energies deal with nuclear properties such as the equation-of-state.

[f you would allow me a moment to reminisce, I can tell you how I first got into

the interesting business of exotic nuclei. At Lawrence Berkeley Lat>oratory (LBL)

_xclt-.m:nt as He had been discovered t,y_ in the summer of 1965 there was great "" ' e e _-

Poskanzer l) and collaborators and its mass tla(.I been measured '2) by Joe Cerny's

g,_.)tp at the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory (LBL) SS-inch cyclotron. The qlw,stion

-- of the moment was whether or not l°He was stable. In dealing with that question,

- the idea of employing mass-difference e_l_lations :_)was _tevolo..- t-_e({.... It is, of co_trse,

evi(tent that large bi,l(ting for _He makes if, ('asi,,r f_>r l°He to decay into _He +

- 2n. By way of a further remark, a few y,_ars later I realized that insofar as lt_He is

--
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a doubly magic nucleus its mass could be directly predicted using the Coherl and
Kurath 4) matrix elements (T = 1, lp shel.1).

,__0(BE(l°He)- BE(4He)-4ea/2 + 2el/2 4- :_ 5

+ T +a +5 , =-2,29 x1(,v

using their (6-16)2BME matiix elements. In the above expression, ej indicates the
single particle energies while the other tet_ns are the (2J + 1) weighed values of
the two-body T = 1' interaction energies. The fact that this procedure predicts
l°He to be unbound against decay in *Fie iF 6n was a further clear indication of its
instability against strong decays._ Of course, .1°He h_ not been found to be stable,
However, llLi has been discovered and is a very interesting case. .

11Li drew much attention at this conference. The talk by Ingemar 1-tag-

narsson s) was v'ery informative in this regard. It is very interesting to un-
derstand the _rave function of l lLi in shell modei terms. Of course, the ra-
dial wave function of the last, two neutrons will. be unusual because of their

very small separation energy S2n ([1Li) _0.2 MeV, whatever their sh.eli model
configuration. The question is,
"What is the orbital of the last (Nn,,U'.I)

{202_1two neutrons in l_Lis?" Are ali 4.00- . 20
the nucleons in the lp shell, or l_l "-
does the system take advantage of _ a.zs

, s_ [_2 5/21the possibility that both the last a.50
two neutrons and third proton can I2_,,,_1 =

gain energy by taking on the pro- 3 a.2s t2_,_1
late deformed orbits (K ' 1/2) _
as shown in Fig. 1? A similar ar- w a.0o
gument could be ma, le for l_Ber, _ I_,_l
which has a ,1_ = (1/2) + ground 2.rs- _ {,o,,_1

• ._,_ _ l_o__Istate I In the discussion following 2.5o "
Ragnarsson's talk', John Schiffer
pointed out in experiments done 2,2s
at Argonne many years ago on the [_,0_
l°Be(d,p)llBe reaction the spec- 2,00 I i I 1 I I 1 i I I-o,5-o,4-o,3.o.2.o.1o,o o,1o.2 o,ao.4o,s

troscopic factor tor the 11B grmmd 8osostate was found to be S = 0.73 +

0.06 6). Such a large value would Fig. 1. Figure showing the energies of
not be compatible with a deformed single-particle orbit, s as a function of de-
K = 1/2 + Nilsson orbit, as one ex- fl)rmation parameters for the anisotropic
pecl.s a value of S __ 0.3 for large oscillator The orbits are lab.led by the
/lr/'ae,orrnation 7). However, John asymptotic quantum numbers [.',,rn:_3,t2]
has more faith than I do in our for large prolate deformation.
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ability to 'extract absolute spectroscopic factors from these reactions. In a w_ry
deformed case the orbit could b(, appreciably larger t,han one generatc(t in a spherical
potential a.nd might lead one tc, considerably overestimat(_ t.he _pectrosc:_pic factor
from the measured yield. Be that as it m.ay, it remains a challenge to determine
the nature of exotic light nuclei that may be 11ndergoing cteformation in those cases
where both the last proton_ and ne'_ttro,,,_have the possibility to lower their (_n(,I,,y'-'",_
by assuming deformed orbits.

Another remark that caught my attention was Frank Stephen's observati(m
that because the Coulomb interaction tends to induce fission the formation of high-
spin systems that are richer in neutrons might let experimenters reach even larger
angular momenta. At present, high-spin studies are of necessity carried out ()n the
proton-rich side of the. valley of stability. A rule-of-thumb appears to be that for
each additional neutron added to thenucleus about one _lnit of angular monlelltllrrl

can be picked up without danger of fission. This gain in angular momentum before
- fission may be all that is needed to make ultra-deformed states (ratio of major to

minor axis of 3/1) observable. Ttlis shape should come down to the yrast line at
sufficiently high spin both because its moment of inertia is larger' and certain single

_ particle states will benefit from the large Coriolis interaction. The prodtmtion of
: neutron-rich beams of medium-A nuclei to use as projectiles in formation of lligh-

spin levels should let one gain the order of five units in N- Z and hence in angular
momentum of the decaying systems. The unambiguous discovery of physical states
with a (3/1) deformation would be most exciting.

One cannot fail to be impressed with the power of the nuclear models devel-
oped by Bohr-Mottelson, Nilsson, and further elaborated by Strutinsky. They have
provided uncanny direction in understa.nding the behavior of nuclei at high si)in.
These models work so well that there really needs to be some careful study to de-
termine how well these models of nuclear spectra should work. Only with a sharper

" understanding of the limits of this family oi models can one effectively pu,'sue this
subject at greater depth. The experimental apparatus has become so powerful that
researchers can.comb,through data and reject "uainteresting" decays to get at the
specific type of system that one wants to examine. While very beautiful, and at

some level very satisfying, what are we learning that would alter our view of the
nature of nuclear excitations'? With respect to the yrast line, the lowest lying ultra-

_- deformed states will very likely have very small matrix elements coupling them to
_. the neighboring levels. This is because it will have an intrinsic state made up of ser-
- eral high angular momentum single particle states. A glance at a Nilsson diagram
: for this large deformation and high rotation shows many crossings of single particle
_ states. Each of these crossings requires a two-body interaction to rescatter the par-
I_ titles; hence the mixing matrix elements are small and the ultra-deformed states
_ near the yrast line will appear tr) be very pure. ()tie needs carefully formltlated

.questions to investigate this matter at a depth that will reveal new iIffo,'mat.ion
about nuclear behavior.

_- Attention should also be paid to investigating appropriate detector schemes for
- exotic beam research. Tile low intensities ne(:essarily associated with exotic t)eams

=
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will requi're and allow detection systems of much greater acceptance than are now
employed. There may be some very interesting and profitable trade-offs to be made
between efficient detection systems aad heroic efforts to increase the beam intensity.
Once the beam drops below 105 s -1, it should be easy to _bserve and analyze each
incident particle.

This has been an exceUent and pleasurabl.e workshop, and one readily sees
the community of nuclear structure physicists rallying around a new and exciting
possibility to expand our tmderstanding of the atomic nucleus in its more exotic,
quantum states. Your idea to organize a steering committee that is not site nor
technology specific is an excellent idea at this time. I don't think there is a single
idea or system yet so compelling that the entire nuclear physics community will rally
behind it. However, I believe that by working hard on the scientific opportunities
provided by exotic beams and the means of producing them, you will develop an
irresistible plan. It is exciting seeing thisprocess in motion!
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Outlook

'By the end of this workshop a strong concensus had developed within
the entire group that a proposal for an intense radioactive ion beam facility
was appropriate and should be prepared at the earliest possibl,_ time. It
was decided that a steering committee should be appointed to h_'ad-up the

preparation of this proposal and that this initiative should be a joint US
and Canadian undertaking. ,_ selection committee made up of the worki.ng
group chairman and myself was given the charge of appointing this steering
committee and within a month the following people had been selected',

Rick Casten (Brookhaven), 1st year chairman

= Cary Davids (Argonne)

John D'Auria (Simon Fraser)

Jerry Garrett (Oak Ridge)

Mike Nitschke (Berkeley)

Brad Sherrill (Michigan State)

.Dave Vieira (Los Alamos)

Michael Wiescher (Notre Dame)

Ed Zganjax (Louisiana State)

Since that time, the steering committee has been active in setting up
a users group for this new initiative. Work has already started by several-

working grc,.aps to further refine the scientific case and to develop the set
- of key experiments to be carried out at this new facility. A technical sub-
- committee has started work on a baseline facility design and to define key

areas where technical R&D are needed. Several meetings are planned in the
_ coming months to expedite this work and a follow,up workshop is tentatively

scheduled for Oct,. 22-23, 1991 in East Lansing preceeding the Fall meeting
= of the American Physical Society/Division of Nuclear Physics.

- The momentum is building on this exciting initiative. Your active par-
ticipation has been, and continues to be, tt,e driving force.

David ,J. Vieira
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Appendix A

Los Alamos Workshop on the Science of

Intense Radioactive Ion Beams

April 10-12, 1990

J. Robert Oppenheimer Study Center

Agenda

Tuesday -April 1,,0, 1990

8:00 -- 8.,30 a,m. Registration

-_ 8:30- 8,'45 a.m. Welcome/Organization

Roger Perkins, Deputy Associate Director of Research

Overvmw Talks

8,'45 - 9:30 am. Talk 1 - Reaction Physics J, Schiffer (ANL)

9:30 10:15 a.m. Talk 2- Nuclei Far from Stability/Nuclear Struct_lre,

I, Ragnarsson (LUND)

10,'I5 - I0,'45 a,m, Coffee Break

10,'45 ii:30 a.m, Talk 3 -. Nuclear Astrophysics. G, Ivlathews (LLNL)

11,'30- 12,'15 p,m. Talk 4- Materials Science,

G. Sawicki (Chalk River)

12,'15 - i,'45 p.m. Lunch at Otowi Cafeteria

i,'45 - 2,'30 p,m. Talk 5- Facilities. M, Nitschke (LBL)
-

2,'30 - 3.'00 p,m. Organization of Working Groups

3,'00 - 3,'30 p.m, Coffee Break

3,'30 - 5.'15 p.m. Working Group Sessions

,5.'i5 - 7.'i5 p.m. Director's Reception/

Light Supper- Sponsored by EG& G Ortec

7.'I5 9,'30 p,m. Working Group Sessions

Transportation back to Hilltop Hotel
-

and Los Alamos Inn
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Wednesday._- April11, 1990_

Working Group Parallel Sessions

8:30 -I0,'00 a.m: Working Group Sessions

10,'00 - I 0:30 a. m, Coffee Break

10:30 - 12:00 p.m, Working Group Sessions

12:00 - i:30p,m, Lunch at Otowi Cafeteria

I:_?0 - 3:00 p.m. Working Group Sessions

3:00 -- 3:30 p,m, Coffee Break

3:30 - 5:30 p,m, Working Group Sessions

5:30 - 6:30 p,m. Mixer (Sponsored by LeCroy Corporation)

6:30 . 8,'00 p,rn, Banquet at Otowi

Transportation back to Hilltop Hotel

and Los Alamos Inn

Thursday-. April 12, 1990

Results of Working Group Deliberations

8.',00 - 8:55a, m. Report of Working Group 1 R. Stokstad (LBL)

8.'55 - 9.'0,.,0a,m. Report of Working Group 2 R. Casten (BNL)/

J. Garrett (ORNL)

9.'20 - 9.'35 a.m. Report of Working Group 2A W. Bauer (MSU)

9,'35 - 10.'00 a.m. Report of Working Group 3 M. Howard (LLNL)

10,'00 - i0.'30 a.m. Coffee Break

10.'30 - ii'00 a,m. Report of Working Group 4 S. Hanna (Stanford)

1i,'00 - ii.'30 a.m. Report of Working Group 5 J. D_Auria (SFU/TRIUMF

1i:30 - 11.'45 a.m. Concluding Remarks G. Garvey (LANIPF)

1i.'45 - 12.'00 p.m. Closing Organizational Topics
z

Transportation back to Hilltop Hotel

and Los Alamos Inn

NOTE: Rooms will be available at the Study Center Thursday afternoon, April 12, 1990
for further discussions if needed.

A LAMPF tour may be arranged either during or after the Workshop for tho,_e {ntere,sted
in _eeing the experimental ]'acilitie_.

¢-
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Appendix B

Agenda for Working Group I on Reaction Physics

Bob Stokstad, Chairman

Dan Strottman and Ray Nix, Coordinators

To stimulate new ideas on the indicated topics, brief introductory comments will be made by the
discussion leaders and additional persons listed for the working sessions.

Tuesday, April 10

2:45--3:00 p.m. Organizational Meeting
Bob Stokstad, Chairman

3:30--5:15 p.m. Multidimensional Reaction Dynamics/Subbarrier Fusion
Ray Nix, Discussion Leader
Hee Kim
Bob Stokstad

7:15--9:30 p.m. Charge Exchange Reactions/Transfer Reactions/Fission
Dan Strottman, Discussion Leader
Dennis Moltz

Jerry Wilhelmy

Wednesday, April 11

8:30,-10:00 a.m. Isomers/Scattering/Optical Potentials
Fred l_chetti, Discussion Leader
Dave Madland

10:30--12:00 a,m. Halos: Physics of Loosely Bound Nuclei
Wolfgang Bauer, Discussion Leader
Anna Hayes
Dave Vieira

_

_ 1:30--3:00 p.m. Reverse Kinematics
- Ed Siciliano, Discussion Leader

Dave Madland

Additional Topics and/or Carryover from
Pre_ lous Sessions

- Begin Report Preparation

3:30--5:30 p.m. Report Preparation



Agenda for Working Group 2
on

Ntlciei Far from Stability -+ Nuclear Structure

Rick Castei, _nd Jerry Garrett, Chairmen
Peter ,M611er,, Coordinator

7"o stimulate new ideas a d thinking about the indicated topics, brief overviews and discusswns will be
informally directed by the following discussion leaders.

Tuesday, April 10

2:45--3:00 p.m. Organizational Meeting
Rick Casten and Jerry Garrett, Chairmen

3:30--5:15 p.m. Overviews & Initial Discussions
Fission, Transuranic._, Superheavies -- Peter M611er
_-Decay-- Ca D' Davids
Masses & Stability -- Peter Haustein
High-Spin Studies with RIBs -- Jerry Garrett

7:15--9:30 p.m. Overviews & Initial Discussions (cont.)

Nuclear Shapes, Collectivity, Phase Transitions
Magicity, Valence p-n Interactions -- Fred Wohn & Rick Casten __

Neutron Halos, Properties of Drip-line Nuclei, Neutron-Like Matter,
Nuclei Under Extrerne Isospin "Stress", other Exotica --
form a topical subgroup/select a discussion leader(s) =

Wednesday, April 1l

8:30--10:00 a.m. Detailed Discussions & New Ideas

Superheavies, ... - Peter MOiler
GDecay -- CaD" Davids
Masses & Stability -- Peter Haustein

High-Spin Studies with RIBs -- Jerry Garrett

10:30--12:00 p.m. Detailed Discussions & New Ideas (cont.)
Nuclear Shapes, ... -- Fred Wohn & Rick Casten
Neutron Halos, ... -- subgroup discussion leader(s)

1:30--3:00 p.m. Additional Discussions -- Report Preparation --_
Split-up in Subgroups

3.:30--5:30 p.m. Report Preparation .-- Discuss Consensus Ideas _-

Entire Working Group __
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Agenda for Working Group 3

Nuclear Astrophysics

W, Michael Howardl Chairman
f'aul Koehler, Coordinator

Tuesday, April_.!10

2:30--3:00 p.m. Introducl.ion-- Howard

3:30--5',15 p,m. Review of Work in Progress and I'lans for the Near Future

TRIUMF-- Buchman
INS -- Kubono "
Louvain -- Leleux
LLNL/OSU -- Mathews
Others

Wednesday, April 11

8:00--10:00 a.m. Discussion of Theory and Data Needs

_ 10:00--12:00 p.m. Experimental Approaches -- Comparison to Other Techniques

1:30--5:30 p.m. Redrafting of Position Paper/Discussion of General Questions

Identify highlight(s)
Projects for the near t'enn

- Quests for the long term
Identification of facility requirements
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Agenda for Working Group 4
on

Materials Science/Atomic Physics/Isotope Production

R. D. Taylor, Coordinator
S. S. Hanna, Chairman

Physics Department, Varian Bldg.
Stanford University
Stanford, CA 94305-4060 .,

(415) 723-4612 -- FAX (415) 725-6544
E-MAIL: SS.HAN@STANFORD

Agenda Topics:

lVlaterials Science/Condensed Matter Physics
Diffussion-migration, latice defects, materials modification

Hyperfirie Interaction/Spin Alignment
Mossbauer spectroscopy, nuclear orientation, NMR, perturbed angular

correlation, conversion electron spectroscopy, laser spectroscopy

Polarized Nuclear Beams

Methods, nuclear moments, relaxation times E

Radioisotopes Production/Uses
Medical isotopes, short lifetimes, high specific activity sources for
Mossbauer spectroscopy

Radiation Damage/Reactor Data

Atomic Physics
Electronic levels of charged atoms

Commercial Applications =
Host modifications, tracer implementation, surface and sub-surface analysis
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Agenda for Working Group 5
ota

Facilities

J. M. D'Auria, Chairman
T. S. Bhatia, Coordinator

Tuesday -- April10

1:45--2',30 p:m, Invited Talk -- M, Nitschke
Overview of the P.esent Plans for Radioactive Beam Facilities
in the World

3:30--5:15 p,m, Working Sessio,n 1
Topic: Projected Specifications of ISOL/Accel Approach (and Related
Methods)/Vices/Vlrttms

Possible Speakers

M. Fujioka (Japan) .- The Proposed RB Facility at the JHP

T, G. Walker (RAL) -- The Proposed RB Facility at Rutherford-

- M, Loiselet (Louvain-au-Neuve) -- Results and Prospects for
RIB at Louvain-au-Neuve

D. J. Clark (LBL) - An Optimal Energy for a Proton Production Source

W, Talbert/J. D'Auria-- Expected Yields,from a Thin and Thick
Target System

7:15--9:30 p.rn. Working Sessio_ 2

Topic:: Projected Specifications of the Projectile Fragmentation/Recoil
- Transfer System

- Possible Speakers

B, Sherrill (Michigan State) -- Overview of Projectile Fragmentation
and Recoil Separators

J. Winger (NSCL) -- Projected Yields from Projectile Fragmentation

- (F. Becchetti -- Use of Solenoids and Transfer' Reactions)

Kruno Subotic (Yugoslavia) -.- Decelerating Projectile Fragmentation
in a Cyclotron

_

m
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Wednesday-- April 11
L

8:30--10:00 a.m. Working Session 3,
Topic: Problems with Each Approach

Possible Speakers

D. J. Clark (LBL) -- Advantages of a Cyclotron as the Secondary Accelerator

G. McMichael (Chalk River) -- Energy Variability in a 1.0 MeV/u LINAC
and Prospects at Higher Energies

Y. Arai (Japan) -_ Low Energy RFQ LINAC at the JHP

H. Wollnik-- Possibilities of Isobaric Separation in an ISOL/Accelerator
System

10:30--12:00 p.m. Working ,Session 4
Topic: Pilot Development Studies (Planned or Needed)

Possible Speakers.,

W. Talbot (LAMPF) -- A Pilot Thin Target System at LAMPF

R. Stokstad (LBL) - Studies Related to a High Intensity, 30 MeV p
Cyclotron System at LBL

T. Ward (BNL) -- Development of Special Handling Systems for very
Radioactively Hot Targets"

J. D'Auria - Thick Target and ECR ISOL Studies at TRIUMF

H. Penttila (Finland) IGISOL for Radioactive Beams

(G. McMichael -- Studies of 4-Rod versus 4-Vane RFQ)

12:0()--1:30 p.m. Lunch

1:30--3:00 p.m. Working Session 5
Topic: Preparation of Final Report

3:30--5:30 p.m. Working Session 6

l_opic: Matching of User Specifications with Facility
Capabilities
Discussion of Questionnaire
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' Attendee List

Edward D. Arthur James N. Bradbury
Los Alamos National Laboratory Los Alamos National Laboratory
P. O. Box. 1663, MS B210 P.O. Box 1663, MS H844
Los Alamos, NM 87545 Los Alamos, NM 87545
Telephone' (505) 665-1708 Telephone: (505) 667-5051
Telefax: Telefax: (505) 665-1712
E-Mail' E-MAIL: GARDUNO@LAMPF

Richard E. Azuma Daeg Scott Brenner
Caltech Clark University

- Kellogg Laboratory Chemistry Department
Pasadena, CA 91125 950 Main Street
Telephone' (818) 356-4587 Worcester, MA 01610
E-MAIL: REA@CALTECH Telephone: (508) 793..7114

Telefax: (508) 793-7780
- Wolfgang W. Bauer E-MAIL: DBRENNER@CLARKU

Michigan State University
East Lansing, MI 48824 Lothar Buchmann
Telephone" (51.7) 353-5965 TRIUMF
Telefax" 4004 Wesbrook Mali
E-MAIL: BAUER@MSUNSCL Vancouver, BC

CANADA V6T 2A3

Fred Becchetti Telephone: (604) 222-1047
University of Michigan Telefax' (604) 222-1074
Randall Laboratory E-MAIL: LOTHAR@TRIUMFCL
Department of Physics
Arm Arbor, MI 48109 Gilbert W. Butler

- Telephone' (313) 764-1598 Los Alamos National Laboratory
Telefax: P.O. Box 1663, MS J514
E-MAIL: BECCHETTI@UMIPHYS Los Alamos, NM 87545

Telephone' (505) 667-6005
= Tarlochan S. Bhatia Telefax"

Los Alamos National Laboratory E-MAIL"
P. O. Box 1663, MS H817

- Los Alamos National Laboratory Richard F. Casten
Telephone' (505) 667-3203 Brookhaven National Laboratory
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E-MAIL: BHATIA@LAMPF Upton, NY 11973

Telephone' (516) 282-3979
= J. David Bowman Telefax" (516) 282-3000
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- Telephone' (505) 667-4363
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David J. Clark Bruce Robert Erdal

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory Los Alamos National Laboratory
Building 88 P.O. Box 1663, MS .1519

Berkeley, CA 94720 Los Alamos, NM 87545
Telephone: (415) 486-5088 Telephone: (505) 667-5338
Telefax: (415) 486-7983 Telefax: (505) 667-2964
E-MAIL: DJCLARK@LBL E-MAIL:

John Eric Crawford Alexander j. Gancarz

Foster Radiation Laboratory Los Alamos National Laboratory
McGill University P.O. Box 1663, MS J515
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